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A H O A R D O F I R O N A G E SILVER COINS F R O M F R I N G ,
N O R F O L K , A N D S O M E O B S E R V A T I O N S ON T H E I C E N I A N
COIN SERIES
AMANDA CHADBURN

Introduction
hoard of Iron Age silver coins was found in a field at Fring in Norfolk on 23 March
1990 by Mr John Bocking who was using a metal detector. Some of the coins were
scattered, but most came from a single spot where fragments of pottery and textile were
also recovered. The field was under arable cultivation and had been recently subsoiled,
which had brought up the artefacts into the ploughsoil. After the initial discovery a small
rescue excavation was mounted in conjunction with the finder, directed by Mr David
Gurney of the Norfolk Archaeological Unit. This brought more coins to light, and in total
153 coins were recovered, all of the Iceni tribe of East Anglia, weighing a total of 182.74 g
(after cleaning). The coins were declared treasure trove on 5 July 1990, and have now been
acquired by the Kings Lynn Museum, Norfolk, where they are on display with the pot and
textile. 1 Despite the intensive search in 1990, a further sixteen silver Icenian coins were
recovered from the same findspot in early 1991 and are very likely to have come from the
same hoard. If part of the hoard, these additional coins (which have not yet been analysed)
would bring the total number of coins in the hoard to 169.

THIS

Archaeological context
The fragments of pottery and textile which were discovered with some of the coins almost
certainly formed part of the container of the hoard. Enough sherds of pottery were
recovered to allow a reconstruction, and the vessel appears to be a wheel-made cup or
bowl, similar to concave-sided 'Belgic' cups and bowls found in early Roman assemblages
in other parts of Norfolk. The textile remains are a very rare survival, and were probably
from a cloth covering tied over the mouth of the pot. This cloth was woven from a
vegetable fibre (such as hemp or flax), and could also date to the mid-first century A D . 2
Unfortunately, the subsoiler which had smashed through the pot had also removed the
immediate archaeological context, and there was no trace of the pit or hole in which the
vessel was presumably hidden.
At present, no trace of Iron Age activity in the immediate area has been discovered, but
it was probably not a particularly attractive location for settlement given the nature of the
geology (chalky boulder clay). However, there are two Roman sites adjacent to the
findspot which date to the second to fourth centuries AD, and it is possible that an Iron
Age settlement existed in the vicinity. The findspot is well within the territory of the Iceni
as defined by Allen, and within the normal distribution area for Icenian coin hoards. 3
Although there are few indications of Iron Age activity in the immediate surroundings,
this part of north-west Norfolk was clearly important in that period, as indicated by the

' A.D.B. Chadburn and D. Gurney, 'The Fring Hoard',
Norfolk Archaeology (forthcoming).
2
Chadburn and Gurney.

3
D.F. Allen, 'The coins of the Iceni', Britannia, I (1970),
1-33.
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remarkably high numbers of Iron Age metal artefacts, mainly tores, coins and bracelets,
which have been recovered from within five miles of the Fring coin hoard.
The spectacular Snettisham treasure, for example, was discovered about 3.5 miles away
from the Fring findspot between 1948-50, and included 61 complete or partial tores and
158 gold and potin coins, dating to the late Iron Age. A separate site at Snettisham yielded
a hoard containing a total of 91 Celtic coins between 1987-9. 4 Indeed this general part of
Norfolk has produced the remains of more than a hundred tores in the lastfifty years. 5 The
1950 Snettisham treasure also included ingots, and 'cake' of gold alloy and tin, and this
fact, along with the fragmentary and damaged nature of many of the tores, has led to
suggestions that a flourishing workshop existed in this area producing Iron Age artefacts of
precious metals. 6 However, there is no direct evidence for Iron Age coin minting in the
area.
Another recent and similar find to the 1950 Snettisham treasure, consists of more than
175 tores, over 100 ingot rings and bracelets, and more than 170 coins. These objects of
gold, silver and bronze were also discovered at Snettisham between 1989 and 1991, and
have been provisionally interpreted as bullion awaiting recycling which was deposited by
metal workers. 7 This recent find underlines the importance of the area in the late Iron Age.
Both Fring and Snettisham are situated near to routes which were probably used
during the Iron Age, including the Icknield Way and the Wash which gave access to
coastal routes into Lincolnshire and to the south-east. It is against this background of the
general wealth and importance of the area in the late Iron Age that the coin hoard at
Fring can be set.
The composition and nature of the hoard
The Fring hoard is one of many Icenian coin hoards found during the last two centuries.
Allen described twelve hoards in the most detailed paper on Icenian coinage to date, 8 but
up to a further thirteen hoards containing Icenian coins have been reported since, few of
which are yet published.
Its composition is similar to that of many other Icenian hoards. All 153 silver coins are
Icenian with no other Roman or Iron Age tribal issues being present: just under half the
Icenian hoards to date consist of exclusively Icenian issues. The Fring hoard is about
average in size for an Icenian coin hoard, the largest of which so far is the Field Baulk,
Stonea hoard found in Cambridgeshire about forty miles away and which contained 872
silver coins. 9
Following Allen's classification, 10 the coins may be divided into three major types;
Boar-Horse, Face-Horse, and Pattern-Horse. Within these broad types, there are thirteen recognisable Iceni coin types, along with a few unclassifiable Pattern-Horse coins
detailed below. Typically, the die axes of all these Icenian coins do not appear to be
uniform.

4
T. Gregory, 'Snettisham and Bury; some new light on
the earliest Icenian coinage.' Proceedings of a Celtic Coin
Symposium, Oxford, 1989, edited by M. Mays and D.M.
Metcalf (forthcoming)
5
B. Robinson and T. Gregory, Norfolk Origins 3: Celtic
fire and Roman rule (N. Walsham, 1987).
6
R. Megaw and V. Megaw, Celtic Art (London, 1989).
7
See The Times, 8 March 1991 and The Independent on
Sunday, 10 February 1991.
8
D.F. Allen, 'The coins of the Iceni', Britannia, I (1970),
1-33.

9
A.D.B. Chadburn, 'A preliminary analysis of the
hoard of Icenian coins from Field Baulk, March, Cambridgeshire' in Proceedings of a Celtic Coin Symposium,
Oxford, 1989, edited by M. Mays and D.M. Metcalf (forthcoming); A.D.B. Chadburn, 'The Iron Age coinage' in
Excavations at Stonea Camp edited by T.W. Potter (forthcoming).
10
D.F. Allen, The coins of the Iceni' in Britannia, I
(1970), 1-33.
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TABLE 1:

Boar-Horse coins

Coin type

Number of coins

Boar-Horse B
Boar-Horse C
Total

2
3
5

The five Boar-Horse coins appear to be fairly worn from circulation rather than die wear,
although the Boar-Horse C coins appear slightly fresher than the others.
TABLE 2:

Face-Horse coins

Coin type

Number of coins

Early Face-Horse
Normal Face-Horse A
Normal Face-Horse B/C
Total

2
7
22
31

It should be noted that Allen's Face-Horse B and C have been amalgamated into a single
group as the two 'types' form either end of a typological spectrum.
The early Face-Horse coins are both worn, apparently from circulation wear. The other
Face-Horse coins are similar in condition, being fresher than the early Face-Horse coins,
but with some die wear also.
TABLE 3:

Pattern-Horse coins

Coin type
Anted
Ecen
Ed(n)
Symbols
Ece A
Ece B
Ece B (Reversed)
Saenv
Pattern-Horse Unclassified
Total

Number of coins
31
35
10
3
17
12
3
1
5
117

Many of the Pattern-Horse types appear to be struck from worn dies. Nearly all the Ed(n)
and Symbols coins appear to be struck from worn dies, whereas the Anted and Ecen coins
are fresher, although they too suffer from both circulation wear and die wear to a lesser
degree. The Ece A coins also show much die wear on both obverse and reverse dies, as do
the Ece B coins, particularly on the obverse. These latter two types do not appear to have
much circulation wear.

Comparative material
The proportions of each major group within the hoard are somewhat different to those
worked out by Allen as an average for Icenian silver coin hoards. However, the hoard
profile bears a remarkable resemblance to that of the Field Baulk hoard, with an apparent
over-representation of Pattern-Horse coins compared with Allen's average (See Table 4).
It is also apparent from a preliminary analysis that many of the dies used on coins in the
Fring hoard are also represented in the Field Baulk hoard (and probably in many other of

4
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the Icenian 'Boudican' hoards also). This seems to suggest that both hoards represent
contemporary assemblages of coins, which may have been issued over a relatively short
period of time. Certainly the dies on many of the coins appear to have been used until the
design is nearly obliterated (in particular the Ece A, Ece B, Ed(n), Symbols and some
Ecen coins), and this feature is also found in the Field Baulk hoard and other Icenian coin
hoards.
T A B L E 4:

Proportions of coin types in selected findspots of Icenian coins

Allen's average
Icenian hoard
Fring hoard, Norfolk
Field Baulk h o a r d . C a m b s
Saham Toney settlement site, Norfolk (not a hoard)

B-H%

F-H%

7
5
4
24

30
20
20
13

P-H%

60
77
76
40

Other%

3
-

23

As with the Field Baulk hoard, the apparent over-representation of Pattern-Horse coins
contrasts with the provisional distribution patterns noted by Allen who concluded that the
main distribution area of the Pattern-Horse series lay in the Breckland area of Norfolk,
about forty miles from Fring. 11 This further suggests that the distribution patterns deduced
by Allen mainly from hoards may be incorrect; evidence from Fring, Field Baulk, and
numerous recent single coin finds contrasts with Allen's conclusions regarding the
distribution and manufacture of different Icenian coin types. 1 2
There are obvious differences between the coins found in hoards, including Fring, and
coin assemblages from what appear to be settlement sites such as Saham Toney, Norfolk 13
and Stonea Grange. 1 4 Settlement-related assemblages appear to contain a wider variety of
coin types, including other Iron Age tribal issues (see Table 4) and a much higher
proportion of plated coins and cores. In contrast, most Iceni silver coin hoards appear to
contain specially selected good quality coins, and contain few plated or underweight coins.
Normally, they do not contain other tribal issues although Roman coins are common. The
Fring hoard only contained three coins which were of silver with an obviously high
percentage of copper, although their weights are normal. Two coins are significantly above
the mean weight for their type, nos 13 and 100. Interestingly, no. 13 is the new type of
Normal Face-Horse A coin, with the horse on the reverse facing the opposite way to
normal.
One other individual coin of note is no. 42, which is an obverse brockage of Anted as the
obverse ('pattern') design appears on both sides. It was apparently struck twice on its
reverse surface (on different die axes) with the obverse of a coin stuck in the upper die,
creating a brockage. But this error was spotted and this coin was rectified by being
overstruck with the correct Anted upper or reverse die (i.e. showing a horse). However,
some traces of the obverse 'brockage' pattern remain on the reverse of the coin, beneath
the horse design. Celtic brockages are rare, although the Field Baulk hoard contained two
obverse brockages of Iceni Pattern-Horse coins, and other brockages are known in the
Icenian series.
Allen noted that on average about 20 per cent of Ece B coins have a reverse on which the
11

D.F. Allen, 'The coins of the Iceni'.
See Chadburn, 'A preliminary analysis of the hoard of
Icenian coins from Field Baulk, March, Cambridgeshire'
and Chadburn, 'The Iron Age coinage'.
13
R.A. Brown, 'The Iron Age and Romano-British
settlement at Woodcock Hall, Saham Toney, Norfolk',
12

Britannia 17 (1986), 1-58.
14
T. Gregory, 'Snettisham and Bury; some new light on
the earliest Icenian coinage' in Proceedings of a Celtic Coin
Symposium, Oxford, 1989, edited by M. Mays and D.M.
Metcalf (forthcoming).
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horse, inscription and all other design details are completely reversed, and this same
proportion was found in the Field Baulk hoard. Slightly more, 25 per cent, of the Fring Ece
B coins were similarly reversed. The dies for these reversed coins may have been produced
by a die-cutter copying from an existing Ece B coin, which could account for the reversal of
all design details. Certain other Icenian coins appear to have blundered inscriptions (ED
was perhaps a poor rendering of ECE), although alternatively it is of course possible that
the design was deliberately reversed. On stylistic grounds it seems likely that the same
die-cutter produced both of the Ece B (reversed) reverse dies in the Fring hoard.
Another similarity between the Field Baulk and Fring hoards, is that unusually both
were contained in pottery vessels. Most recorded Iceni coin hoards to date have not been
associated with a retrievable container, although the gold Iceni hoard from Freckenham,
Suffolk, was found in a small poorly-fired pot which is not closely datable, 1 5 and it is
probable that others were contained in organic containers such as leather or cloth bags.
However, the Field Baulk hoard was associated with a globular beaker imitating
Camulodunum form 91, which has been dated by V. Rigby to about AD 60-70. 1 6 The
Fring hoard pot appears to be of similar mid-first century date, and the textile which
appears to have covered the mouth of the pot would also not be out of place in the mid first
century AD.
A die study of the hoard has made possible the identification of many coins which are
difficult to classify, especially the Ecen, Ed and Symbols coins, which often have their
inscription off the flan. Additionally, many Fring coins have been identified with reference
to Field Baulk dies. Die links are shown in the Catalogue, and further work on the dies and
die axes is being undertaken by the author.
Date of deposition
Allen concluded that the majority of Iceni coin hoards were buried around the time of the
Boudican rebellion, and since then, recent finds appear to support this hypothesis. 17
Indeed, a recent hoard at Scole, Norfolk, included Roman denarii, the latest of which is a
coin of Nero, dating to c.AD 61. 1 8 Another recent hoard at Eriswell, Suffolk, of mixed
Iceni and Roman silver coinage contained Roman coins dating to AD 54/55, and was also
interpreted as being deposited during the Boudican revolt. 19 Such evidence appears to
support a Boudican date of deposition for the majority of Icenian hoards, as might the
Field Baulk pot of AD 60-70.
The Fring Hoard also appears to fit into this general pattern of a mid-first century AD
deposition date, and may also have been deposited around the time of the Boudican
rebellion. We have seen that the container and textile covering appear to be of about this
date, and the low proportion of presumed early Iceni issues within the hoard (i.e. the two
early Face-Horse coins) might also indicate a deposition date later rather than earlier in the
history of the Iceni.
However, this apparently tidy solution may be an oversimplification of the true picture.
We know from Tacitus' Annals, that in AD 47/8 the Iceni revolted against Rome, 2 0 and it is
possible that there were a number of other occasions in the first century AD (both before
and after the Conquest) when the Iceni may have buried their hoarded wealth. For
15
C.C. Haselgrove, Iron Age Coinage in South-East
England. The Archaeological Context. BAR British Series
174 (1987), i and ii.
16
See Chadburn. 'A preliminary analysis of the hoard of
Icenian coins from Field Baulk, March, Cambridgeshire'.
17
See Allen, 'The coins of the Iceni'.
A. Burnett, 'Scole, Norfolk' in Coin Hoards from

Roman Britain VI (London, 1986), pp. 7-13.
19
J.P.C. Kent and A. Burnett, 'Eriswell. Suffolk' in Coin
Hoards from Roman Britain IV (London, 1984), pp. 6-14.
211
Prof. Christopher Hawkes (pers. comm. 1989) has
suggested that a more likely date for the Icenian revolt of
AD"47 is early in AD 48.
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example, it is probable that the gold hoard at Freckenham, Suffolk, was deposited before
AD 43, and a recent coin hoard from Snettisham, Norfolk, has been provisionally dated as
being deposited during the third quarter of the first century BC. 2 1 It should also be
remembered that although the Iceni were initially a client state, we know from later events
that anti-Roman feeling ran deep, and it is surely possible that some Icenians may have
hoarded at least part of their wealth to avoid paying tribute and taxes to Rome whilst
'clients' i.e. from c. AD 43 - c. AD 61.
Additionally, some of Allen's argument for assigning a Boudican date to Icenian hoards
derives from his dating of the Icenian coin series itself. However, preliminary die studies of
more recent Icenian hoards cast some doubt on Allen's absolute dates. 2 2 For example, it is
clear from the Field Baulk hoard, that some Face-Horse A coins share an obverse die with
the moustached Face-Horse B/C coins, and that they may therefore be roughly contemporaneous, whereas Allen dates Face-Horse A to c. AD 10-30 and Face-Horse B/C to c.
AD 30-60. If Allen's provisional dating of the series needs further investigation, then so
too does the proposed Boudican deposition date for the hoards.
In short, the Boudican revolt was obviously a period of great instability when it is likely
that at least some Icenian hoards were deposited. However, the Conquest period in
general was obviously one of social and political unrest and it is therefore unlikely that
every Iceni hoard was deposited around 60/1 AD, and indeed some hoards may have been
hidden before the Conquest. Equally, it is possible that hoards which were buried for
whatever reason in the first half of the first century AD, were never recovered buried
because of the death of the owner during a later turbulent period such as the Boudican
revolt. Further work is certainly needed on the nature, and composition of Iceni hoards to
try and clarify the date(s) of their deposition.
Conclusions
We have seen that the area around Fring was important in the late Iron Age, with the
discoveries of huge quantities of high quality metal artefacts and coins in the near vicinity.
Both the production and trade of precious-metal artefacts may have been carried out from
this part of Norfolk, and if such a metalworking site existed, a wealthy community with
trading links could also have existed here. Route junctions are often associated with the
development of high-status settlements such as oppida, and it is therefore possible that
some sort of wealthy, perhaps trade-oriented settlement may have existed in this part of
Norfolk in the late Iron Age.
Although further work needs to be carried out to understand the deposition patterns of
Icenian coin hoards, it seems to be the case - as one might expect - that some hoards are
situated in the general vicinity of important Iron Age settlements. For example, the area
around Stonea Camp in Cambridgeshire has produced large numbers of Iron Age artefacts
and coins, and at least six Icenian coin hoards have been reported from the vicinity. We
might see the Fring coin hoard as similarly reflecting the apparent general wealth of the
population or a resident elite in this area, who in times of political and social unrest may
well have hoarded their coins.
A detailed explanation for the extremely high concentrations of precious-metal artefacts
and coins in this area is outside the scope of this paper, and further research needs to be
carried out to explore this phenomenon and the dates of deposition. Yet even if the
concentration of Iron Age metal artefacts in this area represents the wealth of a wider
21
See Gregory,'Snettisham and Bury; some new light on
the earliest Icenian coinage'.
22
See Chadburn, 'A preliminary analysis of the hoard of

Icenian coins from Field Baulk, March, Cambridgeshire'
and Chadburn, 'The Iron Age coinage'.
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community, perhaps being votive deposits (although there is little obvious evidence to
suggest this), it is tempting to link the existence of the Fring hoard with the wider
deposition of wealth in the area. However, the composition of the Fring hoard is similar to
those Icenian coin hoards which may have been deposited during or unrecovered as a
result of the Boudican rebellion, and the textile, pottery and numismatic evidence points to
a mid-first century AD date. It is therefore most unlikely that the Fring hoard itself is a
votive deposit.
The larger numbers of Pattern-Horse coins than is usual in Icenian silver coin hoards
contrasts with Allen's provisional distribution patterns for Icenian coins. For example,
evidence from this hoard and the Field Baulk hoard, Cambridgeshire, makes it clear that
Pattern-Horse coins are found in large quantities outside the Breckland area of Norfolk.
Further research is needed however over the whole of East Anglia in order to clarify both
the circulation and distribution of Icenian coins, and their deposition dates.
Acknowledgements. I am most grateful to Andrew Burnett
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and for his comments on an earlier draft of this paper; to
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C A T A L O G U E IN C O I N T Y P E O R D E R
Coin
Number

Weight
(Grams)

Notes

Boar-Horse B
1
2
2

1.08
0.96
coins

1.02

m e a n weight

2 obverse and 2 reverse dies in total
Boar-Horse C
3
4
5
3

1.18
1.09
1.19
coins

1.15

mean weight

3 obverse and 3 reverse dies in total
Early Face-Horse (after G r e g o r y , forthcoming)
6
7
2

1.33
1.25
coins

1.29

Early Face-Horse, type Ca
Early Face-Horse, type Ca
mean weight

2 obverse and 2 reverse dies in total
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Coin
Number

Weight
(Grams)

Notes

Normal Face-Horse A

O R
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
7

1.25
1.08
1.28
1.22
1.20
1.38
1.25
coins

1.24

New Type - horse left.
mean weight

5 obverse and 6 reverse dies in total
Normal Face-Horse B/C

0 R
r
15
1 ^ 16
19
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
22

1.25
1.26
1.20
1.24
1.28
1.20
1.22
1.21
1.23
1.23
1.16
1.24
1.20
1.23
1.18
1.23
1.21
1.16
1.18
1.19
1.22
1.19
coins

1.21

?plated

mean weight

19 obverse and 17 reverse dies in total
Anted

Reverse sub-type: Antedi legend
O R
37
1

1.22
coin

Reverse sub-type:
51
52
53
54
55

1.22

mean weight

Triangle of three pellets only under the horse, with the monogram ATD
1.11
1.18
1.17
1.15
1.26

THE FRING HOARD
Coin
Number

Weight
(Grams)

i 56
J 57
58
59
60
r i 61
L J 62
63
13

9

Notes

1.22
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.26
1.17
1.25
coins

1.20

mean weight

Reverse sub-type:

Triangle of three pellets under horse, and line of three pellets sloping down over D of
monogram

38
64
39
40
41
42
r l 43

1.24
1.09
1.29
1.25
1.21
1.24
1.22
1.17
1.22
1.20
1.27
0.89
1.20
1.15

I J 45
44

[

I
rL

47
46
48
49
50
14

coins

Reverse sub-type:
65
66
67

1.19

only pellet triangle visible

brockage
?plated
?plated

mean weight

Triangle of three pellets under horse, and straight line of three pellets over D of monogram
1.24
1.23
1.17
1.21

31

mean weight

total
1.20 mean weight all Anted
Anted
coins
15 obverse and 15 reverse dies in total
Ecen
O R

68
75
82
83
84
85
86
110
116
79
78

1.24
1.22
1.26
1.23
1.15
1.15
1.20
1.13
1.27
1.23
1.24
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Coin
Number
1 81

J

1.23
1.26
1.10
1.25
1.27
1.22
1.25

118

1.22

114
112
109
107
95
69
74
98
99

1.20
1.31
1.16
1.14
1.17
1.22
1.25
1.22
1.28

:

:

:
:

:

N o t e s

1.16

77
117
76
115
108
73
72

:

:
:

Weight
(Grams)

100

1.66

71
103
104
119
70
35 coins

1.13
1.18
1.21
1.23
1.18
1.22 mean weight

8 obverse and 12 reverse dies in total
Ed(n)

[

L

87
102
113
90
91
88
89
111
92
101

1.25
1.20
1.23
1.20
1.21
1.18
1.10
1-17
1.25
1-23

10 coins

1.20 mean weight

7 obverse and 5 reverse dies in total
Symbols

:

93
94
96

1.24
1.23
1.10

3 coins

1.19 mean weight

1 obverse and 1 reverse die in total

legend reads ED
no legend visible
legend reads ED
legend reads ..D..
legend reads EDN
legend reads EDN
legend reads ..DN
legend reads ..N
legend reads ..D..
no legend visible

THE FRING HOARD
Coin
Number

Weight
(Grams)

Notes

Iceni Pattern-Horse unclassified

(open-headed type: Ecen or Ed)
O R
97
105
106
120

1.12
1.28
1.30
1.26
1.24

mean weight

2 obverse and 4 reverse dies in total
A
121
122
124
129
130
148
135
132
133
134
126
128
125
123
131
80
127
17

1.25
1.17
1.21
1.20
1.18
1.20
1.09
1.14
1.17
1.23
1.21
1.25
1.22
1.25
1.18
1.18
1.11
coins

1.19

heavily worn on both sides

mean

7 obverse and 6 reverse dies in total
Ece B and Ece B (reversed)

O R
136
147
139
141
143
145
138
144
150
151
137
149
140
142
146

1.07
1.18
1.22
1.17
1.04
1.18
1.08
1.15
1.31
1.21
1.15
1.23
1.14
1.22
1.15

15 total
Ece B
coins

1.17

—

Ece B (reversed)
Ece B (reversed)
Ece B (reversed)

mean weight all Ece B (reversed and
normal)

11

12

THE FRING HOARD

Coin
Number

Weight
(Grams)

12
3

coins
coins

Notes

1.15

mean weight - Ece B

1.25

mean weight - Ece B (reversed)

7 obverse dies (2 are used on Ece B coins) and 10 reverse dies (normal Ece B coins) and 2 further reverse
(Ece B [reversed] coins); 12 reverse dies in total.
Saenv

152
1

1.22
coin

1.22

weight

Iceni Pattern-Horse uncertain

153
1

1.17
coin

1.17

weight

TABLE 5:
Coin type
(after Allen,
1970)
Boar-Horse B
Boar-Horse C
Early Face-Horse
Normal Face-Horse A
Normal Face-Horse B/C
Anted
Ecen
Ed(n)
Symbols
Ecen/Ed(n)
Ece A
Ece B
Ece B (reversed)
Saenv
Iceni Pattern-Horse

Summary of die numbers and coin types in the Fring hoard
Number of
coins
2
3
2
7
22
31
35
10
3
4
17
12
3

Number of
obverse
dies

Number of
reverse
dies

2
3
2
5
19
15
8
7
1
2
7
{ ?}
{ }

2
3
2
6
17
15
12
5
1
4
6
10
2
1
1

1
1
153

1
1
80

87

PLATE 1

CHADBURN: FRING HOARD (1)

PLATE

CHADBURN: FRING HOARD (2)

PLATE

CHADBURN: FRING HOARD (3)

PLATE

CHADBURN: FRING HOARD (4)

PLATE

CHADBURN: FRING HOARD (5)

PLATE

CHADBURN: FRING HOARD (6)

C E L T I C C O I N A G E IN BRITAIN III:
T H E W A L T H A M ST L A W R E N C E T R E A S U R E T R O V E
A.M. BURNETT

Circumstances of the find
THE hoard 1 is said to have been found in March 1977 at Scarlett's Farm, Weycock Hill,
Waltham St Lawrence, Berkshire (approximate grid reference SU 818777), in the same
field and slightly to the west of the Roman temple. 2 Temple sites are not uncommon
locations for Iron Age hoards. 3
There were, however, anonymous rumours at the time that coins were not, in fact, found
at Waltham St Lawrence, and that many coins were concealed. As usual, it is hard to know
what, if any, credence to attach to such rumours, which often accompany finds of coins or
antiquities.
At about the same time, however, large numbers of similar coins appeared on the
market. These were supposed to have been found in London, at a site near Kew, and said
to be from an area of about 80 x 25 yards of gravel exposed when a mudbank was washed
away by the river. The following letter from A. Robinson was published in Surrey
Archaeological Society Bulletin 148 (June 1978), 3-4:
In the summers of 1976 and 1977, silver coins were found on the banks of the Thames in the vicinity of
Brentford and Kew (c. TQ 17NE-TQ27NW). The coins were found by metal detectors, and the quantity is
unknown since many have been sold without any record. Those that are known include five silver coins of
Verica, identified as Mack 115, 118, 120, 123, 128; three silver coins of Eppillus, identified as Mack 107 and
108; one silver coin of Caralla, identified as Mack 265; and a silver minim of 3.5. gm. ob. CARA rev. Pegasus.
All are in the possession of, and have been identified by, Mr H. Mossop (South Humberside).
Of these coins one is particularly interesting. It is a coin of Verica (Mack 120) which gives an unrecorded
reverse; the details of this coin are published in Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin, March 1977.
The coins are of especial archaeological interest, since coins of the Atrebates found this far east are
extremely rare. I am concerned that the existence, location and details of these coins are not recorded. Since
they are often of considerable monetary value it is not surprising that archaeologists are seldom informed, but I
would like to stress that we should be very grateful just to be told of their existence. Similar coins may be being
found in other reaches of the Thames, and elsewhere, so please could anyone who finds or knows of such finds
please contact their local archaeologist or museum.

The relevant article in Seaby's Bulletin4 adds no further information:
1

I would like to thank Edward Besly, Mike Cowell and
particularly Clive Cheesman for their help in the preparation
of this article. The photographs were taken by Chaz Howson
of the BM Photographic Service. The following abbreviations are used: M. = R.P. Mack. The Coinage of Ancient
Britain (1964); VA. = R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic Coinage of
Britain (1989).
2
The temple has been known since the seventeenth
century. The excavations of 1953 were published by M.A.
Cotton, 'Weycock Hill, 1953,' Berkshire Archaeological
Society 55 (1956-7), 46-68. See also S. Ford. East Berkshire
Archaeological Survey, Dept. of Highways and Planning,
Berkshire County Council, Occasional Paper No. 1 (Reading, 1987), pp. 83-96 and Fig. 30: this shows the temple in
the context of a 14ha settlement. (I owe these references to
Michael Fulford.)
3
See, e.g., the hoards from Lancing Down, Farley

Heath, Harlow, Savernake and Alresford (bibliography in
D.F. Allen, 'The origins of coinage in Britain: a reappraisal', in Problems of the Iron Age in southern Britain,
edited by S.S. Frere (Institute of Archaeology, London,
Occasional Paper no. 11, 1960)); and, most notoriously,
the recent Wanborough Treasure Trove. The Wanborough
hoard, much of which has been acquired by the BM, is in
the course of study and it is hoped that the account of it
by Clive Cheesman will be published soon. It is a very
close parallel to the Waltham St Lawrence hoard, though
larger and of a different internal composition, at least as
far as the portion preserved in the BM is concerned (less
gold, more 'minims').
4
H. Mossop, 'A new coin of Verica', SCMB (March,
1977). Curiously it seems to have been omitted by VA and is
a variant of his 511: vir v a r on obverse, but co and lion to
left on reverse (rather than co and pegasus to right).
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The year 1976 was outstanding for the n u m b e r of silver Ancient British coins, mainly from the A t r e b a t e s ,
which were found in the m u d , on the banks of the T h a m e s in the vicinity of Brentford and Kew.

Clearly one's attitude to these reports about the finds at Kew must be influenced by one's
view of the likelihood of there being two such similar and unusual finds within so short a
space of time. This might just be coincidence; on the other hand, the Kew coins might
represent a further parcel of the Waltham St Lawrence hoard, and indicate that the find was
considerably larger than the portion preserved in the BM. 5 If they were, then the question of
the find-spot also becomes even more confused. A find-spot in London seems, as has been
observed, unexpectedly far east, but, even so, one would still have to choose between the
finder's testimony in court that the BM coins were found at Waltham St Lawrence and the
story that the others were found elsewhere. There is no way of reconciling all these stories;
each reader will have to consider for himself between the evidence given in court, through
hearsay and by anonymous rumour, and judge for himself whether there was one find or two
in 1976-77, and whether they were (or it was) made at Waltham St Lawrence, Kew, or
somewhere else. The view taken here is that there was probably one find, at Waltham St
Lawrence, and that it was somewhat bigger than the portion in the BM. 6
Summary of contents
The coins declared Treasure Trove and subsequently acquired by the BM consisted of the
following rulers and denominations:
1.

Iron Age coins (175)
Gold staters

\-staters

Continental
British (early)

2
5

2
5

Tincommius
Eppillus
Verica

3

2
15
22

-

—

Cunobelin

-

Epaticcus
Cara
Total:

-

—

-

-

—

46

10

2.

Miscellaneous objects (5)

3.

Roman coins (23)

Denarii of Roman Republic
Mark Antony (32-1 BC)
Civil Wars (AD 68-9)
Vitellius (AD 69)
Sabina, wife of Hadrian (117-38)
Faustina I, wife of Pius (138-61)
5

E.g. VA, p. 545: 'The coins were
Hill Temple site, and were dispersed
were reported as from the 'Thames
believed to have come from Weycock

found at the Weycock
after recovery. Some
Gravels', but all are
Hill.'

silver units

silver 'minims'

-

-

11

-

1
1
35

-

2

-

—

6

56
3

2
2

109

10

11
8
1
1
1
1
6

The sixteen coins in the National Museum of Wales
from 'Kew' and Waltham have therefore been included here
as an appendix, nos 204-219 (photographs by the N.M.W.
Photographic Service).
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Parallels
At its time of finding there was no very close parallel to the Waltham St Lawrence hoard.
The hoard found either at Wallingford, Berkshire or Watlington, Oxfordshire in c. 1890
contained a mixture of gold staters and quarter-staters of Tincommius, Verica, Eppillus
and Cunobelin. 7 A better parallel was provided by the finds from Selsey, Sussex, 8 from
1873 onwards, which had many of the same gold issues; there were, however, only a few
silver coins and the balance of the gold belonged to the earlier uninscribed period of issues.
But since the Waltham St Lawrence hoard was discovered, two other hoards 9 have come to
light with a much more closely similar composition, generally speaking a mixture of
quarter-staters, silver units and silver 'minims'. One of these was a small hoard of
seventeen found in 1986, also from Selsey: 10 this had the same mixture of rulers and
denominations, and in much the same proportions. The second is the very large hoard
from Wanborough, Surrey, 11 though it has a much greater proportion of silver (units and
'minims') than gold. But the three hoards between them suggest a common circulation
pool existed over virtually the whole of southern England, south of the Thames and
between the Durotriges and Kent. 1 2
The Iron Age issues
The hoard contained coins of four denominations. There were a few gold staters, from the
early phase of British coinage, but the bulk of the hoard consisted of gold quarter-staters
and silver 'units'; there were also a considerable number of the smaller silver denomination, generally known today as 'minims' from their tiny size. The hoard therefore
contained all the coin denominations in use in England south of the Thames during the late
Iron Age; no bronze coinage was produced or circulated in this area, unlike north of the
Thames in the kingdom of Tasciovanus and Cunobelin; the smallest denomination was,
instead of bronze coins, the small 'minim'. 13
The earliest coins in the hoard were some of the anonymous southern district gold and
silver; gold 'Q' staters and quarter-staters (cat. nos 5-14), which with their characteristic
triple-tails stand at the head of the gold of Commius and his sons, and a number of
anonymous uninscribed silver issues, with Celtic (as opposed to Romanised) style (cat. nos
15-25). Most of these belong to rare issues whose attribution is unclear, but there was a
block of four pieces bearing the letter E with a dropped bar (cat. nos. 19-22). These are
generally attributed to Commius, and are linked to him by the presence of the same letter
on a stater whose style is extremely close to the rare pieces inscribed with Commius's
name.
The three sons of Commius, Tincommius, Eppillus and Verica are well represented in

7

Berkshire Archaeological Journal XLII (1938), 86.
See now F. Aldworth. 'Prehistoric and Roman Selsey',
Sussex Archaeological Collections, 125 (1987).
9
This would, of course, be three other hoards if the Kew
bridge finds were regarded as a separate find: see note
above.
10
A. Bone and A. Burnett, 'The 1986 Selsey Treasure
Trove', BNJ 56 (1986), 178-80.
11
See note 3.
12
One suspects that the Savernake, 1857find may perhaps
have been similar to Waltham St Lawrence and Wanborough,
but information about its contents is not very illuminating: see
P.H. Robinson, 'The Savernake Forest Find of Ancient
British and Roman Coins (1857)', BNJ 45 (1975), 1-11.
8

13

A sort of parallel for this unusual pattern of denominations can be found in southern Italy in the late fourth and
early third centuries BC. The cities in this region produced
silver staters and bronze coins, but, for some reason, the
principal silver mint, Taras (modern Taranto) produced
almost no bronze coinage, unlike its lesser neighbours which
produced a considerable amount. Instead Taras produced
large quantities of small silver coins (diobols). One should
not, of course, press this parallel too closely, since the small
silver coins were actually of very different sizes (and so,
presumably, values) and the motivations in the two different
cases may well (for all we know) have been completely
different.
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the hoard; the issues of Verica are particularly numerous, though the number of coins of
Eppillus is scarcely less impressive, given their rarity. 15 Apart from two stray silver coins of
Cunobelin, the rest of the hoard was made up with issues from the southern extension of
the 'Catuvellaunian' kingdom, the coins minted by Tasciovanus's son Epaticcus and the
extremely rare coins of Cara. . .
What do these issues mean in political terms? Their appearance in relatively large
numbers in this hoard naturally prompts speculation about the inter-relationship of the
different rulers and their coins. This is, of course, one of the, if not the, central questions
concerning the coinage of the period, for it is only from a close examination of the coins
that we can hope to make any reconstruction whatsoever of the political history of Britain
in the half century or so which preceded the Roman invasion.
The key question seems to lie in the understanding of the mint-structure of the coinage
of the sons of Commius. The starting-point must be the coinage of Eppillus. We are
reasonably certain, from the inscriptions CALLE and CALLEV on his gold and silver, that
the coinage of Eppillus was minted at Silchester, 16 and one can also attribute, with some
plausibility, some of his other quarter-staters to the same mint on the basis of their similar
thick and dumpy fabric. 17 It seems reasonable to suppose that most if not all of
Tincommius's coinage comes from the same mint; at any rate the fabric of the quarterstaters is very similar. And what is the relationship between the coinage of Eppillus and of
Verica? It is not difficult to see a strong similarity in the fabric of some of Verica's
quarter-staters; the type, common in Waltham St Lawrence, with COM F and VI with
horse 1 8 is the dumpiest and most like that of Eppillus; one might think that it comes at the
beginning of the reign. They also share the same weight standard with coins of Eppillus and
the other rare quarter-staters of Verica with vine-leaf or horseman, 1 9 but have a different
weight standard from the other two types of quarter-stater in the hoard. These, with
'thunderbolt'/horse and inscription/horse, 20 are rather heavier and have thinner and wider
flans; in addition the standard of engraving on the inscription/horse coins is often rather
crude. For these reasons it is tempting to think that they may have emanated from a
different mint.
If it is possible that Verica had two mints, then how do they relate to the coinage of
Epaticcus (which is itself closely linked typologically to the rare coinage of Cara. .)?
Although Epaticcus was, as his coins tell us, a son of Tasciovanus, his kingdom was
different from that of Tasciovanus and Cunobelin, since his coins circulated south of the
Thames and since he also made 'minims' whose production was also confined to the same
area. It seems clear from the distribution of the find-spots of his coins that his kingdom
must have been more or less the same as that of Verica. 21 One is obviously tempted to
14
There were several types which were new when the
hoard was.found: the quarter-stater of Eppillus (cat. no. 46
= now VA 409), two silver types of Verica (cat. nos 97-102;
103-4 = now VA 506; 471), and four types of silver 'minim',
one of which is still unpublished (cat. no. 106 = VA 555; cat.
nos 107-8 = VA 557; cat. no. 557 = VA 550; the unpublished type is cat. no. 109).
15
His Kentish issues were absent, since they belonged to a
different monetary structure (which included bronze coins).
VA 435 = M 302 has traditionally been included in the
Kentish issues, but seems actually to be from the Calleva
group (see commentary on cat. nos 41-5).
16
Obviously, this excludes his Kentish issues, for which
see note 15. We cannot be absolutely sure that the inscriptions name the mint, since the legend rex Calle on the silver
might just mean 'King of Calleva', and his kingdom be
named after the town, rather like 'Emperor of Rome'. But
even if this were the case, it is still very likely indeed that the

mint would have been situated at the principal city.
17
This has already been done for VA 409 = Waltham no.
46; VA 435 = M 302 = Waltham nos 41-5 should also be
transferred to the Calleva series for the same reason and by
the very fact that they were included in the Waltham St
Lawrence hoard, which excludes Kentish issues. All his
silver 'minims' can presumably be attributed to Calleva on
grounds of their denomination, since minims were not made
in Kent.
18
VA 466-7, M 112-3, Waltham 56-69.
19
VA 524, M 124; VA 526-7, M 126-7.
20
VA 468, M 114; VA 501, M 122.
21
See the maps in Coinage and Society in Britain and Gaul
(1981) edited by B. Cunliffe, pp. 15 and 86. This view
depends, of course, on the assumption that kingdoms can be
defined by coin distribution. In general this seems likely for
Iron Age Britain, given the discrete circulation areas for
most of the coinages.
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associate these patterns of circulation with what we read in Dio of 'a certain Berikos, who
was expelled from the island [of Britain] as a result of an uprising, persuaded Claudius to
send a force to it.' 2 2 The vacuum caused by the displacement of Verica would presumptively have been filled by Epaticcus. It would be satisfying to be able to support such a
model from a detailed examination of the coins. One can indeed hypothesise that Verica
was forced to move his mint from Calleva and set up a mint elsewhere, perhaps further
south, before his final expulsion, but it does not seem to be the case that Epaticcus took
over the mint at Calleva. All his coins seem to have been minted at a single mint since they
all share one stylistic feature, the use of an A without a bar but with a dot, which does not
occur on the main series coinage of Verica; assuming that it is correct to think that the main
series of Verica's coinage was produced at Calleva, then the coinage of Epaticcus cannot
have been, unless there was a change in engraver. Such a change is not impossible, but it
does make a difficulty in the attribution of Epaticcus's and Cara. . ,'s coins to Calleva.
Thus while the general outline of the political history seems likely enough, it is not possible
to provide detailed confirmation of it from the coins.
Metrology
The occurrence of a relatively large number of coins in the same hoard enables some light
to be thrown on their metrology. First, the hoard indicates that there were two standards of
weight for the gold quarter-staters of Verica (the numbers in brackets indicate the numbers
of coins in the hoard from which the average is derived):
Tincommius
Eppillus
Verica (light)
(heavy)

0.99g 23
1.16g
1.18g
1.32g

(2) 47% Au, 19% Ag (1)
(15) 46% Au, 21% Ag (2)
(14) 47% Au, 13% Ag (3)
(8) 43% Au, 6% Ag (1)

The analyses seem to indicate that the heavier coins were a little more base, but it is
difficult to be sure of this on the basis of such a small sample. If the average figures were
pressed then the heavy coins would contain about 4 per cent less bullion than the light
ones, but the sample is too small to justify such a conclusion and the figures are quite
compatible with the same amount of bullion in each group. The coins of Eppillus and
Tincommius were struck to the lighter standard, and at the same fineness,24 whereas the
heavier standard seems to correspond to that used by the Q quarter-staters (here cat. nos
10-13).
Second, we can use the relatively large numbers of 'minims' to compare their weights
with those of the silver 'units':
silver (Verica)
1.08g (31)
(Epaticcus)
1.12g (48)
'minims' (all rulers) 0.25g (7)

A silver 'unit' therefore contains 4.4 times as much silver as a 'minim', suggesting almost
exactly the same relationship as light quarter-staters bear to staters of Verica. 25 It also
22

Dio 60.19.1.
gold. The Waltham St Lawrence specimen of Eppillus (VA
This figure should not be taken at face value, since it is 409) is rather heavy (1.22g), but the specimen in the NMW
an average of only two pieces, one of which has the (here no. 205: 1.14g) shows that the issue belongs to the
aberrantly low weight of 0.76g.
lighter standard.
24
25
Assuming that the slightly greater average silver conUsing the average weight of 5.31 for staters of Verica,
tent of the Eppillus coins is insignificant statistically. The calculated by D.F. Allen and C.C. Haselgrove, 'The Gold
bullion value implied by a 7 per cent difference in silver Coinage of Verica,' Britannia X (1979), 1-17, at p. 15.
would not be significant in coins which contained so much
23
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seems clear that the silver unit was produced at the same weight as the (light)
quarter-stater. It is hard to be sure, however, what this means in terms of the relative
values of the coins, as a bullion value of 4.4:1 could be interpreted as indicating either that
the unit (stater or silver) was valued at 4 of the smaller denomination (which thereby
contained more bullion than a strict weight relationship might suggest) or at 5 of the
smaller (on the hypothesis that the larger denomination contained less than the bullion one
would have expected on a strict weight relationship). One's inclination would be to prefer a
value of 4, since 'quarter-staters' were historically quarters, at any rate in Britain; this
seems to be the case with the Gallo-Belgic A coinage 26 and with Cunobelin's gold. 2 7
A more difficult question is the relationship of the gold to silver, since we have no
information about the gold:silver ratio in pre-Roman Britain. However, a gold:silver ratio
of 1:12 would give, allowing for the alloy of the gold, a ratio of 5.9 quarter-staters to the
silver unit of the same weight, and thereby to encourage one to think in terms of 6 silver
units to the quarter stater. We might hypothesise:
96 minims = 24 silver units = 4 quarter-staters = 1 stater
24 minims = 6 silver units = 1 quarter-stater
4 minims = 1 silver unit.

The circulation of Roman and Iron Age coins together is demonstrated by hoards like
Waltham St Lawrence and Wanborough, and raises the next question of the relative value
of Iron Age and Roman coins. The Roman coins from Waltham St Lawrence have an
average weight of 3.02g, which is approximately 2.5 times the weight of an Iron Age silver
unit. One could therefore think of an equivalence between 1 denarius, 2.5 silver units and
10 silver minims. The superficially neat system suggested by these figures would, however,
be spoiled if one tried to extend it to cover the British gold; it would be neater if one
thought of 3 silver units to the denarius, which is also possible. It is hard to know which of
these possibilities should be preferred; simplicity is not necessarily the best criterion, given
the many similar difficulties of integration which occur elsewhere in the Roman world in
the early empire. 2 8
The Roman coins and the date of the hoard's deposition
The group of Roman coins is potentially of the greatest importance for dating the hoard's
deposition. There can be little doubt that these or some of these coins represent part or all
of a hoard, since, although Roman coins have been found in the area, 2 9 these are generally
of bronze, and a group of as many as 23 silver denarii of a relatively tight chronological
span can only be explained in terms of a hoard.
As the Roman coins were recovered from the same site as the Iron Age ones, it would
seem that they represent a part of the same hoard, and, indeed, there is no reason why
Roman coins should not have formed part of the same deposit. Mixed hoards of Roman
and Iron Age coins are well-known from Norfolk (mixed hoards of Roman and Icenian
silver); 30 from the area south of the Thames, one also finds some mixed hoards, 3 1 though
of rather a different character. In such southern hoards there has tended to be only a

26
S. Scheers, Traite de Numismatique Ceitique II: La
Gaule Belgique (1977), table on p. 253.
27
D.F. Allen, 'Cunobelin's Gold,' Britannia VI (1975),
1-19.
28
See A. Burnett, M. Amandry, P.P. Ripolles, Roman
Provincial Coinage I (forthcoming), chapter 3.
29
See note 2.

30
E.g. Eriswell (•CHRB IV (1984), pp. 6-13), Scole
(CHRB VI (1986), pp. 7-12); see also D. Allen, 'The Coins
of the Iceni', Britannia I (1970), 19 and 21 for the hoards
from Lakenheath and Joist Fen.
31
Some of these have a scattering of Roman bronze, such
as the finds from Hengistbury Head.
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handful of Roman coins, sometimes bronze. But a fairly close parallel has recently been
found with the hoard from Wanborough. 32 We shall obviously never know exactly how
many coins there were in the Wanborough hoard, but about 1000 Iron Age pieces have
been preserved in the BM. In addition the BM has acquired 62 Roman denarii, a slightly
lower proportion but of the same general magnitude as the number of Roman coins from
Waltham St Lawrence.
It is, however, hard to make sense of the group of denarii from Waltham. The bulk of
the coins form a coherent group, 11 denarii of the Roman Republic minted in the first
century BC and 8 of the common legionary denarii struck by Mark Antony in 32-1 BC. But
the remaining Roman coins are a puzzle, both for what they are and for what they are not.
First of all, I think that there is no alternative to dismissing the coins of Faustina and
probably also Sabina as intrusive (in some sense) strays. Republican denarii continued to
circulate throughout the first century AD, but in most of the empire do not seem to have
survived Trajan's reform of 107, although some British hoards deposited in the reign of
Hadrian still contain them; 3 3 moreover the complete absence of Flavian coins is impossible
to explain, as other hoards show that, typically, these would account for about a third of a
hoard of this period. In addition, the Sabina and Faustina coins are more worn than the
earlier coins of the Civil Wars and Vitellius. It therefore seems most likely that they are
strays and should be disregarded.
The position with the two denarii (one each of the Civil Wars and of Vitellius) is,
however, more complicated. Both coins are in very good condition, especially the rare
piece of the Civil Wars, and it is therefore tempting to see them as the latest pieces in the
hoard, which could thereby be dated to c. AD 69. Indeed the relative state of wear on the
Republican and legionary pieces is consistent with such a date, as a comparison with the
Flavian hoards from Mildenhall, Cambs. or Howe, Norfolk 34 can make clear. But the
difficulty with regarding the hoard as one closing in AD 69 is the absence of any of the
Julio-Claudian issues. Silver of Caligula, Claudius and Nero was minted in only small
quantities and is only poorly represented in later denarius hoards, but the issues of
Augustus and Tiberius were relatively common and well-represented in hoards. This can
be seen from a comparison of the Eriswell, Mildenhall and Howe hoards, and also the
Wanborough hoard: 5
Republic
Eriswell
Mildenhall
Howe
Wanborough
Waltham

46
80
30
36
11

Antony
8
41
4
8
8

Augustus
11
22
7
10
-

Tiberius
13
10
7
7
-

Caligula
1

Claudius

Nero

1

1
8
2

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

The absence of coins in Augustus and Tiberius is not easy to explain, and we are left with
three possible alternatives for the Roman coins from Waltham St Lawrence:
(1) they consist of a hoard of Republican and legionary denarii, which was formed in 32/1
BC; the remaining four denarii are all intrusive strays;
(2) they consist of a group deposited in c. AD 69, which for some reason omitted coins of
Augustus and Tiberius; or
(3) they consist of a group deposited in c. AD 69, from which the coins of Augustus and
Tiberius have been removed in modern times.
32

34
See note 1.
CHRB IV (1984). pp. 15-24 and 25-8.
35
See the discussion by R. Reece in Coins and the
For references, see above notes 30 (Eriswell). 34 (MilArchaeologisl edited by J. Casey and R. Reece (2nd ed., denhall, Howe) and 3 (Wanborough, unpublished).
1988), pp. 91-4.
33
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There are problems with all these views. The first seems the least plausible. Apart from
the unlikely deposit in Britain of a denarius hoard in c. 31 BC (a hoard without any
parallel, as all hoards of denarii seem to be post-invasion), the worn state of the
Republican and legionary coins indicates that they must have been withdrawn from
circulation considerably later. But if the first possibility seems unlikely, the plausibility of
the other two explanations seems about the same. On the one hand (explanation 2) it is
hard to see why a hoarder should have failed to include the Augustan and Tiberian pieces;
on the other hand (explanation 3) it is hard to see why, for example, these issues should
have been concealed from the rest of the find, since they would not have been particularly
valuable, compared to the Iron Age coins or even the Civil Wars denarius. But it is perhaps
unnecessary to choose between possibilities 2 and 3, as their chronological implications are
the same. Both suggest (and I would put it no stronger than 'suggest') a deposition date of
c. AD 69. Some further support for this view can perhaps be derived from the unworn
denarius of Claudius (IMPER RECEPT, RIC 7: AD 41-2) in the National Museum of Wales,
from 'Kew Bridge' (here, cat. no. 219).
The unusual composition of the group of Roman coins therefore precludes its use as a
conclusive guide to the date of the deposition of the hoard, but it does seem to provide
some evidence for a deposition in c. AD 69. The fragile nature of this conclusion cannot be
stressed too strongly, but it is the only direct evidence we have for the dating of the hoard.
The associated objects
Five miscellaneous objects were recovered at the same time as the coins. One is part of a
Middle Bronze Age gold ring (cat. no. 176); there are also one or two fragments of an early
Roman snake ring (cat. nos 179 and, perhaps 178). The origin of the other objects is
uncertain; one is not definitely ancient and might be modern, perhaps a button (cat. no.
180). The other is a coin-like disc, but made of an alloy (27% gold, 55% silver, 19%
copper) which is not that of any British Iron Age coin (cat. no. 177). As snake rings date to
the first and second centuries AD, it is chronologically possible that 178 and 179 belong to
the hoard of coins; this is obviously less likely for the gold strip (176). If it is correct to
regard 180 as modern rather than ancient, then clearly it can be disassociated. The position
of 177 is less clear. It might well be thought that 177 and the fragmentary 178-9 belong to
the hoard, and the implication that the hoard can, at least, in part be associated with
metalworking could be supported by cat. no. 1, a coin to which lumps of metal adhere. But
while this association is possible, the evidence is hardly strong enough for it to be pressed.
Conclusion
The importance of the Waltham St Lawrence hoard is apparent from the foregoing
discussion. It has produced new types and given important new information about the
structure and metrology of the pre-Roman coinage of Britain south of the Thames. If, and
one must stress if, it is correct to date the hoard's deposition to c. AD 69, then it also plays
an important part in our understanding of the currency and politics of Britain immediately
after the invasion, since it shows that south of the Thames Iron Age coinage was allowed to
remain in circulation. This conclusion is also supported by other hoards, and in particular
the Wanborough hoard. 3 6 In this respect the pattern of circulation south of the Thames
resembles that in Norfolk, where Icenian and Roman silver circulated together until AD
61, and contrasts with the picture from elsewhere in the newly conquered island, where
36
Though its deposition may be somewhat earlier, as a
consideration of the Roman coins indicates (see above).

37
See J.P.C. Kent, Cercle des Eludes Numismatiques.
Bulletin 1973, pp. 2ff.
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Iron Age gold and silver was replaced with Roman coinage. It has been suggested by
Kent 3 7 that we should interpret these contrasting patterns in terms of the political
arrangements set up in Britain by the Romans. In areas which were annexed, Iron Age
gold and silver coinage was demonetised; 38 elsewhere, in client kingdoms, Iron Age
coinage was able to continue in circulation. We are reasonably well informed about the
client kingdom of the Iceni, but the position south of the Thames is less clear. That there
was a client kingdom is indicated by the evidence for the position of Cogidubnus; if it is
correct to generalise from the similar composition of the hoards from Waltham St
Lawrence, Selsey and Wanborough that the same circulation pattern existed over this very
large geographical area of southern England, south of the Thames and between the
Durotriges and Kent, then it is tempting to conclude that this area defines the extent of the
kingdom of Cogidubnus; no mere princeling, but a rex magnus indeed. 39
CATALOGUE 4 0
IRON AGE COINAGE
Gallo-Belgic gold (1-4)

Head r./horse galloping 1. ridden by horned animal
1. 2.70g. Stater. 41.7% Au, 44.3% Ag, 14% Cu.
The coin seems to resemble that published by S. Scheers, Traite de Numismatique Celtique. II. La Gaule
Belgique (Paris, 1977), pp. 230-3 and pi. 11.35. Specimens of this rare coinage are attested 'from Picardy'
and from the Pas-de-Calais. This coin is worn almost smooth, and the attribution not certain. Lumps of
metal are attached to the coin, though it is not clear whether by design or by accident.
2. 1.82g. Quarter-stater.
A quarter-stater of the same type as Scheers pi. 11.37. Both stater and quarter-stater have been
attributed by Scheers, pp. 27-37, to the Ambiani. She regards them as the earliest coins struck by the
Ambiani, being derived from gold staters of Tarentum and made in the late third or early second century
BC.
Smooth/horse galloping r.
3. 6.17g. Stater. 59.4% Au, 29.3% Ag, 11.3% Cu.
A Gallo-Belgic 'E' or uniface stater of the Ambiani, of class II (see Scheers, pp. 334—58). This type is
widely diffused throughout Belgic Gaul and south-east England, and has been dated by Scheers to the
time of Caesar's Gallic War, in the 50s BC. See also BNJ 58 (1988), p. 9.
A (with dropped bar)/horse galloping 1. Allen Xc2, M 83, VA. 353
4. 1.19g. Quarter-stater. 46.2% Au, 18.3% Ag, 35.5% Cu.
A gold quarter-stater of a type well known from southern England. The letter on the obverse has been
read as a V and the type used to be attributed to Verica, but it seems more likely to be an A with a
dropped bar. Staters of this type (Scheers, p. 338 class VI) are found on the continent, but the
quarter-staters are known exclusively from Britain, and may perhaps have been made here (so Scheers p.
358 etc.). The cross-channel distribution has invited an attribution to the Commius of Caesar's time, and
even speculation that the A might stand for Atrebates.
British Uninscribed gold (5-14)

Wreath pattern/triple-tailed horse galloping r. Allen Q, M. 58, VA. 210
5. 5.80g. Stater. 41.4% Au, 38.6% Ag, 20.1% Cu.
6. 5.70g. Stater. 42.0% Au, 38.0% Ag, 20.0% Cu.
7. 5.40g. Stater.
8. 5.64g. Stater.
9. 3.50g. Gold-plated contemporary forgery of a stater.

38
Just as Punic gold and silver was demonetised in 146 BC
with the Roman annexation of north Africa.
39
For the title and its implication of more than one
territory, see J.E. Bogaers, 'King Cogidubnus in Chichester-. Britannia 10 (1979). 243-54.

40
The catalogue numbers represent the latest element of
the BM registration number; thus cat. no. 23, for example, is
BM 1978-1-8-23. The photographic negative numbers to
the group shots of the BM coins are PS 228924 to 228941
inclusive (Celtic coins) and 230800 (Roman coins).
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Wreath pattern/triple-tailed
10. 1.35g. Quarter-stater.
11. 1.31g. Quarter-stater.
12. 1.32g. Quarter-stater.
13. 1.34g. Quarter-stater,

horse galloping r.
Allen Q, M. 64, VA. 224.
Allen Q, M. 65, VA. 220.
44.0% Au, 38.8% Ag, 17.2% Cu. Allen Q, M. 70, VA. 222.
as no. 12.

Wreath pattern horse galloping r. M. -, VA. 14. 0.73g. Quarter-stater (?).
There are two other pieces of this type in the British Museum; one was found at Farley Heath ( = J.
Evans, The Coins of the Ancient Britons, p. 85 and pi. D.9 = Allen p. 202), but the other has no find
spot. The light weight cannot just be explained by the very worn state of the coin, since the better
preserved BM specimens weigh 0.71g and 0.89g.
British Uninscribed silver (15-25)

Head r./horse with double tail galloping r.; human head above; boar below. M. -, VA. 15. 1.16g. Silver unit.
Three other specimens are known, all from Sussex. One was found in 1989 at Alciston (information from
D.R. Rudling) and the other two were found in 1989 and 1990 at the same site near Chichester (BM
records). The type is similar to a coin found at Richborough (Allen, Origins. . ., p. 268 and pi. XIII.22 =
M. 87, regarded as not British by VA).
Two horses (?) rearing up on their hind legs, face to face/triple-tailed horse galloping 1. M. -, VA. -.
16. 0.81g (broken). Silver unit.
A silver coin with a generally similar obverse occurred in the Le Catillon (Jersey) hoard (= M. 87A =
SCBI20, Mack Collection, no. 83), but the origin of this piece is unclear. Another roughly similar piece
was found in 1989 near Kingsclere, Hampshire. It may be continental rather than British. See the
discussion by Allen, p. 298. Compare also the continental bronze type (Scheers, PI. XVI, 429-31).
Head r./horse galloping 1. M. 88, VA. 262
17. 0.97g.
18. 0.81g.
Head
19.
20.
21.
22.

1./horse galloping 1; above, E with broken central bar. M. 446B, VA. 355
0.90g.
0.83g.
1.04g.
0.89g.
The same E occurs on some rare gold staters (VA. 352), whose similarity to the staters of Commius (VA.
350) has suggested an attribution to that ruler.

Horse r./horse 1. Allen Lxl4, M. 443, VA. 474.
23. 0.40g. Half-unit (?).
The type was attributed by Evans (p. 394, p. XVI.3) to the Iceni, though no find-spot was known to him.
This attribution seems less likely in view of the occurrence of this piece at Waltham St Lawrence. VA.
drew a stylistic parallel with larger coins which he thought were inscribed with the name of Verica (VA.
473), but D. Symons has published a clear specimen of VA. 473, with the legend TiNCOMf. The southern
provenance of this half-piece accords well with an attribution to Tincommius, but this cannot be
regarded as certain.
Uncertain/uncertain
24. 0.46g. (broken) A spoked wheel can be made out on the reverse, but the main type is unclear. The part
of the obverse type that can be seen is also enigmatic: perhaps the back of a neck?
Uncertain/horse galloping r.
25. 0.55g (broken).
Tincommius (26-31) (perhaps also 23)

Gold staters
COM F on tablet/TlNCO (clockwise) around horseman galloping r. M. 100 var., VA. 385 var.
26. 5.30g. 46.0% Au, 20.4% Ag, 33.6% Cu.
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As 26, but TIN underneath horse. M. 100, VA. 385
27. 5.31g.
TINC

28.

on tablet/c F below horseman galloping r. M. 96, VA. 375 or 376.
2.10g. (broken) Gold-plated contemporary forgery of a stater.

Gold quarter-staters
(T]IN [C]OM and pattern/horse 1. M. 95, VA. 365
29. 0.76g.
COM F on tablet/TlN-C; horse r. M. 104, V A . 390

30.

1.21g. 46.6% Au, 18.7% Ag, 34.0% Cu, 0.7 Sn.

Silver
Facing head/TiN-C; bull 1. M. 106 var., VA. 370.
31. 1.21g. Silver unit.

Eppillus (32-47)

Gold quarter-staters
CALLEV between stars/EPPI above horse galloping r. M. 107, VA. 407 (ring above horse, dots under tail) and
408 (no ring or dots)
32. 1.19g. VA. 407. Same obv. die as 35 and 38.
33. 1.15g. VA. 408.
34. 1.16g. VA. 408.
35. 1.17g. VA. 408. Same obv. die as 32 and 38; perhaps same rev. die as 38.
36. 1.10g. VA. 408. Same obv. die as 39 and 40; same rev. die as 39.
37. 1.18g. VA. 408.
38. 1.19g. VA. 408. same obv. die as 32 and 35; perhaps same rev. die as 35.
39. 1.18g. VA. 408. Same obv. die as 36 and 40; same rev. die as 36.
40. 1.19g. VA. 407. Same obv. die as 36 and 39.
EPPIL COM F/Winged horse prancing r. M. 302, VA. 435
41. 1.09g. Same dies as 42.
42. 1.13g. Same dies as 41.
43. 1.17g.
44. 1.18g.
45. 1.16g. 45.6% Au, 20.1% Ag, 34.3% Cu.
M. and VA. attribute this issue to Eppillus in Kent, but the dumpy fabric (which is identical to 32-40,
whereas Kentish quarter-staters, e.g. VA. 436, are much thinner and broader) and the presence of so
many specimens at Waltham St Lawrence (and Wanborough) indicate that it was made at Calleva.
EPPILLV COMM F around crescent/horse galloping r. between two stars. M. -, VA. 409
46. 1.22g. 45.7% Au, 22.4% Ag, 31.9% Cu.^
Provenance and style (the horse, the stars) suggest an attribution to Calleva. In addition, the crescent
suggests a link with 47.
Silver
REX CALLE; crescent b e t w e e n groups of dots/EPPl; eagle alighting from flight, r. M. 108. V A . 415.

47.

1.18g.

Verica (48-110)

Gold quarter-staters (48-69)
Heavy series (48-55)
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COM FILI on either side of 'thunderbolt'/viRi above horse galloping r. M. 114 var., V A . 468 var.

48.

1.29g. A H 4 1 145.

As 48, but VIR. M. 114, VA. 468.
49. 1.3lg. AH 146.
VERic COM F between crescent and star/REX below horse walking r. M. 122, V A . 501.

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

1.36g.
1.26g.
1.33g.
1.31g.
1.31g.
1.36g.

Same obv. die as
43.4% Au, 5.9%
AH 151.
AH 152.
Same obv. die as
Same obv. die as

54-55. AH 147.
Ag, 50.7% Cu. AH 148.

50 and 55. A H 150.
50 and 54. A H 149.

Light series (56-69)
COM F in tablet between circles/vi; horse rearing r. M. 112, VA. 466
56. 1.18g. Same obv. die as 57-59, 61 and 63; same rev. die as 57-9 and 61. AH 131.
57. 1.19g. Same obv. die as 56, 58-9, 61 and 63; same rev die as 56, 58-9 and 61. AH 132.
58. 1.19g. 46.3% Au. 16.1% Ag, 37.7% Cu. Same obv. die as 56-57, 59, 61 and 63; same rev. die as 56-7, 59
and 61. AH 133.
59. 1.19g. Same obv. die as 56-58, 61 and 63; same rev. die as 56-8 and 61. AH 134.
60. 1.18g. AH 137.
61. 1.16g. Same obv. die as 56-59 and 63; same rev. die as 56-9. AH 133.
62. 1.14g. AH 138.
63. 1.20g. 46.6% Au, 12.4% Ag, 41.0% Cu. Same obv. die as 56-59 and 61. AH 136.
The final letter of the obverse legend is usually engraved as an I rather than an F, but there is a specimen
in the BM with an F. Presumably the I is therefore just a weakly engraved F.
As 56-63, but no circles on obv., and, on reverse, horse is bridled and walks r. M. 113, VA. 467.
64. 1.18g. Same obv. die as 68; same rev. die as 65-68. AH 139.
65. 1.21g. 47.4% Au, 10.9% Ag, 39.0% Cu, 2.70 Sn. Same obv. die as 66; same rev die as 64 and 66-8. AH
141.
66. 1.19g. Same obv. die as 65; same rev. die as 64—5 and 67-8. A H 142.
67. 1.19g. Same obv. die as 69; same rev. die as 64-6 and 68. AH 143.
68. 1.20g. Same obv. die as 64; same rev. die as 64-7. A H 140.
69. 1.16g. Same obv die as 67. AH 144.
Silver (70-110)
COM F between two crescents and dots/viRi; boar running r. M. 115, VA. 470
70. 1.15g. VA. 470-3 (no anulets).
71. 0.95g. VA. 470-1 (anulets on obv.).
VERICA COMMI F around circular object/REX below lion prancing r.; crescent above. M. 123, V A . 505.

72.
73.
74.

1.03g. Possibly same die as Wanborough 383, which has a dot at the end of the legend.
0.88g (broken). Traces of dots between the words in the legend.
0.80g.

COMMI F; naked horseman with shield, r./VERl-CA; naked horseman with spear, r. M. 128, V A . 530.

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

1.10g. Same dies as 83.
0.68g (broken). Same obv. as 84.
1.21g. Same dies as 82.
1.12g.
1.18g. Dies illegible.
1.06g.

41
AH = the die numbers used by D.F. Allen and C.C.
Haselgrove, 'The Gold Coinage of Verica', Britannia 10
(1979), 1-17.
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81.
82.
83.
84.

l.OOg.
1.20g.
1.10g.
1.10g.

85.

l.llg.

Dies illegible.
Same dies as 77.
Same dies as 75.
Same obv. as 76.

COMMI F; two cornucopias and thyrsus (?) on Vase/VERICA; female figure seated r. with shield and spear. M.

129, VA. 531.
86. 1.16g.
COMMI F; male figure standing 1., head to r., holding lituus and raising arm/vERi-CA around laureate bust. M.
131, VA. 533.
87. 1.16g (broken).
88. 0.73g.
89. 0.97g. Perhaps same obv. as 93.
90. 1.05g.
91. 1.14g.
92. 1.05g.
93. 0.70g (broken). Perhaps same obv. as 89.
94. 1.03g.
95. 1.18g.
96. l . l l g .
VERICA REX; bull, butting r./COMMI
pole with spike. M. -, VA. 506.
97. 1.19g. Same dies as 100.
98. 1.07g. Perhaps same obv. as
99. 1.10g. Perhaps same obv. as
100. 1.20g. Same dies as 97.
101. 1.06g. Perhaps same obv. as
102. 1.03g. Perhaps same obv. as

F; half-naked male figure standing 1., holding palm branch; to r., head on

101.
102
98.
99.

COM F in rectangle between decoration/vi-Ri; eagle standing r., head 1., with spread wings. M. -, VA. 471.
103. l . l l g .
104. 1.13g.
CF in torc/vERiC; laureate bust r. M. 132, V A . 551.

105.

0.30g.
The reverse legend has a ligatured VE, followed by RIC (see also D. Symons, NCirc 1990, p. 48 no. 26).

Two cornucopias and thyrsus (?) on vase/eagle 1. with head turned back. M.
106. 0.23g.

VA. 555.

c F; Sphinx seated r./VERi above sleeping dog. M. -, VA. 557 ('animal')
107. 0.20g.
108. 0.32g. Different dies from 107.
Panel with star/vi CO; bull r. M.-, VA. -.
109. 0.21g.
The reading is confirmed by a specimen in the Wanborough hoard. The obverse is very close to that of
VA. 383-7, which is attributed to Tincommius because the reverse legend is read TIN. It might, however,
be possible to read the legend on the illustration of VA. 383-7 as VIR; even if this is possible, however,
the coin would still be a little different from the Waltham St Lawrence and Wanborough pieces, since
they have a star rather than a C- on the obverse panel, and there is definitely no R after VI on the
Wanborough piece.
CO F; Vineleaf/VE|RI]-CA; horse prancing r. M.-; VA. 550.
110. 0.18g.
The reading seems to be CO F, rather than c F, as there seems to be a letter O to the right of the vine
stem.
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Cunobelin (111-2)

Silver
(CV)NO; winged bust r./[TASC]IO; sphinx seated 1. M. 237, VA. 2057.
I l l l.OOg (broken).
112. 1.1fg.
Epaticcus (113-71)

Silver
EPATI; bust r., wearing animal-skin / eagle r. with snake. M. 263, VA. 580.
113. 1.22g.
114. 1.03g. Same obv. die as 118, 124, 128, 155; same rev. die as 118, 128.
115. 1.07g. Same obv. die as 140; same rev. die as 140.
116. 1.13g. Same obv. die as 121, 127; same rev. die as 120, 127.
117. 1.08g. Unusual style.
118. 1.19g. Same obv. die as 114, 124, 128, 155; same rev. die as 114, 128.
119. 1.22g. Same obv. die as 130, 144; same rev. die as 130.
120. 1.23g. Same obv. die as 122, 137, 142; same rev. die as 116, 127.
121. l . l l g . Same obv. die as 116, 127; same rev. die as 137, 142.
122. 1.20g. Same obv. die as 120, 137, 142.
123. 1.07g. Same obv. die as 148, 150; same rev. die as 150.
124. 1.18g. Same obv. die as 114, 118, 128, 155; same rev. die as 129, 132.
125. 1.07g. Same obv. die as 133-4; same rev. die as 134.
126. 0.83g. Same obv. die as 139, 152, 154; rev. die illegible.
127. 1.14g. Same obv. die as 118, 121; same rev. die as 116, 120.
128. 1.20g. Same obv. die as 114, 118, 124, 155; same rev. die as 114, 118.
129. 0.98g (broken). Same rev. die as 124, 132.
130. 1.24g. Same obv. die as 119, 144; same rev. die as 119.
131. l . l l g . Same dies as 149.
132. 1.07g. Same rev. die as 124, 129.
133. 1.19g. Same obv. die as 125, 134.
134. l . l l g . Same obv. die as 125, 133; same rev. die as 125.
135. 1.07g. Same obv. die as 151.
136. 0.82g (broken). Dies illegible.
137. l.OOg. Same obv. die as 122, 120, 142; same rev. die as 121, 142.
138. 0.99g (broken) (doublestruck).
139. 0.94g (broken). Same obv. die as 126, 152, 154.
140. 1.15g. Same obv. die as 115; same rev. die as 115.
141. 1.18g.
142. 1.17g. Same obv. die as 120, 122, 137; same rev. die as 121, 137.
143. 1.17g.
144. 1.23g. Same obv. die as 119, 130.
145. 1.13g. Unusual style.
146. 0.98g (broken).
147. 1.20g. Same rev. die as 153.
148. l . l l g . Same obv. die as 123, 150.
149. 1.25g. Same dies as 131.
150. 1.15g. Same obv. die as 123, 148; same rev. die as 123.
151. 1.05g. Same obv. die as 135.
152. 1.13g. Same obv. die as 126, 139, 154.
153. 1.04g. Same rev. die as 147.
154. l.OOg. Same obv. die as 126, 139, 152.
155. 0.70g (broken). Same obv. die as 114, 118, 124, 128.
156. 0.78g. Lead forgery.
157. 0.23 (broken). Lead forgery, possibly of this type.
TAS-CIO-V; Victory seated r., half-naked, holding wreath/EPAT; boar r., underneath branch; in exergue, row of
dots. M. 263A, VA. 581.
158. 1.10g. Same dies as 164
159. 1.23g.
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160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.

0.84g.
1.17g. Perhaps same dies as 166.
1.13g.
1.17g.
1.10g. Same dies as 158.
1.08g.
1.04g. Perhaps same dies as 161.
1.25g.
1.02g.

EPATI/TA; boar's head. M. 264, VA. 585.
169. 0.19g.
EPATI/X; griffin r., on p o l e (?). M . - , V A . - .

170.

0.30g.

Cara. . . (171-6)

Silver
CARA; bust r., wearing animal-skin/eagle r. with snake. M. 265, VA. 593.
171. 1.09g. Same obv. die as 173. Rev. die different from 113-55 (Epaticcus).
172. 1.12g. Different dies from 171, 173; rev. die is very similar to 121, 137, 142.
173. 1.16g. Same dies as BM 1919-2-13-329. Same obv. die as 171. Rev. die different from 113-55
(Epaticcus).
CARA a r o u n d pellet in ring/winged h o r s e p r a n c i n g r. M . - , V A . 595.

174.
175.

0.25g. Same dies as 175.
0.26g. Same dies as 174.

MISCELLANEOUS
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.

A flattened part of a multiple ribbed penannular gold ring of Middle Bronze Age date. 3.84g. 77.7% Au,
18.0% Ag, 4.3% Cu. The composition conforms to the normal composition of such pieces. 42
Base gold disc. 1.23g. 26.6% Au, 54.7% Ag, 18.7% Cu.
Silver "globule", possibly part of a snake ring, as 179. 0.19g. 43
Part of a Romano-British snake ring. This type can be dated to first and second century AD. 1.06g.
Convex silver disc. 4.03g. Not definitely ancient; probably a button?

ROMAN COINAGE
Republic

181.
182.
183.

D. Silanus
Cn Lentul
Q Anto Balb pr

184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.

M Plaetorius Cestianus
M Scaur, P Hypsaeus
Q Cassius
Caesar
C Vibius Pansa
M Poblici leg propr
Sepuliius Macer
M Mettius

337/3
345
364/lb (-H before head
on obverse)
409/1
422
428/3
443
449/1
469
480/9
480/17

3.36g
3.07g
3.03g
3.39g
3.20g
3.23g
3.04g
3.22g
3.35g
2.60g
2.56g

Legionary denarii of Mark Antony

192.
193.
42

LEG VI
LEG VIII

544/19
544/21

Identification by Stuart Needham. British Museum.
Identification of 178 and 179 by Catherine Johns,
British Museum.
43

2.78g

3.16g

CELTIC COINAGE IN BRITAIN III

28
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.

LEG
LEG
LEG
LEG
LEG
[ 1

Villi
X
XVII
XX
[ ]

544/22
544/24
544/32
544/36
544
544

2.70g
3.10g
2.80g
2.94g
2.76g
1.90g (broken)

BMC 65

3.00g

BMC 17

2.78g

BMC 932

2.66g

BMC 345

2.64g

Civil Wars (AD 6 8 - 9 )
200.

FIDES PRAETF /FIDES EXERCITVVM

Vitellius
201.

XVV1RSACRFAC

Sabina, wife of Hadrian
202.

CONCORDIA AVG

Faustina I, wife of Antoninus Pius
203.

AETERNITAS

APPENDIX
The following coins were acquired by the National Museum of Wales between 1977 and 1980 as coming from
either 'Kew Bridge' or Waltham St Lawrence. The appearance of the coins is similar to that of the coins in the
BM. The following list also gives the NMW accession numbers. 'As W . .' refers to the similar coins in the
catalogue above.
Eppillus

204. 77.27H/1. Quarter-stater.
205. 79.17H. Quarter-stater.
206. 77.24H/1. Silver.

1.15g. M. 107, VA. 407. As W 32-40.
1.14g. M. VA. 409. SCMB Oct. 1978, A948 (this coin). As W 46
L22g. M. 108, VA. 415. As W 47.

Verica

207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.

80.4H/2.
80.4H/1.
77.18H/2.
77.6H/1.
80.78H/2.
77.18H/3.
80.1H.
80.79H/1.
80.4H/3.

Quarter-stater. 1.30g. M. 114, VA. 468. As W 49.
Quarter-stater. 1.15g. M. 115, VA. 466. As W 56-63.
1.23g M. 115, VA. 470-3. As W 70.
Silver.
1.10g. M. 123, VA. 505. As W 72-4.
Silver.
1.22g. M. 129, VA. 531. SCMB 1980, E42 (this coin). As W 86.
Silver.
Silver.
1.10g. M. 131, VA. 533. As W 87-96.
Silver.
L29g. M. -, VA. 506. As W 97-102.
0.22g. M. VA. 555. As W 106.
'Minim'.
'Minim'.
0.26g. M. VA. 557. As W 107-8.

Epaticcus

216. 80.4H/5. Silver.
217. 77.18H/1. Silver.

L19g. M. 263A. VA. 581. As W 158-68.
1.28g. M. 263A, VA. 581. As W 158-68.

Cara

218. 78.73H.

'Minim'.

0.21g. M.

VA. 595. As W 174-5.

IMPER RECEPT.

3.09g. RIC 7 ( A D 4 1 - 2 ) .

Claudius I
219.

80.4H/6.

PLATE

BURNETT: WALTHAM ST LAWRENCE (1)

PLATE

BURNETT: WALTHAM ST LAWRENCE (2)

PLATE

BURNETT: WALTHAM ST LAWRENCE (3)

PLATE 10

BURNETT: WALTHAM ST LAWRENCE (4)

PLATE 11

BURNETT: WALTHAM ST LAWRENCE (5)

PLATE 1

BURNETT: WALTHAM ST LAWRENCE (6)

T H E H O W A R D L I N E C A R L E C T U R E 1990
NUMISMATICS A N D T H E MEDIEVAL HISTORIAN: A
COMMENT ON RECENT NUMISMATIC CONTRIBUTIONS T O
T H E H I S T O R Y O F E N G L A N D c. 899-1154
HENRY LOYN

IT IS a great honour to be asked to give the Howard Linecar lecture and I am deeply
sensible of it. It is also a great pleasure, and for one special reason. The occasion provides a
perfect opportunity for me to say publicly, in the presence of an informed audience, thank
you for all the help that I have received personally from numismatists, specifically and
closely from Michael Dolley, Christopher Blunt and Mark Blackburn, but also from many
others, Ian Stewart, Philip Grierson, members of the Sylloge committee of the British
Academy and of the coin department of the British Museum. It was, I remember vividly,
Sir Frank Stenton who used often to say in person - though it may also be in print - that an
Anglo-Saxon coin was an historical document: and certainly when we consider the objects
that are going to be at the centre of my talk this evening that is so. The silver pennies of the
late Saxon and Norman worlds provide us with superb historical evidence in little space, at
their best with the name of the king in whose name they were struck, the mint at which
they were struck, the name of the moneyer with immediate responsibility for the striking.
Equally powerfully they give insight into the economy that used them, yielding vital
information on weight, degree of fineness, artistry, and also (with the help of sophisticated
statistical techniques) some measure of the volume of the separate issues.
For such information we historians are dependent on the skill of the numismatist, and
the main object of my talk will be to assess the impact of numismatic studies over the last
generation, say since the appearance of the Festschrift to Sir Frank in 1961,1 on our general
grasp of some aspects of English history in the central middle ages. This is indeed a tall order.
Much was already foreseeable in 1961 - and the main outlines of that I shall deal with swiftly but much was not. The themes that I have chosen for special mention are ones that stand out
clearly enough: the nature of the late Anglo-Saxon monarchy, the impact of the Norman
Conquest, and the extent and depth of the so-called anarchy in the reign of King Stephen.
The first of these themes has been in many respects the most fruitful, and is now, thanks
to the labours of this last generation, relatively straightforward. The code of the late
Anglo-Saxon coinage had already been cracked in the 1950s and the essential truth
revealed to historians. England enjoyed a managed currency which visibly became better
managed and more efficient after a major reform late in the reign of King Eadgar. Detail
was another matter (and we must turn to that later), but, guided by Stenton, we recognized
the institutional strength and potential of the late Old English monarchy; and this
recognition was now reinforced by clear numismatic evidence. The standard of the coinage
was good for its age. It was essentially a royal monopoly. Coins were struck locally but
from dies manufactured and distributed with central authority in support on a national or
regional basis. Harsh legal sanctions that worked helped to maintain the strongest and
most royal coinage in Western Christendom.
Acknowledgements. My thanks go to Mr Mark Blackburn
and Dr Ian Stewart who read through the text of this paper
and who saved me from several slips and infelicities.

1
Anglo-Saxon
(London, 1961).

Coins,

edited

by

R.H.M.

Dolley
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This was fine, and numismatic conclusions helped to sustain those working in cognate
fields, notably with charter evidence where some surprising analogies could be made, and
were, relating to central direction and local production. 2 The problem of the impact of the
Norman Conquest was not so straightforward. The main numismatic argument rested on
the proposition that the Norman Conquest made little difference. We all tended to make
little jokes about Stephen (or even Henry II) being the last of the Anglo-Saxon kings.
There were, however (and this again must be matter for later comment), two shadows
which clouded this picture: the clear evidence of stabilization of weight after William I,
type vi, and the then imperfectly understood monetagium tax and the annual levy de
moneta on the borough. Professor Grierson has now recently put us on the right tack here,
though his conclusions are only slowly seeping through into the historian's account. 3 I
suspect that, as with so many aspects of English life, continuity will remain the principal
theme but with modifications that enrich understanding above all for the history of the
English borough.
Finally there is the question of Stephen and the anarchy. Let me be allowed a personal
note here. I was born and brought up in Cardiff, and lived there with little break for over
fifty years. I knew the hills to the north of the city as I shall never know another stretch of
country. Two years after I moved from Cardiff, in one of my favourite haunts in those hills,
two enterprising brothers with metal detectors turned up the Wenallt hoard. 4 Everyone in
this audience will know what I mean when I say that I felt it as a personal insult! And yet
there was also matter for rejoicing. We had many coins of the empress Matilda, many coins
from the Cardiff mint, some from the completely unexpected Swansea mint. The
distribution was intensely local, a confined Bristol Channel circuit. Our general knowledge
of the Matilda and earl Robert set-up, based on the old earldoms of Hereford and
Gloucester, was reinforced and its political significance confirmed.
Those are the three main themes I want to explore, and the immediate word to seize on
is confirmation. For in all these fields the numismatic evidence supported interpretation in
line with that arrived at from examination of more prosaic material: strong institutional
development in late Anglo-Saxon England; continuity but reinforced vigour over the
Norman Conquest; civil war and danger of deep disruption, with patches of true anarchy,
under Stephen and Matilda.
Now is such confirmation truly the sum total of the numismatic contribution? The
answer is mercifully no, and in some respects dramatically no. There are in varying degrees
strong elements of confirmation of existing explanation in all three themes, but the true
fascination lies in the modifications brought about in existing syntheses and the opening up
of new lines of enquiry, some necessarily incomplete, which are advancing understanding
and leading us away from pasteboard generalization to a better grasp of society and its
workings. This becomes plain when we look at the detailed work which is helping to bring
this about.
Let us look first at the Old English monarchy. Careful numismatic research over the last
thirty years, culminating in a fine book, Coinage in the Tenth Century by Christopher
Blunt, Ian Stewart, and Stewart Lyon, has established a set of propositions vital to general
historical understanding. 5 It is certain now that Alfred's later coinage served as a model for
2
P. Chaplais' acute observations on Anglo-Saxon diplomatic are conveniently available in Prisca Munimenla,
edited by F. Ranger (London, 1973). Simon Keynes, The
Diplomas of King /Elhelred the Unready (Cambridge, 1980),
gives afirm exposition of the evidence relating to the activity
of a central writing-office.
3
P. Grierson, 'Domesday Book, the Geld De Moneta
and Monetagium-. a forgotten Minting Reform', BNJ 55
(1985), 84-94. Michael Metcalf reached similar conclusions

independently with further discussion of the yields of mints:
'The taxation of moneyers under Edward the Confessor and
in 1086', Domesday Studies, edited by J.C. Holt (Boydell
Press, 1987).
4
G.C. Boon, Welsh Hoards, 1979-81 (Cardiff, 1986):
'the Coed-y-Wenallt Hoard of Coins of Maud', pp. 37-82.
5
C.E. Blunt, B.H.I.H. Stewart and C.S.S. Lyon, Coinage in Tenth-Century England from Edward the Elder to
Edgar's Reform (Oxford, 1989).
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most English coinage up to Eadgar's reform issue; that Athelstan, as in so many respects,
was a key figure, a forerunner of things to come with his revival of mint signatures, his
extension of the range of coinage in line with the range of kingship, his deliberate use of
inscription for symbolic purposes, rex totius Britanniae; that Anglo-Viking coinage,
important as it was, should be looked at as something of a sub-plot to the main theme of
growth of a national coinage; and that Eadgar was the direct heir of these complex
developments. And the general result of these investigations is not to belittle the
importance of Eadgar's reform but to enhance it, and in part - though only in part - to read
it as a consequence of experiments, political and technical, the appearance of the name of
the mint and moneyer, the portrait bust of the king on the obverse, possibly the more
regular state of the die-axis. Regional peculiarities in production and distribution, further
illumined for us by the work of the Swedish scholar, K. Jonsson, are important but, so it
seems to me, as indications of practical administrative procedures rather than of political
diversity or particularism. 6 The background to reform is there; and yet it must be admitted
that all seems somewhat ghostly and shadowy by the side of what happened after c. 973.
For innovation is also there, and the main problem to the historian remains what it has
been ever since Eadgar's reform was first properly identified. Why should Eadgar and his
advisers have moved in the direction of monetary reform at this stage? Why then?
Some straightforward answers can be given directly to these problems. There was
undoubted economic need for reform. In retrospect we recognize that the volume of
coinage was increasing as the quality decreased. There are hints of an inflationary effect on
prices and a possible erosion of fixed renders and payments. Mark Blackburn is right to
look to a general motive for the immediate reform, a wish to return to a currency of fine
silver and good weight. 7 The consequences were clearcut with the achievement of a purity
of over 90 per cent silver, a uniform design, a standardized use of the names of mints and
moneyers, and a regularized royal title, rex Anglorum. The overall result was indeed
remarkable. Some emphasize the political mainspring behind it, Eadgar's imperial
overtones, the coronation at Bath, the rowing on the Dee, the stated concern that there
should be one currency throughout the realm. 8 Others of us have tended more recently to
associate it more directly with the Benedictine revival, the setting-up of new permanent
money-using communities. One has only to read through the great litany of place-names
associated, say, with the founding of Burton abbey, or to reflect on the landed wealth of
Glastonbury to realize that one is in touch with financial institutions of a high order. 9
Reform of the coinage is intelligible and the timing is intelligible on economic and on
political grounds: the lull in the Viking storms. It is the nature of that reform that still
presents one overwhelming mystery, and that is in the most impressive and ultimately
conspicuous feature of the events of the early 970s, the renovatio monetae, the institution,
as events turned out, of a long-lasting sequence of such renovations. 10

6
Blunt, Stewart and Lyon, with valuable essays on the
historical background and on the structure of the coinage. K.
Jonsson, The New Era: the Reformation of the Late AngloSaxon Coinage (Stockholm, 1987): also D.M. Metcalf,
'Were ealdormen exercising independent control over the
coinage in mid tenth century England?', BNJ 57 (1987),
24-33.
7
M.A.S. Blackburn, '/Ethelred's Coinage and the
Payment of Tribute', in The Battle of Maldon A.D. 991,
edited by D.G. Scragg and M. Deegan (Oxford, 1991). I am
grateful to Mr Blackburn for letting me see a proof copy of
this article in advance of publication.
8
Janet Nelson. 'Inauguration Rituals', Early Medieval
Kingship, edited by P.H. Sawyer and I.N. Woods (Leeds,

1979), pp. 63-71. F. Liebermann, Die Gesetze der
Angelsachsen, vol.i (Halle, 1903), 158, II Athelstan, 14: pcet
an mynet sy ofer eall dees cynges onweald; 7 nan mon no
mynelige buton (on) port.
9
Charters of Burton Abbey, edited by P.H. Sawyer
(Oxford, for the British Academy, 1979): no. 29, the Will of
Wulfric, 53-56, and discussion on xxxviii-xlvii.
10
The best modern discussion is given in Ian Stewart
'Coinage and Recoinage after Edgar's reform', Studies in
Late Anglo-Saxon Coinage, edited by K. Jonsson (Stockholm. 1990), 455-85 and in M.A.S. Blackburn, '/Ethclred's
Coinage and the Payment of Tribute' (footnote 7 above).
Full acknowledgement is paid to Michael Dolley's pioneering work in this field.
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Now it is in this connection that I am glad to have the opportunity to talk to an informed
audience. For here we have the single principal aspect of the management of the currency
that sets later Anglo-Saxon England apart from the rest of Western Europe. And the
evidence for its very existence is solidly numismatic, dependent on the composition of
hoards, the nature of dies, the weight of coins within types - though such evidence links
neatly enough with statements to be found in Domesday Book. On a national basis
England became accustomed for a century and a half, and possibly more, to a recall of
coinage on a more or less regular basis and a consequent reminting, bringing profit to the
king, the die-masters, and ultimately to the moneyers themselves. The detail is a matter for
discussion but the main facts are beyond dispute. There were five or six recoinages during
the reign of King /Ethelred, followed by a period of more frequent change. At the latest
count there appear to have been 45 such changes between 1017 and 1135, that is to say an
average of one every two or three years. Within issues there was normally a slight
reduction of weight standard as the issue grew old, though there were exceptions to this.
The reductions themselves appear to have been part of a sophisticated procedure for
managing the coinage and minting value between periodic recoinages. 11
Many of the implications of these arrangements have been recognized by historians,
royal control, sophistication in fiscal and taxation practice, provision of reliable agents in
the shires and boroughs: but some have not. Full weight has been given to the need for
sound currency in paying geld, in yielding Danegeld, in meeting regular liturgical demands
for ecclesiastical payments, Peter's Pence. Only reluctantly have we come to pay proper
attention to the need for good coinage in marketing as towns developed, manors
consolidated, and the church as an institution became better organized on a territorial
basis, diocesan and monastic. Students of rural institutions are leading us to look to a
relatively late period, overlapping the Norman Conquest, for the final consolidation over
much of England of the nucleated village. 12 Within the villages, and at times and in some
areas, embracing them, Domesday Book dealt with manors, strong houses, patient of
fortification, the -burys of the Home Counties. The manor was the fiscal base of Domesday
Book. 1 3 At another level urban growth took place dramatically within some of the fortified
burhs of late Anglo-Saxon England. Conditions were ripe for the use of money, the storing
and protection of money and for the rapid circulation of coins throughout the country. We
talk freely now of the rise of a thegnly class, and at the very least the moneyers were on the
fringe of that class. The agents of reform were present as well as the need. 1 4
Yet even so the renovatio of Eadgar, whether or not planned as such in detail ab initio
(and commonsense suggests that there was a strong element of the flexible and pragmatic
to it), was an astonishing achievement. It was new to England. There were no contemporary continental parallels. Somewhere there was a brilliant administrative mind lurking
in the background in the royal household or the entourage of Dunstan, Ethelwold, or
Oswald. Reality was given to the pious legal hope that one mintage should exist
throughout the land: and that mintage was made efficient and steadily profitable.
The numismatist has done much for us here, enriching and not merely confirming. Let
me make one final comment on the theme by drawing attention to the concern shown by
11
Ian Stewart, p. 469, draws attention to significant
exceptions to the underlying pattern of gradual reduction.
12
C. Taylor, Village and Farmstead (London, 1983), pp.
125-50; also a summary of recent work by Tim Unwin,
'Towards a Model of Anglo-Scandinavian
Rural
Settlement', Anglo-Saxon Settlements, edited by Delia
Hooke (Oxford, 1988), pp. 77-98.
13
A point energetically made in the course of the Domesday Book anniversary celebrations in 1986. One notes, for
example, the comment of J.J.N. Palmer that the manor can

be interpreted as 'a house at which geld is collected',
Domesday Studies, edited by J.C. Holt (Woodbridge, 1987),
p. 153.
14
Michael Metcalf argues convincingly in favour of rapid
circulation, among many other things, in his seminal papers,
'Continuity and Change in English monetary history, c.
973-1086', BNJ 50 (1980), 20-49 and BNJ 51 (1981), 52-90.
Veronica Smart, 'Osulf Thegn and Others: double
moneyers' names on the late Anglo-Saxon Coinage', Studies
in Late Anglo-Saxon Coinage, p. 445.
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that powerful ecclesiastical statesman, Wulfstan, archbishop of York, close adviser first to
King ./Ethelred and then to Cnut. He worried about the coinage, and in two of /Ethelred's
law codes that bear the hallmark of his style he wove general remarks on peace (fri<3) and
coinage (feos) into his account of the basic obligations of the landlord to society, the
so-called trinoda necessitas, the three necessities. 13 Both statements were derived from the
deliberations of the king and witan in 1008 and were heavily ecclesiastical in tone, but in
the uncertainties and variations in presentation there may well be a hint of the growing
importance of the coinage to the community at large. 16 /Ethelred V is eloquent and
immediate. We are told that the king and witan declared that people were to be zealous
about the improvement of the peace and improvement of the coinage everywhere in the
country and about the repair of boroughs in every province (ende) and about the repair of
bridges, and also about military service according to what is decreed, wherever it is
necessar-y, and also about the supplying of ships, properly equipped, after Easter. In the
other version, /Ethelred VI, Wulfstan attempts a different emphasis and order. Addressing
himself to a more sophisticated audience he elaborates his two main headings: swa ymbe
fripes bote (so about the betterment of the peace), loathsome to the thief, most dear to the
freeman (bonda); swa ymbe feos bote (so about the betterment of the coinage). Then
comes in rather unexpected priority the one sentence - pcet an mynet gange ofer ealle pas
peode butan celcan false. There follows mention of weights and measures and almost
incidentally burhbot, brigbot, fyrding, scypfyrd ealswa. There is to be one coinage current
throughout the land without anything false. The lawyer gives the ideal just as the
numismatist presents the reality.
The second of my themes presents a different picture, one of such importance that I
make no apologies for coming back to it. For many years historians have toiled over the
key text relating to monetagium in England, a very strong statement in the Coronation
Charter of Henry I:
1 utterly forbid ( o m n i n o defendo) that the c o m m o n monetagium that has been taken from the towns and the
shires shall henceforth be levied, since it was not so levied in the time of King Edward. If any m o n e y e r or o t h e r
person be taken with false m o n e y in his possession let true justice be visited upon h i m . 1 7

Some forty years ago David Douglas commented that it was here apparently used in the
sense of a forced levy to prevent loss to the king from depreciation of the coinage. 18 A
decade later I was more cautious, referring to it as a general levy to make sure that the king
did not lose over exchange of coin from type to type, a makeweight to cover the cost of the
somewhat heavier coinage. 19 There was truth in both observations, though the general
impression left was too crude. Philip Grierson has now put the Domesday Book evidence
in logical form and given us a set of propositions which seem thoroughly convincing: 20
1.

that monetagium was indeed new, that the likely date of introduction was the first half
of the 1080s, and that we need to distinguish it from the geld de moneta. It may be
added that it is tempting to associate the introduction with the payment of Peter's

15
Liebermann. Die Gesetze, pp. 242-43. V /Ethelred.
26.1-27: and 254, VI ^Ethelred, 'ad Eanham , 31-32.3.
16
There is also a Latin paraphrase of /Ethelred VI which
could be a version prepared for the higher clergy or even a
version personal to Wulfstan himself: H.R. Loyn. A
Wulfstan Manuscript: Nero A 1 (Early English Manuscripts
in Facsimile, Copenhagen, 1971), 48 with references to the
work of K. Sisam and K. Jost. The concern with mintage is
compressed into the simple statement: fraus itaque monetariorum funditus absistat, exque pura el simplici materia

pecunia cudatur, F. Liebermann, Die Gesetze. p. 255.
17
Charta Henrici I Coronati, cl.5, Liebermann, Die Gesetze. p. 522.
ls
D.C. Douglas, English Historical Documents, vol. ii,
edited by D.C. Douglas and G.W. Grcenaway (London,
1953), no. 19, 401.
19
H.R. Loyn. Anglo-Saxon England and the Norman
Conquest (London, 1962). p. 124.
20
'Domesday Book, the Geld De Moneta and Monetagium' (footnote 3 above).
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Pence, authorized by King William to be collected more efficiently after the king's
return in 1080 from his three-year stay in Normandy.
that monetagium was connected with the stabilization of the coinage at a good weight,
type vi of William I.
a vastly important observation that the institution of monetagium marks a shift in
obligation, not universal but significant, from individual minter to corporate mintage,
and therefore a fortiori a moment of some significance in the development of the
English borough.

There are still puzzles. Boroughs varied in size and capacity. Individual rights had to be
respected and obligations enforced. Above all the insistence in the coronation charter on
shires as well as towns seems odd though it is probably to be associated with the powerful
position of the Norman sheriff and the shire court, vital to royal finance. When, early in his
reign, Henry I wished to safeguard his coinage and specifically to guard against false
exchange, he laid it down that no moneyer was to exchange coins except in his own shire
and before two worthy witnesses from the same shire. 21 But neat simplified solutions
should not be expected, individual activity to borough activity, any more than in real life.
Philip Grierson has brought to our attention a phenomenon that adds to our understanding
of the changes brought about by the Norman Conquest. His 'neglected reform of the
coinage' and the standardization of the weight of the penny give a further pointer to
Norman method and dynamic; and it is a just combination of literary and numismatic
evidence that makes explanation possible. The men who planned and implemented such
reform were among those who, shortly afterwards, were to be prominent in the
preparation of Domesday Book.
Concern with the coinage, a better grasp of the accounting systems of the immediate
post-Conquest period, links with the tangible evidence for economic growth: the massive
building enterprise, with castles, cathedrals, abbeys, fortifications, churches, great and
small, built or rebuilt on an epic scale between 1066 and 1120, making a permanent
alteration to the English landscape. Romanesque jewels in a rich setting like the best of the
Carolingian treasures. The penny remains the standard coin, but elaboration of accounting
devices leads to the triumph of the creation of the Exchequer in the late eleventh and early
twelfth century. Henry I was firm in his legal insistence on good currency. We are all,
historians and numismatists alike, surely right to see the savagery of 1124-25, the
mutilation of the moneyers (even if some were able to buy off the fearsome penalties), as
an explosion of anger on the part of the king and Roger of Salisbury at the divorce between
ideal and reality. The last word has nevertheless not yet been said on the creation of the
Exchequer and its impact on the coinage, nor yet on the effects of the 1124-25
demonstration of cruel purpose.
This brings me audaciously to the final theme I wish to touch on this evening, the coinage
of Stephen's reign. The excuse for doing so, as I said earlier, is the Wenallt hoard. The true
reason is my feeling that here lies the next opportunity for a break-through in understanding of the type we have already experienced in connection with the late Anglo-Saxon
monarchy and the Norman Conquest. Historians are sensitive to the work done by a
succession of able numismatists, Elmore Jones, R.P. Mack, Peter Seaby, Marion
Archibald, George Boon, among others. 2 2 Numismatists are alert to the flood of historical
21
Liebermann, Die Gesetze, p. 523, De Moneta. The
order was addressed to all boroughs though the decree for
Worcester is the only one to survive. It also stated that no
one was to dare to exchange pence (ccmbire denarios)
except the moneyers.
22
Influential studies include F. Elmore Jones, 'Stephen

Type VII', BNJ 28 (1958), 537-54; R.P. Mack, 'Stephen and
the Anarchy, 1135-1154' BNJ 35 (1966), 38-112; P. Seaby,
'King Stephen and the Interdict of 1148', BNJ 50 (1980) and
subsequent contributions to BNJ 53 (1983) and 56 (1986);
J.J. North, English Hammered Coinage i (2nd. ed., London,
1980); and the work of G.C. Boon (footnote 4 above).
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work that has appeared in the last thirty years, notably by R.H.C. Davis, H. Cronne,
Edmund King and Graeme White. 2 3 We now need someone to follow Edmund King and to
bring the historical and numismatic evidence together yet more closely in our attempts to
explain this episode in twelfth-century English history, the so-called anarchy when Christ
and his saints slept, this hiccup in what was otherwise the relatively smooth development of
powerful monarchy in England. There is a measure of agreement, a consensus, that the
anarchy was not universal, in most areas not long-lasting, episodic and localized,
Mandeville in the eastern counties, the battle ravaged Wiltshire, terrible enough to make
permanent impression on attitudes to government and monarchy but not a complete
disruption of government. The Exchequer and courts of law lumbered on with muted rites,
monasteries did rather well, and some great scholars with English roots throve for instance
the archbishop's household, and John of Salisbury. At the papal curia Nicholas
Breakspear, soon to be the first and so far only English pope, was making his way. There
are moments indeed when we must take care not to go too far in discounting the horror
stories of the Peterborough chronicler with our emphasis on the reign as a creative period
in the establishment of hereditary tenure at all levels in the feudal hierarchy from the
Crown downwards. 24
It is here, so it seems to me, that the numismatist helps to bring us back to grim reality.
In 1976 Stewart Lyon provided a basic introductory text when he stated firmly that 'with
the collapse of the central management of the currency during Stephen's anarchy the final
breakdown of the monetary heritage of the Anglo-Saxons took place'. 25 More recent work
is investigating what may be called the early warnings of such breakdown in the last decade
of Henry I's reign: the possibility that the regular renovatio was abandoned then: the
possibility that full burghal responsibility subject to central direction was brought about in
the 1130s with the sheriff in the foreground and the Exchequer and Pipe Rolls not far
behind. Clearly work in progress on the substantive issues of Stephen, their exact
chronology and quality at the beginning and at the end of his reign, is going to help us
understand better the nature of the mid-century crisis in fiscal administration.
The Wenallt hoard itself offers some precious insight. It has been admirably and quickly
described for us by George Boon, just over a hundred coins, more than 80 from the Cardiff
mint, most Matilda, though a substantial minority of Stephen, 2 from an unknown John
(which has aroused the ghost of the FitzJohns and Hugh de Port of Basing). 26 The other
mints represented are Bristol and surprisingly Swansea, a new mint which makes it a true
Bristol Channel circuit indeed. The coins are of low weight standard, some poorly struck,
though the Cardiff moneyers made some effort to provide better quality. The discovery has
legitimately provoked a wealth of thought over the local as well as over the general
situation, contact between Anglo-Norman lordships and the Welsh, entries in the Welsh
law-codes, the need for coinage, the volume of coinage. Yet from the historical sidelines it
might be appropriate to conclude with a few general observations prompted by the find and
relevant to our main theme which is the contribution of numismatic studies to historical
understanding.
There is firstly the obvious coincidence of the composition of the hoard with our picture
23
R.H.C. Davis, King Stephen (London. 1967); H.A.
Cronne, The Reign of Stephen (London, 1970); E.J. King.
'The Anarchy of King Stephen's Reign', Transactions of the
Royal Historical Society, 5th ser., 34 (1984), 133-153; D.
Crouch. The Beaumont Twins (Cambridge, 1986); G.
White, 'The end of Stephen's Reign", History 75 (1990),

1-22.
24
R.H.C. Davis, 'What happened in Stephen's Reign?'.
History 49 (1964), 1-12. Also J. Le Patourel. 'What did not

happen in Stephen's Reign', History 58 (1973), 1-17 and The
Norman Empire (Oxford. 1976), especially pp. 89-117. K.
Yoshitaki, 'The Exchequer in the Reign of Stephen', English
Historical Review 103 (1988), 950-59.
25
C.S.S. Lyon, 'Some problems in interpreting AngloSaxon coinage", Anglo-Saxon England, 5. edited by P.
Clemoes, p. 208.
26
G.C. Boon, Welsh Hoards, 1979-1981, pp. 56-60.
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of the politics of the early 1140s, Matilda and her half-brother, Robert, were in control of
much of the west and south-west from their bases at Bristol and Gloucester. The coins of
Stephen in the hoard serve to remind us of the confusions and hesitations of the period.
Then again there is the astonishing number of coins from the Cardiff mint. It seems only
yesterday that serious scholars were sceptical of the existence of a mint at Cardiff before
the reign of Henry II. I well remember myself the excitement of Michael Dolley in 1976
when he discovered what he thought might be a fragment of a coin of William I, type vii,
Cardiff mint, in the royal collection at Stockholm. If the name of the moneyer, Ioli de
Brit(olio) on a coin of Matilda signifies, as it appears to do, contact with Breteuil rather
than Bristol, a vivid reminder of the potency of the FitzOsbern heritage and the customs of
Breteuil floods on to the historical scene. 2 7 Perhaps most interesting of all is the small
group of coins of the Swansea mint, struck in the name of Henry of Neubourg, Lord of
Gower. George Boon refers to them as gratifying additions to the baronial issues of
Stephen's reign and he draws an analogy to Robert of Stuteville in Yorkshire. This
awareness of the willingness of men not of the first rank of nobility to strike coins in their
own name gives us dramatic insight into the social scene. It provides our best hint at the
danger of deep disruption - there are plenty of continental parallels - where a community
will finish not with two heads, Stephen and Matilda, but with a multiplicity. Even in a state
of high emergency it is astonishing to find in the Anglo-Norman kingdom a lord of Gower
striking coins in his own name. 2 8 The risk is made manifest, local lords, local coinage, local
circulation, even if the men are, in Edmund King's graphic phrase, frontier men. 2 9
It was an American scholar, Bryce Lyon, who declared in an influential study that 'the
speed with which Henry II rehabilitated the financial structure indicates how well the
Norman kings had constructed it'. 3 0 With our clearer appreciation of the Anglo-Saxon
inheritance we would hesitate over giving too much credit to the Norman kings. But with
Lyon's general picture of a developing society there is a large measure of agreement; and
the reign of Stephen can legitimately be interpreted as an ominous, probing interlude. The
numismatic pattern mirrors that of the general historian. Ralph de Diceto, Dean of St
Pauls, when he commented on the accord between Stephen and young Henry of Anjou
which finally settled the civil war in 1153, placed the striking of a stable, uniform coinage
among the principal benefits arising from the concord. 31 The respect in which Stephen's
last type was held tells as much as a lengthy literary screed. One great text binds together
our understanding of this vitally important aspects of social life, the existence of a national
coinage, from the days of Athelstan to those of Henry II: the insistence that there shall
indeed be one currency throughout the land (an my net gange ofer ealle pas peode).
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Boon, p. 53 and footnote - personal communication of
R.H.M. Dolley to David Dykes, July 1976 - and p. 49 (Ioli
de Brit(olio)).
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'an unequivocally barbarous product . . . of a manifestly
emergency character'.
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Anarchy of King Stephen's Reign', p. 151.
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Ralf de Diceto, Opera Historica, edited by W. Stubbs
(1876), i. 296ff., especially 297; 'Quid multis ? ab excubiis
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C L A S S I F I C A T I O N O F T H E SINGLE-CROSS S T E R L I N G S O F
A L E X A N D E R III
B.H.I.H. STEWART and J.J. NORTH

THE single-cross sterlings of Alexander III (1249-86) are the most plentiful Scottish coins
of the middle ages. Some of them may be posthumous, but there can be little doubt that
most belong to the first half of the 1280s, alongside the early stages of the new single-cross
coinage introduced in England in 1279.1 English and Scottish coins were at this period
struck to the same standard and were freely interchangeable in currency. So when Edward
I decided to withdraw and recoin the long voided-cross coins, which had been current since
1247, Alexander would have needed quickly to follow suit. No records of the Scottish
recoinage have survived, but it would be very surprising if it had not been launched within
a year or so of Edward's, and the likelihood is that it began in 1280. At the other end, there
is coinage in the name of John Balliol (1292-6), so the Alexandrian single-cross sterlings
cannot have been in issue for longer than twelve years at the outside. In practice, however,
we may assume that most of the coinage belongs to the first two or three years after it
began, during which time the silver would have come mainly from the old currency
withdrawn. After that the Scottish mint or mints would have had to rely on such silver as
came into the country as a result of a favourable balance of trade. In England the London
mint began the new coinage in the summer of 1279, and other mints were opened in
1280-2. Between 1282 and 1287 London and Canterbury continued operating on a
substantial scale, but from 1287 to 1292 (and beyond) the flow of silver to the English mints
was much reduced. The timescale in Scotland was probably similar, although with each
stage occurring slightly later. There are no mint names on Alexander's coins, but there are
variations of the reverse type that seem to have been designed to indicate different mints,
as would certainly have been needed to carry through the recoinage effectively.
Substantial hoards of the Edwardian period are found, mostly in Scotland or the north of
England, so frequently that more than a thousand new specimens of the Alexander coinage
have come to light since the 1950s. As a rule of thumb, one can say that a new Edwardian
currency hoard is likely to include one sterling of Alexander for every five or six English
ones of the first three Fox groups which cover the recoinage period. The pattern varies
considerably between individual hoards, and the Dover hoard contained a (clearly
selective) abundance of Irish and Scottish coins. 2 But as a generality, because coins of the
1280s constituted a steadily diminishing proportion of the currency in the fourteenth
century, hoards from the reigns of Edward II (1307-27) and Edward III (1327-77) tend to
contain 2 per cent to 3 per cent of Alexander sterlings or fewer, while those buried up to
1300, or buried later but consisting largely of pre-1300 coins like Renfrew and Middridge,
may have 10 per cent or more. It looks as if the Scottish mints in the 1280s produced an
1
For a general discussion see Stewart, 'Scottish Mints', in
Minis, Dies and Currency, 1971, pp. 165-289 (especially
chapter V); this supersedes the relevant part (pp. 20-2) of
Stewart's The Scottish Coinage (1955 and 1967).
2
Dover hoard, BNJ 28 (1956), 147-68. The other most
useful post-war hoards are: Bootham, BNJ 27 (1955),
281-93; Boyton, NC (1936), 115-55; Broughton. BNJ 35
(1966), 120-7; Loch Doon. BNJ 38 (1969), 31-49; Middridge, BNJ 59 (1989) 84-90, and Renfrew, BNJ 35 (1966).

128-47. A tabulation of the Scottish contents of the Middridge hoard, and of these seven hoards collectively, according to the previous classification is included in BNJ 59. Since
the paper was written we have been able through the good
offices of Mr Nicholas Mayhew to examine photographs of
the Scottish coins from the 1983 and 1984 Aberdeen hoards
(BNJ 58. pp. 40-68); as a result we have been able to add a
few entries in our lists, with reference given to the photograph numbers.
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output in the range of £150,000 to £200,000. 3 That is a very substantial sum even in
comparison with the English mints, but certainly when measured against the Scottish
recoinage of the 1250s, which had been only about one third of this size but had involved at
least fifteen mints. If die-output was comparable to that of the Edwardian mints, the
production of some forty or fifty million pennies would have required between a thousand
and two thousand obverse dies, and many more reverses.
Each new hoard is a reminder of the great difficulties inherent in the classification of
these Alexandrian sterlings. As with most other parts of the Scottish coinage, credit for
first producing an orderly system is due to Edward Burns more than a century ago. 4 The
arrangement devised by Burns is, however, awkward to use; at certain points the definition
is not entirely clear; and overall it does not convey a satisfactory idea of the shape of the
coinage or of the sequence of varieties. This is hardly Burns's fault, since the material itself
is unusually intractable and mule coins, usually such a valuable key to arrangement, are so
plentiful and indiscriminate in this series as to add to the confusion rather than resolve it.
Burns defined two broad groups, each containing three classes (table 1). Group I
consists only of coins with four mullets of six points in the quarters of the reverse cross (24
points). Group II includes, in addition to 24 points, coins with mullets of five or six points
or stars of seven points in every other combination needed to produce total numbers of
points from 20 to 28. Within the two groups, Burns distinguished the classes primarily by
their lettering. However, although class I and class II in group I and class I and class II in
group II are each readily distinguishable by their lettering, group I, class III and group II,
class III cannot be separated by their lettering, and the differences between the two in the
obverse portrait are at one point very slight. Burns does not directly explain why he put
some of these closely related coins into group I and others into group II, but it appears to
have been: (a) because obverse dies of group I, class III are only found in combination with
24 point reverses, and are only muled with reverse dies of the other classes of group I; (b)
because obverse dies of group II, class III are found with 23, 25, 26 and 28 point reverses as
well as 24 points, and with one exception are only muled with the other classes of group II:
and (c) more generally because group II is defined as containing coins on which the hair
exhibits 'a bolder backward sweep'. In fact there is a justifiable distinction between group I
and group II, although the exact boundary would differ slightly according to which factor is
given the greatest weight. We have chosen to make a division within our new class M after
those coins which have the portrait of class A (our class Ma), not only with regard to that
important feature but also because these are the only ones of class M which mule with
reverses of class A. Without specifically distinguishing them, Burns also put the coins that
we describe as Mbl, with slightly broader hair, in his class III of group I, and that again is
logical, since they are the last variety of obverse to be found combined only with reverses
of 24 points. Finally, the last mules with class B reverses are those with obverses of Mb2.
This variety constitutes a point of conjuncture between the two Burns groups, since it is the
first variety in which a reverse combination other than 24 points occurs, the first which is
involved in mules with the other classes of group II and the first to show the distinctly more
'swept back' hair that Burns took as characteristic of his group II.
3
I. Stewart, 'The Volume of Early Scottish Coinage', in
Coinage in Medieval Scotland (1100-1600), edited by D.M.
Metcalf (BAR 1977), pp. 65-72, gives a range of £130180,000. The original estimate of £150-200,000 put forward
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and P. Spufford (BAR 1988), pp. 87-96, see p. 92 and n. 36)
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4
E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland, 1887,1, pp. 163-86.
Since the comments of Burns on letter forms are often
useful, we have included these in Appendix II. even though
we do not follow the conclusions he drew from them.
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It will be apparent from the foregoing discussion that the Burns nomenclature of groups
and classes, both designated by Roman numerals, is cumbersome. For this reason a
simplified notation was adopted in The Scottish Coinage, whereby the three classes of
Burns group I were labelled B, A and C, and the three classes of group II, D, E and F plus
G. The reasons for the reversal of the order of the first two classes are discussed further
below. The division of group II, class III into classes F and G, based partly on the busts and
partly on lettering, did not prove sustainable, and had the consequence that reverse dies
involved in mules with the other two classes of group II had to be described as FG, since
the differences of lettering were not sufficiently clear-cut. Some late and rather crude
obverse dies, described by Burns as 'anomalous', and found combined with reverse dies of
his group II classes, were labelled class H; and a variety in the style of the first ('rough')
issue of John Balliol, but with the name of Alexander, class I (latterly redesignated J, in
order to avoid confusion with the Burns groups and classes, and to indicate the association
with John's coinage). Recently, arising from consideration of some examples in the
Middridge hoard, a new class, R, has been added to include some very rare coins,
apparently unknown to Burns or unrecognized by him, that have distinctive lettering
(notably the R).

TABLE 1.

Concordance of classifications

Typical
example (obv.)

Stewart 1955

Stewart and
North 1990

Class II

B.147

A

A

Class I

B.146

B

B

Class III

B.156
B.157

C

Burns 1887
Group I

fMa
iMbl

Group II
Class III
First Head
Second Head
(2nd-3rd Head)
Third Head

B.179
B.187
B.185
B.204

Class -

Dover 402

Class II

B.169
B.172A

Class I

B.161
B.159

D

Anomalous'

B.207

H

'Balliol'

B.209

I

FG

Mb2
Mb3
Mcl
Mc2
R
(El
lE2
(D1
lD2
H
J
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The material available from Middridge, in unusually fine condition, has given us the
opportunity of re-examining the whole series from first principles, in order to try to
establish the sequence of classes and their relationship from the use of the punches for
elements of the portrait, the crown, hair, face and neck, in addition to the more obvious
division by epigraphy. The basic definition of classes, however, remains determined
according to lettering, this having the advantage of enabling mules between classes to be
readily identified. In summary, our conclusions are that the coinage began with class A;
that A leads into C and then FG, which comprise the main series of the coinage; that B
stands outside this sequence, probably running alongside the middle and later stages of A
and then C; that C-FG was followed by E and D in that order, with R as a very small
element between FG and E or alongside E. The main series (C-FG) we have redesignated
M, in order to recognize that there is no satisfactory dividing line between C. F and G and
that their reverses, although not absolutely uniform, cannot be reliably distinguished. We
have, however, subdivided the obverses of M, E and D by reference to the punches used
for the hair and crown (further consideration of the punches for the face and neck would be
worthwhile, but we have found them generally less reliable except on coins in very fine
condition). A concordance between this and previous classifications is in table 1. In the
case of classes A, B, D, E and H we have retained the existing labels.
Later in the paper we have described the various features on which the classification is
based, beginning with a general description of the characteristics of each class. This has
been set out with the emphasis on obverses, but the main features of the various reverse
types are described thereafter. In the descriptions we have mentioned a number of notable
variants, but we have not attempted to record every variation from the norm. Finally, we
have given some comparative details, accompanied by drawings, of the letters and hair
punches which we have found to be of most assistance in determining the class or variety of
individual specimens. Tables 2 and 3 show the combinations in which dies of the several
classes and sub-classes are found, with reference to classes and reverse points respectively.
Although our work has been based on a substantial sample of the material, we do not
pretend to have examined anywhere near the whole range of available specimens. It is very
likely that further combinations exist, and no doubt others will come to light in future
hoards if past experience is any guide. But we believe it is worth publishing this new, or
rather amended, classification now, since the essential structure seems unlikely to be
affected by additional items. We would, however, be very glad to hear of any varieties that
we have not recorded here. 5
Sequence of Classes
The placing of the rare class A at the commencement of the series seems incontrovertible
in the light of the experimental inscriptions found on both sides and the fact that none of
the (probably early) obverse dies reading G'CIA or G'SIA are found muled with other
(presumably later) issues. It is closely connected with Ma (the bulk of S. class C), obverse
dies of which have the portrait made from the same punches. The dies of class A are of
very fine style, infinitely superior to those of the later long voided-cross coinage in the
1270s. They have all the appearance of being the work of highly skilled continental
5

In the classification section we have given the most
convenient references for all the combinations of which
illustrations are readily available, first to Burns, then to
SCBI 35 (J.D. Bateson and N.J. Mayhew, Scottish Coins in
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford and the Hunterian
Museum, Glasgow, cited as AH), and then to hoards listed

in n. 2 above or to the Lockett collection (in Appendix I we
have listed the coins illustrated in Burns and SCBI 35
according to our revised classification). Where no reference
is given in our lists, the combination is represented in the
collection of one or both authors.
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craftsmen, just as Edward I had recruited foreign professionals for his recoinage. The
pattern of muling suggests that dies of class A went out of use soon after the introduction of
class M. It may also be noted that B/Al mules are very rare, while neither B/A2 nor A/B
mules have been recorded.
If placed in its alphabetical position, class B interrupts the progress from class A to class
C (now early class M). No doubt Burns recognised this difficulty when he designated this
issue as class I, and A as class II, of his first group. The position of class B very early in the
series, however, cannot seriously be questioned in the light of the mules with classes A and
early M and of a true B reverse die with the early reading Escossie Rex. It is difficult to
interpose B between A and M in view of the close connection between those issues. The
class B portraits differ in style from any others in the whole series, suggesting that the
punches were made by a different craftsman from those of A and M. One unusual feature
of class B is the apparent short life of the hair punches of which no fewer than five have
been noted, while one appears to have sufficed for A and Ma, the output of which seems
from the hoard evidence to have been at least as great, or marginally greater. Although
most of the hair punches used in class B have thin strands, which were probably easily
damaged, perhaps their apparently rapid destruction is indicative of inexperienced
die-sinkers. The possibility that class B, with dies prepared by local craftsmen, was the
earliest issue seems to be outweighed by the case for placing class A in that position. It
seems more likely that the first class B dies were made after quite a number of early class A
dies had already been produced and just before the decision was taken to alter the reverse
reading from Escossie Rex to Rex Scotorum. In that case class B dies would have been in
use simultaneously with the later part of class A and the early part of class M, or in other
words throughout most of what Burns called group I. Burns noted only one kind of mule
between his groups (II, III/I, I; or S. class FG/B; B. fig. 181). Under our classification the
obverse dies of these mules would be described as Mb2, and it is interesting to note that
this variety is, according to our sequence, the earliest one of those assigned by Burns to
group II, and the first in which any reverse other than 24 points appears. Dies of class B
thus remained in use for longer than those of class A (just as they had been introduced a
little later), but not for long enough to be muled with non-24 point reverses, with obverses
of later class M, or with dies of classes E and D.
Burns recognised the difficulties caused by his classification of group I, class III (S. class
C) and group II, class III (S. class FG), which created an artificial division in an apparently
homogeneous issue. The fine distinction between the late coins of I, III and the early ones
of II, III has confused later students and we therefore decided that it would be more logical
to combine the two in a new class, M. This class we have divided into three subclasses: Ma,
containing those early coins on which the small, neat portrait is indistinguishable from that
of class A (although there is some variation in the crown); Mc, the plentiful later coins on
which the crown is (for the first time) put in from a single, whole punch; and Mb, the
remainder, still with composite crown, but with larger portraits than that of class A. On the
earliest coins of Mb, the hair is of similar style to that of Ma, but slightly bushier and with
more rounded curls (Mbl). The composite crown is also made up of new punches. Both
the common Ma and the scarcer Mbl were included by Burns in his group I, class III,
although he did not distinguish between them in his description.
The next variety, Mb2 (B. group II, class III, First head), has a slightly larger face and a
new hair punch, very similar to the previous one but slightly more outswept and omitting
the pellet by the ear. The last of the composite crown issues, Mb3 (B. group II, class III,
Second head), is mainly distinguished by another new hair punch. Although very like the
previous one, this may be distinguished by a minute curl by the ear and the merging of the
half strand into the thicker central curl (often leaving a loop visible).
A new face is used on the earliest coins with the non-composite crown, but the hair is
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from the punch used in the previous issue (Mb3). This transitional variety, which we
describe as Mcl, was not distinguished by Burns; it is rare. The final and very plentiful
variety of this class, Mc2 (B. group II, class III, Third head), has the crown from the same
single iron as Mcl, but with a new face and bushy, upswept hair.
New punches are introduced for the next issues, consisting of classes R, E and D, and
there may well have been a gap between the production of the dies for these and the
previous issues. The proposed arrangement reverses the accepted order of E and D and is
based on the deterioration of one of the crown punches and the breaking of hair punch '1',
which is only found in its damaged state on a few coins with the lettering of class D. The
previously unrecorded variety with the portrait of E l , a barred A, a scroll-tailed R and
straight-sided uprights with curved serifs, has been designated class R because of the very
distinctive form of that letter. Reverse dies of class R (or RE, combining features of classes
R and E) are more frequent than obverse ones and it is possibly the earliest variety of this
series. Class E has been subdivided by the two varieties of hair punch, but they were
perhaps made simultaneously since they share two very similar crown punches, and the
letter A is found in its broken and unbroken state on coins with both varieties of hair. The
demand for dies was probably at its peak during the currency of class E, which covers a
period of high activity when the maximum number of mints were in operation.
Class D, which is primarily classified by the barred A, straight-sided uprights and initial
cross potent, has also been subdivided by its two hair punches. The earlier variety (Dl) has
punch i ' (that already used for class E2), which, as remarked above, breaks in the lower
part of the centre strand. Obverse dies of D l are usually found combined with reverses of
classes E and M. The majority of the coins in this class belongs to variety D2, distinguished
by the new hair punch'm'. Although some of the coins have the crown from punches used
in E - D l , on most it has a distinctive rear side fleur where the petal is a straight line rising at
an oblique angle in relation to the central one. Deterioration of the central lis is visible on
many coins and on some this has been repaired by the cutting of three lines in the shape of
an inverted arrowhead. If, as seems likely, this is one of the crowns of E, which had
become damaged and was repaired, it serves to confirm the repositioning of class D after
E.
The remaining classes, H and J, have close affinities with the early coins in the name of
John Balliol, coins of the latter class being identical to some coins of John apart from the
king's name. The relative positions of these two classes are also demonstrated by the fact
that class H exists only in the form of obverse dies muled with earlier reverses, while class J
is only known as true coins.
The portrait and lettering on the farthings and most of the halfpence so closely resemble
those on the sterlings of Mb that there can be little doubt that they should be associated
with that issue. On some coins the gaps between the side fieurs and the band of the
composite crown are clearly visible, while the strands of the hair are arranged in a manner
very similar to the hair of Mb and Mcl. The lettering also has the same characteristics as
that of class M - straight-sided uprights, rarely with serifs, a scroll-tailed R and often a long
serif to the tail of the L. Most halfpence with 12 points have this lettering on the reverse
also, but a few have reverses with the wedge-tailed R and incurved uprights associated with
class E, as do all the very rare halfpennies with 10 points. Presumably 12 points on
halfpence represents the mint of 24 points (to which all known farthings belong) and 10
points the mint of 20 points, which did not commence operations until class E.
The Supply of Dies
Ever since this series was classified by Burns the efforts of students to refine the
arrangement have been bedevilled by the superfluity of mules, especially between all the
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classes of his group II. Without a die-study of the coinage it is not possible to assess with
any precision the ratio of obverses to reverses in the various classes and mints. However,
an analysis of the proportions in various hoards yields some surprising results. In the mint
of 26 points, 18 per cent of the total coins have class D obverses, while 50 per cent have
reverses of that class; 31 per cent have M obverses but only 7 per cent have M reverses.
This imbalance between obverses and reverses of the classes applies to a lesser degree to
other mints. A comparable mismatch is to be found in the issue of English dies in 1300 to
London and Newcastle, London receiving more obverse dies of early group X and more
reverse dies of group IX, Newcastle the converse, so that X/IX mules of London and IX/X
mules of Newcastle are common, but the opposite mules are respectively excessively rare
and non-existent. 6 Since die-sinkers (like masons and many other craftsmen) were an
itinerant species in the thirteenth century, and foreign professionals were clearly engaged
for the new Scottish coinage of the 1280s, it is possible that the Alexander dies may have
been made in bulk on different occasions by journeymen die-sinkers, who would be
commissioned to supply so many obverse dies and two or three times as many reverses, of
various mints. Although in the first place matching dies would probably have been issued,
and so only true coins of the class concerned would have been struck, a number of unused
dies may still have been in stock when the journeymen came to make a fresh batch.
Subsequently, when dies were issued from stock, they would often be from different
batches (or in numismatic terms, of different classes), since there would be no need for the
official to distinguish between dies of the different varieties. Indeed, it is very doubtful
whether he would have been capable of doing so. Eventually the time would have come,
after the recoinage was completed, when some more obverse dies were needed, but there
was no experienced craftsman available; the crude obverses of class H, used with old
reverse dies, would have been the result. If this hypothesis is correct, it would perhaps be
necessary to arrange coins of classes M, E and D according to the class of the later die if the
purpose was to show the sequence in which the coins were struck, but even that may not be
the whole story if both obverse and reverse dies had been kept in stock for a period before
issue.
Although the refined classification here proposed identifies the sequence in which the
obverse dies were prepared, it does not therefore necessarily solve the problem of the
chronology of the coins themselves. One cannot even be certain that all sterlings of later
class M with M reverses were struck before the coins of classes D and E, although most
probably were. Judging from the large number of mules, there was probably still a
considerable quantity of class M dies in stock when those of classes E and D were brought
into use. If the subsequent distribution of dies was random, as suggested above, matching
pairs of class M dies could still have been sent out on occasions.
It has generally been assumed that the different combinations of mullets and stars on the
reverse were designed to indicate different mints. The recent discovery of an obverse
die-link (easily detected because of the error reading ERA for G R A ) 7 between coins with
reverses of 25 and 28 points raised the question of whether this was a correct assumption.
Although we have not looked for them systematically, in the preparation of this paper we
have noticed two other obverse die-links between different reverse combinations; one an
unusual die of Mc2, with the bust resembling that of Mcl, found with a 23 point reverse of
class M and a 24 point reverse of class E; the other an obverse of class El found with class
E reverses with both 27 and 28 points. Nevertheless, we are confident on other grounds
that the assumption of separate mints is (at least for the most part) valid. Our main reason
for this is the structure of the coinage, as illustrated by table 4. From this it can be seen that
24 point reverses alone account for the early stages of the coinage (classes A, B, Ma and
6

NC (1963), p. 100.

7

BNJ 59 (1989), 86.
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Mbl) - about 20 per cent of the total. This accords with the normal pattern of English
recoinages whereby the main mint began the new coinage first, followed within a few
months by provincial mints. In Mb2 and Mb3 two new reverses appear, with 25 and 26
points, which figure abundantly through the rest of group II, i.e. classes Mc, E and D. The
26 point mint was much the largest contributor to the coinage after 24 points, accounting
for about 23 per cent of the total and nearly 29 per cent of group II (i.e. the period during
which the regional mints were active). The 25 point mint accounts for about 9 per cent of
the total and 12 per cent of group II. The only other two mints to make a material
contribution to the coinage were those represented by 23 point and 20 point reverses, with
about 7 per cent and 5 per cent of group II respectively. The 23 point mint used dies of
classes Mc and E, the 20 point mint of E only. Four other reverse combinations occur, but
on a very small scale, 21, 22, 27 and 28 points. The 28 point mint received dies of Mc, E
and D, but it accounted for less than 2 per cent of the total group II output. Coins with 21
(M), 22 (E and D) and 27 (E) point reverses are so rare as to raise doubts whether each of
them really represents the output of a separately established mint. One cannot rule out the
possibility of error by the die-sinker, as for example in the case of a St Andrews reverse die
of John Balliol with 23 points instead of 22 (B.fig 215). Die-analysis is needed to determine
whether the Alexander sterlings with 21, 22 and 27 point reverses each constitute discrete
groups consistent with the exiguous output of very minor mints, especially in view of the
27-28 point die-link.
To summarize the pattern, assuming all nine reverse combinations to represent different
mints, we have one mint operating alone in the early stages of the recoinage (classes A, B,
Ma and Mbl), three with obverse dies of class Mb2-3, six with obverses of Mc, all nine
with obverses of class E, and five with obverses of class D. If the Scottish coinage had
followed the pattern of the English, there ought to have been a period at the end during
which only one or two mints were operating, in the middle and late 1280s. But there is no
substantive class from dies produced later than those of class D, and if post-recoinage
activity did continue at a few mints it must have been from dies already made during the
recoinage period. That some reverse dies at least were available later is evident from their
use in combination with obverses of class H and eventually of John Balliol. It is noteworthy
that the reverses combined with H obverses are of the three main mints with 24, 25 and 26
points; and that the mules with Balliol obverses involved 24 and 26 point reverses (the
latter a type not otherwise used in Balliol's coinage). 8 Furthermore, both the H obverse
dies combined with 26 point reverses (B.205-6) were also used with 24 point reverses, in
addition to the obverse die-links now discovered between different reverse combinations in
the later stages of the regular series. One explanation of this could be that, after coinage
ceased at the regional mints, their dies were returned to the centre and some of them later
reused (at the 24 point mint, or wherever coinage continued). Another could be that the
system of distinguishing between the output of different mints by reverse combinations was
simply not, or not rigorously, sustained after the main activity of the recoinage (the
confusion between London and Durham obverse dies shows what could happen in a
generally well organized phase of the English coinage). 9 If reverse dies remained in stock
beyond the needs of the recoinage mints, they might just have been used up indiscriminately. More work is needed to establish the extent of obverse die-linking between
reverse combinations before we can do more than guess what may have happened.
Hoards buried c. 1290 indicate that all combinations of group II dies were in circulation
by then. 1 0 Unfortunately there has been no Edwardian hoard found in recent times buried

8

B. fig 211A (24 points); Stewart, 'Mints', pp. 280-1, no.
23 (26 points).

9
10

BNJ 54 (1984), 84-5.
E.g. Broughton (see n. 2).
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between 1280 and 1290, and in the absence of any documentary evidence, we must await
such a discovery before attempting to produce any sort of absolute chronology for the
Alexandrian series. If any coinage took place after 1286, during the 'reign' of Alexander's
infant grand-daughter Margaret, the class H coins perhaps have the best claim. In the
middle ages, the ruler's name was often not changed early, or at all, in a new reign if there
was no change in the coinage itself; thus William the Lion's coinage continued for about
fifteen years after his death, as Henry II's had in England throughout the reigns of Richard
I and John. To the interregnum of 1290-2, between Margaret's death and the election of
John, one might perhaps attribute the very rare coins of class J, which are of the same
fabric and design as Balliol's first issue, differing only in the king's name. It is difficult to
see why, once a coinage had been begun with John's name, a die should have been made
with Alexander's, but it would have been the natural (and safest) choice when the throne
was in dispute. Such attributions are, however, entirely speculative, and it must be noted
that there is a good numismatic case for the class J dies belonging within the body of John's
early coinage rather than before it.
CLASSIFICATION
Class A (Burns group I, class II; Stewart class A)
Small neat lettering with closed c and E. Straight-sided uprights, sometimes with serifs.
A usually unbarred. Thick-waisted S. Scroll-tailed R. Initial cross potent or pattee (one die,
B. 147, has three pellets instead). Obv. reads ALEXSANDER DEI G'CIA, G'SIA, G'RA or
GRA, usually with pellet or colon stops. G'CIA and G'SIA, only recorded with class A
reverses, may be the earliest.
Small face with hair f and neat crown, which is possibly composite, since a few coins have
the front fieur slightly misplaced, although this might be due to damage. Usually a pellet on
each cusp between the fleurs.
Two reverse readings:
1. XES/COS/SIE/REX, usually with colon after SIE; and
2.

REX-/SCO/T:TO/RVM.

Reverse combinations (24 points only):
A l . B. 148.
A2. B. 147, 147A (G'EIA and SEO), 148A, 148B (reads - A D E R ; Same obv. die as B.149).
M. B. 149 (same obv. die as B. 148B).
Burns (p. 168) records II/I (i.e. A/B) mules, but we have not traced one.
Class B (B. group I, class I; S. class B)
Larger lettering with open C and E. Broad, straight-sided uprights with serifs. A usually
barred. L with tall, thin front. X with pointed, square or pattee ends. Wedge-tailed R.
Thin-waisted, composite S. Distinctive M with tongue instead of v in centre. Initial cross
potent or pattee. Reading now ALEXANDER DEI GRA or G'RA.
The crown is composite, with hooked petals. One of the side fleurs is often placed low on
the band and the insertion of the central lis is clearly visible on some coins.
There are five hair punches, a-e. We have lettered these from the simplest to the most
complex, but their sequence, if they were not used indiscriminately, has not been
established. All are found with both B2 and M reverses. Hair e, the most complex, is alone
muled with A l reverses, and may therefore be early; while hair c alone is found combined
with the B1 reverse. A narrow face with long neck and very thin curls below the crown
(described by Burns as 'sunk spaces') is usual with hair e (B. 143^4), occasional with others
(e.g. B. 141 and 145, hair c). Hairs a-d are normally associated with a wider face (e.g. B.
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142 and 146), with distinctly outlined oval eyes and thick curls below the crown. One
obverse die with hair e (muled with M rev.) has the wider face and omits the sceptre.
Two reverse readings:
1.

XES/COS/SIE:/REX;

and

2. R E X / S C O / T O R / V M + (the standard reading for all subsequent classes except J).
Reverse combinations (24 points only):
Hair a. B2 (B. 142); M (Aberdeen 1983, 76/3 and 5).
Hair b. B2; M (B. 146).
Hair c. B1 (Lockett 778); B2 (B. 141); M (B. 145).
Hair d. B2 (AH 176, 180); M (AH 187-9).
Hair e. A 1 (B. 143); B2 (AH 175, 181); M (B. 144).
Class M (B. group I, class III and group II, class III; S. classes C and FG)
Straight-sided lettering, usually without serifs but these are normal in Mbl-2 and also
occur sometimes in Ma and M b 3 . u Open C and E. Usually unbarred A. R with curled tail,
occasionally (on late dies) a wedge. S usually thick-waisted and composite. L mostly with
long, thin upright stroke at end of tail. Initial cross plain, or often slightly pattee early in
the class. The normal reading now (and for the rest of the series except classes H and J) is
GRA, often with a contraction line above R.
Ma and Mb have composite crowns, Mc an integral one. Pellets on the cusps are found
(though rarely) in all the sub-divisions except Mc2 (e.g. B. 155, 157, 158). Based on crown
and hair punches, the sub-classes are as follows:
Ma (Most of B. group I, class III and of S. class C)
Face and hair as class A, probably from same punches. There is variation in the crown,
which on some coins appears to be from the same punches as class A. On others the central
lis and/or end fleurs differ, but this may be due to wear and perhaps repair of the punches.
On some coins the insertion of the central lis is clearly visible, and many have a misplaced
end fieur.
Rare early coins (e.g. Dover 323) read A L E X S A N D E R D E I G ' R A (cf. class A); being
transitional, such coins may be described as class AM. Sometimes (probably mostly early)
there are stops within (e.g. Dover 343-4) or at the end of the obverse legend, where a
colon (or triple colon) is frequently found (e.g. Dover 342 and 360).
Reverse combinations (24 points only):
A1 (B. 156); A2 (B. 155); B2 (B. 153-4); M (B. 150-2).
Mbl (Part of B. group I, class III and of S. class C)
As Ma but slightly larger face, and the hair punch (g) is wider and rounder. Most coins
appear to have the crown from new punches with neater fleurs and often a thicker band.
Reverse combinations (24 points only):
B2 (B. 158); M (B. 157).
Mb2 (B. group II, class III, First head; part of S. class(es) FG)
As Mbl, but face again slightly wider, and with a thicker neck (although a few appear to
have the face of Mbl, e.g. B. 182). Hair from new punch (h) which is wider than (g) and
has no pellet by the ear; a few coins show a more complex hair punch of similar shape (hh).
The large central lis (of which in its early state the side petals often resemble arrowheads)
is usually placed low on the band of the crown, and a gap is often visible between one or
both of the side fleurs and the band.
11
The disappearance of serifs does not exactly coincide
with the introduction of Burns's'Third Head', here class Mc,
but their frequent occurrence on coins with his 'First' and

'Second Heads' was the reason why an attempt was made in
The Scottish Coinage to divide class III of Burns group II
into class F and class G.
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Reverse combinations:
24 points. B2 (B. 181); M (B. 178); R (AH 232); E (B. 183); D (B. 182).
25 points. M (B. 179).
Mb3 (Most of B. group II, class III, Second head; part of S. class FG)
Face resembles the normal (wider) one of Mb2, but usually with a thinner neck. New
hair punch (i). Crown from same punches as Mb2.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 184); E (B. 189); D (B. 187).
25 points. M (B. 185A); E (B. 190) and RE (Aberdeen 1974, 141/5); D (B. 188).
26 points. E (B. 191); D (B. 188A).
Mcl (Part of B. group II, class III, Second head; part of S. class FG)
Same hair punch (i) as Mb3 (usually broken below rear end of crown), but new integral
crown from a punch with the side petals of the central lis usually straight-sided
(occasionally - early ? - they are rounded, but the crown may be distinguished from the
composite crown of Mb3 by the larger petals of the side fleurs). New face punch, which is
less fine than that of Mb3 and has a more prominent nose. The neck is often thinner, and
the shoulder pointed; often there is a thin line running along the bottom of the truncation
towards the back. The tail of the letter L is usually a large wedge, without the thin upright
extension. Mcl obverses often have loosely dotted circles (e.g. B. 185).
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (AH 220); E; D (AH 217).
23 points. M (B. 185).
26 points. M (B. 186); E (AH 283); D.
Mc2 (B. group II, class III, Third head; part of S. class FG)
Same crown as Mcl, but new upswept hair (j). Bust occasionally like Mcl (e.g. B. 198),
but usually a narrower face and neck. The face is neat, with a flatter profile; there may be
more than one punch, since there appears to be some variation in size and some coins
exhibit a straight profile (e.g. B. 200, 203), others a distinct break between the top of the
nose and the forehead (e.g. B. 201, 204). The shoulder is again prominently indicated on
the narrow neck punch, and the truncation often shows a slight step, giving the appearance
of a heel and foot (e.g. B. 199).
Burns notes deterioration of letter punches, notably R (often wedge-tailed) and S; the
tail of L is sometimes a plain wedge as in Mcl, but often has the thin upright extension.
Occasionally N is reversely barred. A few obverses have a large and very thin initial cross.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 198); R (Aberdeen 1984, 135/3); E (B. 203); D (B. 201A).
21 points. M (Bootham hoard).
23 points. M (B. 199-200).
25 points. D (Dover 534, pi. ix, 20).
26 points. M (B. 201); E (B. 204); D (B. 202).
28 points. M (Dover 631, pi. ix, 24).
Class R (B. - , S. - )
Straight-sided lettering with concave serifs; barred A; distinctive letter R with circular
loop and curved tail. Pure dies of class R are extremely rare, and known only with 24
points. However, the barred A and distinctive R of class R are occasionally found on dies
with lettering otherwise of class E, and these may be described as class RE; examples we
have noted are an obverse die basically of class E l , but with the A of class R (26 points,
RE/D), and reverses with 23 (E2/RE) and 25 points (Mb3/RE and E2/RE) which include
the distinctive R of class R with lettering generally of class E.
The face resembles that of Mb3, and is used with the hair punch of class El (k). The
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non-composite crown (the same as in class E) has narrower and more rounded petals to the
central lis than the crown of Mc.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. R (Dover 402, pi. ix, 15 and Renfrew 552, pi. xiii, 13); M (Aberdeen 1984,
135/1).
Class E (B. group II, class II; S. class E)
Lettering with incurved uprights and A unbarred (one obv. of El has the barred A of
class R). Open C and E, although the wide wedges used often make them appear closed.
Letter R wedge-tailed, letter S thin-waisted with small wedges. Initial cross pattee, except
occasionally in E2.
Most obverse dies used with 20 point reverses have a pellet between D and E of
ALEXANDER (e.g. B. 165), or rarely a wedge or crescent (B. 166). A mark in this position
is found on a few obverses combined with other reverses (e.g. AH 257, 23 points; cf. Dover
387, pi. ix, 12).
There are two obverse varieties by reference to the hair punches, but the dies of both
may have been produced or issued concurrently (the use of RE reverse dies, presumably
early, with obverse dies of E2 would support this).
El
Hair punch (k). Non-composite crown (as class R), with petals of the central lis narrower
and more rounded than in Mc: possibly two punches, one with a more deeply scalloped
band especially noticeable by the rear side fleur (cf. AH 276 with 274), but this could be
due merely to differences in depth of punching into the die.
Faces are small and neat (resembling those of Mc2). The normal form has a more
prominent jaw (e.g. B. 169, 174) than a smaller version that is similar to one found also in
E2 (e.g. B. 172).
An El die with the error reading ERA is found with reverses of both 25 (M) and 28 (E)
points.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M; E (B. 169); D.
20 points. E, often with pellet in SCO and two in VM+ quarters (B.165, 168A).
23 points. E (B. 168).
25 points. M (B. 177).
26 points. M (B.177A); E (AH 274); D (B. 174).
27 points. E (B.171, same obv. die as B. 172, 28 points).
28 points. E (B.172, same obv. die as B. 171, 27 points).
E2
Hair from new punch (1), but crown as in E l . Some coins have small face (perhaps the
same as the smaller face of E l ) , with the jaw curved (e.g. B. 170, 175; AH 248); more
usually the jaw is angular and the chin tips downwards (e.g. B. 166, 168A; AH 247).
Sometimes the initial cross is plain.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 176); E (AH 206-8, 210); D (B. 172A).
20 points. E (B. 166).
21 points. M (B. 175).
22 points. E (B. 167).
23 points. E (Dover 387, pi. ix. 12; also class RE).
25 points. E (also RE); D (B. 173).
26 points. M; E (B. 170); D.
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Class D (B. group II, class I; S. class D)
Straight-sided letters, usually with serifs; barred A; R with wedge-and-pellet (or wedge)
tail; C with peaked waist and fishtail wedges; initial cross potent (rarely plain). Loosely
dotted circles sometimes on obverse (e.g. B. 163), more often on reverse (e.g. B. 172A,
187, 201A; AH 217, 237).
Dl.
Hair (1) as in E2, the middle strand of which breaks. Crown from same punches as in
class E, but on one punch the central fleur deteriorates into a trefoil and the rear fleur
becomes damaged. A few dies have an unusual face with bulbous nose (e.g. B. 164).
Obverse dies of D l are normally found muled, with reverses of M or E.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M; E (B. 161).
25 points. M (B. 164).
26 points. E (B. 162-3); D.
28 points. E (B. 163B).
D2.
New hair punch (m). There is some slight variation in the profile but it is unclear whether
or not this is due to the use of separate punches. There is also variation in the crown and
the punches of E l and D l , both unbroken and broken, appear to have been used. One
punch may have been extensively repaired (e.g. B. 158A and 159), after the rear fleur
broke (replaced by a thin line); the front fleur may also have been recut; and the central
fleur, after deteriorating, was later recut to resemble an inverted arrowhead. Very rarely
there are pellets on the cusps (e.g. B. 159).
24 points. M; E; D (B. 158A).
22 points. E.
25 points. M (B. 163A); E; D (B. 159).
26 points. E (AH 268-70); D (B. 160).
Class H (B. 'Anomalous'; S. class H)
Gaunt face, with wireline hair and crude crown (usually with the vertical petal of central
fleur broken). GR, GRA or GRAC. Letters with incurved uprights, unbarred A, scroll-tailed
R. Initial cross pattee. Obverse dies only, combined with reverses of classes M, E and D.
The only obverse dies combined with 26 point reverses are also found with reverses of 24
points.
Reverse combinations:
24 points. M (B. 207); E; D.
25 points. M (Middridge).
26 points. E (B. 205-6).
Class J (B. 'Balliol' types; S. class I)
Dies from same punches as some of John Balliol's first issue (cf. B. 210B). Crude plain
lettering. Face with flat profile and large pellet eye; very crude crown; short, bushy hair.
The only known obverse die reads GR. The reverse inscription is divided, as on John's early
coins, + RE/XSC/OTO/RVM. Reverse dies with 24 points only (B. 209; and two other reverses
which have been found used also with John obverses - see pi. 13, no. 30).
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TABLE 2.

A

B

Reverse
class
A
B
M

M
a

24

24

Recorded pairings of obverse and reverse, by reverse classes.
* - includes some reverse dies of RE

bl b2 b3

24

24

24

24

24 24

24

24

24 24 24

R
cl c2

24 24
21
23 23

24

25 25
26 26
28
R

24

E

24 24

24

25*
26

D

24 24
25
26

24 24

26 26

24 24
25
26 26

E

D

H

El E2

Dl D2

24 24
21

24 24

24

25
26 26

25 25

25

24 24
20 20
22
23 23*
25*
26 26
27
28

24 24

24

24 24
25
26 26

24
25
26 26

24

22
25
26 26

26

28
24

J

TABLE 3.

Recorded pairings of obverse and reverse, by reverse points
X - true coin; m - mule; * - includes RE
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TABLE 3.

Reverse
Type Class
24

Recorded pairings of obverse and reverse, by reverse points
x - true coin; m - mule; * - includes RE

Obverse classes
B

A/_
bl b2 b3

A1
A2

m
m

Bl
B2

m

m

M

x

x x x

cl c2

E
El E2

D
D1 D2

m
x

R

m

E

m

m

D

m

m

x

m
m m

J
20

E

21

M

22

E

23

M
E

25

26

M
E
D
M
E
D

27
28

M
E

H

x
x x

m

m*

m

m

m
m
x

m
x

m
x

x*
m

m
m

x"

x x
m m
m m

m
x
m

m
x
m
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HAIR PUNCHES (see fig. 1)

Wire-line punches (Class B).
Basically these are composed of three strands (four in'd') with a row of curls at the base.
The inner strand is a flattened reversed S shape with a mark in the upper curve - referred
to as the inner curl. The second (middle) strand ends in a large pellet or blob which is
contained within the lower half of the inner strand.
(a) This punch is the simplest in the series. The outer strand, which is the most curved of
the three and is sometimes broken away at the lower back, comes inwards at the
bottom towards the pellet within the front lower curl. It converges with the second
strand at the upper end just before they meet the top of the inner one, constituting a
point aiming forwards and upwards. The inner curl is a small oval blob. Beneath the
outer strand, projecting to the rear and sometimes (depending upon the angle at
which the hair punch was put into the die) slightly downwards, is a large solid tuft.
(b) The middle and lower parts of this punch are very similar to (a). At the top, however,
the three strands do not meet in a point but continue separately upwards and forwards
towards the crown, with a small incipient fourth strand, little more than a wedge,
between the inner and central strands at the top. The rear curl tuft at the bottom is
perhaps a little flatter than in (a).
(c) A complicated punch, all details of which are rarely visible on any one coin. It consists
of two full strands at the back with three shorter ones in front. The outer strand
almost touches the blob at the base of the second. This entails the lower end of it
curving quite sharply inwards at the bottom, leaving a clear gap between it and the
row of tufts below. The second strand follows the outline of the outer one. Between
the tops of the second and inner strands are two short strands. One starts at the front
top and follows the inner strand round to about two-thirds of the way down. The
other, of similar length, is very thin and disposed more diagonally than the first. It
touches the back of this and then extends into the second (main) strand, although this
extension is often not visible. The inner strand does not extend to the top. The inner
curl is a tiny crescent. The lower curl tufts coalesce with the back of the front bottom
curl and their outline at the back resembles the bows of a boat. The row of curls is
rather short so that the bottom of the punch is narrower than the top.
(d) Four thin strands, carefully spaced and following a similar contour, give this punch a
very distinctive appearance. The inner curl, often not visible, is a tiny mark, more like
a dash than a curl, and is placed above the middle of the upper curve of the inner
strand. The row of curls consists of two half-curls behind the large front curl. On some
dies these two half-curls and the back of the main curl are disconnected from the rest
and appear to be in slightly different positions, as if the corner of the punch split off
and was added separately.

Ornate punch (Class B).
(e) This is the most complex punch in the whole series, and as such almost defies verbal
description. Three strands strike downwards and backwards from the top. The outer
one curves round to provide the back of the hair, and meets the middle one at the
lower end. The middle strand is wavy and divides into two between its ends. The inner
one at its lower end divides into three tails which curl forwards. In front of this is a
tiny inner curl and below it a half strand, which turns back to form the front part of
the bottom row. Behind this are two crescents.
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Standard punches (Classes M, R, E & D).
Like the wire-line punches, these are primarily based on three main strands (four in 'j' and
'k') - a reversed S and two curves. However, these strands are generally thicker and more
curvaceous and the middle one does not end in a blob. Stylistically they divide into two
main groups - (f) to (j) used in class M and (k) to (m) found in the other classes. For
convenient reference, all punches are described in the same order starting with the outer
strand and proceeding left to the inner (reversed S) strand and the inner curl contained in
its upper half.
Narrow hair (Burns group I)
(f)

Three and a half strands. Narrower shape than any other in class M.
Outer strand. Touches half strand at top back.
Second strand. Coalesces with inner strand at top.
Inner strand. Shapely reversed S curling backwards at the bottom so as to leave a clear
hollow in front of the row of curls and joins the front curl-tuft in its middle.
Inner curl. Within upper curve of the inner strand placed towards the top; sometimes
reduced to a pellet.
Row of curls. Three separate tufts; the first one is a thin crescent joining the lower tip
of the inner strand.
(g) Three and a half strands. Slightly broader and more rounded than (f).
Outer strand. Clear of the half strand which is more horizontal than in (f).
Second strand. Does not merge with inner one as in (f), but comes very close so that
the points of the two together give a forked appearance.
Inner strand. Less curvaceous than (f) and curls round at the bottom to include the
first tuft of the row of curls.
Inner curl. Near bottom of upper curve of inner strand.
Row of curls. Three separate tufts, the first within the inner strand.

Bushy hair (Burns group II).
(h) Three and a half strands. Similar style to (g) but broader and without inner curl.
Outer strand. Broader than (g), often with a small break at rear top. On some coins it
appears to consist of two wire-line strands down the back - we call this version (hh); it
also seems to include some other thin lines, but we have not seen enough specimens to
establish whether it was a similar punch soon discarded or a punch that was recut in
the normal form of hair (h) (see pi. 13, no. 13).
Second strand. Also broader than (g).
Inner strand. Turns sharply back on itself at bottom, where it is larger and broader
than in (g).
Inner curl. Normally none although some coins give the appearance of having a
minute curl by the ear, and there is a small curl within the upper loop of the inner
strand on the (hh) variety.
Row of curls. Similar to (g), but the tufts are broader.
(i) Three main strands.
Outer strand. Thin and continuous, becoming flawed near the rear corner of the
crown in Mcl.
Second strand. A very thin strand is connected with the main strand at the top creating
a small loop.
Inner strand. Not very close to the second strand. The bottom curls round to include
the first tuft as in (h).
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Inner curl. Small curl in upper loop of inner strand.
Row of curls. Behind the base of the inner strand there are four narrow tufts of which
the third and fourth follow upwards the line of the outer strand.
Four strands. Easily recognisable since it is shorter and more swept up at the back
than any other.
Outer strand. Thin and sometimes appears to have an extra, thin, horizontal line
above it at the top. The outer strand deteriorates and the vertical part ultimately
disappears.
Second and third strands. Two thick locks within the outer strand, all close together.
Inner strand. Thick crescent which does not reach the bottom row of curls.
Inner curl. Crescent touching the bottom point of the inner strand.
Row of curls. This consists of a long horizontal element, a shorter middle tuft sloping
upwards and a final, narrower tuft even further up.
Four and a half strands (three thick and one and a half very thin). This is a very subtle
punch of which all of the details are very rarely visible on any one coin. The contour
of it does not protrude upwards and outwards as much as does that of hair (1).
Outer strand. A thin line proceeding in a steady curve from near the top front to the
back of the row of curls, which it approaches almost vertically; the almost horizontal
top is often invisible through having been overpunched by the crown; the lower back
sometimes (especially on worn coins) seems to coalesce with the adjacent thick
strand. The half thin strand, slightly curved, runs along the top between the outer and
second strands with which it sometimes seems to merge towards the back.
Second strand. Thick strand thinner on the downsweep than in the backsweep and,
like the outer strand, it approaches the row of curls almost vertically.
Third strand. Thick strand very slightly forked at the top front, although this is often
not visible; it curves round fully at the bottom so that its lower end is pointing almost
horizontally forwards. The fact that the bottom of it runs almost parallel above the
row of curls gives an appearance of a horizontal gap between the strands of the hair
and the row of curls.
Inner strand. Thick crescent with outward pointing tips.
Inner curl. Very thin and rather flatter, this fouls the tips of the inner strand and
extends downwards and backwards to form the front of the row of curls; however, its
upper part, within the inner strand, is frequently invisible, probably because it broke
or wore away, and the resultant impression is of a reversed S.-shaped curve,
consisting, in the upper part, of the inner strand and, in the lower part, of the bottom
of this curl.
Row of curls. Several small, neat blobs, rising slightly towards the back, so that the
lower edge is, if anything, very slightly convex.
Three thick strands, which fit well within each other and give an impression of hair
swept well backwards and upwards. There appears to be a flat thin line at the top on
some dies, but on others it disappears into the crown.
Outer strand. Sweeps well out behind the line of the end of the row of curls; some coins
show a hair-line crescent connecting the outer strand with the end of the row of curls.
Second strand. Approaches the row of curls at a similar angle to the outer strand, in
contrast to hair (k). A break develops across the middle towards its lower end; this is
found only on some dies of D l .
Inner strand. Points forwards and downwards without developing into a second loop.
Inner curl. Extremely slender and only occasionally visible; only noticed on E2 dies
and it presumably broke away early on.
Row of curls. Starts well forward of the inner strand and is relatively short with the
bottom more or less straight.
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(m) Three thick strands more broadly disposed than (1).
Outer strand. Thinner than that of (1), and rising to a higher peak at the rear. The
lower end does not tuck in towards the back of the row of curls as much as (1). At this
lower end the punch loses its tip so that on many examples it appears to terminate well
above and to the rear of the row of curls.
Second strand. Often appears thick in the middle, but in fact has a thin strand in the
hollow of its arc which coalesces with it. There is a noticeable gap between this strand
and the inner one.
Inner strand. This extends forwards and then downwards, to contribute the first of the
curl-tufts, in a reversed S shape.
Inner curl. Distinctive, being one of the salient features of this hair and much more
prominent than the inner curl of (1) in the rare cases where that can be seen.
Row of curls. The lower outline shows the front half angled more steeply downwards
than the rear half, and in the middle there is a slight gap between the two groups of
curls.

REVERSES
24 points
A1 The normal reading is XES COSSIE: REX (B.156), with a dot in each angle of the initial
X, and sometimes with a stop after REX (B.148). Occasionally the colon after SIE is
omitted (B.143). One die has a colon after REX and a triple colon after SIE; it also has
rather larger and finer mullets than the normal (dumpy) ones (RCL V, 102). All coins with
reverses of A1 are rare, especially the mules with obverses of B (hair e only noted: B.143)
and Ma (B.156). One A1 reverse die has been found in combination with obverse dies of
all three classes (Dover 322, RCL V, 105 and B.156).
A2 Normal reading REX. SCO T:TO RVM. A die with T.T has E for C and V punched over O
(B.147A). Dies with a colon (Stewart) or no stop (Dover 362) after REX have also been
noted. Coins from A2 dies are slightly more plentiful than those of A l , but still rare,
especially those with obverses of Ma (B.155). The B/A2 combination is not on record.
B1 Coins of class B reading XES COS SIE: :REX are of extreme rarity. On the only die we
have seen the mullets in the first three quarters have protruding whiskers, possibly due to
double punching of the iron in the die.
B2 Very common, especially with obverses of B. We have not seen an A/B mule but
mules with obverses of M are plentiful and include not only those described by Burns in his
group I (Ma and Mbl), but also the only inter-group mules that he defined (Mb2 - part of
B. group II, class III). The cross after VM is normally potent, as on the obverse, but a plain
cross is (rarely) found (Dover 482). B. 154 shows the M with normal v centre, instead of the
usual wedge, and also larger mullets (cf. Al). There are three varieties of X: 1, with
pointed ends (e.g. B.142); 2, made up of four wedges, with ends appearing square or
slightly pattee (e.g. B.141); and 3, with ends potent, like the cross (e.g. Dover 360). Many
of the Ma/B mules have the third X.
M. Reverses of class M are extremely common and have been found with every class and
variety of obverse from A to H. Mules with A, R and E, are, however, rare. The cross is
usually plain or slightly pattee, occasionally more so (especially early, e.g. Dover 323).
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Among minor reverse varieties noted are a point after REX (Dover 326); REO (RCL V,
80); SEO (RCL V, 74); and VMX. The C is normally open, with small wedges at top and
bottom, but occasionally there are larger wedges which join to give the appearance of a
closed E (Dover 326). The larger mullets are found very rarely.
R. Extremely rare; only recorded with Mb2, Mc2 and R obverses. Cross plain or pattee
(Dover 402).
E. Very common, especially with M obverses; known with all varieties of obverse from
Mb2 to H except R, and also as mules with Balliol (B.211A). Mullets often less dumpy
than in A, B and M.
D. Common, but only as mules with M obverses; known with all varieties of obverse
from Mb2 to H, except D l . The H/D coin is known to us from only one specimen.
Sometimes the cross is plain (B.172A, 187).
J.

Very rare but at least five dies noted; all very coarse.

20 points (Not rare)
E only. No mules. The points in the SCO and VM+ quarters are more usually found with
El obverses, and so may be earlier than the plain reverse dies. But El/plain and E2/points
can hardly be described as mules, since the difference between El and E2 would not have
been significant; probably both kinds of dies were issued together.
21 points (Extremely rare)
M only. Usually found muled with E. One die with 6 points in SCO quarter (B.175),
another with 6 points in TOR quarter (Dover 381). The true coin of M (Bootham) has the 6
points in the VM+ quarter.
22 points (Very rare)
E only. Mostly true coins; one D/E mule. The 6 points are always in the REX and TOR
quarters (B.167).
23 points (Not rare)
M. No mules. 5 points normally in VM+ quarter (B.185, 199); very rarely in REX quarter
(B.200). A slightly peak-waisted C is occasionally found, but should not be confused with
class D (Dover 395).
E. No mules. 5 points in VM+ quarter (B.168). A few coins (E2/RE) have the letter R of
class R; one of them has M inverted.
25 points (Plentiful; 7 points always in VM+ quarter)
M. Not rare either as true coins (B.179, 180, 185A), or as mules with E (B.177) and D
(B.163A, 164); unique specimen of H/M in Middridge.
E. Very rare muled with Mb3 (B.190) and D2 (Middridge), and as a true coin. A few
coins (Mb3/RE and E2/RE) noted with the letter R of class R.
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D. Not rare with M (B.188) or D (B.159) obverses, but rare as E/D mule (B.173).
Sometimes a plain cross (B.173, Dover 399). Mullets usually dumpy, but occasionally finer
with smaller piercing.
26 points (Very common)
M. Scarce either as true coins (B.201), especially with Mcl obverse (B.186), or as E/M
mules (B.177A). Not known with D obverses. Usually mullets in REX and TOR quarters,
rarely stars (Dover 603).
E. Plentiful as true coins (B.170) or muled with M (B.191, 204) or D (B.162, 163). Also
found with H obverses (B.205, 206) and as a mule with John Balliol. Usually stars in REX
and TOR quarters, but not infrequently mullets (B.163, Dover 621 and 629).
D. Common as true coins (B.160) or muled with M (B.188A, 202) and especially E
(B.174). Always stars in REX and TOR quarters. Sometimes larger stars and mullets
(B.174).
27 points (Extremely rare)
E.

True coin only (B.171). Mullet in VM+ quarter.

28 points (Rare)
M.

True coin only (Dover 631), very rare.

E.

Normally the true coin (B.172); D/E extremely rare (B.163B).

LETTERING
Some general comments about epigraphy may be found useful as this is the feature by which the classes are
defined. We have noticed considerable minor variation, even within classes, sometimes because (as in large
classes like B and M) more than one punch or group of punches was employed for a letter; sometimes because
the same punches deteriorated, by losing serifs or other excrescences, or even slightly changed shape as a result
of repeated hammering; sometimes because the component parts of a composite letter were placed differently
in relation to each other or punched into the die at a slightly different angle; and sometimes because changes to
the surface of the die through repeated striking, or as a result of polishing or filing, could alter the contour of
the indentations in it. We have drawn some of the more characteristic letters that are of most assistance for
classification, but (for the reasons just given) they are representative of general shape rather than an exact
depiction of the form on a particular coin (fig. 2). Of the three letters that occur on both sides, E, R and X, only
R exhibits sufficiently marked differences to be consistently useful as a criterion.
Class A presents the fewest problems. Lettering is not much needed for identification, since its reverses have
special readings and its obverses have an S in Alexsander, which only otherwise occurs on a few early dies of
class M which may be regarded as transitional (AM). The most characteristic letters of class A are the closed C
and E (fig.a), with neat fronts, which are unlike anything in the other classes, although sometimes the
composite C or E on later classes shows a closed (but different) appearance as a result of coalescence between
the wedges which protrude from the crescent that forms the back of the letter. Generally, the letters of class A
are smaller and tidier (e.g. the S) than elsewhere in the coinage. The letter A is occasionally barred, usually on
obverse dies used with reverses of class M (e.g. Dover 323).
Class M, being much the largest, not surprisingly shows some variation in the letter punches used, although
they conform in certain basic respects - the A unbarred between the limbs, the C and E generally open, the R
shaped and tidy, and the uprights of the letters straight. The letters on dies of Ma seem generally smaller than
on later varieties of the class, perhaps as a result of the use of punches (other than C and E) from class A. The
A of class M (fig. d) differs from the dumpy unbarred A of class E in having thinner legs and a wider top-bar
(which is often narrower in the middle, as if made of two elongated wedges). Serifs to the stems of relevant
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letters are usual on obverses of Mbl-2, sometimes occur on Ma and Mb3, but rarely thereafter. This could have
been the result of damage or wear to punches. M reverses muled with B obverses (and so probably early) also
tend to have serifs, while those muled with E and D obverses (and so probably later) generally do not. The
serifs fade away not only from the obvious letters such as I, M and R, but also from L (which also loses a long
upward projection from the wedge which forms its foot, fig. g) and T. However, the loss of serifs cannot be
regarded as an absolutely reliable indicator of sequence since new punches, again with serifs, were possibly
introduced. The shank of T is not a stem with parallel sides but slopes slightly outwards towards the bottom
(where it starts with serif, fig. e), and its top is a bar with a slightly narrower centre and drooping ends. In later
state (fig. f) the T loses the bottom serif, and the shank rises to a near-point flanked by two wedges. The S of
class M varies in appearance, and at least on a number of dies is composite. But it always has a thick centre,
tipped downwards to the right, and with the top and bottom curves not too close to it. The whole letter is less
compact, and its centre perhaps not quite so thick, as the tidy S of class E, and it may also be readily
distinguished from the bulbous S of class D. The R on early M dies appears to be a little smaller than on the
later ones (fig. h); while towards the end of the class its neatly shaped tail loses its terminal curl and as a result
of the damage becomes (or is replaced by) a triangular wedge. Although C is almost invariably open, it
occasionally appears closed (e.g. B 184).
There should be little difficulty in identifying the lettering of class B, which is bold and large. The thick
uprights have prominent serifs, and the A is usually with centre bar. Superficially there is some resemblance to
the lettering of class D, but on each side there are distinctive letters. The L of class B (fig. b) has a long thin,
upturned front, almost as high as the upright, and with no horizontal wedge at the bottom as in all other classes.
On the reverse S (fig. c) and M are of forms unparalleled in other classes: the 'wasp-waisted' S consisting of two
crescents and two wedges, and the M of two uprights with a single vertical tongue between them.
Class D, also with barred A and (usually) serifs, has individual forms of the letters C, R and S. A sometimes
appears solid on a few late coins. The C (fig. r) consists of a thick crescent with a prominently peaked front and
two fish-tail wedges (occasionally a peaked C is found on late reverses of class M, but the peaking is less marked
and the wedges are triangular). The R (fig. u) consists of a thick, usually seriffed stem, a thick crescent and
either a tail composed of a triangle (sometimes apparently with slightly concave sides) with a pimple at its outer
end or (perhaps when the elaborate pimple-tail broke) a plain wedge. The S appears to come in two sizes of
nearly identical form. It has a bulbous centre which, unlike the thick waisted S's of classes M and E, tends to be
disposed horizontally and not tilted down to the right; its top and bottom often look more flat than curved and
may be asymmetrical to each other. The normal L of class D (fig. t) has a serif top, a stem with a straight back
but the front narrowing towards the bottom, and a wedge foot. The T has a shank consisting of a wedge with
gently incurved sides surmounted by a narrow top bar, the ends of which droop prominently downwards (fig.
s).
The very rare class R, with cross potent (usually) and barred A, may at first sight be confused with class D.
But the lettering is in fact much more elegant than that of class D and quite distinctive in some respects. For
instance, it has slightly concave seriffed ends to the uprights. The most useful criterion is the R which has a
thinner and more nearly circular loop than in any other class, and a tail like a reversed comma (fig. m). The top
bar of the A and T (fig. j) is straight, with slight widening at each end. The peak at the top of the G (fig. k) is
continuous with its body, and not a wedge. S is neatly shaped, from a single punch, as a figure of 8 with a small
serif at top right and bottom left; it has a thickened waist in the manner of the S of class E. The back of the L
projects slightly at the bottom (fig. 1). Great care must have been taken in making the letter punches for class
R. Occasionally the odd punch from class R seems to have been used on dies that in other respects conform
with class E, but it is a mystery why otherwise they were not more fully used.
Class E is easily recognised by the dumpy, concave-sided lettering. The A (fig. n) has no centre bar, and only
a short top bar; it is much dumpier than the unbarred A of class M, and the outsides of its limbs are slightly
convex. Sometimes the A has a barred appearance as a result of an indentation to the right limb, or the left limb
may be damaged at the inside of its base. On some late coins the limbs (possibly from new punches) are so close
together as to form a solid triangle. The point of the limbs at the top sometimes protrudes above the top bar (as
does the wedge shank of the T). R with concave upright and a wedge-tail (fig. q) is unlike the R of any other
class. Like the S of class R, S in class E is neater than in classes M and D. The upright of L has the normal
concave sides of class E but is thicker at the top than at the bottom (fig. p). C and E often appear closed from
the coalescence of the wedges. The squat T (fig. s) often gives the appearance of having a more wedge-shaped
shank than in other classes.
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Hair of class B

Hair of classes A and M
A,Ma

Mbl

Mb2

Mb3,Mcl

Mc2

Hair of classes R, E and D
R,E1

E2,D1

D2

Fig. 1, a-m. Hair punches

Class A

Class M

Class R

Class E

Class D
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Fig. 2, a-u. Letter forms characteristic of their classes
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KEY TO PLATE
No.

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

A
A1
A2
Ba
Bb
Be
Bd
Be
B1
B2
Ma
Mbl
Mb2
Mb2
Mb3
Mcl
Mc2
M
R
R
El
E2
E
Dl
Dl
D2
D
H
J
J

Remarks

Other side of illustrated coin

24 points
24 points

24 points
24 points
Hair f
Hair g
Hair hh
Hair h
Hair i
Hair i
Hair j
23 points
Hair k
24 points
Hair k
Hair 1
20 points
Hair 1
Hair 1, broken
Hair m
26 points
Obv. = B.206
Obv. of no. 30
Rev. of no. 29; die also used with John obv.

A2, 24 points
A
Ma
B, 24
B, 24
B, 24
B, 24
B, 24
Be
Be
M, 24
M, 24
E, 24
M, 24
M, 24
D, 26
M, 24
Mc2
R, 24
Mb2
E, 26
E, 22
El
E, 26
E, 26
E, 26
D2
E, 24
J, 24
J

APPENDIX I
Alexander Single-Cross Sterlings in Burns and the Oxford and Glasgow Sylloge (AH) reclassified
Burns
fig. no.

Class

Reverse
points

Burns
fig. no.

Class

Reverse
points

141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
147A.
148.
148A.
148B.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

Bc/B2
Ba/B2
Be/Al
Be/M
Bc/M
Bb/M
A/A2
A/A2
A/Al
A/A2
A/A2
A/M
Ma
Ma
Ma
Ma/B2
Ma/B2

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

171.
172.
172 A.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
177A.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.

El
El
E2/D
E2/D
El/D
E2/M
E2/M
El/M
El/M
Mb2
Mb2
Mb2
Mb2/B2
Mb2/D
Mb2/E
Mb3
Mcl

27
28
24
25
26
21
24
25
26
24
25
25
24
24
24
24
23
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Burns
fig. no.

Class

Reverse
points

Burns
fig. no.

Class

Rev erst
points

155.
156.
157.
158.
158A.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
163A.
163B.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
168A.
169.
170.

Ma/A2
Ma/Al
Mbl
Mbl/B2
D2
D2
D2
Dl/E
Dl/E
Dl/E
D2/M
Dl/E
Dl/M
El
E2
E2
El
El
El
E2

24
24
24
24
24
25
26
24
26
26
25
28
25
20
20
22
23
20
24
26

185A.
186.
187.
188.
188A.
189.
190.
191.
198.
199.
200.
201.
201 A.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
209.

Mb3
Mcl
Mb3/D
Mb3/D
Mb3/D
Mb3/E
Mb3/E
Mb3/E
Mc2
Mc2
Mc2
Mc2
Mc2/D
Mc2/D
Mc2/E
Mc2/E
H/E
H/E
H/M
J

25
26
24
25
26
24
25
26
24
23
23
26
24
26
24
26
26
26
24
24

AH no.
24 points
174
175
176
177-9
180
181
182
183-5
186
187-9
190-1
192-4
195-6
197-8
199
200-1
202-3
204-5
206-8
209
210
211
212-3
214-5

Class-

AH no.
216
217
218-9
220
221
222-6
227
228
229
230-1
232
233-4
235
236-7
238-9
240
241-2
243
244
245
286

Class
Mb2
Mcl/D
Mb2
Mcl
Mc2
Mb2
Mb3
Mb2
Mb3
Mb2
Mb2/R
Mc2
Mb2/D
Mb3/D
Mb2/E
Mc2/E
Mb3/E
Mb2./E
Mb3/E
Mc2/E
J

AH no.
23 points
251
252-6
257

Class
El/M
Mc2
El

25 points
258
259-61
262
263
264

D2
El/M
Mb2
Mc2/D
Mb3/E

20 points
246
247-9
250

El
E2
El

26 points
265-6
267
268-70
271-2
273
274
275-8
279
280
281
282
283
284
285

D2
El
D2/E
El
Mc2/E
El
El/D
El/M
M?/D
Mb3/D
Mc2/D
Mcl/E
Mb3/E
Mc2/E

Ba
Be
Bd
Ba
Bd
Be
Ba
Be
B(d?)/M
Bd/M
A1
A2
Ma
Mbl
Ma
D2
Dl/E
El
E2
El
E2
El/M
Mb2
Mc2
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APPENDIX II
Comparison of Scottish and English letter forms.
Burns was one of the first numismatists to appreciate the important role played by lettering in the classification
of late medieval coin series and he was the first to apply 'palaeographic' principles systematically to their
arrangement.' 2 This led him to formulate his masterly classification of the Edwardian pence and his
arrangement of the Scottish sterlings was 'entirely based on the order of issue of the corresponding English
coinages of Edward I'.
The difficulties in applying too inflexibly any apparent association between the two coinages is best illustrated
by class A, which Burns regarded as contemporaneous with English Fox class VII. This implies that it should be
placed at the end of the Scottish series since all other varieties have large lettering with an open E, which was
used on English pence before class VI. It would also indicate a date for class A at least four years after the
death of Alexander and, although some coins in his name may be posthumous, its undoubtedly early position in
the series precludes so late a date.
From the apparent similarity in the lettering between Class B and Fox Ille Burns suggested that on the
closure of the mint at Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1280 the (foreign) moneyers there may have transferred their
services to Scotland and thus have initiated the long single cross money of Alexander III; or moneyers might
have come from Durham or York. The implication of this hypothesis would be that Class D was an early variety
of the new coinage, whereas in fact it is now shown to have been very late in the series. Whilst we favour the
idea that foreign workers previously (or subsequently) employed in England may well have made some if not
all of the dies for this coinage (particularly for classes R, E and D), this could only be inferred with any
certainty from letters struck from the same actual punches in both coinages, and we have not so far been able to
identify cases of this. Such correspondence as does exist seems to consist of more general stylistic similarity,
and is not therefore a reliable basis for chronological conclusions.
Although we do not therefore accept Burns's conclusions in this respect, his observations should never be
dismissed lightly. Accordingly, we recapitulate here his remarks on the similarities in the lettering between the
two coinages, and append some comments of our own, in the hope that they may be of use to future students
investigating the activities of itinerant thirteenth-century die-sinkers.
Group I, Class I (Class B).
'A usually barred across the centre as on the earlier English sterlings. G generally has an elongated neck as
on A12 [Fox IIIc]. L has foot well turned up, a characteristic of A13 [Fox Ille]. M has a single straight stroke
down the centre as on the reverse of Durham A13. R wedge-tailed and S wasp-waisted as in A13. . . . how
remarkably the sterlings A13, in the lettering and in the crescent-shaped contractive signs, correspond with the
Scottish long single cross sterlings Group I. Class I.'
The barred A is found on most English pence from class I to IVc, although the cross-bar tends to become
much lower on later issues. An elongated neck to the letter G is found, with some variation in shape, in several
classes ranging from II to IV. The L with a well turned up foot occurs in Ille, some Illf and a few Illg, although
the resemblance to this letter on the Scottish coins is superficial as the wedge is not usually as tall and slender.
The M with a single stroke is used on coins of Durham in IIIc, e and g as well as on many of class IV. The
wedge-tailed R is common in early III, where most have an incurved upright rather than the straight-sided one
with serifs used in class B. The wasp-waisted S composed of two crescents and two wedges is found on many
coins before Illf and some later ones. The crescent-shaped contractive mark is much used up to and including
nig.
Group I, Class II (Class A).
'Same lettering and sharp comma-shaped contractive signs as on A31 [Fox VII], . . . the remarkable
manner in which the lettering on these Scottish pieces [viz I. II] corresponds with that on the English
rose-on-breast sterlings. The same lettering and neat execution occur also on a sterling of Dublin with the rose
on the breast and the bust in a triangle . . . . We can scarcely doubt that these were all of a period.'
Group I, Class III (Classes Ma & Mbl).
'The lettering on sterlings of this class has not its exact counterpart on any of the sterlings of the Edward I
series, but appears rather to be a modification or 'outcome' of the lettering on the preceding class [class A], and
more boldly rendered.'

12

I. Stewart, 'Edward Burns', BNJ 57 (1987), 89-98.
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Group II, Class I (Class D).
'A similar C occurs on some of the reverses of A18 [Fox Illf]. R frequently displays the same ornamental
finish. S has an egg-shaped swelling on the centre, a characteristic also of the English sterlings A18 [ 111 f ].
The correspondence in other respects of the lettering on these pieces [A18] with the lettering on these
Scottish sterlings [II, I] has been already referred to, and sufficiently shows that they are of the same period.'
A letter C of somewhat similar style occurs on some coins of Illf and, rarely, Illg. However, that on a coin of
IVa2 (SCBI 39, no. 201) is almost identical. Although the letter R in Illf bears some resemblance to that of
class D, it is not exactly the same and a similar form occurs in other sub-divisions of class III. The S with an
egg-shaped swelling is first used in Illf, but continues on many subsequent issues.
Group II, Class II (Class E)
'Similar A on some A23, 24 [Fox IVa-d].'
Although the unbarred A is used in Fox IVa4, it was not permanently adopted until IVc.
Group II, Class III (Classes Mb2-Mc2).
'Same style of lettering as I, III [Classes Ma & Mbl].'
The distinctive letter R, which is a feature of the new class R, closely resembles that on a few Illg coins
(SCBI 39, no. 155) and could possibly be from the same punches.
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C O I N - W E I G H T S IN E N G L A N D - U P T O 1588
NORMAN BIGGS

ALTHOUGH the objects used for weighing coins are familiar to numismatists, and often
mentioned in the literature, a coherent account of the English series is lacking. Recent
discoveries have enlarged our knowledge of the field to the point where an attempt may be
made to remedy this deficiency. At the same time the steady progress of our understanding
of all aspects of weights, currency, and coinage calls for a revision of some traditional
assumptions.
This article covers the period from Anglo-Saxon times up to 1588, a date which marks
the final establishment of satisfactory weight-standards throughout England. For the
earlier part of this period documentary evidence is rare and artefacts are (apparently) rarer
still. But both types of evidence are discovered in proportion to the number of people who
know what to look for, and so it is desirable to describe what is already known, however
sketchy that knowledge may be, so that important evidence is recognised when it turns up.
One of the aims of the first part of this article is to provide such descriptions; another is to
establish the context for the practice of coin-weighing which continues, with periodic ebb
and flow, throughout the centuries.
Around the end of the thirteenth century the general picture becomes clearer, and it is
fairly complete from the early fifteenth century onwards. Consequently, in the latter part
of the article the aim is to give an account which, although inevitably incomplete, will
answer all the major questions about English coin-weights that a numismatist might ask.
Of course, there are still many points which need further research, but the framework can
now be delineated with some confidence.
The natural point of departure is the Later Roman Empire, because the use of
coin-weights in Late Roman times is well-documented. 1 For example, there are laws of
Constantine relating to the use of scales and weights, some of them being very explicit
about the manner in which weighing is to be carried out. There are also coin-weights
(iexagia) from the time of Julian (361-363) and later emperors which are clearly intended
for the specific purpose of checking a single gold solidus. 2 As we know, the weight 3 of the
solidus remained stable at around 70gr for many centuries, and it was identified with
one-sixth of the Roman-Byzantine ounce. Thus the weights used for general purposes in
the Byzantine empire could also be used for checking gold coins and, in particular, the
one-sixth ounce weight (nomisma) was used as a coin-weight for the solidus. Examples of
this weight, bearing the letter N and varying degrees of decoration, are very common.
Exagia and nomismata which have survived are made of a copper alloy, but it is quite
possible that lead weights were also used.

Acknowledgement. [ am grateful to Marion Archibald for
drawing my attention to several important references, and to
Paul and Bente Withers for expert photography of some
very unpromising material.
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M.F. Hendy, Studies in the Byzantine Monetary
Economy (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 329-333.
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F.G. Lavagne, 'Les Poids Byzantins'. Archeonumis 3
(1972), 19-27; Hendy, Plate 3; A. Dieudonne, Manuel des
Poids Monetaires (Paris, 1925), Figs. 2, 3. 4; N. Durr,
Catalogue de la Collection Lucien Naville (Geneva, 1964).

3
The word weight is used here as a synonym for the
scientifically correct mass. This usage seems to be preferred
by most people, there being little chance of confusion
between the object known as a weight and the property of
matter denoted by the same word. Throughout this article
the unit of weight (mass) will be the grain, because that is the
unit which is most appropriate for English coin-weights from
the fifteenth to the nineteenth century, when most of them
were produced. The conversion to grams is given by the
equation 15.432 grains = 1 gram.
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Pre-conquest material from England
Of course, the high level of organisation in the Late Roman and Byzantine empires has no
direct relevance to the situation in contemporary Britain. But, as we shall see, the indirect
influence was manifest throughout the centuries, almost until the very end of the Byzantine
period.
When the Romans departed from this island they left behind a people familiar with the
use of scales and weights. Steelyards and equal-arm balances are often found in
Romano-British sites, and although it appears that the steelyard may not have been used in
Anglo-Saxon times, the balance certainly was. There is ample evidence from finds at
graves in Kent and elsewhere that small balances were owned by wealthy people, even in
the period when coins did not circulate as money. These balances were almost certainly
used for weighing small objects of gold and silver, including obsolete Roman coins and
pieces of them. A typical find4 is from the Gilton hoard; it comprises a small beam,
fragments of scale pans, scraps of gold and silver, and about seventeen small metallic
objects, most of which appear to have been used as weights. Some of the weights are
Roman coins ('first and second brass'), worn or rubbed down, and bearing a number of
dents or punchmarks. There are also two Byzantine weights, both light in comparison with
the 70gr standard:
•

two-nomismata, square, Obv. N B (N = n o m i s m a , B = two), Rev. two punched dots, 124gr ( = 0.88 of the
140gr s t a n d a r d ) ;

•

third-nomisma, square, Obv. H ( = 8, indicating 8 siliquae at 24 to the n o m i s m a ) . Rev. nine punched dots in
the shape of an X , which may therefore represent 10, 19gr ( = 0.82 of the 23gr standard).

Similar Byzantine weights are frequently offered for sale nowadays, and it is possible that
some of them have been found 'casually' in England. Confirmation of this suggestion, and
determination of the actual weights of examples with a firm English provenance, would be
a very welcome contribution to our knowledge of Anglo-Saxon weight systems.
Several other Kentish hoards of scales and weights are described in the older literature,
among them finds from Ozingell 5 (near Ramsgate) and Sarre. 6 The recent publication 7 of
finds from excavations near Dover contains a detailed list of the weights found there in
conjunction with a bronze balance, and a list of similar finds from other English sites. An
object currently (1990) on display in the Yorkshire Museum, and described as a ninth
century find from York, is a polyhedral weight of the type common in Islamic countries
throughout the middle ages. The presence of alien weights such as this and the Byzantine
ones mentioned above would seem to confirm, at the very least, that early medieval
England was by no means isolated from international trading practices.
At first sight, the weights from these finds appear not to belong to a clearly-defined
system, and it is possible that they were used by individual traders on a custom-andpractice basis. But the marks which appear on some of the weights, and the orderly
progression within each set, would tend to indicate some degree of coherence and
organisation. In 1923 R.A. Smith 8 suggested that several different weight systems might be
4
For illustrations and details of the Gilton scales and
weights see: B. Faussett, Inventorum Sepulchrale (London
1856); T. Sheppard and J.F. Musham, Money Scales and
Weights (Reprinted by Spink, London, 1975), Fig. 7.
5
C. Roach Smith, Collectanea Antiqua, vol. 3 part 4;
Sheppard and Musham, Fig. 8.
6
J. Brent, 'Account of the Society's Researches in the
Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at Sarr' Archaeologia Cantiana, 6
(1866), 157-185; G. Baldwin Brown, The Arts in Early

England, vol. 4, (Murray, London, 1915), p. 417 and Plate
xcviii.
7
V.I. Evison, Dover: Buckland Anglo-Saxon Cemetery,
(HMBC, London, 1987). See also: C. Scull, 'Scales and
Weights in Early Anglo-Saxon England, Archaeological J.
147 (1990), 183-215.
8
R.A. Smith, 'Early Anglo-Saxon Weights', Antiquaries
Journal, 3 (1923), 122-129.
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represented. Circumstantial evidence in support of this suggestion comes from two
sources. First, there is some indication that gold and silver were weighed by different units,
at least in later Anglo-Saxon times. Secondly, there is the analogy with the Akan
gold-weights used in West Africa from the fourteenth to the nineteenth centuries. 9 There
we find that different cultural and trading influences resulted in no less than four separate
weight-systems being used concurrently, so that (genuine) accumulations of Akan goldweights contain a bewildering spectrum of denominations. It may not be too fanciful to
compare that experience with the situation in early Anglo-Saxon England, where the
residual influence of the Romans mingled with the customs of various Teutonic settlers. In
his analysis of the Kentish weights Smith proposed three units: the 'solidus' (which he took
at about 67gr), the 'tremissis' (22gr, although the 20gr Merovingian standard of the triens
might make more sense) and an 'Anglo-Saxon unit' of 48gr. The last is one-tenth of a Troy
ounce, a point which has led to much speculation about the antiquity of the Troy-weight
system. Of course, the more units we allow, the more likely it is that each object from an
accumulation of weights will be 'approximately' a multiple of one of them. But, on the
other hand, the presence on some of the objects of a number of punchmarks which
corresponds closely to the alleged multiple is compelling. As with many aspects of the
English coin-weight series, there is the exciting prospect that new finds may throw more
light on the subject, and in particular the question of the existence of weights for checking
a specific coin.
In the North, the Vikings also brought a tradition of weighing with them. Their scales
frequently had a folding beam, and for weights they used small pieces of lead, as in the
examples found at the Coppergate excavations in York. 1 0 Scales and weights of the same
type are found throughout the Viking lands, and it appears that they were used for
weighing specific amounts of silver, made up of coins, bits of coins, and all kinds of small
pieces of metal. Again it is possible that some of the weights were intended for checking an
individual coin, as suggested by the York archaeologists, but this is by no means certain.
It is worth remarking that the use of weights made of lead was the norm in England for
many centuries; in fact, bronze weights of any kind are extremely rare until the fourteenth
century, and there is no evidence of their widespread use until the fifteenth century. From
pre-conquest times there are several lead objects which have some claim to be weights,
among them some pieces cited by Smith 11 and Connor 1 2 as possible evidence for the use of
the Troy-weight system. Most relevant to our present concern are objects which bear the
impressions of coin dies, and perhaps the most famous of these is the object bearing the
obverse and reverse impressions of a rare type (BMC 5) penny of Alfred the Great, which
was found in 1841 during the digging of a new sewer in the vicinity of St Paul's
Churchyard. No pennies from the actual dies used are known. The original report 1 3 of its
finding exasperatingly fails to mention its weight. Miss Archibald gives it as 2489gr,
suggesting that it may have deteriorated in the meantime 14 ; Professor Connor gives the
weight as 2515gr 15 . The presence of the coin impressions may simply indicate a trial
striking of the dies, but the lumpy shape of the object (37x34x 13mm) tends to refute this one would rather expect a trial-piece to be a thin sheet of lead, as found at York, for
9
T.F. Garrard, Akan Weights and the Cold Trade,
(Longmans, London, 1980).
10
R.A. Hall, Notes on the Coppergate Slide Set (York
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11
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12
R.D. Connor, The Weights and Measures of England
(Science Museum, London, 1987), p. 120. For a discussion
of the numismatic evidence relating to the Troy-weight
system see: P. Nightingale, 'The Evolution of Weight Standards and the Creation of New Monetary and Commercial

Links in Northern Europe from the Tenth Century to the
Twelfth Century", EcHR, 38 (1985), 192-209, and other
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13
E.B. Price, Gentleman's Magazine 16 (New Series)
1841, pp. 263-265 and 498-499.
14
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edited by A.G. Vince (1991), pp. 326-346.
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example. Thus there is good reason to regard this as a weight of some kind, possibly for
checking coin in bulk. Miss Pirie has suggested that the presence of the reverse die with
(apparently) the name of a moneyer may indicate that it was used at the mint. 1 7 But it
could also have been used for checking any bulk payment of coin. If the pound-of-account
contained 240 pennies at that time (which is almost certainly true) and the weight
represents half a pound-of-account, then the implied weight of a single penny works out at
about 20.8gr, within the accepted weight-range for this type. The weight of the object is
also close to half a Roman pound-of-weight, as pointed out by Dr Stewart. 1 8 The
relationship between the pound-of-account and the pound-of-weight, and the magnitude of
the latter, are matters about which there has been much debate, but little hard evidence.
There are two other lead objects of moderate size which may well have been used for
weighing coin in bulk. 1 9 One of them, found at Thetford and bearing the impressions of a
Thetford penny of iEthelred II, could be a mancus-weight. The word mancus is probably
derived from the Arabic dinar manqush, a gold coin which circulated in parts of Western
Europe from about 770. 2 0 The word occurs in a large number of Anglo-Saxon wills and
charters from the period 800-1020, where it appears to represent a unit of weight for gold,
somewhere in the range between 65gr (the weight of a dinar manqush) and 70gr (the
classical solidus/nomisma). The extent to which these coins actually circulated in England
is still unclear, 21 but the conjecture that they set the standard for weighing gold in the ninth
and tenth centuries is almost beyond doubt. The documents indicate that it was the custom
to express larger payments in mancus-weights of gold, but we can infer that an equivalent
amount of silver would be equally acceptable. There is convincing evidence that thirty
silver pence was the equivalent of a mancus, so that a 'mancus-worth' of silver would weigh
in the range 600-720gr. The Thetford piece, at 691gr, may thus qualify as a weight for
checking bulk payments of silver in mancus-equivalent units. Another roughly comparable
example, from the time of Edward the Confessor, was found at Winchester. It weighs only
580gr, which is on the light side for thirty pennies, but not so light as to rule out that
interpretation completely.
It is worth remarking that there is at least one extant reference to the use of lead weights
to check payments in mancuses. 22 It occurs in an endorsement of a mortgage in 1018, in
which the Bishop of Crediton declared that he had borrowed 'thirty mancuses of gold by
lead weight' from one Beorhtnoth. The mancus itself appears to have been abolished as a
unit for weighing gold by the reforms of Cnut in the 1020s, but there is no reason to
suppose that the general use of weights made of lead was affected by these reforms.
However, by the end of the eleventh century the thirty-pence unit for silver had been
replaced by the mark of 160 pence and its binary subdivisions. 23
Weighing pennies
Because the silver penny was, almost uniquely, the circulating coin of England for several
16
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centuries we might expect to find some evidence of attempts to provide the means to check
its weight. As we have seen, the general evidence suggests that weights for this purpose
would be made of lead. But small lead objects weighing about 22.5 grains are not
particularly durable, and even if they survive the centuries they are not wildly attractive to
numismatists. Thus our current knowledge of this topic is, in many respects, unsatisfactory. The details recorded here may help numismatists to recognise relevant material
when it comes before them.
We should begin by remarking that weights for checking multiples of the penny may also
occur. For amounts like 120 pence (half a pound-of-account) and thirty pence (the
mancus-equivalent), this possibility has already been mentioned above. From the later part
of the eleventh century, and throughout most of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, we
might expect to find weights for the Tower mark of silver (160 pence = 3600gr), and the
half-mark and quarter-mark. Among the bewildering variety of lead weights which come
to light, there are indeed some which seem to fit this prescription. A typical example is a
square weight (pi. 14, 1) weighing almost exactly 3600 gr. But until a number of such pieces
have been accurately dated by context, and the typology of their designs has been studied
more closely, we cannot be positive about identifying them.
Additionally, we can envisage the need for checking smaller multiples of the penny, such
as 2d or 3d, because these would represent the price of a fairly common object, or the fee
for some simple service. A person who received such payments regularly might well need
to check coins by weight, and if that person acted in an official capacity, the necessary
weights might be provided on an official basis.
Some evidence of weights of this kind is beginning to accumulate, but the picture is
complicated by the existence of objects which might be weights but probably are not. For
example, a group of small leaden objects stamped with coin dies have been tentatively
identified as receipts for customs payments. 24 Of course, it is easy to envisage other
possibilities; they may be forgeries, trial-pieces, tokens, or seals, for example, 25 or they
may even be weights, albeit rather haphazard ones. It is inevitable that more examples of
such objects will be found, and details of them may help to clarify their function.
The first documentary confirmation of the suggestion that weights for checking pennies
might be provided officially comes from an entry in the Patent Roll for 1205 (6 John, mem.
7d):
. . . there was issued from the mint a penny poise wanting one-eighth of a penny, to be delivered to anyone who
would have it, to be used until E a s t e r in the next year.

This extract was first noted by Ruding 26 and it has subsequently been quoted by most
writers on coin-weights. Its significance is theoretical, rather than practical. No examples
of the penny poise of King John are known, which is perhaps not surprising, given the
limited period allowed for its use. But the extract does provide firm evidence that the
notion of weighing the pennies used in trade was a familiar one. If officialdom could be
moved to produce such weights, it is likely that some people would use unofficial 'penny
poises' in order to safeguard themselves against clipped and light coin.
From a little later in the thirteenth century we have a possible candidate for an official
penny poise. 2 7 It is a small thick silver object (pi. 14, 2) struck with coin-dies of the type

24
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used for the short-cross Class 8b2 pennies of Henry III. The weight is 20.5gr, suggesting
that some allowance was made for wear. Of course, it is possible to argue that this is not a
weight for a silver penny, but no other convincing explanation of its purpose has yet been
forthcoming.
By the end of the thirteenth century the problem of clipping was just one of several
factors which stimulated a growing concern with weighing coin, either singly or in bulk. By
this time the volume of trade was such that substantial payments were often required, and
the silver penny was the only generally available medium. Thus, it seems inevitable that
the larger payments would often be checked by weighing rather than by counting. The new
sterling coinage of 1279-80 totally replaced the older coins in circulation, and provided a
uniform medium which would allow checking by weight. By this time too some steps had
been taken to regulate the weights and measures used in trade, 2 8 although malpractice was
still the rule rather than the exception.
The influx of inferior foreign imitations of the sterling penny was perhaps the most
pressing problem affecting the coinage, and this was probably the stimulus for the
promulgation of the document known as the Statuta de Moneta. This set of Statutes
concerning Money is usually assigned to 1292, although it may have originally been issued
separately in parts at various dates. For our purposes the most interesting article is the
following.
And because that many of the poor and rich people cannot know the light and clipped money [from the other],
now it is ordained that hereafter he which ought to receive or pay money shall receive and pay the same by
weight of v.s. of even weight by the tumbrel, delivered by the Warden of the exchange marked with the King's
mark as the measures are; and it shall be lawful to any man to pierce the money which shall not weigh [pass] the
tumbrel; and the money of any other coin than of the coin of the King of England, Ireland, and Scotland, the
weight shall be as well delivered and marked by the Warden of the Exchange, as the tumbrel.

The modern English text given here is the version from the nineteenth-century publication
of the Statutes of the Realm. 2 9 Ruding's gloss 30 is slightly different, but the main points are
clear. Bulk payments of money are reckoned in amounts of five shillings (60 pence), and
must be checked with a weight 'marked with the King's mark'. No weights corresponding
exactly to this description are known, but there are some which might be relevant. An
unusually fine round weight (pi. 14, 3), with a cross-floretty motif, weighs 1334gr. This is
almost exactly correct for five shillings in pence at the post-1279 standard of 243 to the
Tower pound. (5400/243 x 60 = 1333.3.)
Another intriguing question arising from the Statuta de Moneta concerns the tumbrel,
and here we can be rather more confident about the identification of the corresponding
artefacts. The word was commonly used to denote a small two-wheeled farm cart, which
could be tipped up to empty its contents. Hence it came to denote a simple kind of balance
to weigh coin: if the coin is of good weight then the beam tips, if not it remains horizontal.
Such balances are familiar to us mainly because of their widespread use for checking
sovereigns in the nineteenth century, but the idea seems to have originated in the
Byzantine Empire. Possibly the returning crusaders brought it home with them, because in
recent years a number of tumbrels, apparently of thirteenth-fourteenth century date, have
been discovered in England. 3 1 The tumbrels which have been found so far are small
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instruments which could be folded flat (pi. 14, 4) in order to fit easily into a purse or
pocket, and they were used to check the weight of a single silver penny (pi. 14, 5). Their
relationship to the procedure for weighing coin in bulk, as described in the passage quoted
above, is not entirely clear. However, there is a further reference in the Statutes to the use
of the tumbrel, and this may be relevant to the weighing of single pence. It occurs in the
passage describing the duties of the official appointed to guard against the importation of
inferior foreign coin. 3 2
The Viewer and Warden of the Money which shall come from beyond the sea, when he shall have any, he shall
have regard unto the age thereof, and shall weigh the same. And if he find of the new money that the pound
weigh not xx s. by the number of iiij pence, then he shall have regard by the tumbrel where the default shall be
[and shall pierce the light money] . . .

This appears to mean that if a pound-of-account in the 'new money' (that is, 240 pence)
weighs less than the full weight of 236 good pence, then each coin is to be weighed
individually by the tumbrel and the bad ones destroyed.
Our general picture of the circulation of silver pennies in the fourteenth century points
very strongly to the belief that several methods of checking the weight of a single penny, or
small multiples thereof, would be in use. In addition to the tumbrel we might expect that
ordinary scales were used for this purpose, and that would imply the existence of suitable
weights. There are several objects which may be relevant. Dieudonne 33 described some
poids d'esterlin which he believed to be of French manufacture and intended for weighing a
pennyweight (24gr) of silver rather than for checking the weight of a penny. Some of the
pieces he illustrated are clearly French, but it is possible that some are English, and some
may be true coin-weights. A rectangular lead object (pi. 14, 6) found beside the Thames in
a fourteenth century context has all the appearance of a weight for checking a payment of
2d. The 'sterling head' is clearly a mark indicating some authority on the part of the issuer
or user, and the weight of just under 37gr would place it around the middle of the century.
Another object which may be relevant is the triangular object in copper-alloy, also with a
sterling head, first published by Dieudonne as a weight for the French franc a pied of
Charles V . 3 4 In 1937 D.F. Allen reported that an example had recently appeared in the
British Museum, and he suggested that it could be an early weight for a half-noble of
60gr. 33 The fact that only three of these very distinctive objects were known at the time of
Allen's paper, and no more have appeared in the lastfifty years, would seem to indicate
that they were intended for a very specific purpose. In the light of all the circumstantial
evidence, perhaps we should consider the possibility that they are officially-issued weights
for checking a payment of 3d.
Contemporary weights for the noble coinage
The revival of gold coinage in Western Europe brought with it a new and more important
role for coin-weights. Dieudonne suggested 1330 as the approximate date of the first
coin-weights of this era, 3 6 and there is no reason to suppose that he was far wrong on this
point. It appears that by the late fourteenth century a range of well-made bronze weights
was in use for checking coins in continental Europe. For this reason alone we might expect
that the instigation, in 1344, of a gold coinage in England would be swiftly followed by a
native issue of coin-weights for checking it. But there is surprisingly little relevant material,
32
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especially for the first effective issue of English gold, the 'heavy' noble coinage from 1344
to 1412.
If we discount (as a gold-weight, at least) the triangular object mentioned above, then
the earliest pieces are a scarce group of rectangular, uniface, lead weights, bearing a simple
image of a ship. Three examples are illustrated here. The first (pi. 14, 7) weighs 126gr and
so it could be associated with the period 1346-51 when the nobles were issued at the weight
of just over 128gr. The second (pi. 14, 8) weighs 57gr and is probably a weight for the
half-noble at the standard of 60gr from 1351-1412. The third (pi. 14, 9) weighs 105gr and is
probably intended for the 'light' noble of 108gr issued from 1412 onwards. The provenances cannot be confirmed as the pieces were acquired at second- or third-hand through
the trade. A few other lead pieces of this kind are known, and it is likely that more will be
recognised now that their existence has been pointed out. The identification of these pieces
is not certain, and it is possible that some of them were intended for the ryal coinage of
120gr from 1465 onwards. But the design of those illustrated here is typical of later bronze
weights whose association with the noble, rather than the ryal, is beyond doubt.
After so many centuries of 'uncertain' pieces, it is something of a relief to arrive at an
issue for which both documentary evidence and a good number of specimens are in
existence. In 1421 Parliament persuaded the king to agree to several measures designed to
improve the unsatisfactory state of the gold coinage. A statute (9 Henry V, c . l l ) enacted
that in future gold should be received in payment 'by the King's weight'. Several ancillary
measures were authorised, among them a statute (9 Henry V, st.2 c.7) stating:
That the King do to be ordained good and just weights of the noble, half-noble and farthing of gold, with the
rates necessary to the same for every city, borough and market town of the realm, to be delivered by the
chancellor of England to them that will have them, to the intent that they be not deceived by false
counterfeiters, and them that use false weight, to the deceit of the people.

A document summarised in the Calendar of the Patent Rolls gives the names of those
commissioned to undertake the necessary work. 3 7 They were Bartholomew Goldbeter
(described as 'goldsmyth', although he was already Master of the Mint, according to
Craig), 38 John Paddesley (goldsmyth, afterwards Master), John Bernes (goldsmyth), John
Derlyngton (Assayer at the Mint), and Gisbright Vanbranburgh ('the King's sculptor
within the Tower'). They were urged to use all possible speed, and to take any persons
necessary for the work, with power of imprisonment. A couple of months later the
commission was repeated, 3 9 with the additional instruction that they were to make five
punches with the impression of a crown and five with the impression of a fleur-de-lis, and
each weight was to be stamped with both devices.
Weights with the crown and fleur-de-lis marks are known for the noble, half-noble and
quarter-noble (pi. 15, 10-15). They are well-made and well-rounded, with the two marks
enclosed in a border of one or more incised circles. The metal is a copper alloy. There is
some variability in the details of the punchmarks and the circular border, but the crown is
rendered in a very characteristic way. In particular, the four dots which represent the
decoration on the upper rim of the crown are a constant feature. There is also a specimen
in lead (pi. 15, 16) which, although rather light, bears the characteristic marks. These
weights must be regarded as the earliest authenticated coin-weights of the English series.
In 1423, following the accession of Henry VI, John Bernes was appointed to make the
weights 'to the exclusion of all other persons'. 4 0 Later in the same year a new commission
37
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was granted; the summary from the Calendar of the Patent Rolls is worth giving in full. 41
Appointment, by assent of the council, of John Bernes of London, 'goldsmyth', south of Trent, and Robert
Curteys of York, 'mercer' north of Trent, to make steelyards (stateras) and good and lawful weights of the
noble, half noble and farthing of gold with 'les rates' necessary thereto, and to mark them with a fleur de lys and
a crown, to be graven in the manner ordained in the Parliament held at Westminster in 9 Henry V. Any other
persons found making such steelyards or weights will be subject to a penalty ordained by the council, but the
said John and Robert are not to take more than 4d for each pair of steelyards, and 2d for each weight of the
noble, half noble and farthing of gold with 'les rates' necessary thereto.

The appointment of Curteys was probably a consequence of the operation of the mint at
York in 1422-3, when about £40,000 worth of gold was coined. 42 The reference to
steelyards is a minor difficulty, but is easily explained. The word statera43 was used for any
kind of weighing instrument and so it may be translated as 'steelyard' rather than 'balance'.
But there are several reasons for thinking that 'balance' is meant here. First, a steelyard
would not require the use of weights, since weighing is done by moving a counterpoise
along a graduated scale. Secondly, the weighing of money and bullion was traditionally
done with a balance. Finally, the reference in the document itself to a 'pair of steelyards'
must surely indicate that a pair of scales (that is a balance) was meant.
The prices assigned to the scales and weights may be compared with some contemporary
records. 44 In 1421 a 'pair of scales for weighing gold' was bought at Heyford for 9d, and a
'pair of stateres (sic) for weighing gold' was bought at Oxford for the same price. In 1424 a
'set of weights' was bought at Cambridge for 9d also. These records may quite possibly
refer to the scales and weights of the crown-and-lis issue.
The last point of interest in the commission is the reference to 'les rates'. The words
seem to refer to objects which were to be made and sold with the coin-weights, and the
most likely interpretation is that they were grain-weights: that is, small pieces of thin metal
used to assess the deficiency of light coin. The words thus mean 'less rates'. If this is so,
there is the possibility that examples, stamped with the crown and lis, may turn up, either
out of the ground or from some museum repository.
We do not know for how long the production of the crown-and-lis type continued. Craig
says that William Rus, Master of the Mint 1431-34, also made coin-weights for the
public, 45 and it is reasonable to suppose that his weights were of this type. The type is
scarce, but not excessively so, and in recent years examples have been found with metal
detectors in several parts of the country. Of course, only a small minority of the people
would use gold coins regularly at this time. The weights benefitted the wealthy merchant
who could check the coins offered to him, but doubtless it would be all too easy for him to
pass on light coins to unsuspecting 'occasional' users, who had no scales or weights. The
work of providing the weights cannot have been very profitable, at least after the initial
demand had been met.
In 1465 the new coinage of ryals (rose-nobles) of 120gr and angels of 80gr began. The old
nobles of 108gr were not withdrawn, there being (for a time) considerable confusion as to
what value they should properly represent. 46 The correct value for a coin of 108gr (given
that a ryal of 120gr passed for ten shillings) was nine shillings, but there is no evidence that
this was proclaimed. It is very probable that many people were persuaded to part with
nobles for a lesser sum, on the grounds that the coins were now only bullion at the Mint
41
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price for gold (untrue), or that eight shillings and sixpence is greater than the old value of
six shillings and eightpence (true, but misleading).
There is no known record of an official commission to produce weights for the new ryals
and angels. However, some weights have come to light which resemble in style the
crown-and-lis type, but with a rose in place of the fleur-de-lis. One well-preserved example
weighs 117gr and it is difficult to resist the temptation of saying that it is a coin-weight for
the ryal, probably produced soon after 1465. I have also seen a possible angel-weight of
this type, bearing a crown and what may be a Lombardic letter A. But the production of a
truly 'popular' issue of coin-weights awaited the expansion of the domestic economy in
early Tudor times.
The early Tudor period
In 1491 Parliament enacted a petition (7 Henry VII c.3) seeking to bring into effect the
pledge of Magna Carta that 'one measure and one weight should be throughout all this
realm of England'. The eventual result was another Act (11 Henry VII c.4, 1495) which
announced that the king had caused to be made standard weights and measures, and these
were to be distributed to major towns and boroughs. The weights and measures used in
ordinary trade were to be compared with the local standards, and stamped with a crowned
H if correct. Unfortunately, the first issue of standards proved to be defective, and a
further Act (12 Henry VII c.5, 1496) proclaimed that they were to be destroyed and
replaced by new sets. A few of these standards are still in existence, 47 and examples of
trade weights stamped with a Lombardic H surmounted by a crown turn up from time to
time. 4 8 The smaller trade weights, such as the Avoirdupois eighth-ounce (54gr), may have
been used for weighing coins (specifically the old half-noble), but they were not made
exclusively for that purpose.
It seems likely that the general concern with weights and measures evident at this time
resulted in a renewed demand for coin-weights. An added stimulus was the increasing
complexity of the circulating gold coin: not only were there old nobles (colloquially known
as henry-nobles), new ryals (rose-nobles), and new angels, but foreign coin too was
becoming common. The Cely Papers provide conclusive documentary evidence that this
was so in Calais by 1482, 49 and the situation in other major centres of commerce must have
been very similar. 50
The weights which answered this demand were rather different from the official issue of
1421 and thereafter. The fact that there is no documentary evidence for them is just one
reason for supposing that they were produced unofficially. Like the crown-and-lis type they
are round and made from a copper-alloy, but the details of the design and construction are
new. Most obviously, the design is a crude representation of the relevant coin. For
example, the weights for the ryal and its subdivisions show a crowned figure, whose head
appears above a shield, standing in a ship with a flag bearing the letter E, and with a rose
on the side of the ship. This corresponds to the main features of the obverse of the ryals of
Edward IV. There are several distinctive varieties of the design (pi. 15, 17-26), which
suggests that more than one unofficial maker was involved. Almost certainly the
goldsmiths played some part in the making and selling of these weights, but no
documentary evidence for their involvement has yet come to light. 51 The construction is
47
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usually rather rough, there being little effort to round off the flan; indeed there is almost
always a small straight segment on the edge, as if the flans had been cut from a
straight-edged strip of material. The weights for the half-ryal and quarter-ryal are from the
same dies as for the unit.
The coins for which weights of this general style are commonly found are listed in the
following table.
Coin

Full weight of coin

Coin Issued

120gr
60gr
30gr

146514651465-

80gr
40gr

14651465-

108gr
54gr
27gr

1412-1464
1412-1464
1412-1464

French crown
French half-crown

52gr
26gr

13881388-

Ducat/Florin

54gr

1252-

Ryal
Half-ryal
Quarter-ryal
Angel
Half-angel
Noble
Half-noble
Quarter-noble

The ryal-weights have already been described. The angel-weights bear the famous design
of an angel slaying a dragon. Here too there are several distinctive types (pi. 15, 27-36),
and on most of them the details conform fairly closely to the design of the angel coins
issued after 1495; in particular the angel usually appears to have both his feet on the
dragon. A classification of the types may be attempted in terms of the configuration of the
angel's legs, which is always curious and in some cases distinctly unangelic. The design of
the weights for the old noble (pi. 15, 37-42) is worthy of comment for a different reason.
As will be seen, there is a ship, often with a leopard and a fleur-de-lis, but no crowned
figure or shield, despite the fact that the coin carried the same design as the ryal, lacking
only the rose. The comparative lack of detail confirms that the weights were produced
when the noble was no longer part of the active coinage, and therefore regarded as of
subsidiary importance relative to the ryal and angel. This point bears repetition, because a
cardinal error among early students of coin-weights was to suppose that the weights were
always contemporary with the relevant coins. In fact weights for the henry-noble were
made in England as late as 1588, and even later on the continent.
There are two major groups of foreign coins for which weights of the crude representational style are found. The first group comprises the various issues of the French crown
(ecu), the weights for which show a simple crowned shield bearing three fleurs-de-lis,
flanked by two small crowned lis. Both ecu-weights and half-ecu weights are known (pi. 15,
43-44). They are generally on the light side, around 48^49gr for the ecu, perhaps indicating
that only the scruffier coins were exported from France to England. The second group
comprises the many types of ducat and florin produced in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, and weighing about 54gr. Dr Spufford52 tells us that the word ducat was used as a
52
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generic term for such coins by this time, and so it is perhaps slightly surprising that the
design of the weights is a large lis, representing the florin. There are several varieties
known (pi. 15, 45-47). Weights for other foreign coins, apparently in the general style of
the English weights of this period, occasionally turn up. Examples for the Burgundian rider
and postulat florin are illustrated (pi. 15, 48-49). In addition, weights of foreign
manufacture, especially Flemish, are sometimes found in the Thames and elsewhere. Most
of these were lost by visiting merchants, but some may also have been imported for use by
the natives. Indeed there is evidence 53 that 'troy weights' were being imported as early as
1390, and in 1507 they were listed in the Book of Rates for the port of London. 5 4 Because
there is no documentary evidence for the whole group of representational weights
discussed above, we must bear in mind the remote possibility that all of them were
imported too, but the circumstantial evidence makes this very unlikely.
As one might expect, the weights for ryals and angels are the most frequently
encountered among the representational types. Examples have been found quite frequently with metal detectors, and occasionally in archaeological excavations. 55 Perhaps the
most interesting find was made at Roche Abbey in 1928, as reported by Rigold. 5 6 It
comprises a brass box containing a pair of folding scales and two weights of the
representational type. The weights are for the angel and the quarter-ryal, the latter being
mis-identified by Rigold. Apparently, the box as found also contained a grain-weight,
probably similar to those referred to in the documents of the early 1420s as 'les rates', but
this has since been lost. This find must date from around 1500, and it is, somewhat
surprisingly, the only known example in which late medieval coin-weights and scales have
been found together in England. 5 7
All the evidence points to the fact that the representational weights were in widespread
use for a considerable period of time. However, as we shall see, it seems that their
manufacture ceased rather abruptly around 1526.
Doubt and decline
In May 1522 the fact that foreign gold was circulating in England was recognised by an
official proclamation which fixed the values of certain coins. 58 Ducats were valued at 4s 6d,
French crowns au soleil at 4s 4d, and other crowns at 4s. Later in the same year a similar
proclamation repeated these valuations and added some other coins; 59 among them was a
florin of base gold valued at 3s 3d, which must have been the florin of the Rhine, rather less
than a ducat in weight and only 0.79 fine.60 According to Feavearyear these measures wereintended simply for the convenience of continental visitors who accompanied Charles V on
a visit to England to negotiate an alliance against France. 6 1 But it seems likely that more
devious diplomatic motives were also involved. Unfortunately, the implications of official
recognition for foreign coin, and the need for valuations compatible with the gold/silver
ratio in other countries, were not properly worked out. Indeed, these matters continued to
trouble the authorities for the next two centuries.
The official values for foreign coins were repeated in two proclamations issued in 1525. 62
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But in 1526 it became clear that much gold was being exported to the continent, because it
was more highly valued there in terms of silver. On 22 August 1526 the values of all current
gold coins (including the foreign ones) were raised, the ryal becoming lis, for example. 6 3
The French crown au soleil was raised to 4s 6d, and an English crown of the same value,
'the crown of the rose 1 , was promised. As we know, the crown of the rose was a short-lived
experiment. On 5 November of the same year the values were raised again, 6 4 the ryal
becoming l i s 3d, and all foreign gold (apart from the French crowns) was declared to be
no longer current 'except as the payer and receiver shall agree'. At the same time, a new
gold coin, the crown of the double rose (57.3gr of 22 carat gold, valued at 5s) was
authorized.
Large numbers of crowns of the double rose were minted in the period 1526-43, but it is
significant that no weights for them in the round, uniface, representational style are
known. Indeed, English weights of any style for the crown of the double rose are so rare as
to be anomalous. For this reason alone, it seems appropriate to suggest that 1526 marks the
end of the first period of coin-weight production in England. Dr Challis points to a
sea-change in the production of gold coin at that time, 6 5 but it is nevertheless something of
a mystery to find so great a discontinuity in the coin-weight record. It is possible that the
production of unofficial weights was actually prohibited, although there is no documentary
evidence for this. The debasement of the gold coinage in the later years of Henry VIII is
another factor to be considered, since it is hard to believe that the production of
coin-weights was officially encouraged at that time.
Of course, merchants involved in international trade continued to use scales and
weights. The papers of the Johnson family are probably typical for the period around 1550,
and they contain several references to gold-weights and scales. 66 In one letter Otwell
Johnson asks his brother John to buy for him 'a small pile and a balance' in Flanders.
Another letter refers to gold-weights and a touchstone, and another refers to 'two balances
and a pile'. The weights referred to here may have been of a newer style, distinguished by
being square instead of round. We know that, in the first half of the sixteenth century,
continental scalemakers began to produce square weights and distinctive wooden boxes for
them, but the reason for the change of shape is not clear. Although square weights fit more
neatly into boxes, it is easier to make round recesses in a block of wood than square ones,
so the change was not occasioned totally by practical considerations. Many of these square
weights were imported into England in the mid-sixteenth century, as may be seen from the
London Port Book 6 7 of 1567/8, which contains numerous records of the importation of
weights and scales. In particular, the goldsmith Nicholas Spering is named as the importer
of gold-weights on at least nine occasions, all of them relating to ships coming from
Antwerp.
A few square weights dating from the earlier part of the sixteenth century appear to
belong to the English series. The identification is tentative, partly because most early
square weights have a blank reverse, distinctive signs like the 'hand' of Antwerp not
coming into general use until the latter part of the century. But there are a few square
weights which appear to be struck from dies also used to strike the round weights of the
representational type. For example, there is a square angel weight (pi. 15, 50) from the
same die as a variety of the earlier (round) angel and half-angel weights (27 and 28). Other
examples are for the half-ryal and quarter-ryal (pi. 15, 51-52). Some of these transitional
square weights are made of yellowish brass rather than the reddish copper-alloy used for
the earlier weights.
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With the re-introduction of a sound coinage under Mary and Elizabeth, it might be
expected that wealthy people in general (as opposed to merchants in particular) would,
once again, acquire the habit of weighing coins. Indeed, in 1556 a proclamation exhorted
the people to check their gold coins 'by weight, or know by other means the goodness
thereof'. 68 But the natural reluctance of people to spend money on scales and weights was
a great obstacle: usually the owner of a gold coin was quite content to be able to pass it on
to another, equally uninformed, person at the face value, without worrying about the
weight and fineness. The lack of official standards was another problem. In fact, it proved
to be much more difficult to establish a sound system of weights for trade in general than it
had been to reform the coinage. The story of the repeated attempts to provide official
standard weights in Elizabeth's time is admirably told by Connor. 6 9 The problem was not
adequately resolved until 1587-8, when satisfactory weight-standards were issued and the
next era of coin-weight production in England began, albeit rather slowly. Thus all the
evidence points to the conclusion that, for most of the sixteenth century (specifically
1526-88), the number of coin-weights produced in England was very small, and the
demand was met almost entirely by imported weights.

KEY TO THE PLATES
For each coin-weight the denomination is followed by the weight in grains, the size in millimetres, and a brief
note of any supplementary information. In the plates all items are shown at their actual size. All weights except
number 2 are uniface.
1.
2.
3.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
68

Tower mark?
Penny?
60 pence?
2 pence?
Noble
Half-noble
Noble
Noble
Half-noble
Quarter-noble
Noble
Half-noble
Quarter-noble
Half-noble
Ryal
Half-ryal
Ryal
Half-ryal
Ryal
Half-ryal
Ryal
Ryal
Half-ryal
Quarter-ryal
Angel
Half-angel
Angel
Half-angel
Angel
Half-angel
Angel

TRP 427.

3600
20
1334
37
126
57
105
106
52
26
96
52
25
47
114
55
111
52
107
56
115
116
56
28
73
36
77
32
76
34
75

45 x 45
12
43
15 x 9
18
12
13
20
14
12
18
13
11
16
16
14
18
14
17
16
17
17
15
12
15
13
15
11
15
13
17

Found in Essex
Silver
Pewter
Pewter

Lead
Same die as 17
Same die as 19
Same die as 21
Broad sword and long hair
Same die as 27
Same die as 29
Same die as 31
69

Connor, pp. 241-243.
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Angel
Angel
Angel
Noble
Noble
Half-noble
Noble
Half-noble
Quarter-noble
French crown
Half-crown
Ducat
Ducat
Ducat
Rider
Postulat?
Angel
Half-ryal
Quarter-ryal

78
77
75
102
98
51
98
49
26
48
24
52
52
52
53
44
73
56
26

17
15
18
17
17
16
17
13
11
14
11
14
14
13
15
14
16
14
12

Very basic design
Very basic design
Nobles and halves from

Same die as 27 and 28
Same die as 25
Same die as 19 and 20

PLATE 14

BIGGS: COIN WEIGHTS IN ENGLAND (1)

PLATE 1

BIGGS: COIN WEIGHTS IN ENGLAND (2)

AN U N P U B L I S H E D H O A R D O F T H E G R E A T D E B A S E M E N T
D A V I D SYMONS

THE hoard published here was acquired by Format Coins of Birmingham in the summer of
1987. The coins were originally found 'a considerable number of years ago' somewhere in
the Forest of Dean. They had then remained in the possession of the same family until they
were sold to Format. Unfortunately it has not proved possible to ascertain any firmer
information on either the date or the place of the original discovery. Thanks to the willing
cooperation of Mr G. Charman of Format the writer was able to examine the coins prior to
their dispersal and to have them weighed and photographed. 1 They are published here by
Mr Charman's kind permission.
The hoard comprises a total of 37 coins with a face value of 10 shillings and 8 pence. The
contents of the hoard may be tabulated as follows:

Henry VIII
3rd coinage
1544-7
Edward VI
in name of
Henry VIII,
1547-51
Uncertain
1544-51.
Edward VI
2nd coinage,
1549-50

Tower

Durham
House

4d
2d

4

-

4d
2d

3

Southwark

-

-

2d

York

-

Canterbury

-

Bristol

-

2

6

-

(4)
(8)

5

2

3
6

1

(13)
(7)

3

-

(3)

(2)

1/18

1

(37)

The likely date of deposition is early in the latter half of 1549, before the issues of
Edward's new shillings had entered circulation in large numbers. It also seems likely that
the hoard represents a chance loss or a group of coins extracted from circulation at a
specific moment rather than a savings hoard. All of the coins belong to the debased issues
of 1544 and later and they reflect quite closely the denominations that were circulating in
the greatest numbers at the time (although half-groats do seem to be proportionately
over-represented). 2 Testoons of Henry VIII are, as one would expect, not represented,
having been drawn out of circulation by a series of government decrees issued on 10 April
1548, 31 January 1549 and 22 May 1549.3 That there was a contemporary prejudice against
hoarding these base issues is attested by a remark of the Clerk of the Council when the
reform of the currency was discussed in 1551. He said that people 'esteem it [sc. the base
coinage] so little that they will employ it to great disadvantage rather than keep it'. 4
1

I am grateful to my colleagues Mrs J. Selwood and Mr
D. Bailey for (respectively) weighing and photographing the
coins.
2
For the coinage in circulation see C.E. Challis, The

Tudor Coinage (Manchester, 1978), pp. 224-6.
3
Challis, p. 97.
4
J. Craig, The Mint (Cambridge, 1953), p. 110.
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At some stage subsequent to their discovery the coins have been severely cleaned and
they are now in a very fragile condition. Two (nos 6 and 30) were broken at the time of
examination and, after they had been weighed, were glued back together prior to being
photographed. A comparison of the weights of the individual coins with the notional
weights for the denominations (given in the catalogue below) will show that many have
suffered a severe loss of weight from the corroding out of the copper during burial and the
subsequent removal of the corrosion products. A number of coins have also had their
weights reduced by the loss of chips of metal from their edges and this is noted in the
catalogue. Few of the coins show obvious signs of clipping. The coins were weighed in
grams correct to three decimal places and these weights were then converted mathematically to grains, corrected to one decimal place.
CATALOGUE
Henry VIII, Third Coinage (1544-47)

Groats, Tower. (North 1844). Notional weight 40 gr./2.592g.
1. Lis. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Annulets in forks. 29.8gr./1.928g. 265°.
2. Lis. Bust 1 variant. Lombardic lettering. Annulets with pellets in forks. 23.5gr./1.524g. 220°.
3. Lis. Bust 3. Lombardic lettering. Annulets with pellets in forks. 23.5gr./1.521g. 160°.
4. -/lis. Bust 3. Lombardic lettering. Annulets with pellets in forks. 21.1gr./1.373g. (Chipped). 0°.
Half groats, Canterbury. (North 1852). 20gr./1.296g.
5. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Pellet in fourth quarter of reverse. Trefoil stops? Pierced cross ends.
15.1gr./0.981g. 120°.
6. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Pellet in fourth quarter of reverse? Uncertain stops. Pierced cross
ends. 9.9gr./0.639g. (Broken). 290°.
7. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Spur in third quarter of reverse? Saltire stops? Pierced cross ends.
14.1gr./0.913g. 290°.
8. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Spur in third quarter of reverse? Uncertain stops. Pierced cross
ends. 12.5gr./0.809g. 145°.
9. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Spur in third quarter of reverse? Uncertain stops. Pierced cross
ends. 16.2gr./1.049g. 130°.
10. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Sleeve stops. Open forks. 13.0gr./0.843g. 50°.
Half groats, York. (North 1853). 20gr./1.296g.
11. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Spur at top left-hand corner of shield. Open forks. 10.5gr./0.678g.
340°.
12. Noi.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Spur at top left-hand corner of shield. Open forks. 12.6gr./0.814g. 220°.
Edward VI, in the name of Henry VIII (1547-51)

Groats, Tower. (North 1871). 40gr./2.592g.
13. -/grapple, 1549. Bust 6. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 27.0gr./1.751g. 315°.
14. K/-, 1547-9. Bust 5. Roman lettering. Crescents in forks. 29.lgr./l,887g. 250°.
15. K/K?, 1547-9. Bust 5. Roman lettering. Crescents in forks. 23.3gr./1.511g. 340°.
Groats, Southwark. (North 1872). 40gr./2.592g.
16. -/E, 1547-9. Bust 5. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 23.0gr./1.491g. (Chipped). 200°.
17. -/E, 1547-9. Bust 5. Roman lettering. Crescents in forks. 26.2gr./1.695g. 160°.
18. -/E, 1547-9. Bust 5. Roman lettering. Uncertain in forks. 23.0gr./1.490g. 135°.
19. -IE, 1547-9. Bust 6. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 25.9gr./1.680g. 135°.
20. -/E?, 1547-9. Bust 6. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 20.9gr./1.354g. (Chipped). 65°.
Groats, Canterbury. (North 1875). 40gr./2.592g.
21. Rose, 1549. Bust 6. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 19.7gr./l ,279g. (Chipped). 85°.
22. No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 5. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 22.6gr./1.466g. 20°.
23. No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 6. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 18.6gr./1.207g. 90°.
Groats, Yorks. (North 1876). 40gr./2.592g.
24. No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 5. Roman lettering. Crescents in forks. 14.7gr./0.953g. (Chipped). 200°.
25. No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 6. Roman lettering. Roses in forks. 22.0gr./1.427g. 320°.
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groats, Canterbury. (North 1881). 20gr./1.296g.
No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Lozenge stops. 11.3gr./0.732g. 355°.
No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering. Lozenge stops. 12.5gr./0.810g. 260°.
No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 1. Roman lettering. Pellet stops. 13.3gr./0.863g. 105°.
No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 1. Roman lettering. Pellet stops? 8.1gr./0.523g. 95°.
No i.m., 1547-50. Bust 1. Roman lettering. Lozenge stops? 10.2gr./0.663g. (Chipped, broken). 20°.
t/-, 1549-50. Bust 1. Roman lettering. Lozenge stops. 11.9gr./0.774g. 135°.

Half groat, Bristol. (North 1880). 20gr./1.296g.
32. -/TC monogram, 1549. Bust 1. Bristol lettering. Trefoils in forks, quatrefoils in reverse legend. Pellet in
third quarter of reverse. 15.0gr./0.971g. 110°.
Uncertain half groats, Canterbury. (North
33. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering.
34. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering.
35. No i.m. Bust 1. Lombardic lettering.

1852/1881). 20gr./1.296g.
Uncertain stops. 9.9gr./0.641g. 170°.
Uncertain stops. 8.2gr./0.530g. 200°.
Uncertain stops. 15.2gr./0.984g. 135°.

Edward V I , Second Coinage ( 1 5 4 9 - 5 0 )

Shillings. 80gr./5.184g.
36. Tower (North 1917). Arrow, MDXLIX, 1549. TIMOR DOMINI etc. 65.8gr./4.262g. 270°.
37. Durham House (North 1924). Bow, 1548-9. INIMICOS EIUS etc. 55.8gr./3.618g. 70°.

The final part of this note will be devoted to a review of the comparatively small number
of other hoards of the period 1544—61 that have so far been discovered. They will be
described in greater or lesser detail depending on how readily accessible the primary
sources of information on them are.
1.

Unlocated, pre-1892. (B & D, p. 22, no. EMI). 5
Deposited c.1548. Published, L.A. Lawrence, 'On a Hoard of Groats of the Fifteenth
and Sixteenth Centuries', NC Ser 3, 12 (1892), 278-99. The coins had then been in
the possession of Spink and Son for a number of years; from an uncertain source.
Contained 72 groats, 19 half groats comprising:
Edward IV, Light Coinage: 12 groats (London 10, Bristol 2).
Henry VII: Facing bust issue - 23 groats, 5 half groats; Profile issue - 27 groats, 11
half groats.
Henry VIII: 1st coinage - 1 groat; 2nd coinage - 5 groats; 1st or 2nd coinage - 2
groats, 1 half groat; 3rd coinage - 1 groat, 2 half groats (including 1 of Bristol); Irish 1 'full faced base groat of Dublin'.
B & D give the date of deposition as c.1544 but this cannot be correct. Lawrence's
account of the hoard shows that it contained a half groat of Bristol and a Dublin
portrait groat. The mint at Bristol did not begin work until May 1546. 6 The
description of the Dublin groat as a 'full faced base groat of Dublin' makes it clear
that it belonged to the series of coins issued by Edward VI in Henry VIU's name,
since Henry's own coinage for Ireland had the royal arms and a crowned harp on the
obverse and reverse respectively. This Edwardian series from Dublin was issued with
the same types, weight and fineness as contemporary English coins (although the
groat actually circulated in Ireland as a sixpence). 7 The Dublin mint was not
reopened to begin this issue until 1548.8

5
Here and in the following descriptions B & D refers to
I.D. Brown and M. Dolley, Coin Hoards cf Great Britain
and Ireland 1500-1967 (London, 1971).
6
Challis, p. 94.

7
C.E. Challis, 'The Tudor Coinage for Ireland', BNJ 40
(1971), 97-119.
8
Challis, The Tudor Coinage, p. 315.
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2.

Worksop (Lindrick Common), Yorkshire, 1907. (B & D, p. 22, no. EM2; county
incorrectly given as Derbyshire).
Deposited c.1544—51. Only published reference, Compte-rendu of the International
Numismatic Commission 10 (1960), p. 21, which reads '. . . (2) Small 16th. C. hoard
found locally, . . .'. Sixteen coins from this hoard are in the Rotherham Museum. 9 A
seventeenth coin has been missing since at least 1958. As currently catalogued the
coins can only be described as being full face groats and half groats of the period
1544-51. The group comprises 11 groats (Tower 2, Southwark 2, Bristol 2, Canterbury 2, York 3) and 5 half groats (Southwark 1, Bristol 1, Canterbury 2, York 1). The
missing coin is recorded to have been a groat but no further information is known.
(Although only this preliminary list can be published now it is hoped that a fuller
description of the coins will be prepared for publication in a subsequent issue of this
journal.) The hoard was discovered by workmen on Lindrick golf course in 1907. The
date of 1958 given by B & D is a slip of the pen which presumably derives from the
fact that it was in that year that information on the hoard was originally supplied to
J.D. A. Thompson of the Ashmolean Museum by Rotherham Museum. It should also
be noted that, although B & D record the number of coins found as 17+, the hoard
actually contained about 160 coins, described as mostly groats and half groats of
Henry VIII. The coins were originally identified and valued by Mr Elijah Howarth,
curator of the Weston Park Museum, Sheffield. The treasure trove inquest was held
at Rotherham on 19 December 1907.

3.

Nynehead, Somerset, pre-1922. (B & D, p. 22, no. EM5).
Deposited c.1549. Only published reference, Sotheby's sale catalogue, 27-28 July
1922. The coins formed Lot 191, described as 'The Property of a Nobleman'. The
catalogue entry reads:
'A small find of base Money of Henry VIII and Edward VI. Henry VIII, Groats,
'Posui' (6), m.m. lys (3), illegible (3); 'London' m.m. E (4), illegible or none (5), and
Half Groat m.m. E; 'Bristolie' m.m. TL (mon.), and illegible (2); 'Cantor' (5), and
Half Groats (2); 'Eboraci' Groats (2). Edward VI, Testoons, 1549 (6), m.m. arrow
(4), one with legends on reverse sides, and Y (2), with legends on reverse sides, all
reading TIMOR &c., and another, m.m. bow, legend on proper sides, rev. reading
IN1MICOS EIUS, &c., rare, uncleaned, and many in good state for these coins.
35.
'.' Found near the School House at Nynehead, Somerset.'
A manuscript note in the British Museum's copy of the sale catalogue records that
the lot was purchased by Baldwin's for £6"5"0. 1(l The TL monogram mentioned is
clearly a misreading of TC.
The Nynehead hoard, with 35 coins with a face value of 15 shillings and 10 pence,

9
I am grateful to Ms J.A. Ely. Keeper of History and
Antiquities at the Museum for supplying information on the
discovery of this hoard and on the surviving coins. The
information is published here by kind permission of the

Museum.
10
I am grateful to Miss M.M. Archibald for making this
and other reference material available and for other assistance during the preparation of this note.
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presents the closest parallel to the group from the Forest of Dean. This can be shown
more clearly if the contents of the Nynehead hoard are tabulated in the same way:
Tower

Durham
House

-

Edward VI
in name of
Henry VIII.
1547-51.

4d
2d

-

Uncertain
1544-51

4d
2d

6
-

-

Edward VI
2nd. coinage,
1549-50.

1/-

6

1

12

1

Southwark

York

4

Bristol

-

1
(

!

5
-

Canterbury

_
2
-

_

_
5
2

2
-

!

(5)
)
(20)
(2)
(7)

10

2

7

3

(35)

As will be seen from a comparison of the two tables there are several differences
between the two hoards. Nynehead has a stronger representation of coins from
Southwark and a smaller number from Canterbury. Half groats also appear in much
smaller numbers. The lack of coins directly attributed to Henry VIII can, however,
be explained by the impossibility of allocating many of the coins to a particular type
on the basis of the information given in the sale catalogue - all that can be done is to
list them as 'Uncertain, 1544-51'. Finally the inclusion of more shillings of Edward VI
suggests that the Nynehead hoard was deposited a little later than that from the
Forest of Dean.

4.

Five Ashes, Sussex, 1944. (B & D, p. 22, no. EM4).
Deposited c.1551. Published, J.B. Caldecott, 'A Find of Edward VI Testoons', NC
Ser 6, 5 (1945), 79. Found during ploughing at Inwood Farm, 7 (not 5 as incorrectly
stated in B & D) 'young head' testoons; corroded into a lump and badly struck but
the dates 1549 and 1551 could be distinguished. Suggested to be part of a larger pot
hoard but no further coins and no potsherds were in fact found.

5.

Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, 1860. (B & D, p. 22, no. EM9).
Deposited c. 1546-9? Published, F. Worship, 'Discovery of Silver Groats of Henry
the Eighth', Norfolk Archaeology 6 (1864), 72. The coins were found on a sand hill on
the North Denes two days after a great storm which occurred on Tuesday, 28
February 1860. A man searching for stones as building materials found 'a decayed
leathern bag containing seventy silver groats of Henry VIII'. Worship actually saw
about 40 of the coins and commented 'They are of feeble execution, are a good deal worn, and in some instances have
been clipped. The obverse of all presents the King's head almost full-faced, inclining
to the left, with the legend HENRICUS D.G. ANG. FRA. Z HIB. REX. The reverse has the
Royal arms . . . with the nearly universal legend of P O S U I D E U M ADJUTOREM M E U M ,
though there are some few with CIVITAS CANTOR, CIVITAS EBORACI and CIVITAS
LONDON, and I have seen one with CIVITAS BRISTOLIE. I have nowhere met with a
mint-mark or a date . . . The silver is of inferior quality. . . .'
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The terminus post quern for the deposition of this hoard seems to be the opening of
the Bristol mint in 1546. The probable absence of Edward VI shillings suggests a
latest date of deposition in early 1549.
6.

'Sneldwich' (?), 1848. (B & D, p. 22, no. EM6).
Deposited? The only reference to this hoard occurs in Numismatic Scraps, a
scrapbook kept by Sir John Evans and now preserved in the Ashmolean Museum. 1 1
The account of the discovery, which is on folio 113 verso, is as follows:
'TREASURE TROVE. - During the past week a labourer found in Perry Wood,
Sneldwich, about five pounds in weight of silver coins of Henry VIII and Edward VI.
They had been concealed in a crock just below the surface, and it is supposed the late
rains had washed the earth from them, leaving them exposed'.
The entry is annotated 'Oct. 1848'.
The location of 'Sneldwich' is a mystery since no place with this name seems to
exist. However, Dr Margaret Gelling has suggested (pers. comm.) that it may be an
error for Sheldwich, which lies to the south of Faversham in Kent, although it must be
admitted that there is no obvious record of a Perry Wood in Sheldwich.

7.

Tresco, Scilly Isles, 1946. (B & D, p. 22, no. EM7).
Deposited? Published, J.D.A. Thompson, 'A Sixteenth-Century Forger's Hoard
from the Scilly Islands', NC Ser 6, 8 (1948), 100-103. Nine copper forgeries of
Edward VI Profile shillings, 2 preserving their silver plating. Found on the surface
under a large slab of granite, some stuck together. In the earth below were copper
filings and potsherds. All the coins were dated 1549 and had TIMOR DOMINI etc. as
the reverse legend. The i.m.s represented were arrow (3), Y (1), Y/arrow (1), t (2), ?
(2).

8.

Willesden (Wormwood Scrubs), London, 1840. (B & D, p. 22, no. EM8).
Deposited? Published, Gentleman's Magazine 2, 14 (1840), ii, p. 415. The full entry
reads:
'On the 28th Aug. a man named Gibbs, and others, engaged in excavating a ditch
on Wormwood Scrubbs [sic], near Shepherd's Bush, for the purpose of draining the
ground, found a quantity of ancient silver coins of the reigns of Henry VIII., Edward
VI., and Queen Elizabeth, embedded in the earth, in a state of good preservation'.

9.

Scarborough, Yorkshire, 1960. (B, p. 148, no. EM10). 1 2
Deposited c.1550. Briefly described in the proceedings of the British Numismatic
Society meeting of Tuesday, 24 January 1961 - see BNJ 30 (1960-1), 374. This
records a paper read by J.P.C. Kent on 'The Scarborough Hoard of Groats of Henry
VIII and of Edward VI in Henry's name'. The hoard was found on 2 June 1960,
during demolition work in St Thomas Street. The 224 coins, mainly base groats, were
deposited in a Siegburg jug.

10.

Little Wymondley, Herts., 1973.
Deposited c.1547. Noted in Coin Hoards I (London, 1975), p. 98, no. 383. A total

11
Shelfmark Arch. Ash. fol. MS. 1. I am grateful to Dr
D.M. Metcalf for supplying the text of the entry for this
hoard and to the Visitors of the Ashmolean Museum for
permission to reproduce it here.

12
I.D. Brown, 'First Addendum to the Bibliography of
Coin Hoards of Great Britain and Ireland 1500-1967', NCirc
LXXXI.4 (April 1973), 147-51.
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of 652 silver coins were found below the floor of a mediaeval house. The hoard
comprised:
Henry VI:
Half groat (1).
Edward IV:
Groats (2), half groats (4), pennies (2).
Henry VII:
Groats (3), half groats (40), pennies (23), forgery (1).
Henry VIII:
First coinage - groats (4), half groats (7), pennies (10). Second
coinage - groats (271), half groats (171), pennies (52). Third coinage
- groats (32), half groats (4), pennies (8).
Henry VIII (posthumous): Pennies (8).
Uncertain:
Pennies (pre-Henry VII, 2; Henry VII-VIII, 7).

P L A T E 16

SYMONS: DEBASEMENT HOARD (1)

PLATE 1

SYMONS: DEBASEMENT HOARD (2)

FOUR SEVENTEENTH CENTURY TREASURE TROVES
B.J. COOK

1.

Barrow Gurney, Avon, 1990

THIS hoard was discovered on 3 and 4 June 1990 at St Catherine's Farm, Barrow Gurney,
near Bristol. The finder, Mr D. V. Clapp, was using a metal detector to explore the area
with the permission of the farmer. The coins, with one or two exceptions, were found
within an area of about three square feet at depths of between 3-4" and 18". The find was
reported to the coroner's office at Bristol and the coins sent to the British Museum for
examination. An inquest was held on 19 July at which the coins were declared to be
treasure trove. A photographic record of the hoard, together with a list of weights remain
on file at the British Museum. The hoard was acquired by the Woodspring Museum,
Weston-super-Mare.
The hoard includes ten groats of Mary, denominations of Elizabeth from the half-groat
to the shilling and concludes with three shillings of James I, the latest being initial mark
rose (1605-6). The face value of the English coins present was £2 5s. lOd. Also present are
Scottish thistle merk of 1602 and two Spanish pieces.
Hoards from the reign of James I turn up relatively infrequently. The Barrow Gurney
find resembles several of the other examples in size: Wistow, near Selby (115 coins),
Barrow, Leicestershire (57 coins), Denby, near Barnsley (36 coins) and Sheffield (3 gold
and 100 silver coins).1 In content it resembles closely the Wistow hoard which also
consisted of groats of Mary, twopences through to shillings of Elizabeth and had its latest
coins dating to around 1605. 2 An uncommon feature of the Barrow Gurney hoard is the
presence of the two 1 real pieces of Ferdinand and Isabella. Both were considerably worn.
One had been pierced but, to judge from the evidence of wear, had continued to circulate
afterwards. The close links between the port of Bristol and Ireland, where Spanish silver
played an important part in the currency, may account for these pieces.
CATALOGUE
Mary

groat

pomegranate

7

lis

3

Philip and Mary

groat
Elizabeth

shilling

sixpence

cross crosslet (1560-1)
A (1583-4/5)
crescent (1587-89/90)
tun (1591/2-4)
key (1595/6-7/8)
anchor (1597/8-1600)
pheon (1561-5): 1561
lion (1566/7-7): 1566
coronet (1567-70): 1568 (1); 1569 (1); 1570 (1)

1
See I D. Brown and M. Dolley, Coin Hoards of Great
Britain and Ireland 1500-1967 (London, 1971), pp. 24-5.

2

'Recent Finds', NC ser. 6, 3 (1943), 107.

1
1
2

2

3
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castle (1569/70-2): 1569 (1); 1571 (2)
eglantine (1574-8): 1575
plain cross (1578-80): 1580
crescent (1587-89/90): 1587 (1); 1588 (1)
tun (1591/2-4); 1592 (1); 1593 (1)
key (1595/6-7/8): 1596

3
1
1
2
2
1

groat

cross crosslet (1560-1)
martlet (1560-1)
illegible 1558-61

5
1
1

threepence

pheon (1561-5): 1561 (1); illegible (1)
rose (1565-65/6): 1565
eglantine (1574-8): 1575
long cross (1580-1): 1580

2
1
2
1

halfgroat

bell (1582/3-83)
escallop (1584/5-87)
crescent (1587-89/90)
hand (1589/90-91/2)
woolpack (1594-95/6)

1
2
1
1
2

James I

shilling, first coinage (1603-4)
first bust
second coinage (1604-19)
third bust
fourth bust

thistle (1603-4)

1

lis (1604-5)
rose (1605-6)

1
1

1602 (6.81g)

1

Seville mint (3.11g)
mint mark illegible (2.2g, pierced)

1
1

Scotland
James VI

thistle-merk
Spain
Ferdinand and Isabella

1 real

1497-1504 issue,

Weight (in grams) 3

Elizabeth I

1
0.91

Mary
Elizabeth I

1
1.57
1.71

-1561
1561-82
1582-1603

Halfgroat
2
3
7
90.3
Groat
2
10
7

3
78.1
85.1

James I
3

In the catalogue for each hoard details of mean weights
are given in the format used by E.M. Besly in English Civil
War Coin Hoards, British Museum Occasional Paper No. 51
(London, 1987). Column 1 gives the average weight of all

Threepence
1
2
3
1.23
6
81.6
1

Sixpence
2

3

2.89
2.87

10
5

96
95.3

1

Shilling
2

3

5.90

1

98.0

6.03
5.88

7
3

100.2
97.7

specimens found; column 2 records the number of specimens
in the hoard; Column 3 expresses the average weight of the
specimens found as a percentage of the official weight
standard.
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Revesby, Lincolnshire, 1989

The first coin from this hoard was discovered on 13 January 1989 by Mr John Derry while
using a metal detector. Over the next three days he recovered the rest of the hoard from
within an area of 130 yards x 30 yards. He also found a piece of leather in association with
the coins. The finder properly reported his discovery to the police and the coins were
brought to the British Museum. An inquest was held on 9 May 1989 at which they were
declared treasure trove. As neither the British Museum nor the local museum wished to
acquire any material from the find, the coins were returned to the finder. Photographs of
the hoard and a list of weights remain on file at the British Museum.
Consisting solely of sixpences and shillings belonging to a fairly typical range of issues,
the coins present add up to a face value at the time of deposit of £4 7s. The Revesby hoard
is relatively unremarkable for a Civil War deposit. It adds another to the large number of
recorded hoards which close with the triangle in circle initial mark, 1641-3. 4
CATALOGUE
Edward VI

shilling

tun (1552-3)

1

English titles, date illegible

1

shilling

cross crosslet (1560-1)
martlet (1560-1)
A (1583^1/5)
hand (1589/90-91/2)
tun (1591/2-4)
key (1595/6-7/8)
two (1602-3)

3
2
3
1
1
1
2

sixpence

pheon (1561-5): 1563 (1); 1565 (2);
rose (1565-65/6): 1565 (2); 1566 (1)
portcullis (1565/6-66/7): 1566 (2)
lion (1566/7-7): 1567 (1)
coronet (1567-70): 1567 (1); 1568 (2); 1570 (1)
castle (1570-2): 1571 (3); 1572 (1)
eglantine (1574-8): 1574 (1); 1575 (1)
plain cross (1578-80): 1579 (1)
long cross (1580-1): 1581 (1)
sword (1581-2/3): 1582 (1); uncertain (1)
escallop (1584/5-7): 1585 (1)
uncertain: 1592 (1)
tun (1591/2-4): 1592 (1); 1593 (2)
key (1595/6-7/8): 1596 (2)
one (1601-2): 1601 (1)

3
3
2
1
4
4
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
2
1

Philip and Mary

shilling
Elizabeth

James I

shilling, first coinage (1603-4)
first bust
second coinage (1604—19)
third bust
fourth bust

thistle (1603-4)
lis (1604-5)
rose
coronet (1607-9)

4
See Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards, pp. 2-4, 806; and T.H. McK. Clough and B.J. Cook, 'The 1987 Ryhall

Treasure Trove', BNJ 58 (1988), 96-101.

2
1
1
1
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fifth bust
third coinage (1619-25)
sixth bust

uncertain

1

lis (1623-4)

1

thistle: 1603 (1)
lis (1604-5): 1604
uncertain: 1604
rose (1605-6): 1605
rose: 1605
coronet (1607-9): 1608 (1); 1609? (1)

1
1
1
2
1
2

thistle (1621-3): 1622
lis (1623-4): 1624

1
1

shilling (Sharp's classification)"*
C2/3
C2/6
D4/1
El/1
E2/2
E2 or 3/2
F3/1
F3/1
F5/1
F5/2
Gl/2
Gl/2
Gl/2

rose (1631-2)
rose
portcullis (1633-4)
bell (1634-5)
crown (1635-6)
tun (1636-8)
tun
anchor (1638-9)
triangle (1639-40)
triangle
triangle
star
triangle in circle

1
1
3
2
4
3
2
7
1
1
4
7
7

sixpence
Group D
Group E
Group F

bell (1634-5)
anchor (1638-9)
triangle (1639-40)

1
1
1

sixpence, first coinage (1603^1)
second bust
second coinage (1604—19)
third bust
fourth bust
third coinage (1619-25)
sixth bust

Charles I

Weight (in grams)

Sixpence
Edward VI
Mary
Elizabeth I
James I
Charles I

-1561
1561-82
1582-1603
lis-tun
anchor-star
triangle-in-circle

Shilling

1

2

3

2.68
2.76
2.74
2.87
3.13

23
8
10
1
2

89.3
92.0
91.3
95.7
104.3

5
M.B. Sharp, "The Tower shillings of Charles I and their
influence on the Aberystwyth issue', BNJ 47 (1977), 102-13.

1
4.60
5.12
5.42

2
1
1
5

3
76.4
85.0
90.0

5.50
5.26
5.79
5.82
6.01

8
7
16
20
7

91.4
87.4
96.2
96.7
99.8
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Caunton, Nottinghamshire, 1988

The Caunton hoard adds another to the group of Civil War hoards found in and around
Newark. 6 It was initially discovered by members of the Nottinghamshire Footpaths
Preservation Society on 23 August 1988, who were exploring a possible route for a later
walk. These alerted the police and coroner. Further portions were subsequently recovered
by the tenant farmer, relatives of the landowner, working with a metal detector operator,
and one of the county archaeological team. It proved necessary to retain the coins found by
all these individuals (thirteen in all, some acting in combination) in distinct parcels
throughout the whole treasure trove procedure.
The coins were submitted to the British Museum for a report and were declared treasure
trove at an inquest held on 26 September 1989. A few pieces were retained by the British
Museum and the rest of the hoard was acquired by the Newark Museum. A detailed list of
weights remains on file at the British Museum.
The findspot lay on a footpath through Muskham Woodhouse Farm, about four miles
north west of Newark, between Caunton and Kelham. The site is a little to the south of
Muskham Wood as it currently exists. The coins had apparently become exposed at the
surface through natural erosion, as the land in the vicinity had not been ploughed in recent
years.
The hoard is sizable, 1571 silver coins in all, with few low denomination pieces: eight
groats and one badly preserved piece which may be a halfgroat. The latest Tower issues
represented have the initial mark (P), probably in use from April 1643 to March 1644.
There are a few pieces from Aberystwyth and royalist issues from York and Oxford, both
of which opened in 1643. A significant number of continental pieces are also present,
principally from the Spanish Netherlands, with a patagon of 1639 being the latest item.
These are well-attested from other hoards, including the two Newark hoards, and
contemporary references.7 Notably there is Charles I's proclamation from Oxford of 4
March 1643/4 which gave currency to a range of European pieces, providing official
valuations for ducatons (5s.6d.) and patagons (4s.6d.), as well as 'Rix Dollers' (4s.8d.).
The presence in the Caunton hoard of a Netherlands rijksdaalder of Zeeland may provide
an identification for the latter.
The face value of the English issues in the Caunton hoard was £58 Os. lOd. Including the
Scottish and Irish coins present at their customary valuation (9d for James I's Irish shillings
and ls.Hd. for his thistle merks), and rating the foreign coin at the values set out in the
proclamation of 1643 gives an overall value of £62 14s. 9d.
A deposit date of around 1644 would seem likely, which would make the hoard a little
later than the Newark (Crankley Lane) hoard of 1957, which ended with triangle in circle
pieces.8 The date of the Newark (Balderton Gate) gold hoard of 1961 is less certain: 97
coins, with a terminal date of 1640, were declared treasure trove, but a further 64 coins,
possibly part of the same find, included at least one piece of the initial mark Eye (1645). 9
A hoard deposited in the Newark region in 1643-4 would be eminently credible. Newark
was besieged by parliamentary troops from Nottingham in February 1644 before being
relieved on 12 March by Prince Rupert advancing from Chester. During the summer of
1644 the parliamentary forces in Nottingham were themselves attacked by the royalists
from Newark. Following Marston Moor there was another siege of Newark in December
1644 to March 1645.
6
See J.P.C. Kent, 'Hoard reports XVI-XX centuries'
BNJ 37 (1968), 138-9; and 'Newark siege money and Civil
War coin hoards', Cunobelin (1969), pp. 22-5, reprinted
from Newark-on-Trent. The Civil War Siege Works, Royal
Commission on Historical Monuments (1964), pp. 72-3.
7
See Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards, pp. 62-4 and

Coins and Medals of the English Civil War (London, 1990),
pp. 70-3.
8
Kent, 'Hoard reports', p. 139; Besly, English Civil War
Coin Hoards, p. 83.
9
Kent, 'Newark siege money. . .', p. 25; Besly, English
Civil War Coin Hoards, p. 78.
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CATALOGUE

Edward VI

shilling

tun (1552-3)
Y (1549-51)

Mary

groat

1551-3

Philip and Mary

shilling
sixpence
Elizabeth

shilling

sixpence

full titles
English titles, 1554 (1); 1557 (1); illegible (1)
lis (1558-60)
cross crosslet (1560-1)
martlet (1560-1)
bell (1582/3-3)
A (1583-4/5)
escallop (1584/5-7)
crescent (1587-89/90)
hand (1589/90-91/2)
tun (1591/2-4)
woolpack (1594-5/6)
key (1595/6-7/8)
anchor (1597/8-1600)
one (1601-2)
two (1602-3)
star (milled)
uncertain

5
33
27
6

13
13
4
4
21

13
7
4
6

8

1
1

pheon (1561-5): 1561 (22); 1562 (10); 1563 (2);
1564 (8); 1565 (2); uncertain (9)
51
rose (1565-65/6): 1565 (9)
9
portcullis (1565/6-66/7): 1566 (20) 1567 (1)
?1
lion (1566/7-7): 1566 (1); 1567 (4)
5
uncertain: 1567 (1)
1
coronet (1567-70): 1567 (6); 1568 (22); 1569 (18);
1570 (4); uncertain (4)
54
castle (1570-2): 1570 (5); 1571 (8)
13
uncertain: 1570 (1)
1
ermine (1572-3): 1572 (17); 1573 (13)
30
acorn (1573-4): 1573 (12); 1574 (4)
16
eglantine (1574-8): 1574 (12); 1575 (12);
1576 (2); uncertain (3)
27
plain cross (1578-80): 1578 (16); 1579 (5);
uncertain (1)
22
long cross (1580-1): 1580 (23); 1581 (9);
uncertain (1)
33
uncertain 1581 (1); 1582 (2)
3
sword (1581-2/3): 1582 (8)
8
bell (1582/3-3): 1582 (3); 1583 (11)
14
A (1583-4/5): 1583 (5); 1584 (5)
10
escallop (1584/5-7): 1584 (2); 1585 (8);
uncertain (1)
n
crescent (1587-89/90); 1587 (3); 1588 (2);
1589 (4); uncertain (2)
n
hand (1589/90-91/2): 1590 (5); 1591 (4);
1592 (1)
10
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tun (1591/2-4): 1592 (10); 1593 (11); 1594 (3);
uncertain (1)
woolpack (1594-5/6): 1594 (7); 1595 (2);
1596 (1); uncertain (1)
uncertain: 1594 (1)
key (1595/6-7/8): 1596 (3); 1597 (1); 1598 (1)
one (1601-2): 1601 (2)
two (1602-3): 1602 (11)
star (milled) (2)
uncertain
g r °at

cross crosslet
uncertain

93

25
11
1
5
2
H
2
3
2
2

?halfgroat

i

James I

half-crown, second coinage (1604-19)
shilling, first coinage (1603-4)
first bust
second bust
second coinage (1604-19)
third bust
fourth bust

fifth bust

third coinage (1619-25)
sixth bust

sixpence, first coinage (1603-4)
first bust
"
second bust
second coinage (1604-19)
third bust
uncertain
fourth bust

third coinage (1619-25)
sixth bust

lis (1604-5)

1

thistle (1603^4)
thistle
uncertain
lis (1604-5)

6
11
1
14

lis
uncertain
rose (1605-6)
rose
escallop (1606-7)
grapes (1607)
coronet (1607-9)
uncertain
coronet
key (1609-10)
trefoil (1613)
tun (1615-16)
uncertain

18
2
8
12
10
7
5
2

thistle (1621-3)
lis (1623-4)
trefoil (1624)

4
4
2
2
2
3
4
3

thistle (1603-4): 1603
thistle: 1603 (6); 1604 (3)
lis (1604-5): 1604

8
9
10

lis: 1604 (7); 1605 (3)
uncertain: 1604 (2); date illegible (1)
lis
rose (1605-6): 1605
escallop (1606-7): 1606 (5); 1607 (2)
grapes (1607): 1607
coronet (1607-9): 1607 (1); 1608 (2);
uncertain (1)
bell (1610-11): 1610

10
3
1
3
7
2

thistle (1621-3): 1622
lis (1623-4): 1624
trefoil (1624): 1624

1
1
2

4
1
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Charles I

Tower mint

half-crown

1/2

11/2

III/l

III/2
111/3
IV

forgery

lis (1625-6) (with plume)
plumes (1630-1)
harp (1632-3)
portcullis (1633-4)
bell (1634-5)
crown (1635-6)
crown (with plume)
tun (1636-8)
anchor (1638-9)
triangle (1639^10)
star (1640-1)
star
triangle in circle (1641-3)
(P) (1643-4)
uncertain
triangle

shilling (Sharp's classification)

A1/1

A2/1
Cl/1
C2/1
C2/1
Dl/1
D2/1
D3/1
D4/1
D5/1
D4/1
D5/1
El/1
El/2
E2/2
E2/2
E2/3
El/2
E2 or 3/2
E4/2
E5/2
E
Fl/1
F2/1
F3/1
F2/1
F3/1
F5/1
F6/1
F
F5/1
F5/2
F6/1
F6/2
Gl/1

Gl/2
Gl/2

Gl/2
Gl/2
Gl/2

lis
lis (1625)
plumes (1630-1)
plumes
rose (1631-2)
harp (1632-3)
harp
harp
harp
harp
portcullis (1633-4)
portcullis
bell (1634-5)
bell
bell
crown (1635-6)
crown
tun (1636-8)
tun
tun
tun
uncertain
tun
tun
tun
anchor (1638-9)
anchor
anchor
anchor
uncertain
triangle (1639^10)
triangle
triangle
triangle
triangle
triangle
star (1640-1)
triangle in circle (1641-3)
(P) (1643-4)
uncertain

1
1
5
2
2
15
1
9
5
13
10
5
50
6

3
1

2

2
1
10
1
5
3
3
4
2
7
7
16
4
1
35
3
3
58
2
1
1

5

1

19

1
19
12
4
l
9
1
1
2
2
41
58
130
26
24
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sixpence Group B
Group C
Group D

Group E

Group F

Aberystwyth

cross calvary (1625-6): 1626
heart (1629-30): 1629
plume (1630—1)
rose (1631-3)
harp (1632-3)
portcullis (1633-4)
harp or portcullis
bell (1634-5)
crown (1635-6)
tun (1636-8)
tun
anchor (1638-9)
triangle (1639-40)
uncertain
triangle
star (1640-1)
triangle in circle (1641-3)

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
4
16
11
3
12
7
1
8
7
3

mint

shilling N2329
sixpence N2335

book (1639-42)
book

1
1

lion (1643-4)

1

1643
plume (1642-3)

1
1

bell (1603-4)

1

martlet (1604-5)
rose (1605-6)
escallop (1606-7)

1
3
1

1601 (2); 1602 (4); uncertain (1)

7

type IV (1); type V (1)
1632

1
2
2

1620 (28.47g)

1

Brabant, Antwerp (13.45g)
Brabant, Bois-le-Duc (6.86g)
Brabant, Antwerp (6.5g, 6.52g. 6.78g, 6.73g)
Tournai,
6.71,6.54g,
6.93g);6.6g)
1616(1: 6.54g)
Brabant, undated
Brussels (2:
(6.82g,

1
1
4
3

York mint

shilling

N2316

Oxford mint

half-crown N2415
shilling
N2439
Ireland
James I

shilling first coinage
shilling

second coinage

Scotland
James VI

thistle-merk
Charles I

30-shillings first coinage (1625-34)
30-shillings third coinage (1637-42)
6-shillings
United Provinces

Zeeland

Dutch rijksdaalder

Spanish Netherlands
Albert and Isabella

j patagon
I patagon
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Flanders, Bruges: undated (3: 6.43g, 6.71g, 6.83g);
1612 (1: 6.84g)
"
4

Philip IV of Spain
ducaton

Flanders, Bruges: 1638 (32.64g)
Brabant, Antwerp: 1636 (32.48g)
Brabant, Antwerp: 1637 (16.13g)
Brabant, Antwerp: 1632 (2:27.9g, 27.2g); 1638
(1:27.57g)
Brabant, Brussels: 1631 (1: 26.59g); 1636 (1:
26.35g)
Flanders, Bruges: 1633 (27.87g)
Tournai: 1633 (26.56g)
Artois: 1639 (27.9g)
Brabant, Brussels: 1635 (13.54g)
Brabant, Brussels: 1627 (6.83g)
Artois: 1625 (6.25g)

i ducaton
patagon

patagon
patagon
Weight (in grams)

Edward VI
Mary
Elizabeth I
James I
Charles I

1
2.99
2.61
-1561
1561-82
1582-1603
lis-tun
anchor-star
triangle-in-circle

(P)

4.

2.63
2.69
2.73
2.90
2.94
3.10

Sixpence
2
3
1
99.7
3
87.0
316
98
62
43
35
3

87.7
89.7
91.0
96.7
98.0
103.3

1
4.65
5.36
5.38
5.59
5.59
5.86
5.90
5.96
5.97

Shilling
2
3
4 77.2
5 89.0
66 89.4
98
122
188
150
130
26

92.9
92.9
97.3
98.0
99.0
99.2

1

Half-crown
2
3

14.49
14.59
14.94
14.97

36
33
50
5

96.6
97.3
99.6
99.8

Wraxall, Dorset, 1988

The Wraxall hoard is another metal detector find. Its discovery occurred on 8 May 1988 in
a field known as Henningsmead at Sandhills in the parish of Wraxall, near Cattistock, not
far from Dorchester. The finder, Mr David Burton, together with the local farmer Mr
Hallett, recovered the coins from an area of about 4 square yards mostly between 2" and 9"
deep. The farmer recalled that the field had been ploughed at least once, six or seven years
previously. The site is close to a route going from Wraxall Lane northwards to Metford
Mill and Evershot. The route is indicated on the Tithe map of 1840.
The coins were examined by Mr Laurence Keen, the County Archaeological Officer for
Dorset, who reported on them for the coroner. Also found on the site were broken pieces
of earthenware pottery of several different types, some of which had the remains of glazing
and decoration. Mr Keen's comments on the pottery were as follows:
Those sherds with remains of decoration are similar to pottery known to have been manufactured in North
Somerset and at Lyme Regis. Pottery of this type is well known from many archaeological sites in Dorset: it
dates from the sixteenth century and continued to be produced into the eighteenth century. Although this
dating corresponds to the date range of the coins, there is no evidence to suggest conclusively that the pottery
has any connection with the coins.

At an inquest on 29 September 1988 the coins were declared to be treasure trove. They
were delivered to the British Museum where, as Dorset Museum had declared an interest
in acquiring them, they were prepared for the next meeting of the Treasure Trove
Reviewing Committee, on 15 March 1989. In the event Dorset Museum withdrew its
interest and the hoard was returned to the finder.
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The Wraxall Treasure Trove belongs to a class of late seventeenth century hoard which
is well attested: the combination of a collection of often very worn, hammered silver
pieces, mostly of the 1640s or earlier, with a handful of high denomination silver of Charles
l i s milled issues. Similar hoards include the Staple, Canterbury, hoard of 138 coins, which
included three milled halfcrowns, 10 and the Cople, Beds., hoard of 35 coins (4 crowns and
2 halfcrowns of the milled issue). 1 1
CATALOGUE
Elizabeth

shilling

lis (1558-60)
cross crosslet (1560-1)
martlet (1560-1)
eglantine (1574-8)
crescent (1587-89/90)
A (1583-4/5)
tun (1591/2-4)
one (1601-2)

sixpence

pheon (1561-5): 1561? (1); uncertain (2)
rose (1565-65/6): 1565?
castle (1570-2): 1571
ermine (1572-3): 1572
acorn (1573-4): 1573
eglantine (1574-8): 1577 (1); illegible date (1)
plain cross (1578-80): 1578 (2); 1580? (1)
long cross (1580-1): 1580
sword (1581-2/3): 1582
bell (1582/3-83): 1583
crescent (1587-89/90): 1588 (1); 1589 (1)
hand (1589/90-91/2): 1591
tun (1591/2-4): 1592
uncertain: 1595
one (1601-2): 1601 (1); 1602 (1)
two (1602-3): 1602
uncertain

James I

shilling, first coinage (1603-4)
second bust
second coinage (1604-19)
fourth bust
third coinage (1619-25)
sixth bust
sixpence, first coinage (1603-4)
second bust
second coinage (1604-19)
fourth bust
third coinage (1619-25)
sixth bust
10

thistle (1603-4)
lis (1604-5)
rose (1605-6)
grapes (1607)
uncertain
lis (1623^1)
trefoil (1624-5)
lis (1604-5): 1604
escallop (1606-7): 1606
rose (1620-1): 1621

"Recent finds', NC ser. 6, 3 (1943), 107.
S.A. Castle, 'Seven finds of sixteenth- to twentieth
century coins', BNJ 38 (1969), 174-5.
11
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Charles I

shilling (Sharp's classification)
Bl/1
D3/1

E2/2
E2/2
F3/1 (2/1?)
F3/1
F5/1
Gl/2
Gl/2
Gl/2
Gl/2
Gl/2

cross calvary (1625-6)
harp (1632-3)
bell (1634-5)
crown (1635-6)
tun
anchor (1638-9)
triangle (1639-40)
triangle
star (1640-1)
triangle in circle (1641-3)
sun (1645-6)
uncertain

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
4
2
2

anchor (1638-9)
triangle (1639-40)

1
2

1663 (29.57g, 29.57g)
1671 (29.54g)
1679 (30.32g)

2
1
1

bust
bust
bust
bust

1
1
1
1

sixpence Group E
sixpence Group F
Charles II

crown
E
sixpence I
halfcrown
halfcrown

D
H

halfcrown

I

1,
3,
3,
4,

1663 (14.45g)
1669 (14.85g)
1670 (14.77g)
1677 (14.59g)

Weight (in grams)

Sixpence
Elizabeth I
James I
Charles I

-1561
1561-82
1582-1603
lis-tun
anchor-star
triangle-in-circle
sun

Shilling

1

2

3

2.50
2.58
2.61

15
11
4

83.3
86.0
87.0

2.73

3

91.0

1
5.47

2
4

3
90.9

5.72
5.59
5.62
5.78
5.59
6.02

7
10
6
6
4
2

95.0
92.9
93.4
96.0
92.9
100.0

S Q U A R E P E G G E S A N D R O U N D ROBINS:
SOME MID-EIGHTEENTH CENTURY NUMISMATIC
DISPUTES
H.E. MANVILLE

BRITISH Numismatics as a science may fairly be said to have come of age in the
mid-eighteenth century with early discussions among antiquarians groping toward solutions to some of the more vexatious questions:
Who struck the ancient British coins dug up throughout southern England and what was the meaning of the
brief inscriptions on some of them?
Did the Anglo-Saxons coin any gold?
Where were the coins of Richard I and King John?
How could one differentiate the coins of William I and II; Henry II and III; Edwards I to III; and Henry IV to
the early issue of Henry VII?

The debates over these and other problems ranged well into the next century but gradually
the path toward historical solutions grew clearer - although not without false turns and
dead ends. We shall take a brief look at two of these questions and another that sprang
full-blown from a flan split on a single coin and the over-fertile imagination of several
mid-century antiquaries.
Numismatic studies in the first quarter of the eighteenth century attempted to sort out
some of the earliest English issues, as in the Numismata Anglo-Saxonica et Anglo-Danica
illustrata of Sir Andrew Fountaine, printed in the Thesaurus of Dr George Hickes in 1705; 1
and in Notae in Anglo-Saxonum nummos, published anonymously by Edward Thwaites in
1708. 2 A chapter in Ducatus Leodiensis by Ralph Thoresby, first published in 1715,
discussed coins in his private collection and was frequently referred to by other writers.3
With the Historical Account of English Money by Stephen Martin Leake, first published
anonymously in 1726, a handbook solely on the coins from the Conquest became
available.4 Although its original eight octavo plates illustrate fewer than seventy coins to
the Restoration, Leake's work lasted through the century - later editions of 1745 and 1793
bringing it up-to-date and including additional plates.
If we entered the eighteenth century with a virtual tabula rasa on specialized British
numismatic studies, at least there was a great opportunity for enquiring minds to have at
numismatic questions, and each other, in something resembling a scientific examination of
the problems. Numismatists tend to be a contentious lot, and the early years were not
1
Sir Andrew Fountaine (1676-1753) succeeded Isaac Lord Fairfax's executors. He lent specimens to Edmund
Newton as warden of the mint in 1727. He had built up a Gibson and Sir Andrew Fountaine for illustrations in the
Britannia and Numismata. Thoresby's collection was sold by
coin collection in Europe but sold it privately when renoBristow in March 1764.
vating his property at Narford, Norfolk.
2
4
Edward Thwaites (1667-1711) described coins from Sir
Stephen Martin Leake the elder (1702-1773) was born
Andrew Fountaine's collection in a privately-printed work.
Stephen Martin and assumed the surname Leake upon
3
Ralph Thoresby (1658-1725) inherited the nucleus of adoption as the heir of his uncle, Admiral Sir John Leake.
his collection from his father who had purchased them from
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always filled with a tranquil progression toward the truth. It is fortunate that many of the
letters between numismatists have been preserved by John Nichols in Literary Anecdotes
and Literary Illustrations of the Eighteenth Century and these have been drawn on to
supplement the pertinent printed numismatic monographs. Actors in the mid-eighteenth
century numismatic scene were principally located in or close to London. Those who put
their thoughts on paper tended to be clergymen or medical doctors or both, and (the
numismatic literary field comprising only two to three score individuals during the entire
century) if they did not know each other personally, they at least had friends and
acquaintances in common. Here are discussed five principals and three disagreements they
shared.
The Actors
Dr Patrick Kennedy (d. 1760)
The first person is the most enigmatic. His birth date is not recorded, at least not in
numismatic sources, and even his first name is something of a mystery. A native of
Scotland and generally referred to as 'Dr' Kennedy because of a medical degree, the
Dictionary of National Biography reports that, 'Bibliographers invariably assign him the
christian name of John, but he seems to have borne that of Patrick'.5 This is supported by a
plate of coins labelled: 'Ex musaeo Nostro D.P. Kenn(ediano)'.6
Kennedy resided at Smyrna for some time, where he was an assiduous collector of Greek
and Roman coins. He also purchased a selection of Greek regal coins from the celebrated
collection of Dr Richard Mead before the latter's death.7 At the sale of the Kennedy's own
collection in 1760, Philip Carteret Webb bought for £86.10s. the group of 256 coins of
Carausius (nine in silver) and 89 of Allectus that had formed the basis of Kennedy's studies
of these rulers. Kennedy died in the Strand 'at an advanced age' in 1760. 8 The majority of
his coins were sold privately to Matthew Duane and they reportedly passed into the hands
of Dr William Hunter, who augmented the group. Presumably most or all of them may be
seen in Glasgow today.
Kennedy's early interest in the coins of Carausius was apparently well known at least a
dozen years before a controversy over one enigmatic piece erupted into print, for in a letter
of February 1738/9 from George Ballard, 9 the Oxford antiquary, to Joseph Ames, 1 0
antiquary and bibliographer, a postscript asks, 'Pray, when you see Dr Kennedy, present
him with my humble service, and tell him that I have lately met with a very peculiar
Carausius, such a one as I flatter myself he has not in his Collection, and that it is at his
service'. 11
Dr William Stukeley (1687-1765)
Dr William Stukeley was born near Spalding in Lincolnshire and received his early
5

DNB XXX, 427.
(John Kennedy), A Dissertation upon Oriuna (London,
1751),fig.3.
7
Dr Richard Mead (1673-1754) formed one of the
earliest extensive coin collections in England. This was
catalogued by George North and sold by Langford in
February 1755.
8
DNB XXX, 427.
9
As recorded by Thomas Hearne, George Ballard
(1706-1755) and his sister were collecting coins by their early
6

twenties. Ballard had studied Anglo-Saxon and presumably
was interested in the coins of that period, although no
collection has been traced.
10
Joseph Ames (1689-1759) is best known as a bibliographer of the history of printing. He published an eight-page
index to Numismata Antiqua, the 1746 catalogue of the
collection of Lord Pembroke. His coin collection was sold by
Langford in February 1760.
11
John Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary History of the
Eighteenth Century (London 1817-58), 8 vols, vol. IV, 216.
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education at the Free School there. He was admitted a pensioner of Bene't (Corpus
Christi) College, Cambridge, on his sixteenth birthday and his early interests included
'physick', that is, natural science - more especially the art of healing. Upon taking an M.B.
degree in 1709, Stukeley went to London to study at St Thomas's under Dr Mead, returned
to Lincolnshire to practice for some years, then came back to London in 1717 and settled in
Great Ormond Street, Bloomsbury, where he became a fellow of the Royal Society and
secretary of the newly-founded Society of Antiquaries. A year after taking the degree of
M.D. at Cambridge in 1719, he was admitted a fellow of the (Royal) College of
Physicians.12
Stukeley's most noteworthy archaeological work was accomplished from this time into
the mid-1720s, through careful field observations - especially at Avebury and Stonehenge.
His early publications were divided between reports and speculations on antiquarian
remains and on medical treatises. In 1726 he retired to Grantham, where he married a lady
of good family and fortune but soon became greatly afflicted with gout. While in 'this
country retirement he disposed his collection of Greek and Roman coins according to the
order of the Scripture History'. 13 From about 1730 much of his work was influenced by
increasingly-eccentric antiquarian and theological theories and 'his familiar friends used to
call him "The Arch-Druid of this A g e ' " . 1 4
These combined interests in antiquities and religion sometimes showed an exceedingly
imaginative bent, such as his peculiar theories that Greek and Roman deities were derived
from true biblical personages (e.g. that Adam became Hercules and Cain became
Ganymede) and that the actual days of striking Roman coins can be determined from the
legends and iconography:
'(T)he custom and business of the Mintmasters was to stamp the coins, in a certain rotation, every year. So that
the same festivals in the year produced the same coin. And similar events in any emperor's reign were generally
commemorated by coins, on the same stated days of the year, when those deities were celebrated, which were
supposed to regard the action'. 15
'(T)he coins (of Carausius) with the bust turned to the right, whether radiate, helmeted, laureate, single,
bijugate, trijugate, were struck on 1 jan. (in honour of Janus)'.

Even the year of striking can be exactly determined: the PAX coins of Carausius with plain
'area' (his word for the field) and exergue were struck in AD 290, those with letters in the
field in 291, with letters in exergue only in 292, with transverse spear in 293, and with
letters in both field and exergue in 294. Stukeley does not explain how he arrived at these
dates except to note that the year 293 was the quinquennalia of the emperor. 16
From about the age of forty, ill-health and the demands of his profession began to turn
his thoughts to the Church, with its possibility of greater financial stability and more time
for writing. He took ordination in 1729 and was presented to the liying of All Saints in
Stamford. Here he cured his gout with the newly-invented oleum arthriticum, which 'not
only saved his joints, but, with the addition of a proper regimen, and leaving off the use of
fermented liquors [this would not, of course, include sherry], he recovered his health and
limbs to a surprising degree, and ever after enjoyed afirm and active state of body, beyond
any example in the like circumstances, to a good old age'. 1 7
In 1737 his first wife died and the next year he married a sister of his very close
12

15
Stuart Piggott, William Stukeley: An Eighteenth Century
William Stukeley The Medallic History of Marcus
Antiquary (Oxford, 1950; revised New York, 1985), p. 10.
Aurelius Valerius Carausius, Emperor in Brittain (London,
13
J. Nichols, Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth
1757-9), II, 74.
16
Century, 9 vols (London," 1812-15), V. 504.
Stukeley. Medallic History, II, 114-15.
14
17
Nichols, Literary Anecdotes. V, 508.
Nichols, Literary Anecdotes. V, 502-3.
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antiquarian friends, Roger and Samuel Gale, and began to spend his winters in London.
Over the years, Stukeley had acquired several other provincial preferments but in 1747 the
Duke of Montagu persuaded him to vacate them by giving him the rectory of St George's
in Queen Square.
Stukeley spent the last years of his life 'completing a long and laborious work on ancient
British coins, in particular of Cunobeline; and felicitated himself on having from them
discovered many remarkable, curious, and new anecdotes, relating to the reign of that and
other British kings'. 18 It was never published, but the twenty-three plates prepared for it
were printed after his death by his executor son-in-law.19
Rev. Samuel Pegge, the elder (1704-1796)
Samuel Pegge was not only the longest-lived of the five, but was the most prolific
numismatic writer - many of his works being short pieces in The Gentleman's Magazine,
often under the pseudonyms 'Paul Gemsege' (an anagram of his name) or 'T. Row' (i.e.
the Rector of Whittington, one of his benefices), in addition to various combinations of
initials.
Pegge was born at Chesterfield, Derbyshire, where he received his early education. In
1731 he was given the vicarage of Godmersham, Kent, where he spent about twenty years,
writing on antiquities and collecting books and coins. In 1751 he was elected a fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries, and in the same year was inducted into the rectory of Whittington,
near Chesterfield, which he retained until his death. In 1791, aged 87, he was created DCL
by Oxford University and lived for five more years. Pegge's small collection of coins was
sold by Leigh & Sotheby in March 1797.
Although greatly admired by John Nichols ('being allowedly an excellent classical
scholar') 20 and the subject of an immoderate obituary in The Gentleman's Magazine21 his
fellow antiquarians have been more critical - and Stukeley did not escape either:
'Mr Pegge is extremely clever, and the learned world are under infinite obligations to him; but he has one fault,
which hurts him even as an antiquary, and that is, writing too much, and upon every thing'. (John Charles
Brooke, Somerset Herald, in a 1777 letter to the well-known antiquary Richard Gough). 22
'(I)t is lamentable to find a writer at the present day perpetuating the gross absurdities of the Pegge and
Stukeley school of antiquaries. "There is," says an author of antiquity, "a secret propensity in the blockheads of
one age to admire those of another".' And, expressing disgust with a recent work, Britannia after the Romans,
by Edward Davies: 'This surpasses the wild reveries of the author of the Medallic History of Carausius, and the
crazy speculations of Pegge!', (J. Y. Akerman, one of the founders of the London Numismatic Society and the
first editor of The Numismatic Chronicle).23
'Pegge . . . makes out that TASCIO was the name of the mint master of Cunobeline, and many of his
descriptions of the types of the coins and of their probable meaning are supremely ridiculous'. (Sir John
Evans).24

Rev. George North (1710-1772)
Like Dr Stukeley, George North attended Bene't College, Cambridge, taking a BA in
18

Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, V, 509.
Twenty-Three Plates of the Coins of the Ancient British
Kings; engraved under the direction of the late Revd Dr
Stukeley, MD, FRS, FSA and published by his Executor
richard Fleming, Esq. (London, nd, 1765?).
20
Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, VI, 231.
21
Gentleman's Magazine LXVI (1796): 'this truely
venerable and respectable Divine, who has for 50 years
honoured our miscellany with his learned correspond19

ence. . .', pp. 173-5, etc.
22
Quoted in Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary History,
vi, 364. John Charles Brooke (1748-1794) is not known as a
numismatist. Richard Gough (1735-1809) was the author of
several books on numismatic subjects. His collection was
sold by Leigh & Sotheby in 1810.
23
In NC 2 (1839-40), 207-8.
24
Sir John Evans, The Coins of the Ancient Britons
(London, 1864), p. 7.
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1728 and an MA in 1744. He became deacon, curate and finally vicar of the small village of
Codicote, Hertfordshire, until his death. Although the living was never worth more than
£80 a year, North was a diligent student of English coins and possessed a small collection.
He was friendly with and carried on a voluminous correspondence on English numismatics
with a number of the leading scholars of the time, including Dr Andrew Coltee Ducarel. 25
In 1756 he was listed as an Assistant Librarian in the first appointment of officers at the
British Museum.
On 7 August 1741, Dr Ducarel had presented North with a copy of Leake's Historical
Account, which North certainly used - annotating and extra-illustrating it. Ten years later,
North wrote to his friend for an early copy of Pegge's Dissertations, and a few months later
asked him to have his compliments presented to Pegge with a view to renewing their
correspondence - which had languished since North had been unable to provide an extra
copy of the catalogue of Lord Oxford's coin sale that Pegge had requested. 26
In 1742 North was elected a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries but his health after
about that time seems to have been uncertain. Fifteen years later he despaired of his own
life and ordered that a number of his papers be burnt. Among them may have been the
completed draft of a book on the coins of Henry III, on which he had worked for many
years and which had been promised to be printed a dozen years previously.
North died at his parsonage-house at Codicote in June 1772 aged 62 (not aged 65 as
stated in the Dictionary of National Biography). He left his library and coins to Drs
Anthony Askew and Michael Lort, the latter being his executor. Among the books was a
manuscript account of Saxon and English coins by North with drawings by Edward
Hodsol 27 and A Table of English Silver Coins from the Conquest to the Commonwealth,
with Remarks. Previously he had prepared the sale catalogues of the coin collections of the
Earl of Oxford and Dr Mead and personal catalogues of the Saxon coins of James West
and the English coins of Dr Ducarel. 28

Charles Clarke (1718-1780)
In the first edition of the Dictionary of National Biography Charles Clarke, 'antiquary; of
Balliol College, Oxford', received rather short shrift and was reported to have died in
1767. In later editions his entry was expanded somewhat and his death date brought
forward by thirteen years. He did not earn a degree at Oxford but did take holy orders.
Clarke was elected a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries in 1752, although in light of his
poor record as an antiquary, the Dictionary of National Biography found this 'rather
surprising (as he was) deficient in archaeological knowledge . . ,'. 2 9
When Clarke 'invited ridicule (by his) idle imaginings', he threatened to publish a
refutation of his critics, especially George North, but fortunately (for him) thought better
of it. He did, however, announce the publication of what was to have been his chief work
to be entitled, The Hebrew, Samaritan, Greek, and Roman Medalist. 'The work never
appeared, possibly from the fact that the author had become convinced of the danger of
trifling with numismatics'.30

25
Andrew Coltee Ducarel (1713-85) was Keeper of the who sold his collection of English and Anglo-Gallic coins to
Lambeth Library and author of the first major work in Samuel Tyssen en bloc.
28
English on the Anglo-Gallic series. For letters from and
Mead's collection was sold by Cock in March 1741/2 and
about North see Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, V, 426-69. etc. West's by Langford in January 1773.
29
26
DNB X. 417.
Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, V, 444 fn. and 447 fn.
27
Edward Hodsol or Hodsoll was a goldsmith in the Stand 30 DNB X, 417.
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Oriuna, England's Most Mythical Queen
The first of our disagreements has been referred to occasionally by numismatic writers
during the past two centuries31 but the arguments employed during the eighteenth century
serve to illustrate some of the difficulties of numismatic investigation at that time.
We could say that it was all Dr Mead's fault. Finding an unusual coin of Carausius, he
sent it off to France as a gift to the Royal Cabinet in Paris - leaving only an engraving for
English numismatists to chew over. Although the coin flan was split at one key point, the
first engraver 'tidied up' this defect in his woodcut and also omitted the faint top stroke to
one letter. The result was an apparent reading of ORIVNA instead of FORTVNA on the
reverse.
The Oriuna fantasy began quietly enough with the publication in April 1751 of a
pamphlet entitled 'A Dissertation upon Oriuna, said to be Empress, or Queen of England,
the supposed Wife of Carausius. . . This Coin of her's being lately sent to France . . , ' . 3 2
The work itself is not without controversy - being attributed to Dr Stukeley and to Dr
Kennedy in the Dictionary of National Biography. Through internal evidence and
placement to 'Dr K
dy' in The Gentleman's Magazine there can be little doubt that the
latter was the sole author. Kennedy accepted the Oriuna reading but asserted that it must
refer to Carausius's 'guardian goddess', rather than his wife.
The first overt attack, in The Gentleman's Magazine for July 1751, ridicules Kennedy's
conjectures: '(H)is reasons carry no air of probability, and his criticisms fall beside the
mark. On the contrary, the triliteral AVG, so common in these coins, and known to stand
for AVGVSTVS or AVGVSTA, which escaped his notice, appears decisive against him, and
plainly indicates that ORIVNA AVG. . . means the same as ORIVNA AVGVSTA, that is,
Oriuna the empress, or imperial consort.' 33 The article is unsigned but perhaps was not
written by Dr Stukeley because Kennedy had referred his readers 'to the ingenious and
learned Dr Steukley', and, although his name was misspelled, such a bow might have
softened this harsh attack from that quarter. Samuel Pegge is another possible author as
for almost half a century he seldom refrained from commenting in the pages of that
periodical on almost every numismatic subject that struck his fancy. However, the tone is
quite unlike Pegge's other writings and more similar to that of Charles Clarke.
'The Author of Oriuna' wasted no time in: 'taking notice of the uncivil manner in which
a writer in your Magazine has treated the author of the Dissertation on Oriuna, in his
ignorant and capricious remarks and criticisms,' and accused the culprit of selective
quotation.34
The next year, in his Palaeographia Britannia, No III, Dr Stukeley admitted that he had
not seen the actual coin in question but, relying on the available drawing and because none
of the usual symbols of Fortune were exhibited, he rejected the possibility that the reverse
legend actually was FORTVNA and affirmed that 'Oriuna' must have been the wife. 35
At almost the same time, in an appendix to his Conjectures on a Coin of Richard /,
Charles Clarke defiantly jumped into the fray:
31
N. Shiel, 'The "copper denarii" of Carausius', NCirc
Coin of Oriuna, and several others most remarkable of
(1973), 330-2; G.C. Boon, 'Oriuna Again', NCirc (1974),
Carausius, hitherto not made public, this Coin of her's being
428.
lately sent to France to his most Christian Majesty (London,
32
(John Kennedy), A Dissertation upon Oriuna, said to be 1751).
33
Empress, or Queen of England, the supposed wife of CarauGentleman's Magazine, XXI (1751), 314.
34
sius, Monarch and Emperor of Britain, who reigned in the
Gentleman's Magazine, XXI (1751), 369.
35
Time of Diocletian the great Persecutor of Christians, whom
William Stukeley 'Oriuna, Wife of Carausius' in
he was at War with for many Years, until received as
Palaeographia Britannia, or Discourses on Antiquities that
Colleague with him in the Roman Empire. Illustrated with the relate to the History of Britain, No III (1752).
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To confute is the immediate duty of every friend to truth, though not always received with that agreeable
respect as the grand foundation of all learning should. . .
The several errors in a pamphlet lately published, with the pompous title of 'A Dissertation on Oriuna the
supposed Wife of Carausius', has, I humbly presume, given sufficient opportunity for my thus offering these
remarks without committing offence to the unknown author, or extending the accustomed bound of civility.
If Conjectures may be allowed in this Inquiry, I will venture to offer mine, though not having seen the Coin, I
will not be positive; which is, allowing thefirst letter F to be wanting, either exeded or otherwise destroyed by
envious and subverting times, a misfortune too frequent on these learned Records, (the last letter in the
triliteral AVG. is wanting on the Head on the Legenda of this Coin, which must of consequence cause the
absence of the first letter on the Reverse [viz.] the F.) why may we not proceed and read the Legenda
FORTVNA. AVG. the I in ORIVNA may easily be taken for the T in FORTVNA, only wanting the cross stroke: Thus
the whole Legenda is regularly placed, no changing of letter admitted, nor does there appear any of the
Dissertator's hobgobling work.
I must coincide with the Dissertator, that this Medal gives very slight reason, if any, to conclude that the
female Person on this Medal is Oriuna the Wife of Carausius.36
Four years later, in 1756, Kennedy (again anonymously) followed with Further
Observations on Carausius, Emperor of Britain, and Oriuna, Supposed by some to be a real
person. With Answers to those trifling Objections made to the former Discourse. Illustrated
With Twelve extraordinary Coins of Carausius, Not hitherto published. The plate, headed
'Numismata selectiora Allecti et Carausii Britanniae Imperatorum, e Musaeo Kennediano', also has a single leaf of 'Explanatory Notes on the Plate of Allectus, Emperor of
Britain, with those of Carausius'. In the Further Observations text, Kennedy attacked all
who disagreed with him, especially Stukeley:
The different, idle, simple Criticisms, or ill-founded objections, which have been advanced by some, are in
Reality scarce worthy of public Notice. As to the Rev. Dr. St . . . y's Letter or Dissertation to prove Oriuna to
be the Wife of Carausius, I do verily believe he scarce believes it himself; but did in Reality only mean it, as a
high Puff, to this his Patron's Present to the Most Chr. King, and that our writer well knew he would readily
and ardently swallow such-like or the highest Adulation . . .
Yet I will venture to assert, that, if our very obliging Author should seriously apprehend he therein in the
least affirms Truth, I will freely venture to say, that such who know any thing of these Matters (and who knew
him,) none such will believe him. But waving, at present, Integrity, Sincerity, and Knowledge, in these
Assertions or Writings, we shall now enter upon his affirming, and learnedly proving, the Head of Oriuna to be
that of the Wife of Carausius.
This Coin, he assures you, is an undoubted true one, and yet freely owns he never saw it; which if indeed he
ever had, it would probably have been much the same. He farther affirms, that the Drawing thereof made at
Paris is a very exact one; yet I who have seen and frequently had and examined this Coin, do affirm it not to be
a strict or exact Drawing, it being greatly heightened, and fashioned out to their own Fancies; so making it as
they would have it, and much more plain and distinct that it in Reality is . . . Be these Things right or wrong,
our learned Doctor takes all for granted and undoubted; most learnedly haranguing us thereon. . , 3 7
Kennedy illustrated the increasingly infamous 'Oriuna' coin as the first figure on the
plate. This at last showed the flan crack but, in spite of his claim to have frequently 'had
and examined' the piece, he did not accept Clarke's obvious deduction that there should
have been an initial letter in the missing area to make the legend balance - and there is no
admission that part of the crossbar to the T appears on the actual coin.
36
Charles Clarke, Some Conjectures Relative to a Very
Antient Piece of Money Lately found at Eltham in Kent,
Endeavouring to Restore it to the Place it merits in the
Cimeliarch of English Coins, and to prove it a Coin of
Richard the First, King of England of that Name, To which
are added Some Remarks on a Dissertation (lately published)
on Oriuna the supposed Wife of Carausius, and on the
Roman Coins there mentioned (London, 1751), pp. 28, 32-31
(i.e. 33), 34.

37
(John Kennedy), Further Observations on Carausius,
Emperor of Britain and Oriuna, Supposed by some to be a
real Person. With Answers to those trifling objections made to
the former Discourse. Together With some new Thoughts
concerning his Successor, Allectus, Emperor also of Britain:
And particularly on that Gold Coin of Allectus, sent to France
from the same Hand. Illustrated with Twelve extraordinary
Coins of Carausius, not hitherto Published (London, 1756),
pp. 1-3.
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Meanwhile, Dr Stukeley appears not unnaturally to have taken the matter as a personal
challenge and began soliciting information on additional coins of Carausius with a view to
completing a numismatic and historical study of Carausius that he had drafted some years
previously. In this he had relied to a considerable extent upon material and coins sent to
him by Maurice Johnson. 38 The two volumes of his History of Carausius were finally
published in 1757 and 1759, more than ten years after they had been begun. In the preface,
he said he had 'no . . . need to retract' anything that he had written previously on the
'Oriuna' coin. 39
From the coins he has seen and a spurious manuscript attributed to Richard of
Cirencester, Stukeley derived an imaginative history of Carausius's life: that he was born at
St David's (Menapia) in Wales, 'of the old Brittish blood-royal', had a son named Sylvius,
and of course that the ORIVNA AVG 'medal' was struck in honour of his wife. Sylvius, who
existed only in Stukeley's vivid imagination, is given life by such entries as:
A.D. 290, march 17. On this day youths solemnly enter'd on man's estate, and now the emperor's son Sylvius
took the toga virilis: and his father declared him Caesar, he being sixteen years of age. On this great occasion,
many coins were struck.

He then lists some of the coins he believes were actually struck on that day. 40
Stukeley showed great ingenuity in assigning exergue letters to a wide variety of mint
towns: Alborough or Isurium (IM) and the Thornburgh Mint at Cateric or Cataractonium
(C, CXXI) in Yorkshire, St David's or Menapia in Wales (M, MC, MSP, MSR, MXXI),
Richborough or Rutupium (RS, RSR), Salisbury or old Sarum (S, SPC), and Southampton
or Clausentum (CLA), in addition to London (ML, MLXXI).
All this mixed-up nonsense only stirred Kennedy to a further splenetic outburst and, as
noted in Literary Anecdotes, he abused Stukeley in a six-penny quarto pamphlet entitled:
'A Letter to the Rev. Dr. Stukeley, on the first Part of his Medallic History of Carausius,
Emperor of Britain, his ill-grounded Opinions and most extraordinary Assertions therein
contained'.41 This later was reprinted, with a slightly different title, with hisfirst two papers
on the subject, still anonymously, under the general heading: Two Dissertations on the
Subject of Carausius . . . (and) A Letter to the Reverend Dr. S-k-y.
Stukeley and Kennedy had not always been at daggers drawn for in a letter addressed
'To Dr. Patrick Kennedy, at Mr. Watson's, a China-shop, by Buckingham-street, Strand,
London' and dated Stamford, 15 June 1747, Dr Stukeley writes:
'Your letter gave me great pleasure, in the hope of a complete account of the Coins of Carausius, from your
accurate hand. I have wrote many loose sheets of paper about his History, andflatter myself I could have made
an elegant and entertaining account of his seven years reign in Britain. But, having not skill enough to manage
the Booksellers, so as to get any reward for one's labours, I have long left off thoughts of it'. 42

After publication, Kennedy was not alone in finding Stukeley's Carausian theories
untenable, of course, and in a 1763 letter to John Hutchins, 'the Historian of Dorset', the
Rev. Charles Godwyn warned:
38
411
Maurice Johnson (1688-1755), founder of the
Stukeley, Medallic History I, 62, 122.
41
'Gentlemen's Society' at Spalding, had helped to plan a
(John Kennedy), A Letter to the Reverend Dr. S-k-y,
'Metallographia Britannica', dividing 'all the Legends and
on the first Part of his Medallic History of Carausius,
accounts of Coins that relate to Britain' intofiveareas. This Emperor of Britain, two ill grounded Opinions and most
project was never completed. See Nichols, Literary Anecextraordinary Assertions therein contained (London, [1752]).
42
dotes VI, 14, 23, 157fn.
Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, IX, 409 fn.
39
See Nichols, Literary Anecdotes IX, 409-10 fn.
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Ifind you correspond with Dr Stukeley. You must be very cautious there. He is extremely injudicious, and
whimsical to the last degree. His 'Carausius' is one of the wildest books that ever were written; and he is going
to publish another as wild upon the British Coins. He sometimes tires the patience of the Antiquarian Society
with a dissertation, which never fails of exciting laughter.43

If this last statement really reflects what had been happening, one begins to feel sorry for
the poor old man.
A 'Coin' of Richard I
In the eighteenth century, as now, many numismatists attempted to form a complete run of
coins of the English kings. While the Irish coins of King John couldfill in one gap, those of
his elder brother remained elusive. Charles Clarke hoped, at least partially, to supply the
deficit by offering a rather ordinary base-metal token as one of the 'missing' coins in Some
Conjectures Relative to a Very Antient Piece of Money . . . Endeavouring . . . to prove it a
Coin of Richard the First. . ,44
Although the supposed coin is acephalic and anepigraphic, it does show stars (mullets)
and crescents on one side and this was enough for Clarke to identify it because:
'In the antient Seals of this King Richard I. these Devices are always found, and in his Seals only, which
similitude of the Device in his Seal and this Coin, gives the strongest reasons to ascertain this is a Coin of that
King. The Crescent and Star are on the Coins likewise of his Brother and Successor King John; but are I think
always included by a triangular border, and have his Effigies and a Legenda.'45

Clarke's arguments in favour of the 'coin' of Richard I are slender indeed and he fleshed
out his discussion with backward-looking biblical statements such as that Tubal Cain of
Genesis iv, 22, 'an inventor [instructor] of every artificer in brass and iron, might claim the
honour of first inventing coins, but at least that there was stampt and current money in
Abraham's time (i.e. in the first half of the second millenium B.C.) is most certain.' 46
North ridiculed these preposterous assertions and commented witheringly: 'And as for
assigning "stamp'd Money" to the time of Abraham: What Connection can this Observation have with the Question, whether the Piece he has given a Draught of be a Coin of King
Richard I. of England?' 47
Clarke was even more imaginative in identifying the devices on early British coins:
'The Horse so frequently stampt on the British Money denotes this nation in great esteem for that generous
beast . . . as our country was famous for breeding of Horses . . . The wheel often to be seen under the Horse,
declares the making or repairing a Highway, The Pearl [stop?] which frequently is used to adorn their Coin,
alludes to the great plenty found in this island.'

According to Clarke, the Saxons, Danes, and Normans coined more silver than brass
and 'wisely guarded against the falsifiers of Money, by coining it exceeding thin, and
coined no larger Pieces than Pennies, which in their dimension are for the most part near
equal to the Groats of our hammered Money.'
Clarke also suggested that some of the pieces he calls 'Pollards, Crocars, and Rosaries'
may belong to English Kings, as could 'black Money . . . Coins of base metal, brought
hither by the Genoa Gallies'. He assigns some blame for the lack of acceptance of these
43
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Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, VI, 240 fn.
See n. 36.
Clarke, Some Conjectures, pp. 13-14.
Clarke, Some Conjectures, pp. 3-4.
G. North, Remarks on Some Conjectures, relative to an

antient Piece of Money endeavouring to prove it a Coin of
Richard, the First King of England of the Name. Shewing the
Improbability of the Notion therein advanced: that the Arguments produced in Support of it are inconclusive, or irrelative
to the Point in Question (London. 1752), p. 3.
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pieces and for other gaps in the catalogue of English coins to 'the ungenerous temper of
some few . . . stupid possessors' who ignorantly conceal their coins, 'either from the vanity
of possessing such treasure alone, lucre of gain, or envious mistrust of the labours of
others . . .' One suspects that several collectors had declined to send him their coins.
In 1752, George North, whom John Nichols lauded with: 'No man could be better
qualified for this task ( - who was) perfectly acquainted with the records and whole state
and history of the English Coinage', published Remarks on Some Conjectures . . . shewing
The Improbability of the Notion therein advanced; that the Arguments produced in Support
of it are inconclusive, or irrelative to the Point in
question.48
North shreds almost every paragraph of Clarke's conjectures - turning his statement,
'that to confute is the immediate Duty of every Friend to Truth', against him:
'My Regard to Truth gave me an increasing Concern, as I proceeded in the Perusal of those Conjectures; and
the Variety and Number of Errors in them . . . One would imagine the Conjecturer could not be so sensible of
the superlative Merit of some studies in the Medallic Science, without submitting his Conjectures and
Arguments to their Review and Censure; which had he done, it may be doubted at least, whether he would
have had Encouragement to lay them before the Public; and, without consulting some learned Friend, the
Temerity in such an Attempt must be acknowledged'.
As for the supposed coin of Richard I:
'Its Weight is Fifteen Grains and a half. - Another undeniable Proof it is not an antient English Coin; for all our
Pennies, from the Norman Conquest, till the 18th Year of King Edward III. weighed 22 Grains and a half Troy
Weight . . . It is no Pleasure to be oblig'd to say, that every Paragraph concerning our English Coins has almost
as many Mistakes as Sentences . .
And on Clarke's blaming the baseness of the piece on the 'Treachery of the Mint': 'This
is a most unjustifiable Reflection, grounded on no Fact; unsupported by any Testimony,
from Records, or Historians'.
'The Conjecturer could not but foresee that some Account would be expected why no Head or Legenda
appear on this Piece, as on all other English Coins; the Reason he gives, is, because K. Richard I. did not
assume the name of King, directly on the death of his Father Henry II . . . which occasioned a sort of
Interregunum, till the Coronation of Richard; though all the Time he was abroad, he did use the Seal with the
Star and Crescent.
The whole Sentence is a Jumble of Ambiguity, in order to convey a false Notion to the Reader: The last
words, particularly, would lead any one to imagine, that Richard was not crown'd, till his Return from the Holy
Land, and his Captivity. The facts are quite different from what the Reader was design'd to believe. K. Henry
II. died the 6th Day of July 1189. and K. Richard was crowned at Westminster the 3rd of September next
following . . . so that the Interval (no Interregnum) was not full Two Months . . .
And it's worth observing, that in hisfirst Great Seal, and to which our Conjecturer refers for the Crescent
and Star on it, he is stiled Ricardus Dei Gratia Rex Anglorum; but this was suppress'd, purely to make way for
a false and insufficient Support to his Conjectures.'
The reason for Clarke's 'shameful Blunder' that Saxon pennies were for the most part
broad as hammered groats 'is pretty easily discovered: Old Speed, in his History
England, gives the Representations of a fine Collection of the Saxon Coins (as they were
the Cotton Library) in Circles exactly equal to our old Groats . . . a cursory View of any
the real Coins could not but have inform'd him quite otherwise'.

as
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'The Pollards and Crocards (Crocardi in the Records) of Brass, did indeed pass here for Pence, and afterwards
(a little while, till cried down) for Half-pence: Yet these were not English Coins, but brought from abroad per
Mercatores Alienigenas (who exported our Sterlings), as the Proclamation for the prohibiting the Currency of
them expresses; and therefore are noways concerned in the present Argument'.
48

See n. 47.
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In this matter, for once Dr Stukeley merited some praise from one of our other
principals:
'Dr Stukeley's opinion relating to Mr. Clarke's coin, that it is no other than a Counter, is near the matter; but a
more particular account of what it is, and which I apprehend is the best that can now be given, will be seen in
my Answer; though I was under no obligation to proceed any farther than to shew it was not what that
gentleman pretended it was. . ,' 4 9
To sum up:
'(T)he Piece which our Author has produced . . . is, we apprehend, no other than one of these which were
denominated Penyard Pence, from their being made or stamp'd at Penyard, a Place near Ross in
Herefordshire, where of old were Iron Works . . . About (the time of Henry III) this sort of base Money (if we
may be allow'd to call any Piece Money which does not come from the Royal Mint) is supposed to begin to be
made there, to be current among the Workmen at the Forges . . .
As to the Gentleman, whose Conjectures are herein opposed, it is imagin'd he will meet with some
Obligations of performing his Promise, p. 23, that he shall with Pleasure retract these Conjectures, if any Mark,
Device, or Reason, can be produced to the contrary. . . May this be no Discouragement to the Publication of
his Majlis Opus; in which he has my hearty good Wishes of better Success.'
In spite of, or perhaps because of, these faint 'good wishes' and Clarke's original
published invitation to refutations, he was enraged or, as North put it in a letter to Dr
Ducarel, dated 22 March 1752 (presumably 1751/2):
'The particulars which you mention . . . concerning Mr Clarke give me some small surprize, but not the least
uneasiness, as not being conscious of giving him any just reason of being so prodigiously angry. As I have no
personal knowledge of the Gentleman, there can be no room of doubting the truth of my assurance of having
no personal resentment against him. My Remarks were designed only against his Conjectures . . . (If my
conclusions) are erroneous or improper, I stand willing and ready to receive conviction: but to whatever shall
be offered by way of answer, if no better supported than hisfirst notion, I will not fail to give a proper and sober
reply.
If any abuse has been or shall be offered, I shall take such notice of it as prudence and good manners shall
direct. The whole is only a question of curiosity; and every man has an equal liberty to offer his own opinion, or
point out the invalidity of the opinion of others. I shall be always willing to retract my own errors, and as
equally resolute in defending what cannot be confuted.
Give me leave to expect from your friendship an account of whatever Advertisements or Publications
concern me or my Remarks, that silence (through want of information at this distance) may not be interpreted
into inability or conviction.'50
Were There Anglo-Saxon Gold Coins?
The possible existence of genuine Anglp-Saxon gold coins struck in England generated
much heat in the mid-eighteenth century and the matter still provoked arguments well into
the nineteenth. 5 1 The dispute had apparently been simmering for some time and was
brought to a head by two letters sent to the Antiquarian Society by Samuel Pegge in the
summer of 1 7 5 1 . The first discussed the famous 'Wigmund' gold piece in the Pembrochian
cabinet, 'proving' it genuine and assigning it to Wulstan, Archbishop of York in the tenth
century, with 'Vigmund' as his moneyer, and possibly struck as a medal to commemorate
the peace 'between King Edmund and King Anlaf, A D 942. by the Mediation of our
Prelate and of Odo Archbishop of Canterbury'. 5 2
49
Letter from North to Dr Ducarel, 13 February 1751/2, gold penny', BNJ 25 (1945-8). 259-76.
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in Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, V, pp. 701.
Samuel Pegge, A Series of Dissertations on some
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Elegant and very Valuable Anglo-Saxon Remains (London,
Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, IX, 615-16.
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See for example the discussion of a claimed but doubted 1750), no. I: 'A brief Dissertation on a most rare Gold Piece
in the Pembrochian Cabinet, Part IV. Tab.23, wherein it is
gold coin of Edward the Confessor in the Numismatic
Journal II (1836-7), 54, 106-7. This famous coin is now proved to be a real Anglo-Saxon, and probably a Medal of
accepted as genuine: D.F. Allen, 'Edward the Confessor's Wulstan, Archbishop of York', p. 17.
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The second letter also assigned a smaller gold piece to the Northumbrian kingdom in the
early tenth century, and mentioning somewhat similar coins in Dr Ducarel's and his own
cabinets. 5 3
During the next few months, the question was debated privately in discussions and
letters between antiquaries - from George North to Dr Ducarel in October 1 7 5 1 , for
example:
'As to your gold coin, I am afraid I shall rob you of some degree of pleasure, in telling you that I cannot by any
means imagine it to be Saxon . . . I very unwillingly differ in opinion from persons for whom I have so great
esteem [could this have included Pegge?]; but I cannot do otherwise, when not one argument appears to me to
lead me to their notion.
The same objections that lie against yours are equally strong (according to the description you sent me)
against the coin of Mr. Sympson's. Mr. Pegge's solution of the Monogram is not unexceptionable . . . All the
Saxon coins I ever saw have the king's name round the head: these have not, or we must coin new kings to
make out old coins; which looks like serving an hypothesis. I have seen the coin of Wigmund in Lord
Pembroke's cabinet. The work, and every circumstance, proclaim it to be a fraud . . ,' 5 4
Another of the next month from Francis Wise, the Oxford archaeologist, to Dr Ducarel
agreed:
'I advise you not to flatter yourself with being possessed of a gold Saxon coin, for I never yet saw one that I
could call such. I have seen several of these small gold pieces you mention; but take them to be all foreign,
either Gallic or Gothic, &c. and of an age superior to most of our Saxon kings.
I have studied this point, I believe, as much as any man; and must own that I yet find no reason to think that
any of our Saxon Kings struck gold; and think I shall never be convinced of my error, if it is one, till some coin
of Offa's in that metal shall be brought to light . . .
Perhaps you may object to me the gold coin of Wymund, or Wigmund, a Mercian Prince . . . But you may
observe how cautiously and gingerly I handle that point in my book, for I did not care to contradict Lord
Pembroke's authority; but will tell you, as a friend, that I do not believe the coin belongs to our Wigmund, nor
that it was struck in Britain.' 55
The next month, on 19 December, James West, then vice president, read before the
Society of Antiquaries a letter from George North, entitled 'An Epistolary Dissertation on
some supposed Saxon Gold Coins'. This was printed the next year as an appendix to
North's Remarks against Clarke's 'coin' of Richard I. North's principal arguments against
the Saxons having coined gold in England are these:
(1) (T)he Coins of all other Nations in Gold and Silver bear Resemblance to each other (and) the Silver and
Copper Saxon Coins all carry the name of the Kings upon them (but this is not) follow'd in the more precious
Metal.
(2) The only Piece of Gold we meet with in the Saxon Historians is the Mancus (of) Thirty Pence. (Although
he cannotfind a reference to the ratio of gold to silver in Saxon times, in the reign of Henry I, which began) but
34 Years from the Period of the Saxon Government, (the relationship was 9 to 1 and therefore) the Weight of
the Mancus must be the 9th Part of the Weight of Thirty Pence Silver; or . . . 75 Grains . . .
Dr. Ducarel's (coin) weighs but 19j Grains; so that it wants Three Grains, at present, of being worth (only) 9
Pence in Silver Coins of that Time'. 56
Even before North's Remarks
advertisement:

appeared in print, Clarke struck back by circulating an

'Soon to be published. Remarks on an Epistolary Dissertation on some supposed Golden coins, read before the
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Society of Antiquaries, contained in a Letter from the Rev. Mr. North; shewing the Improbability of the
Notion therein advanced; and that the Arguments produced in Support of it are deceptive, inconclusive, and
impertinent to the Point in Question. By Charles Clarke, F.S.A.° 7
Although he should have expected a counterattack and denied that he was upset, North
appeared to have been somewhat taken aback by the tone of Clarke's notice, as he wrote
to Dr Ducarel:
'Mr. Clarke's advertisement has been sent me, by which I find he wants to spit some venom at me, and is
industriously particular in denoting to the world who it is directed against. I heartily laugh at such petulant
anger, merely because his errors have been pointed out. If he proves any error upon me I will set him a good
example by as publicly retracting; but he shall be convinced I do not want spirit to defend what is right.
I doubt but you have heard, what he informed Mr. Sandby my publishers, that he has complained of me to
Mr. Folkes and several of the Members; which I look on as a childish endeavour to bring the affair coram non
Judice, as the Conjectures and my Remarks on them, were wrote, and the latter in the press, before he was
admitted or chose a Member of the Society.
He says my Remarks have been attended with very bad consequences to his reputation and character; if this
be really fact, it is through is own inaccuracy, and not any malevolence in me, who desire to injure no man
living . . .
Pray read over attentively, and with the severity of a friend, my letter on the supposed gold Saxon Coins, and
make me sensible of what errors you find in it, which I shall acknowledge as a favour'.58
Knowing that Francis Wise agreed with his doubts about the existence of genuine
Anglo-Saxon gold coins, North evidently also complained to him about Clarke's proposed
rebuttal and received back a letter saying in part:
'I am only concerned that such a trifling performance should move your indignation. So much self-sufficiency I
scarce ever saw in any author, nor so much of that which generally accompanies self-sufficiency. I had scarce
patience to read the Pamphlet; which yet Ifind you have considered with attention'.59
Clarke must have had second thoughts about vindicating his honour in the thorny thickets
of numismatics and he was not heard from again on the matter.
Although history has proved him wrong, North cautiously, or stubbornly, refused to
accept that the Anglo-Saxons coined gold. We may assume that he continued to feel badly
about condemning his friend's piece because two years later, in 1753, he wrote to Dr
Ducarel:
'As to Mr. Pegge's notion of your coin, I cannot see any shadow of argument to be of his opinion. I may
possibly give my sentiments more fully to the Society, if there be any room allowed from the reading of any
thing relating to Antiquity during these squabbles for power and rule.' 60
A few months later Pegge also wrote to Dr Ducarel on the subject:
'Having lately resumed the study of the Anglo-Saxon money affairs . . . I have inspected your Gold penny
amongst the rest (and) take the head to be that of Sihtric, the Danish King of Northumberland, about whose
time I am of opinion the Saxons coined some little gold'.61
Pegge's 'resumed study' did cause him to change his mind slightly about one of the gold
pieces and in 1755 he put his 'Second Thoughts of Lord Pembroke's Coin' on paper,
published with the first two in 1756. The only significant change, however, was to re-assign
57
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it to Wigmund, Archbishop of York in the mid-ninth century, where it remains to this day.
Pegge's Series of Dissertations begins with a preface, 'Wherein the Question, Whether
the Saxons coined any Gold or not, is candidly debated with Mr. North':
'What reception (North's) Dissertation met with from the Gentlemen of the Society I cannot tell, but I am
persuaded that upon a mature Discussion of the Reasons there offered, others will incline to believe that the
Gold pennies in Question may possibly be Saxon still'. 62

Pegge points out that the gold and silver coins need not resemble each other, witness 'Our
first English Gold Coins (which) differed vastly in their Type from the Silver ones of the
Time . . .', and that the absence of the ruler's name also was not insurmountable 'if the
Person to whom a Piece belonged was denoted by any other Method equally certain', i.e. a
mintmaster's name would be as well known locally as that of his master.
Pegge's conclusion might almost have been written today:
'I will not pretend to say, nor even to hope, that the Matters contained in these Dissertations, are in every Part
so firmly established, as to satisfy all Readers . . . Gentlemen, I am sensible, will judge differently . . . But so
far, however, I think, I may venture to assert, to wit. That enough is here said in the two Dissertations on the
Gold Coins, as likewise in this Preface, to cause Gentlemen to be alert, and to prevent them, when they are
making their Collections, from rejecting a Piece merely from the Singularity of the Type, or because it does not
exactly quadrate with the present received Notion of Things . . .° 3

A ripost to this by North has not been traced but apparently Clarke, whose own
numismatic theories had been so savaged, decided he might do better by 'borrowing' from
others - and who better to steal from than his old antagonist? From a letter to Dr Ducarel
in 1757, North complains of Clarke:
'surreptitiously getting from Miss Folkes's a copy of my account of English Coins from our old english
Historians, and the Records, and then quoting whole sentences of it totidem verbis at the Antiquarian Society
as his own . . . It is not to satisfy you, who need it not; but that you may do me justice with others, that I most
solemnly aver, that he never was directly or indirectly, either more or less concerned in it; that I never asked his
opinion in one single point, as knowing him quite incapable and ignorant of any historical knowledge of ancient
coins; and that what little he know of English ones was by rote . . ,' 6 4

Results
Was anything really solved? Certainly the question of whether or not the Anglo-Saxons
coined gold in England remained open - nor was the, then, difficult concept of a nom
immobilise during the reigns of Richard I and John well understood. Oriuna, of course,
really was a non-starter based solely on a faulty engraving and lively imaginations.
Nevertheless, there were some positive results from all of this. In the mid-eighteenth
century antiquaries began publishing studies, both long and short, on individual numismatic questions. Some appeared in Archaeologia and the pages of The Gentleman's Magazine.
Others, as we have seen, were offered for public sale, generally in editions of up to about
200 copies - and these often generated riposts.
This suggests that numismatics was beginning to separate itself from being subsumed
under archaeology - as only one of many branches that an antiquarian should pursue.
Although it took another seventy-five or eighty years from the time of our disputes before
the Numismatic Society of London and its concurrent publications provided a specific
forum solely for numismatic studies in England, such personalities as John (or Patrick)
Kennedy, William Stukeley, Samuel Pegge, George North, and even Charles Clarke can
be thanked for their early contributions to the process.
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M I S A D V E N T U R E S O F A MINT - B O U L T O N , W A T T & CO.
A N D T H E 'MINT F O R T H E B R A Z I L S '
F.F. GILBOY

IN modern times it may seem strange that in the past citizens of countries nominally at war
could often study, transact business, cross frontiers, talk and travel in each other's lands
with relatively few hindrances. In describing the fortunes of the Brazilian Mint it is
necessary to recall something of the historical background in Portugal and Spain against
which the Portuguese ambassador conducted his negotiations with Boulton, Watt and
Company between 1809 and 1811.
On 29 November 1807 a frightened Dom Joao, Regent of Portugal, with 2,000 courtiers
and bulky treasure chests, was finally persuaded by Lord Strangford to flee from Lisbon
with a British battle squadron that had been waiting in the Tagus. The French reached the
town two days later under General Junot. He governed in Napoleon's name, until the
French were defeated at Torres Vedras in August 1808. Dom Joao's Council of Regency
then took over the government and Beresford became commander-in-chief of the
Portuguese forces with a special brief to look after Dom Joao's interests. Despite French
successes in 1809 the lines of Torres Vedras held firm, and by May 1811 the French were
out of Portugal for good. The Council of Regency naturally now increased its pressure on
Joao to return but the prince steadfastly refused and liberalism, freemasonry and
republicanism gained ground. Though his mother died in 1816, he only yielded to the
Council's overtures five years later, by which time an elected Cortes had evolved a
constitution based on the Spanish model, with the church and nobility losing their
seignorial privileges and the sovereignty of the people being recognized.
On 1 September 1808, eight months after Dom Joao's arrival in Brazil, the Spanish
American duros that had been exchanging at 750 or 800 reis were countermarked to
increase their selling price to 960 reis, the operation being conducted at the mints of Rio,
Bahia, Vila Rica, Serro Frio, and possibly also at Rio des Mortes and Pernambuco. The
government thus cleared a profit of between 160 and 200 reis per coin. Commonly called
'Minas' after the great mining centre of Minas Geraes, the basic coins originated mainly in
Potosi, Mexico City and Lima, with rarer pieces from Santiago de Chile. At the same time
more thoroughgoing changes were pondered - which resulted in the Chevalier Dom
Domingos Antonio de Souza Couttinho visiting the Soho offices of Matthew Robinson
Boulton in the autumn of 1809, accompanied by Senhor Gaspar Marques who was to be
instructed in the use of the machinery which the ambassador had been directed to buy on
behalf of the Brazilian government.1
Early completion of the mint mechanism, emphasized the Chevalier de Souza Couttinho, was most important. The Londonfirm of John Charles Lucena and Manoel Antonio
de Paiva was appointed by the ambassador with full powers to conclude agreements, since
the guarantee of a British mercantile house was necessary as the channel for such
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transactions. Planning began immediately and a preliminary estimate of the necessary
machinery was sent to the agents on 2 October.3 This indicated that the proposed plant
would be able to recoin between 150,000 and 200,000 dollars per week, that duplicates of
all parts liable to wear or break would be prepared (a measure especially important
because of Brazil's distance and its lack of skilled workmen), that an engraver was being
directed to produce obverse and reverse dies of the required coins, that matters would be
well advanced if Mr Marques cared to visit Soho in about a month - and that all could near
completion in a year. Mr Zaccheus Walker, a cousin of Matthew Robinson, participated in
many of the early negotiations as, for instance, delivering specimens of the newly struck
dollars to de Paiva. 4
After examining Boulton's initial proposals, the ambassador expressed doubts about the
need for a steam-engine to drive the rolling mills, in view of the availability of water-power
in Brazil. 5 Discussion of this point took up the whole of November, with Matthew Boulton
observing that Europe generally preferred horse- to water-power, that in any case the
essential requirement was a strong, constant and uniform supply of energy, that the cost of
watercourses and wheels would differ little from that of a steam-engine whilst the cost of
fuel would be offset by the greater convenience of having the whole of the mint under the
same roof. In any case an early decision was desirable so that everything might be got
ready for despatch together.6 The ambassador agreed to the inclusion of a 10 h.p. engine
which should, he thought, suffice to drive the coining section machinery and trusted that
construction could then proceed. 7 With this Boulton had to rest content though he could
not resist the comment that it would not only be most inefficient to have the rolling mills
separated from the rest of the mint, since frequent inter-communication was essential, but
that considerable risks would be run when precious metals were involved.8
The main concerns of the correspondence of December 1809 and January 1810 were the
training of Gaspar Marques in the use and assembly of the mint machinery, and the
ambassador's desire to have plans and drawings of the whole plant to send to Brazil. The
question of engaging a millwright to accompany and set up the mint in Rio was also
discussed, with Couttinho making such cheese-paring suggestions as that the payment of
wages should only commence on his arrival at Rio. 9
Attention then moved to the finalizing of the agreement, on the drafting of which the
ambassador's solicitors seemed to be dragging their feet - no doubt at his instigation.
Eventually, in February, Matthew Robinson called upon the Portuguese ambassador and,
after each had made a few verbal amendments, the final wording of the document was
agreed. The actual signing was still delayed by Couttinho not wishing this to take place
before receipt of formal sanction from the Foreign Secretary to the machinery's being
shipped to Brazil, a sanction which Boulton had suggested long before might be necessary
since both Russia and Denmark, in similar circumstances, had obtained them previously.
At last, on 16 June, 'the Articles of Agreement for preparing Coining Machinery for the
Brazils' was signed. 10 The major items listed were:2

Item no. 5, endorsed 'Statement of the Correspondence
& Negotiations with Mons De Lucena & De Paiva relative to
the Portuguese Mint', with copies of various Letters etc.
relative to the intended establishment of a Coining Apparatus for the use of the Portuguese Govt, in the Brazils by Mr
M.R. Boulton. Also interview between Boulton and de
Paiva in London, early autumn 1809.
3
Boulton to de Paiva, 2 October 1809, enclosing a
'Schedule of Coining Apparatus and Rolling Mill'.
4
Without knowing the instructions given by the Portuguese ambassador, it is difficult to comment on the Boulton,
Watt patterns. However, it seems unlikely that they would
have been asked to do more than tidy up the existing design,

which had been in use on the Brazilian silver-coinage since
1695, and would survive until 1818. That was in fact what the
Birmingham firm did, producing a sharp, workmanlike job.
5
Z. Walker (London) to Boulton, 10 November 1809.
6
Boulton to the Portuguese ambassador, 24 November
1809.
7
Recorded in narrative (Item no. 5), affirming the
ambassador's acquiescence in a letter written to de Lucena
on 27 November 1809.
8
Boulton to Portuguese ambassador, 24 November 1809.
9
Lucena and de Paiva to Boulton, 1 May 1810.
10
Item no. 20: Articles of Agreement between Boulton,
Lucena and de Paiva, 16 June 1810.
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

1 10 horse power rotative engine with two boilers.
4 coining presses.
6 cutting-out presses.
2 double milling machines.
2 turning lathes.
2 shaking machines.
1 die-multiplying machine.
The iron work for 2 annealing furnaces.

Among the minor items were dies and punches, 'plummer blocks and brasses for
communicating motion', drawings, 'general and detailed' of the buildings and machinery,
full instructions for erecting and working the said machinery and apparatus as well as how
to maintain it; all to be 'properly completed, cased and packed' and delivered at the
London docks in Wapping within twelve calendar months of the signing of the agreement.
'And these presents witness that in consideration of the Covenants hereinbefore contained
. . . and for and in consideration of the sum of ten Shillings of lawful money of Great
Britain . . . well and truly paid' by Matthew Robinson Boulton to John Charles Lucena
and Manoel Antonio de Paiva, the latter would deliver 'or cause to be delivered' two
acceptances, each for the 'Moiety' of £8,550, one payable at two months and the other at
four months. So the legal package was neatly drawn up and completed and it only
remained for the machinery to follow suit. Or so it then seemed.
It is interesting to compare this list with the order placed with Boulton, Watt and
Company for the Guanajuato mint in Mexico in 1825. 1 1 There the main items were:i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

2 steam engines, 1 for the rolling mill, 1 for the coining presses.
4 coining presses.
8 cutting-out presses.
2 milling machines.
1 die-multiplying machine.

and these, with all the shafts, pulleys, wheels, tools etc., packed and delivered at the port
of embarcation would cost £8,162 - apparently very little difference either in cost or
content from the Brazilian mint of fifteen years before.
Only one letter seems to have been written from the Soho works in the remainder of the
year and that was just sixteen days after the signing of the contract when Mr Boulton asked
Lucena and de Paiva for instructions about the shipment of the mint to Brazil. 12 No reply
to this is traceable and we next jump to February 1811 to find Boulton concerned about
agreements with the workmen needed to accompany the mint to Brazil and to attend to its
erection there. 13
In March all was amicable, with Boulton sending 300 silver-gilt medals to the Chevalier
'of the Prince-Regent of Portugal on the subject of the Capture of Cayenne' and a
'Cabinet-Specimen in Bronze' of the medal for his own use, as well as a small collection of
the principal medals struck in the Soho mint. De Paiva was then advised that the mint
drawings had been completed and handed over to Gaspar Marques. 14
In April the climate began to change as Boulton informed the Portuguese agents that the
machinery was ready to forward and instructions were sought. Its total weight was some
forty tons. 15 Lucena and de Paiva first temporized, acknowledging receipt of Boulton's
" R.G. Doty,'A Mint for Mexico: Boulton, Watt and the
February 1811.
14
Guanajuato Mint', BNJ 56 (1986). 127.
Boulton to Lucena and de Paiva, 14 March 1811.
12
15
Boulton to Lucena and de Paiva, 2 July 1810.
Boulton to Lucena and de Paiva, 25 April 1811.
13
Boulton to G. Marques, and to Lucena and de Paiva, 23
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letter and saying that it 'had been laid before H.E. for instructions'.16 Boulton reiterated
his request. 17 At the end of May the ambassador counter-attacked, citing the late arrival of
the drawings as the reason why he had now to ask for the machinery to be kept at Soho
until Marques could get to Brazil and then advise how many workmen would be required
to erect it; otherwise costs, especially wages, would mount up whilst the buildings were
being constructed.18 On 3 June Matthew Boulton briefly but firmly refuted de Souza's
weak excuse and explained his reasons for not retaining the machinery at Soho. At the
same time he sent a copy of this letter to Messrs Lucena and de Paiva calling upon them for
the immediate provision of an address to which to send the numerous, bulky packages. 19
However he had the grace to wait until 23 July before despatching them - and then trouble
really began.
Dated 29 July is a copy of a list of 'the Marks, Numbers & Weights of the Castings,
Boxes etc. for the Brazil Mint'. 20 There are 76 packages containing eduction, suction, stop,
stand and safety pipes, manholes, columns, entablature beams, fly-wheels and plummer
blocks, all parts of the 10 h.p. steam engine that was to drive the coining presses.
Additionally there were 7 boxes as well as BM 137 & 138 containing another flywheel, the
whole weighing 451 cwt 22 lbs or 22 tons, 11 cwt 22 lbs. There must have been further lists
of the component parts of the various presses, lathes, shaking and die-multiplying
machines which Lucena and de Paiva had solicited so that they could send someone to the
docks to check the mint's arrival. These lists were duly dispatched on 31 July. 2 1 On 21
August the London agents finally conveyed the Portuguese ambassador's approval to the
terms of appointment of Mr Thomas White, millwright, to accompany the machinery to
Rio de Janeiro, adding that they had 'engaged a British ship' to carry the freight.22 At this
point Matthew Robinson Boulton must have drawn a breath of relief and on the following
day he advised Lucena and de Paiva that he was uttering two drafts drawn upon them in
the total sum of £8,550 as agreed in the contract. 23 A week later he received a further boost
when his London agent, Mr John Mosley wrote that the machinery was in process of
arriving but, as the barge could not get alongside the ship, the loading would take some
time. However a conversation with Mr Lucena had suggested that there would be no delay
in the acceptance of the bills. 24
Two days later the blow fell.
London 31st August 1811
Dear Sir,
The Barge with the Mint-Machinery etc. was cleared this morning at the London Docks, but on comparing
the Invoice with the Captain's Book, and also with the Custom-House Officer's Account it appears that the Box
BM No. 18 & BM No. 72, an Entablature Beam, are wanting. - 1 have seen Mr. Wise for Paddington Boat Co.
who will write to Mr. Jackson at the Wharf at Birmingham to enquire whether they were left there & if so to
forward them byfirst Waggon & Mr. Wise will send to Bull-bridge to know whether they were left in removing
the Goods from Canal-Boat to Barge. - It is very vexatious that these Articles should be missing, as we cannot
expect that Lucena and de Paiva will accept the Bills till proof can be produced of the delivery of the whole at
the Docks, & in case they should be immediately accounted for there will be at least a Week elapsed before
they can be delivered; however I trust there will be no risk of the Ship's sailing without them (if to be found) as
the Captain says he shall certainly not sail sooner than a fortnight from this time.
Mr. Z. Walker.
16

Lucena and de Paiva to Boulton, 30 April 1811.
Boulton to Lucena and de Paiva, 15 May 1811.
18
Portuguese ambassador to Boulton, 26 May 1811.
19
Boulton to Portuguese ambassador, and to Lucena and
de Paiva, 3 June 1811.
20
Memo (Item no. 35) endorsed 'Brazil Mint. Weights
17

I am etc.
(signed) Jn.° Mosley.
and Marks. Packages', 29 July 1811.
21
Boulton to Lucena and de Paiva, 31 July 1811.
22
Lucena and de Paiva to Boulton, 21 August 1811.
23
Boulton to Lucena and de Paiva, 22 August 1811.
24
J. Mosley (London) to Z. Walker or W.D. Brown
(Soho), 29 August 1811.
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P.S. As Robinson is returned from Lincolnshire I proposed going to-morrow to Ramsgate for three or four
days to Mrs. M - and the Children - as it appears the above Business cannot be settled 'till after that time please mention this to Mr. Boulton when he returns home.
Answ.d 2nd. Sept.r 1811 - Rtd. to J. Robinson.

This information was immediately sent on to Boulton at his country house in Leamington with the additional details that Box BM 18 contained 'Parts of a Press-frame No. 4',
forwarded from the Soho office on 23 July and for which Zaccheus Walker held the receipt
of the Paddington Boat Co.'s agent in Birmingham, whilst the entablature beam, BM 72
was sent from the Engine Yard on the same date according to their 'Carriage-Note'. 25
Consequently it seemed probable that they might have been 'mislaid in the removal from
out the Canal-Boat into the Barge' at 'Bullbridge' as suggested by Mosley, 'in which case
to-morrow's Post might be expected to bring some better News'. In fact it was only on 6
September that John Mosley was able to supply better news - 'The Captain of the Ship is
now convinced that the whole of the Mint and Engine Materials are on Board and that the
mistake arose entirely from his keeping an incorrect Account of the Articles as they were
received on Board. He has now signed an acknowledgement that they are on Board in a
Copy of the Invoice which was sent from Soho to Lucena and de Paiva which I gave to Mr.
Lucena today so that all is now right with the delivery. Mr Lucena promises to accept the
Bills after comparing the Captain's Receipt with the Invoice. . .'. 2 6 In spite of this, all was
not yet in the clear, for eleven days later, Mosley explained that Lucena now wished to
have an annexure attached to the contract. Availing himself of the excuse that the
confusion caused by the supposedly missing articles had prevented him from checking the
correctness of the machinery, he now requested Boulton to state that if any items were
missing they would be replaced, and that copies of the drawings would also be furnished if
required. There would be no objection to Mosley's signing for Mr Boulton and a copy of
the desired annexure which had been cleared by Mr Weston (apparently the London
lawyer of Boulton, Watt and Co.) was appended.27 With his customary directness, Boulton
dismissed the idea of an endorsement 'as this would appear like placing a new Agreement
upon the back of the old one'. 2 8 Instead he provided a letter describing at length the
opportunities for inspection of the machinery and the instruction in its functioning and
erection, together with the drawings of it, that had been given to Gaspar Marques, who
had already left for Brazil, and adding that, if any article were missing and shown as
probably not packed, he would 'not object to rectify the mistake'. Lucena and de Paiva
expressed themselves as 'satisfied with the Contents' of Boulton's letter, but still pressed
for something to that effect to be written upon the contract. This had entailed yet another
week's delay and sufficed once more to exasperate the Birmingham businessman, who
clearly knew exactly when to give ground and when to stand firm. By return of post, on 26
September, Zaccheus Walker conveyed his cousin's surprise at the Lucena - de Paiva
stance, indicated that the letter he had sent was his final word on the subject and asked
point-blank whether they intended to accept or refuse the bills as he considered the
'Agreement on his part having been literally and virtually fulfilled'. The very next day
Mosley wrote that, though Messrs Lucena and de Paiva appeared dissatisfied at Boulton's
attitude, they 'have accepted the Bills'.29 The episode was at an end.
The final phase of this Brazilian venture very properly takes place in that country. From
Rio de Janeiro Gaspar Marques addressed to Matthew Robinson Boulton five remarkably
lively letters whose spelling and grammar are almost as original as their contents. Their
25

1811.
26

Walker (Soho) to Boulton (Leamington), 2 September

27

Mosley to Walker or Brown, 6 September 1811.

29

2S

Mosley to Walker or Brown, 17 September 1811.
Boulton to Lucena and de Paiva, 19 September 1811.
Mosley to Walker, 27 September 1811.
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production was spread fairly evenly over three years but, as most of them contain
flash-backs and repetitions, the account is clarified if related chronologically.
Marques sailed from London on 9 September 1811, and landed at Rio on 16 October.
He immediately went to call upon the Count de Linharez, prime promoter of the whole
scheme but by then was ailing and becoming increasingly thwarted by a strengthening
opposition. Indeed as soon as he had placed the order in England, the Count de Aguiar,
one of the Prince Regent's private secretaries and Minister of Internal Affairs, had
requested Lisbon to send post-haste any spare mint machinery - naturally of a type
actuated by bulls, not steam. Consequently as he trailed from office to office, trying to
persuade their occupants of the advantages of the British mint, Marques found it
impossible to generate any enthusiasm amongst those innate conservatives who had
moreover recently expended considerable sums on rehousing the old mint and treasury.
Any conversion of the new building to accommodate the new machinery would necessitate
such extensive and expensive reforms as to make the idea a non-starter. As hope faded, de
Linharez suggested that Marques might try to locate some adequate edifice where water
was readily available. He found 'a new old church, for it was never finish', which might
prove adaptable, though the water supply was doubtful. In spite of its being far from ideal,
he was proceeding to plan the placing of the machinery when his sole supporter, exhausted
by the never-ending struggles and driven to the verge of madness by incessant frustrations,
died on 26 January. Marques then had several meetings with de Aguiar who usually
'shouted at him loud and furiously that is to show in a Portuguese way respect'. Yet he
persevered and, approaching an architect, received an estimate of 20,000 cruzeiros for the
conversion of his unfinished church. The Court received the news coldly, manifestly
reluctant to enter into such expenses - but the optimistic Marques was confident that action
would be taken as soon as the machinery arrived. But another shock was in store. On 7
February, the Count de Galvino who had added de Linharez's post to his substantive one
of Minister of the Marine, summoned Marques to his presence to inform him that 'the
sheep his lost near Para having save all the Crew and sume part of the Cargo'. 3 0 Had this
information reached de Linharez before his death? - and hastened it? At any rate, it
formed a tantalizing postscript to Marques' first letter from Rio which bore the date 5
February 1812 and doubtless was a late addition to it. He prudently refrained from
mentioning that at that same interview he was told his pay would cease forthwith though he
was still welcome to remain in the country if he so desired - a remark that reminded
Marques of the papal nuncio who, on being shown what was said to be a dead saint lying on
an altar and perceiving fresh blood stains on the clothing, commented 'No admirato por
agrandura ma por frescura'. 31
The only fresh news contained in the second letter written on 2 December in the same
year was that all the machinery was said to be safe at Paraina, near Pernambuco, and was
sent mainly because Marques feared that White might have been unable to get into touch
with Boulton. In fact he expressed much sympathy with the millwright's having to await
orders in so isolated a spot and hoped that his employer would ensure that his return
passage and wages were duly paid by Lucena and de Paiva. As the machinery had been
despatched from London Wharf on about 17 or 18 September 1811, it should have reached
Rio near the end of October. Shipwreck - unfortunately not described - intervened,
occasioning an apt comment from Gaspar Marques 'So at present we have no money but
30
G.S. Marques (Rio de Janeiro) to Boulton, 5 February be Paraiba, the district north of Pernambuco, with its chief
coastal town of Joao Pessoa.
1812. The only place to fulfil all the conditions mentioned,
31
namely being on the shipping route from London to Rio,
'It is not the pleasure it gives thatfillsme with wonder,
having a river nearby, being close to Pernambuco, and
but the sheer impudence of it all'.
bearing a name approximating to Para or Paraina, seems to
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two mints and a third in the river'. In those strange surroundings and the dank climate of
Pernambuco, Thomas White must have been a man of considerable ability and
resourcefulness to have succeeded in salvaging the machinery, and that most, if not all of it
was rescued is proved by the detailed list he presented to Boulton on his eventual return to
England. 32 What its actual state of conservation might have been is more doubtful; nor do
we learn whether parts had at least been packed in Russian tallow like the dies and punches
sent to Guanajuato in 1831, though there the results were unsatisfactory as that tallow
contained salt. 33 Certainly when Marques was writing his final letter in September 1814,
after saying that he had 'in my position now all that was safe of the Brazilian mint. . .' he
added that he had 'found all things most spoil. Special all what has been filed, sum is
wanted and sum is broke'. But by that time more years of neglect had passed and Marques
further commented that 'I believe everything could be placed in rapair if in this good
Country they knew what was mor of thir advantag respecting Machinery'. One suspects
that the condition at the end of 1811 was not all that bad.
The major fresh topic broached in Marques' third letter dated 15 February 1813 related
to White's apparently unheralded arrival in Rio three weeks earlier with the salvaged
English mint. The immediate reaction of the Brazilian authorities was anger - anger at the
Mint's appearing so inopportunely and most particularly anger at the Governor of
'Paraina' for having sent it on without orders. And briefly in this and more extensively in
his next letter written only three days later Marques reveals that the basic reason for the
Government's embarrassment was that it had already made claims upon the insurance
company and received 70 per cent of the initial cost. The transaction must have been
carried out with remarkable speed by both parties - and, of course the loss had been
represented as total. The writer was at no pains to conceal a certain amount of pleasure at
the government's impending discomfiture and at the fact that soon there would be 'much
Law Work before this affair is done with'. Incidentally the fourth letter followed so closely
upon the third and covered similar ground because Marques had heard that the 'last
Packet' carrying that missive had been 'taken by the Americans', during the war of
1811-14. Thomas White's imminent return also triggered off Marques' feeling of nostalgia
for Britain and he commented, as he had several times before, on his own hopes of
returning there as he had never felt really well since his arrival in Brazil two years earlier.
The climate did not agree with him.
We never do learn whether Gaspar Marques returned to England - nor how he
continued to live in Brazil if his salary did cease in February 1812. Perhaps he worked as an
engineer or as a consultant. Certainly he asked Boulton several times for an estimate for a
6 h.p. steam engine which a friend desired to drive a sugar factory - finally receiving it with
Boulton's sole extant letter of 20 July 1813, when he also learnt of White's safe arrival in
England after some 26 months of absence. He must also have been pleased to discover that
Lucena and de Paiva had paid White's dues without demur. Whether the engine was
purchased is not recorded; nor do we find out Boulton's reaction to the payment plan
proposed, namely half the cost on delivery in London and the remainder in five
instalments, security being provided by de Paiva and Co. Those items apart, it is
remarkable how few ends are left untied. Marques even mentioned a 'Model of a new Mint
they intended to mak in this Country insteed the one from England', but which he avoided
seeing through a perhaps feigned 'feverish indispisition'. Then too we learn the actual book
cost of the mint, extracted from the ledgers in December 1813. It amounted to £5,030-4-3|
and though the apparent profit of £3,519-15-8? seems large, it is to be noted that no
32
Item No. 57, 17 July 1813, endorsed 'Thos. White's List
of the Mint and Steam Engine Machinery saved from the
wreck of the Vessel which conveyed it to the Coast of

Brazil'. N.B. to be returned to him when asked for',
33
Doty, 'A mint for Mexico. . .', p. 136.
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provision was made for other than direct costs. There was, for instance, no attribution of a
proportion of managerial expenses, no depreciation of machinery or buildings, no rent,
rates nor transport from Birmingham to Wapping, such as would reduce this sum
appreciably in modern day accounting.
To what causes should we attribute the failure of the project? First and most basic is that
so cogently expressed by Dr Doty in his concluding paragraph on the Guanajuato mint 'We see the workings of an advanced technology exported to a backward region'. 34 Brazil
similarly was quite unprepared mentally or socially for the steam engine stage of technical
development which provoked unrest, distress and social tensions even in the country where
it originated. Secondly the Court of Dom Joao was a hotbed of antipathies emanating from
men struggling for power. Thirdly - and the more regrettable since it came disguised as a
benefit to Brazil - was the insurers' precipitate payment of 70 per cent of the alleged loss
which unintentionally ensured that all implicated should strive to make the 'loss' appear
genuine. Finally and most decisively, the whole enterprise was dogged by bad luck. From
the miscounting of the boxes at the London Wharf in September 1811 and the ensuing
difficulties with Messrs Lucena and de Paiva, through the shipwreck in Pernambuco, right
up to the untimely death of the mint's major and ultimately sole protagonist, the Count de
Linharez, on 26 January 1812, it seemed that fate was dealing blow after blow. One can but
admire the fortitude and perseverance of afirm that continued its working schedule and its
acceptance of overseas orders in spite of all adversities, human and natural.

34

Doty, p. 145.

K A T H L E E N SCOTT: T H E S C U L P T O R AS M E D A L L I S T
PHILIP ATTWOOD

WHEREAS the sculptures of Kathleen Scott (1878-1947) (pi. 18), wife of the celebrated
explorer of the Antarctic, are well-known, her medals are not.1 My aim here is to shed some
light on her two known medallic works, the reverse of the Edward Extension medal executed
for the Home Office and the Peary medal executed for the Royal Geographical Society, and
to draw some conclusions as to the artist's relative merits as sculptor and medallist.
The Edward Extension medal2 (pi. 19A) was instituted by royal warrant dated 13 July
1907. It was designed to supplement the Edward Medal, which rewarded acts of gallantry
in mines and quarries. Included within the new medal's scope were those who 'in course of
Industrial Employment endanger their own lives in saving or endeavouring to save the lives
of others from perils incurred in connection with such Industrial Employment'. In his letter
requesting William Ellison-Macartney, deputy master of the Royal Mint, to commence the
process of obtaining a design, Sir Henry Cunynghame, assistant under-secretary at the
Home Office, suggested: 'it might be either allegorical, or else realistic. What do you think
best?' 3 Ellison-Macartney, following his usual practice, instituted a limited competition.
Designs were sought from two established artists, the sculptor William Reynolds-Stephens
and the portrait medallist Theodore Spicer-Simson, and two less familiar names, J.B.
Petch, a pupil of Edouard Lanteri who had applied to the Royal Mint for work some
months earlier, and Kathleen Scott.4 The last named was at the very beginning of her
sculptural career, and it was a fortunate circumstance that Ellison-Macartney was married
to her husband's sister and held the affairs of the Scott family close to his heart.5 Each artist
was asked to supply up to three designs. The decision as to whether these were to be
'emblematic' or 'illustrative' was to be theirs. Reynolds-Stephens declined to participate
claiming that the financial reward was insufficient;6 the other three accepted.7
1
Biographical information on the artist is contained in (Exeter, 1983), no. 43. The following quotations regarding
her own published works, notably Homage: a book of the medal are taken from documents in the Public Record
sculpture (London, 1938) and Self-portrait of an artist Office (Mint 20/367).
3
(London, 1949). The latter, published two years after the
Letter from Cunynghame to Ellison-Macartney, dated
artist's death, consists of an autobiography covering the 11 August 1908.
4
period upto 1910 (written in 1932) and diary entries from
Letters from Ellison-Macartney to the four artists,
1911; there is also a biographical note (p. 9). In neither book dated 16 October 1908. Each artist was to receive 10 guineas
does the author mention her medallic work.
for the designs. The winner was expected to provide a
See also the artist's obituary in The Times, 26 July 1947, p. plaster model, for which he or she would receive 30 guineas.
5
6, and the relevant pages of studies of Captain Scott, in
Ellison-Macartney had married Ettie Scott in 1897
particular, Robert N.R. Brown, in Dictionary of National while he was Parliamentary Secretary to the Admiralty. For
Biography 1912-1921, pp. 485-7, and most recently Elspeth some years he had helped the Scott family financially.
Huxley, Scott of the Antarctic (London. 1977; with biblio- Huxley, Scott of the Antarctic, pp. 19, 135.
6
graphy).
Letters from Reynolds-Stephens to Ellison-Macartney,
The artist's diaries (first entry 11 August 1910) are now in dated 16 and 20 October 1908. A little later, Macartney
the Kennet papers lodged in the University Library, Cam- became convinced that a question to be asked in the House
bridge, along with pocket engagement diaries covering the of Commons on the subject of fees paid to artists by the
years 1908-9.
Royal Mint 'undoubtedly emanates' from Reynolds2
For the Edward Extension medal, see the 41st Annual Stephens. The question was tabled by Mr P.M. Thornton,
Report of the Deputy Master and Comptroller of the Mint, MP for Clapham, and Gladstone wrote to Ellison-Macartncy
1910, p. 40; W.J. Hocking, Catalogue of the coins, tokens, for advice on 16 December 1908, but in the end the question
was not asked.
medals, dies and seals in the museum of the 'Royal Mint'
7
(London, 1910), ii, p. 203; Arthur Jocelyn, Awards of
Scott's letter of acceptance is dated 17 October 1908;
honour (London, 1956), p. 135; E.C. Joslin, Spink's catalo- Petch wrote on 20 October 1908; Spicer-Simson sent two
gue of British and associated orders, decorations and medals plaster sketches on 3 November 1908.
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The artists' designs were duly sent to the Home Office, but by the end of 1909 a decision
on who was to be given the commission had still not been taken. The following January, R.
F. Reynard, a clerk at the Home Office, replying to a request from Ellison-Macartney,
informed the deputy master that the Secretary of State, Lord Gladstone, was still
meditating on the designs.8 But, the following month, Ellison-Macartney was able to
inform Scott that she had won the competition, and by April the plaster model was
completed and despatched to the Home Office. However, the matter was not to progress
smoothly. Winston Churchill, who had succeeded Gladstone at the Home Office,
pronounced himself unhappy with the design and suggested that one of the others might be
more appropriate.9 Ellison-Macartney objected that the design had been approved by the
King, who had 'expressed a wish that thefinished casts of this medal and of the new Police
Medal, which has also been accepted, should be sent to him when completed'. He
continued: 'I feel sure that any reversal of a definite decision about a design, no matter how
strong the grounds may be, would raise very unpleasant feelings in artistic circles, and
would lead to insinuations which it is most desirable to avoid . . . Mr Churchill is in no way
responsible for this design. There must always be differences of opinion where artistic merit
is concerned. The act for which this medal is to be given, viz., saving the lives of others from
perils incurred with Industrial Employment, is peculiarly difficult to represent either by way
of illustration or emblematically, and the Secretary of State mightfind it difficult to secure a
design which would be free from much artistic criticism if this is rejected'. 10
Sidney Harris, private secretary successively to Gladstone and Churchill, replied that it
was not the case that the design had been submitted to the King. 1 1 Ellison-Macartney was
annoyed: 'I was not informed as to the actual steps taken by Lord Gladstone, but I was told
by telephone that Miss Bruce's (Scott's maiden name) had been accepted, and this design
and that for the Police Medal were sent back to me to have the finished casts prepared by
the artists. I assumed from subsequent conversations I had with Mr Reynard on the
telephone that both had been submitted to the King. As to this latter point, however, I do
not enquire as I act on the decision of the Department and the action upon which that
decision is based is immaterial to me. If any further steps had to be taken about the design,
I ought not to have been told that it had been accepted, as it is at this stage that the final
commission is given to the artist, as was done in this case. I met Miss Bruce, and she told
me that Lord Gladstone had told her that her design had been accepted'. 12
These unfortunate events would seem to have been the result of a misunderstanding.
Whilst it is true that the letter informing the Mint of the King's approval of Gilbert Bayes's
Police medal 13 makes no mention of the Edward Extension medal, it is clear from the
above that, before he left the Home Office to take up the governor-generalship of
South Africa, Herbert Gladstone had informed both Ellison-Macartney and Scott that
her design had been accepted. Notwithstanding Ellison-Macartney's remonstrances that
Scott had by this time been given the commission, executed the plaster model and
been paid for the work, Churchill refused to submit her model to the King, insisting
that the design, although possessed of 'excellent qualities from an artistic point of
view', was not 'altogether suitable' for its purpose; he suggested that a request be
made to the artist for alternative designs. 14 Upon being shown the other artists'
8

Letter from R.F. Reynard to Ellison-Macartney, dated
31 January 1910.
9
Letter from S.W. Harris, Home Office, to EllisonMacartney. dated 22 April 1910.
1(1
Letter from Ellison-Macartney to Harris, dated 23
April 1910.
11
Letter from .Harris to Ellison-Macartney, dated 23
April 1910.

12
Letter from Ellison-Macartney to Harris, dated 25
April 1910.
13
The letter from Reynard to Ellison-Macartney giving
approval for Bayes' Police Medal is dated 3 February 1910
(PRO Mint 20/387).
14
Letter from Harris to Ellison-Macartney, dated 26
April 1910.
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designs, Harris admitted that they too were unsatisfactory.
We do not have Scott's controversial design, but that it bore some resemblance to the
finished medal is clear from a letter written by Harris, in which he refers to a recumbent
figure and a wheel. Harris complained that the man appeared to be a victim of the wheel
rather than someone saved from it, and asked whether a symbolic design might not be
better, adding: 'She might produce the industrial atmosphere by means of a background say a factory town in the distance?' This last idea, he wrote, had been suggested to him by a
trade union poster! 15 Understandably, the artist, upon being informed of the sequence of
events, was not pleased. 16 But by June she had produced three new designs, 17 one of which
received the royal approval later that month. 18 The iron casting made for the reducing
machine from the artist's model (pi. 19B) remains nowadays in the Royal Mint collection,
along with a reduction punch dated 31 August 1910 and two dies dated 19 September
1910. 1 9
The final design centres on a figure who has one hand against a broken beam inscribed
FOR COURAGE, whilst with the other he supports an injured workmate; behind them is a
large wheel, and in the distance a factory. It is hardly surprising if, given the sequence of
events described above, the artist did not give of her best. Without the evidence of the two
sets of designs and thefirst plaster model, it is not possible to comment on the range of her
invention, nor can we judge the correctness or otherwise of Harris's criticism of the
recumbent figure. But it is immediately apparent from a perusal of the medal that
ultimately the artist has failed to resolve the different parts of the composition into an
effective whole. This is partly a result of outside interference in the creative process.
Whereas the wheel belongs to the artist's original conception, the seated figure is a
replacement for an earlier recumbent figure, and the factory is a late addition based on a
proposal emanating from the Home Office. The resultant design confuses the onlooker.
Has the beam struck the seated figure or has he been saved from it? Does the structure
suspended above their heads threaten the figures? Does the oncoming wheel, which
appears to be unattached, also pose a threat? The absence of any support for the lower half
of the beam, the inappropriateness of placing the inscription on the side of the offending
beam, the poor delineation of the wheel and the weak perspective of the window through
which the factory is glimpsed, all contribute to the weakness of the design, which contrasts
sadly with, for example, Gilbert Bayes's monumental King's Police Medal, which we have
already had cause to mention, or indeed with the quiet dignity of De Saulles' profile of
Edward VII on the obverse.
The medal did not remain in use for long. On 13 January 1911, Reynard wrote to Sir
15
Letter from Harris to Ellison-Macartney, dated 27 that which commended itself to the head of the Department
April 1910.
or his staff, relations, or other persons who were invited by
16
Letter from Scott to Ellison-Macartney, dated 28 April him to criticise the designs. I need hardly point out that
1910.
neither the head of the Department nor those whom he
17
Letter from Ellison-Macartney to Reynard, dated 18 consulted had any knowledge of the technical work of
June 1910, enclosing 3 designs.
casting and striking medals, and were generally totally
IS
Letter from Reynard to Ellison-Macartney, dated 24 ignorant of medallic art. The result was that the most
June 1910. Scott was paid 10 guineas for the 3 designs and 20ludicrous suggestions were frequently made, and in many
guineas for the plaster model. That Ellison-Macartney cases the best design was not chosen'. He went on to propose
remained exasperated at such outside interference in the that, in the future, artists' designs be submitted to the king
question of medal designs is shown by a memorandum he directly by the deputy master. The proposal was accepted by
composed following the accession of George V (PRO Mint George V on 24 September 1910, but. if acted upon at all,
20/417). In it he described the system in operation under the the new system did not remain in use for long, possibly as a
previous reign, whereby, upon the institution of a new result of the arrival of a new deputy master two years later
medal, the relevant government department would request and the disruption of war from 1914. Certainly, in 1919 it
designs from the deputy master, one of which would be was the Home Office which submitted to the King the Royal
selected by that department for submission to the King. He Mint's proposed design for the Imperial Service Medal.
19
wrote: 'The effect of this was that the design selected was
I am grateful to Mr Graham Dyer for this information.
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Frederick Ponsonby, the King's assistant private secretary, suggesting that both ReynoldsStephens' Edward Medal and Scott's Extension Medal be replaced: 'The present design in
each case strikes me as so inartistic and meaningless'.20 Of Scott he wrote: 'She was a pupil
of Rodin, and, if only on that account, would not, I think, have received the training for
designing Medals'; and went on to suggest Gilbert Bayes as a medallist who could provide
suitable replacements. In a letter to Clive Wigram, the King's equerry, written the
following week, he expatiated on his thoughts on medals: 'There are in England not more
than two or three artists who know anything about medal work, which requires, as you
know, quite a different training from ordinary sculpture. Some of the Masters of the work
who flourished at the time of the Renaissance did nothing else but chased gold and silver
5 21

cups .
Reynard's low opinion of the medal was, as we have seen, shared by Churchill, who
readily took up the idea of commissioning a new version from Bayes. Harris, writing to the
King's private secretary Lord Knollys on 25 February, took a different line on ReynoldsStephens' medal but concurred with Reynard on Scott's design. 'The miner's Medal was
designed by Mr Reynolds-Stephens, and is generally considered a very successful design.
The design for the other Edward Medal was executed by an artist of less repute, and has
been the subject of a considerable amount of criticism. Mr Churchill chose the design out
of several which were submitted to him, and it was certainly the best of those sent in, but
he agrees that it is rather poor. No doubt it is more difficult to design a Medal which
embraces so many industries than it was in the case of the miner's Medal, but Mr Churchill
does not think it would be impossible to get a much more satisfactory design than the
existing one'. 2 2 George V agreed with Reynard's and Churchill's verdict, and Bayes's
medal was ready for issue the following year. 23
It was between the execution of the first and second design for the Edward Extension
medal that Scott was commissioned by the Royal Geographical Society to execute the
medal to be awarded to the American Robert E. Peary for his Arctic explorations of
1886-1909 (pi. 20). 2 4 On 2 February 1910, J. Scott Keltie, secretary of the Society, wrote to
her: 'You may remember that a good many months ago, when I was lunching at your
house, we talked about the Shackleton Medal which was then in preparation by Mr Gilbert
Bayes. I remember you were very much shocked at the fee which he was charging, and you
assured me that it could be done infirst-class style for about one-third. I gathered that you
yourself would very much have liked to have been entrusted with the matter, but
unfortunately, it was then too late.
'As soon as the question of the Peary Medal came up, I thought of you, and I was not
surprised to learn from Sir Lewis Beaumont, that you would like to be entrusted with its
preparation. In compliance with a suggestion by Mr Freshfield which I felt bound to act on,
I had to write to another artist, who is willing to undertake it, but in conference with the
President yesterday, it was decided to request you to be good enough to undertake the
Medal. I need not say how delighted I am that the matter has been placed in your hands. I
do not know whether you have been thinking over any design. I expect within a day or two,
20
Letter from Reynard to Ponsonby, dated 13 January
1911. Royal Archives, GV 2858, for this and the ensuing
correspondence concerning the medal.
21
Letter from Reynard to Wigram, dated 21 January
1911.
22
Letter from Harris to Knollys, dated 25 February 1911.
23
For Bayes' medal, see the 43rd Annual Report of the
Deputy Master and Comptroller of the Mint, 1912, p. 15; pi.
A, 3; Jocelyn, Awards of honour, p. 136.
24
For the Scott medal, see The Geographical Journal
(Royal Geographical Society, London), xxxv (1910), p. 193,

339; xxxvi (1910), pp. 147-8; repr. opp. p. 130; Robert E.
Peary, The North Pole (New York, 1910), p. 365, repr. opp.
p. 365; (London, 1910), p. 314; Marquess of Milford Haven.
Naval medals (London, 1928), no. 710; Hugh Robert Mill,
The Record of the Royal Geographical Society 1830-1930
(London, 1930), p. 175; pi. 29; M.H. Grant, 'British medals
since 1760', BNJ, 23, (1938-41), 450. The following quotations regarding the medal are taken from documents in the
Royal Geographical Society Library (Peary Arctic medal
1910 file). I am grateful to Mrs C. Kelly, archivist of the
RGS, for making these documents available to me.
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to have a profile or f-face photograph from Peary, for one side of the Medal. Perhaps you
will kindly let me know what design you would suggest for the other side, and for the
composition of the Medal as a whole? We should like it to be ready for presentation at
the Albert Hall meeting on May 4; do you think you could manage that? We can talk
about the making of the die later. Might I ask you also to let me know what your fee
would be?' 2 5
The other artist to whom Keltie had written on the suggestion of Douglas Freshfield, a
past secretary and future president of the Society, was Havard Thomas, who had
responded by sending a suggestion for the reverse of the medal. However, Leonard
Darwin, the Society's president, had taken advice on Scott's work from a mutual
acquaintance, the explorer and archaeologist (and another future RGS president) David
Hogarth, who had written that a 'medal design, which she showed me a week or two ago, is
distinctly good and she is particularly well accustomed to small scale relief. I think you
might very well give her this commission. Her small portrait figures, which she has
exhibited for some years back, are quite good and one of Carfax's people told me they
always sell well'. 26
On the day that he wrote to Scott offering her the commission, Keltie wrote regretfully
to Havard Thomas informing him that it was no longer his. Scott accepted the commission
by return of post: 'Thank you for your letter. I am delighted to hear I am to be entrusted
with the medal for Peary, there is no medal I would be so glad to undertake. I had not
thought of designs . . . I should be very grateful for as many suggestions from yourself and
others as possible, and I would try and work up something really good.
'As regards the fee for the design I wish you would remind me what Mr Gilbert Bayes
asked and I regarded as much too much - I have quite forgotten.
'I am doing a King's Medal now, for which I am paid £40 for a single side and I am
unbusinesslike enough to tell you that I regard that as very good pay! There is no reason as
far as my design is concerned why you should not have it for May 4th - I can undertake to
finish it 2 or 3 weeks before that'. 27
The business of the fee was soon cleared up. Keltie wrote that Bayes' fee had been 60
guineas and that Havard Thomas had requested £110, and asked whether 50 guineas would
be sufficient; Scott agreed that it would. The settling of the design was not such an easy
matter, and the lack of decision on the part of the artist, which is revealed in the ensuing
correspondence, prepares one for a disappointing result. In his original letter to Havard
Thomas, Keltie had suggested for the reverse 'perhaps something in the shape of a map
with the Pole in the centre'. 28 In his reply to Scott's request for suggestions, he wrote that
Havard Thomas's design (which does not appear to have survived) 'seemed to me rather
ingenious. It was a portion of the northern hemisphere filling up about one-half or
two-thirds of the medal with something else over it; I think it was a sort of rude mound of
snow or ice with aflag on the top of it . . . but of course we would hardly adopt that'. 29 He
went on to suggest a rendering of the northern coasts of Siberia and America with
Spitsbergen and Franz Josef Land, with a line indicating Peary's route to the Pole, and a
tiny star of platinum inset to show the Pole itself; he admitted not to knowing 'how this
would look from the artistic point of view'. Alternatively, the problem of there being 'no
scenery up there' could be avoided by going for an allegorical approach, and he referred
Scott to Elinor Halle's Stanley medal with its 'allegorical arrangement showing the source
25

Tweed, Ricketts and - as Hogarth's letter tells us - Scott.
Letter from Keltie to Scott, dated 2 February 1910.
27
Letter from Scott to Keltie, dated 2 February 1910.
Letter from Hogarth to Darwin, dated 31 January 1910.
2K
Letter from Kcltie to Havard Thomas, dated 27 January
As well as holding regular exhibitions, the Carfax Gallery,
Bury Street, off Jermyn Street, London, stockcd work by 1910.
29
Letter from Keltie to Scott, dated 3 February 1910.
contemporary artists including bronzes by Rodin. Legros,
26
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of the Nile'. As regards the obverse, he considered Bayes's Scott and Shackleton medals
too cluttered, with the horizontal bands containing the dates detracting from the portraits,
and recommended instead the example of the Hansen and Stanley medals.
In her reply, Scott agreed that, for the obverse, simplicity was vital and a head in profile
preferable. For the reverse, she too had considered a map of the northern regions of the
globe, but had feared that it had already been done; she dismissed the idea of the platinum
star, suggesting instead the date of Peary's arrival there. She had also considered figures
and sledges ('but that's rather obvious, isn't it?'), a symbolicfigure of Endurance, indeed 'a
thousand things', but as yet none had satisfied her. 31 She invited Keltie to lunch, so they
could discuss the matter.
Their deliberations appear to have resulted in two ideas: an American eagle, the Pole
Star, and a mound of ice supporting a flag; and an eagle, Pole Star and globe. The
following week Keltie requested sketches to show Darwin. 32 The Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company, who had been asked to provide estimates for the dies, would, he
wrote, also supply ideas for a reverse, and, to judge from a letter written four days later, it
would appear that the advice of Peary himself had also been sought, for Keltie relayed to
Scott the explorer's view that a slightly inclined globe with a small brilliant or perhaps a
platinum cross for the Pole would be a suitable reverse; according to Peary, the American
Geographical Society had tried a map reverse but had given the idea up as unsatisfactory.33
We may imagine that the artist rejected forthwith the suggestion of the jewel or precious
metal. Within a few days, she had produced a sketch, which Keltie showed to Darwin. Both
of them, he wrote, liked the eagle: 'the question is whether you can make anything artistic out
of the heap below'. 34 Seemingly, Scott had suggested that the heap (of ice) could be replaced
by a globe, for Keltie also expressed doubt as to whether a globe could be 'artistic'.
Shortly thereafter, Scott announced that the reverse wasfinished but for the lettering, 35
but on 24 February Keltie was still not happy with the mound as, he wrote, it was not
specific to the Pole. 3 6 Scott replied only that she had designed a new and better eagle, 37 but
Keltie's view eventually prevailed, for in the end the mound of ice was replaced by a globe.
The head was taken from photographs supplied by Peary. The legend was to read ROBERT
EDWIN PEARY 1910 on the obverse, and PRESENTED BY THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY FOR ARCTIC EXPLORATION 1886-1909 on the reverse. The dies were made by the

Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company, which also organised the striking of the medals: one
in gold for Peary, one in silver for his companion Captain Bartlett, and an unrecorded
number in bronze. They were presented on 4 May 1910.
Scott was not altogether happy with thefinished product, writing that the medal looked
'very weak in bronze' 38 and that the silver version was also not as she had wished; the
company, she complained to Keltie, had not obeyed her instructions as to the patination.
On the positive side, she considered the lettering very pleasing. Our verdict on the medal
must also contain reservations, for again there are weaknesses in the design. On the
obverse, Peary's head floats in space, and neither it nor the truncation relates to the
surrounding circle. As for the reverse, the symbolic intent of the eagle and the globe
(symbols respectively of Peary's nationality and explorations) is diminished by the realism
of their portrayal and the casual asymmetry. But, if the design does not function well as

30
For Halle's medal, see Philip Attwood, 'Elinor Halle',
The Medal, no. 6 (Spring 1985), p. 21,fig.11; Mill, Record
of the RGS, pi. 21. On 4 February, Freshfield suggested
jokingly to Keltie that the reverse of Peary's medal should
show the South Pole with the legend NOLI METANGERE, to
indicate the unpopularity that would follow any attempt to
anticipate Scott!
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Letter from Scott to Keltie, dated 4 February 1910.
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Letter from Keltie to Scott, dated 11 February 1910.
Letter from Keltie to Scott, dated 15 February 1910.
Letter from Keltie to Scott, dated 18 February 1910.
Letter from Scott to Keltie, undated.
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symbol, nor does it work on a realistic level, for an eagle does not hover in outer space.
The unresolved nature of the reverse leaves the onlooker uneasy. Again, a major
contributory factor for this must be the outside interference in the design process, but in
this case the records show that the interference was invited by the artist. One wonders with
what degree of seriousness the artist wrote that she had considered 'a thousand things' for
the reverse, but one cannot but regret that she did not choose to develop one of them. 39
Having considered two medal designs and found them wanting, let us consider for a
moment an example of her larger scale work. The piece that I have chosen to illustrate
(pi. 21) portrays at the age of 81 George Bernard Shaw, one of the sculptor's greatest
friends and admirers. 40 'You - effeminate! No woman ever born had a narrower escape
from being a man. My affection for you is the nearest I ever came to homosexuality', Shaw
told her. 41 'A wonderful woman . . . first rate at her job. . . We got on together to
perfection', he wrote elsewhere. 42 Towards the end of the First World War she produced a
small bronze statuette of the writer, showing him smiling and relaxed, his arms and legs
casually crossed. 43 How different is the work of some twenty years later! His head is held
wearily in his hands, its sorrowful expression softened only slightly by a wry half-smile. The
craggy features, roughly modelled, are instilled with great intelligence and warmth. Clearly
we are dealing with an artist of some power, and her success as a portrait sculptor is shown
by this, as by many other of her works, to be justly deserved.44 David Hogarth was indeed
right to praise her portrait figures in his letter of 31 January 1910, but he was wrong to
conclude that skill in this branch of sculpture automatically recommended the artist for a
medallic commission.
The work of Kathleen Scott adds weight to the notion that a fine sculptor does not
always make a fine medallist. Part of the problem in Scott's case was that, as Robert
Reynard of the Home Office suspected in 1911, she had never been trained in medal work.
Her artistic education had been received at the Slade School, London, and in Paris. The
University College London records show her officially registered at the Slade for the two
academic years 1900-1902, 45 but she is known to have studied there for a few months
only. 46 The revival of interest in medallic work at the Slade that had been spearheaded by
39
It should be noted that Peary's satisfaction with the
medal is demonstrated by the decision to illustrate it in the
American edition of his account of his voyage (see note 24
above).
4,1
The Bernard Sliaw at 81 was exhibited at the Royal
Academy summer exhibition of 1940 (no. 1588). It was also
included in an exhibition of sculpture by living artists which
ran at the Russell Cotes Art Gallery, Bournemouth, from
December 1943 to March 1944 (no. 110; price 360 guineas).
The correspondence between the sculptor and the gallery's
curator, Norman L. Silvester, relating to the exhibition
remains in the gallery's archives. The Shaw was one of the
works about which Silvester was inspired to write a poem;
these were published in the gallery's Bulletin. 'Hundreds of
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permanent collection of this gallery', and was consequently
acquired from the artist for 300 guineas. I am grateful to Mr
Shaun Garner of Bournemouth Museums for this information. A photograph of Shaw in a similar pose, with head in
hands, is reproduced in Michael Holroyd, Bernard Shaw,
volume 3, 1918-1950, The Lure of Fantasy (London, 1991),
pi. 31, captioned 'Shaw in 1948'.
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Alphonse Legros in the early 1880s had survived his retirement in 1892, and sculpture and
medal work had continued to be taught by George Frampton. In the Calendar for the year
1898-9, sculpture was listed as a course of study: 'Instruction is given in modelling from the
human figure, making medals, & C . ' 4 7 But, in 1899, Frampton left the School and, although
still titled the Slade School of Drawing, Painting and Sculpture, all mention of sculpture
courses was dropped from the prospectus.48 Clearly, the School's promotion of medallic
work had also come to an end. Scott left for Paris in 1901, and it was at the Academie
Colarossi in Montparnasse that she first discovered an interest in sculpture.49 She also met
Rodin, 50 and commenced a friendship which can hardly have failed to help develop her
powers as a sculptor, but (as Reynard noted) would have done little to train her in medallic
work.
'A year or two at Julian's, the Beaux Arts, or Colarossi's, is worth a cycle of South
Kensington', wrote Clive Holland in 1902. 51 But, as a medallist, she had none of the
advantages of the generation of students attending the Slade School under Legros in the
1880s, who were able to watch the professor making medals, look at examples of medals
from Pisanello onward and hear lectures on the history of the medal from visiting
academics.52 Scott's lack of medallic training made her uncertain in her approach to medal
making and susceptible to outside interference in the creative process, with unfortunate
results. The portraitist's ability to produce a likeness served her well as a medallist, but she
did not grasp the possibilities of the medallic reverse with its subtleties of allegory and
emblem. Likewise she failed to appreciate the inseparable link between image and
inscription, so that, as we have seen, she could request the wording for the Peary medal
only after the rest of the design was complete. Moreover, her problems as a medallist were
compounded by her rugged, naturalistic sculptural style which did not easily lend itself to
the small scale of the medal.
It would appear that the artist herself derived little satisfaction from her medals. She was
inspired to produce very few 53 and makes no mention of them in her published works. It
was unsuccessful 'sculptural' medals such as these that, in the years after the First World
War, led Robert Johnson to recognise the need for new specialised talent in this field. One
of Johnson's first actions as deputy master of the Royal Mint in 1922 was to suggest
(unsuccessfully) to the Treasury that money should be made available to bring young and
promising artists into medal work. 54 But by this time Kathleen Scott's career as a portrait
sculptor had begun in earnest and she no longer concerned herself with medals.
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(Rodin's) best woman pupil' (The Confessions of Aleister
Crowley, edited by John Symonds and Kenneth Grant (1989

edition, London), p. 556). The French sculptor became a
good friend and was to travel to London to attend her
wedding to Captain Scott in 1908.
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The only other medal that I have seen that may be by
Scott is one of the ophthalmologist William Mackenzie
signed KB (for Kathleen Bruce?). An example, sold at
Glendining's, London, 22 November 1989, lot 480. has since
gone to America. She did, however, on occasion work in a
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the Mansard Gallery, London, May 1948, nos. 53 and 56.
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SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES
A SMALL CARAUSIAN H O A R D FROM THE W H E E L E R
EXCAVATIONS AT VERULAMIUM
H.P.G. WILLIAMS
THE report of the excavations undertaken by R.E.M.
Wheeler and T.V. Wheeler at Verulamium was
published in 1936.' During the excavation of building
V. 1., a hoard of nineteen coins of Carausius was
discovered close to the exterior edge of the footings of
the outer wall of Room 19. The coins are blackened,
showing some degree of fire damage. A footnote in
the report states that several coins originated from the
same dies, but fails to publish any further details of
the coins other than assigning them RIC numbers.
Close study of the hoard, which is in the possession
of the Verulamium Museum (ref. 82.584 - 82.603),
yields much interesting information. The details of
the coins are listed below.
No.

Reverse Type

Mass (g) Diam
(mm)

Axis
(olc)

PAX AVS, Pax stg
left holding branch
& cornu.

2.98

FOR. . ., Fortuna
stg left holding
baton & cornu

3.11

3*
4*

As No. 1
As No. 1

20
22

5*

As No. 1

3.10
2.33
2.27

6

. .AX AVG, Pax stg 2.92
left holding olive br
& cornu

21

TYPE,

3.63

22

3

Pax stg
left holding olive
br. & vert scepte
IM in exergue

2.59

18

1

1*

2

7

Pax

20

21

19

PAX AVS,

9

10
11

1

11
2
4
12

Reverse Type

Mass (g) Diam
(mm)

as No. 8 2.60
but no mark in
exergue
PAX AVG,

PAX AVG,

as No. 9

FORTVNA AVG,

as

2.14
3.05

Axis
(olc)

20

3

18
19

3
12

No. 2
12*

As No. 1

2.40

20

12

13*

As No. 1
As No. 1

21
22

12

14*
15*

3.18
2.92

As No. 1

2.92

19

9

16

PAX AVG, with 2.66
baton & o.b. with r
infield left & ML in
exergue

20

1

17

As No. 16
As No. 1

19
22

1
11

19

3

2

18*
19*

As No. 1

2.59
2.07
2.34

9

In addition the following coin (ref. 84.2478), was
found in the removed topsoil from Insula V. It is quite
possible that it once belonged to the hoard, and
although its exactfind spot is uncertain, it comes from
the same area.
20*

overstruck
8

No.

As No. 1

1.88

18

11

All coins, except for numbers 8 and 11, which are
illegible, bear the same obverse legend:
IMPCARAVSIVSPFAVG, and a radiate bust right.
A most fascinating aspect of this hoard is the
number of coins sharing identical dies.
No fewer than eleven coins (all marked with an
asterisk) share the same pair of dies. The reverse of

1
Acknowledgements. My sincere thanks must go to the staff of
See R.E.M. Wheeler and T.V. Wheeler, Verulamium,
the Verulamium Museum at St. Albans, and especially to
A Belgic and Two Roman Cities, (Society of Antiquaries of
Stephen Greep for supplying me with the photographs, and to London, Oxford, 1936).
Vivienne Holgate and Hazel Simons for so patientlyfindingall
the Carausian coins at the museum for my examination.
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this type is most distinctive. Whereas the normal
attributes of Pax are a sceptre and an olive branch,
she is shown on these coins with a cornucopia and
what appears to be a large branch straight from some
Romano-British oak tree. The coins bear no mark in
the exergue. Another unusual feature is the representation of the final 'G' in the legend by a letter
not unlike a modern 'S'. Coin no. 8 shows the same
peculiarity on the reverse, and as the bust is similar in
style to the eleven coins mentioned, it would be
reasonable to assume that it too, originated from the
same workshop and even the same engraver's hand.
Coin no. 6, though not die-linked, has an obverse
bust of such similarity to the others, that a case could
be made that it, also, had the same origins.
Coins nos 16 and 17 come from a common pair of
dies, which also carry the mark R/ /ML and, if official,
would be regarded as a product of the London mint.
Most important though is the observation that the
obverse links to that of coin no. 9, which has an
unmarked Pax reverse. Again, if all three coins are
regarded as official issues, this is evidence of the
possibility that some of the unmarked issues were
struck alongside the issues of the 'L' mint.
Coins struck from the same dies are not a common
feature of Carausian hoards. The constitution of this
hoard therefore makes it more than likely that the
coins were buried close to their origin either geographically or in time.
It is difficult to ascertain how much circulation the
coins have seen, since the fire-damage is largely
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responsible for their pitted and damaged surfaces.
Whether all, some, or any of the coins are official or
contemporary copies, is a question that must depend
on some element of subjective analysis in its
answering. The coins show evidence of having been
struck rather than cast. The flans bear none of the
similarities in shape that casting might be expected to
yield. The style of the sharper struck and less
damaged coins is good, with obverse portraits certainly comparable with much of the current coinage at
the beginning of the reign. Against this, the reverse
types, although of reasonable style, show certain
elements of unorthodoxy in their representation of
the figures' attributes. The mass of the coins is of
reasonable standard especially when consideration of
thefire-damage is taken into account.
If the coins are contemporary copies then the
possibility of the forger responsible being based at
Verulamium is strong. If, on the other hand, the coins
are from an official mint some interesting possibilities
lie open for discussion. Had they been freshly brought
from London to Verulamium just prior to loss or
burial? Did the 'L' mint also issue unmarked coins or,
even more conjectural, was a travelling workshop
under the authority of the 'L' mint and using dies
produced there, actually operating at Verulamium at
some time close to the beginning of the reign?
No other coins from the pair of dies responsible for
most of the hoard are known to me. I would be very
interested to know of the location of any such coins
that do turn up.

NOTES ON T H R E E ROMANO-BRITISH HOARDS
DAVID SYMONS
PRESERVED in the collections of the Birmingham City
Museum and Art Gallery are three unpublished
groups of coins that either certainly or probably
derive from hoards. This brief note is intended to
bring their existence to the attention of students.1

1.

Foleshill, Coventry, 179213.

in recording the existence of two hoards, whereas, as
we shall see below, the two discoveries clearly form
one hoard. VCH in turn relies on two reports in the
Gentleman's Magazine for 1793.5 Since these form the
only detailed account of the discovery of the hoard
the relevant passages are reproduced here for the
sake of convenience.

Although the existence of this hoard has been on
record since shortly after its discovery, the coins Gentleman's Magazine, January 1793, (in the
published here appear to be the first to be attributed 'Country News' section);
to it. The hoard was briefly mentioned by W.A.
Seaby2 and C.H.V. Sutherland,3 who both cite VCH
'On the 17th of December was discovered, in a
Warwickshire I as their reference.4 Both follow VCH
meadow, at Foleshill, co. Warwick, belonging to
1
I am pleased to acknowledge the kind assistance of
Professor A.S. Robertson who helped with references and of
Dr C.E. King who commented on certain of the coins.
2
W.A. Seaby, 'A Hoard of Late Roman Coins found at
Coleshill, Warwickshire', Trans. B'ham. Arch. Soc. 66
(1950), 170.
3
C.H.V. Sutherland, Coinage and Currency in Roman

Britain (London. 1937), p. 166.
4
F. Haverfield, 'Romano British Remains', VCH Warwickshire I, 1904, pp. 223-50. The Foleshill discoveries are
noted on p. 246.
5
Gentleman's Magazine, 1793, i. 83 and ii. 786-7 with
Plate II,figs.3 and 4.
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Mr. Joseph Whiting, of that place, in digging a
trench, about two feet below the surface, an
earthen pot, containing upwards of 1800 Roman
copper coins, principally of the Emperors Constantine, Constans, Constantius, and Magnentius;
most of which remain in the possession of Mr.
Whiting, for the inspection of the curious. And on
the 12th of January, in continuing the same trench,
he found another earthern jug, containing a great
quantity of larger coin; but the latter were (i)n
greater preservation.'
Gentleman's Magazine, September 1793, (a letter
from 'Explorator' to 'Mr. Urban', the editor).
'Mr. Urban.
Coventry, July 30.
I send you a drawing (plate IIfig. 3) of the pot in
which the 1800 Roman coins, mentioned in your
present volume, p. 83, were contained: it was
broken by the labourer, but the fragments have
been cemented together, and the drawing is a
faithful representation of its present appearance.
The second pot was much broken when
discovered, but appears, from the fragments, to
resemble the former, only is smaller; the coins,
though said to be better preserved, and larger, were
precisely the same sorts, &c. as those first
discovered. I examined the coins found in the larger
pot minutely, and was surprized to observe
amongst that number only one scarce reverse, viz.
CONSTANTINVS AVG.; reverse, SARMATIA DEVICTA;
of which, being rather uncommon, I send you a
drawing, fig. 4. There were three of that type.'
'Explorator' then discusses the evidence for the
existence of a Roman road running from Warwick
to Mancetter. Inter alia he mentions 'Foleshill
(especially the farm on which the pots of coin were
found)' and 'the farm at Foleshill (called Bullester
Field farm)'.
From the foregoing accounts it is clear that the
two deposits formed part of the same hoard. The
coins in the two finds are expressly stated to be of
the same sorts, they were buried in very similar
pottery vessels6 and were clearly found very close
together. It should also be noted that the entry in
VCH perpetuates the misconception that the
second find contained larger and better preserved
coins than the first, although 'Explorator' had
already corrected this error in his letter.
According to Museum records 15 coins found at
Foleshill were acquired in 1875 as part of a collection of several hundred coins, medals and tokens
6
The first pot discovered is shown in Plate 23, which is a
copy of the illustration given in the Gentleman's Magazine
(see previous note). I am advised by Mr P. M. Booth of
Warwickshire Museums that this vessel is likely to be a
specimen of the local grey ware and wouldfitwell with the
mid fourth century date of the hoard.

that had belonged to William Staunton, a Warwickshire antiquarian. Staunton (1765-1848) was born
at Kenilworth. After an education at Rugby and St
John's College, Oxford, he was called to the bar.
However, instead of following a career in law he
opted to join the army, was commissioned a
lieutenant in the Life Guards and lived in London.
He soon became known as one of the foremost
numismatic collectors of the day, buying coins from
(among others) Matthew Young.
Staunton later retired to his family seat at Longbridge, a village on the south-western outskirts of
Warwick. Eventually, in addition to his numismatic
material, he amassed a collection of drawings and
deeds and some 2000 books and manuscripts, all
dealing with his native Warwickshire. In 1875 his
son John sold the whole collection to the (then)
Birmingham Town Council for the bargain price of
£2,285. Tragically the bulk of the collection was lost
only four years later in the fire that destroyed the
Birmingham Free Library buildings. Fortunately
the coins, tokens and medals and assorted antiquities had previously been transferred to the care of
the Art Gallery Committee and so escaped the
blaze.7 Virtually all the manuscript records of the
numismatic collections were destroyed in the fire,
but the Foleshill provenance of the coins discussed
here was noted on the envelopes in which they were
stored. How the coins came into Staunton's possession is unknown.
Of the 15 coins originally acquired by the
Museum two (nos 14 and 15 below) have been
missing since at least January 1961 and cannot now
be traced. The information given about these coins
is derived from notes made on the envelopes, which
have survived. Of the remaining thirteen coins one
(no. 13) is almost certainly not from Foleshill. While
nos 1-12 are generally in a very good state of
preservation and have a uniform black patina, no.
13 is very worn and has a dark green patina with the
remains of a white encrustation. Presumably it has
at some time been substituted for a hoard coin that
cannot now be traced or it was erroneously included
in the hoard material before coming to the Museum.
The coins:

(pi. 2 3 - 2 4 )

1. (Accession no. 1527'85-385 B). Constantine I,
SARMATIA DEVICTA. RIC VII Lyons 214. AD
323^1. 19.5mm, 3.867g, 0°.
2. (1527'85-385A). Constantine I, GLOR-IA EXERCITVS (2 standards), officina s. RIC VII Trier 537.
AD 332-3. 18mm, 2.363g, 350°.
7
See A. J. H. Gunstone, SCBI 17: Ancient British,
Anglo-Saxon and Norman Coins in Midlands Museums
(London, 1971), p. xiii. For further information on Staunton
see Rev. F. L. Colvile, The Worthies of Warwickshire who
lived between 1500 and 1800 (Warwick, n.d.[1870?]) pp.
726-8.
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

(1527'85-385 D). CONSTANTINOPOLIS, off. p.

RIC VII Lyons 256. AD 332. 18.5mm, 1.959g,
350°. (Some ?varnish on reverse).
(1527'85-385 C). CONSTANTINOPOLIS. RIC VII
Aries 386/401. AD 334/6. 18mm, 2.238g, 340°.
(1527'85-385 E). Constantine II Caesar,
GLOR-IA EXERC- ITVS (2 standards), off. s. RIC
VII Trier 550. AD 333/4. 18 mm, 2.566g, 350°.
(1527'85-385 H). Constans Augustus, vicTORIAE DD AVGGQ NN, off. S. RIC VIII Trier
195. AD 347-8. 15mm, 1.510g, 360°.
(1527'85-385 I). Constans Augustus, VICTORIAE
DD AVGGQ NN, mm unclear but may end in S.
AD 347-8. 15mm, 1.513g, 180°.
(1527'85-385 G). Constans Augustus, FELTEMP
REPARATIO (Emperor in galley), off. P; A
behind bust on obverse. RIC VIII Trier 240. AD
348-50. 22mm, 5.581g, 190°.
(1527'85-385 K). Constantius II Augustus, FEL
TEMP REPAR-ATIO (Emperor and captive), off. s.
RIC VIII Trier 222. AD 348-50. 22mm, 6.297g,
190°.
(1527'85-385 L). Constantius II Augustus, FEL
TEMP RE-PARATIO (FH). RIC VIII Amiens 46.
AD 353. 22mm, 4.369g, 20°. (Some ?varnish on
reverse).
(1527'85-385 N). Magnentius, FEL TEMP REPARATIO (Emperor in galley), off. P; A behind bust
on obverse. RIC VIII Trier 260. AD 350-53.
23mm, 5.172g, 170°.
(1527'85-385 O). Magnentius, GLORIA ROMANORVM (barbarian in front of horse), mm off flan;
A behind bust on obverse. AD 350-51. 22mm,
4.713g, 200°.
(1527'85-385 J). Constans Augustus, A VOT/
MVLT coin, numbers and mm illegible. AD 340s.
15mm, 1.439g, 225°. (Probably not Foleshill)
(1527'85-385 F). 'Constantine II Gloria Exercitus'.
(1527'85-385 M). 'Magnentius. FELICITAS
RE1PVBLICE Emperor + Victory. RSLG'.

2. Near Oxford,

pre-1951.

The four Tetrarchic folles described here were left at
the Museum for identification at the beginning of
1951. They were added to the Museum's collections as
accession numbers A.867'51 to A.870'51. During the
1950s the coins became 'detached' from these
numbers and were recatalogued in 1961. The 1961
numbers have been retained in the list given below.
One of the letters sent by the Museum to the
depositor includes the sentence 'I understand that
they were found in afield near Oxford and form part
of a hoard'. This statement is amplified in the accessions register where the coins are described as 'Part of
a hoard found during the building of an aerodrome at
Oxford'. In the light of this information and bearing
in mind that the coins arrived at the Museum in 1951
it seems very likely that they were part of a larger
hoard found during the construction of a wartime
airfield, of which there were a number that could be
described as 'near Oxford'. It has not been possible to
identify such a hoard and it is likely that the find was
dispersed without a record being made.

The coins: (pi. 24)

1. (A.33'61-41). Diocletian, SACRA MONET AVGG ET
CAESS NOSTR, off. p. RIC VI Ticinum 45a. AD
300-303. 28mm, 8.894g, 180°.
2. (A.33'61-56). Maximian, GENIOPOPV-LIROMANI,
off. B. RIC VI Lugdunum 108b. AD 301-3.
27mm, 8.925g, 180°."
3. (A.33'61-54). Constantius I Caesar, GENIO
POP-V-LI ROMANI, off. A. RIC VI Lugdunum
165a. AD 301-3. 27mm, 10.162g, 10°.
4. (A.33'61-55). Constantius I Caesar, GENIO
POPV-LI ROMANI, no mm. RIC VI Londinium 37a.
AD 303-5. 28mm, 8.693g, 180°.
Assuming these coins to be representative of the
find a date of deposit soon after AD 305 seems likely.
3. 'Waltham, Glottcs.', 1900?.

A few of the coins call for individual comment. No.
1 may be the coin shown illustrated in the
Gentleman's Magazine (see p. 23, 'Fig. 4') but it is

hard to be sure given the sketchy nature of the
drawing and the fact that the hoard contained at least
two other specimens of the type. At 6.297g no. 9
seems to be unusually heavy, RIC VIII giving a
standard weight for the issue of 4.25g. The figure of
the emperor on the reverse of no. 10 is unusual,
almost giving the impression that he is on horseback.
Dr C.E. King suggests that the coin is an overstrike.
Finally on the reverse of no. 11 the die cutter appears
to have misunderstood his instructions and has the
emperor holding what appears to be 'Victory on a
stick' rather than on a globe. Twice life-size photographs of the reverses of the last two coins are given in
plate 24.

Thefive coins considered here were discovered unaccessioned in the Coin Room in 1978. They are
included in this note on the basis of the information
recorded on the envelope in which they were found.
This was marked 'Waltham, Gloucs. 5 4th century
coins from brick works site (1900)'. Added, in
another hand, was 'with 230'55\ A.230'55 is a penny
of Edward I which was found in Birmingham. If the
latter note has any significance it may give a rough
date for the arrival of the coins in Birmingham. The
coins form a quite tightly dated group which closes
between AD 392+ (no. 5 should post-date the death
of Valentinian II because of its broken obverse legend
- see RIC IX, p. xxxvii) and AD 395+ (no. 3,
depending on the mm). While they may represent
individual sitefinds it is perhaps more likely that they
formed all or more probably part of a hoard. Unfor-
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tunately it has been impossible to find any trace of a
place called Waltham in Gloucestershire. In these
circumstances the find should be noted but its status
regarded as uncertain.
The coins: (pi. 24)

1. (N.16178). Theodosius I, VOT/X/MVLT/XX, mm illegible. A Vota issue of AD 383. 12mm, 1.371g, 180°.
2. (N.162'78). Theodosius I, VOT/X/MVLT/XX, mm
probably SMHA. Probably LRBC II 1968. AD

383. 13mm, 0.888g, 180°.
3. (N.163'78). Theodosius I, SALVS REIPVBLICAE
(2), CONS|. . .]. Possibly LRBC II 2184 or 2192.
AD 383-92/393-5. 14mm, 0.847g, 30°.
4. (N.164'78). Arcadius, a VOT/MVLT inscription,
the numbers and mm illegible; obverse legend,
ARCADIVS. AD 383-7. 14.5mm, 0.831g (chipped), 90°.
5. (N.165'78). Arcadius, SALVS REIPVBLICAE (2),
mm lost; obverse legend, ARCADI-VS. AD 392-3.
12.5mm, 1.041g (chipped), 315°.

T H E ' R U S S I A N F I N D ' O F A N G L O - S A X O N COINS IN T H E
BRITISH M U S E U M
TUUKKA TALVIO
IN their publication of the provenances of the Anglo- fits well enough with the fact that all the three coin
Saxon coins recorded in the British Museum Catalo- types of Cnut were represented among the 120 coins
gue, R. H. M. Dolley and J. S. Strudwick wrote; which were bought by the British Museum.
Among important hoard provenances [for the coins
The Borovskaya hoard was first described by the
of /Ethelrad II] we may note especially the Russian orientalist P. S. Savelev who in 1846 published a
hoard acquired in 1850 through a French firm of 'topography' of the Russian and Baltic finds with
dealers. Unfortunately it has proved impossible to Oriental coins. He knew, however, of only 278 coins,
establish a more exact find-spot - and we must 'namely 264 Anglo-Saxon of Cnut, .Ethelraed and
remember that Finland, the Baltic States, and much other kings, German, and 14 Kufic' (the latter
of Poland, all areas rich in Anglo-Saxon coins, were described by him in detail). According to the landthen technically part of Russia.'1
owner who had presented these coins to the St
The parcel from the 'Russian find' included 101 Petersburg Academy of Sciences, there had also been
the
coins of /Ethelraed II and 19 of Cnut. It was the largest some 200 other coins and a silver bracelet which
2
single acquisition of coins of /Ethelraed II made by the peasant who made the find had already sold.
British Museum in the nineteenth century, accounting
Soon afterwards information on the Borovskaya
for some 25 per cent of the coins of this king in the hoard was also published by B. von Koehne, editor of
1893 catalogue.
the Memoires of the St Petersburg Numismatic and
Although no new information on thefind-spot has Archaeological Society. In his articles he gave 3the
become available, the general background of the number of coins first as 2,500 and later as 4,000; he
purchase is not difficult to reconstruct. It is even also said that most of them had been acquired by the4
possible to name two hoards as the possible source of well-known collector Jakob Reichel (1778-1856).
Koehne described a number of the German and other
the coins.
Thefirst of them was found in 1846 at Borovskaya coins, and this forms the basis of what5is known of the
near the town of Oranienbaum. Nowadays known as Western coins from the find today. Koehne also
Reichel to edit a catalogue of his large collecLomonosov, the former Oranienbaum is situated helped
6
opposite the fortress of Kronstadt at the bottom of the tion, which was acquired later by the Hermitage
Gulf of Finland; it now belongs to the administrative Museum. Unfortunately the Anglo-Saxon coins were
region of Leningrad. The little that is known of the included in vol. vi published in 1843, three years
hoard suggests a terminus post quern of 1027, and this before the Borovskaya hoard was found. However, in
1

BNJ 28 (1955-7), 35.
P.S. Savelev, Topografiya kladov s vostochnymi monetami i izdeliyami (Sanktpeterburg, 1846), pp. 157-9.
3
Memoires de la Societe d'Archeologie et de Numismatique de St. Petersbourg I (1847), 170-2; III (1850), 366-8.
The article on Russianfindswas also published as a monograph in Russian: B. Kene, Opisanie evropeiskikh
monet
(Sanktpeterburg, 1852), pp. 16-17.
4
See his obituary by Koehne, 'Jakon von Reichel und
seine Sammlung', Zeitschrift fur Miinz-,
Siegel- und
2

Wappen-Kunde, Neue Folge (1859-62), pp. 1-24.
5
N. Bauer, 'Die russischen Funde abendlandischer
Miinzen des 11. und 12. Jahrhunderts", Zeitschrift fur
Numismatik 39 (1929), 78-79; V. M. Potin, 'Topograhya
nakhodok zapadnoevropeiskikh monet X-XIU vv. na territorii drevnei Rusi', Trudy Gosudarstvennogo
Ermitazha IX
(Leningrad, 1967), p. 138.
6
Die Reichelsche Munzsammlung
in St. Petersburg, 9
vols., dated 1842-5 but apparently published 1843-50.
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a letter to the Swedish State-Antiquarian B. E.
Hildebrand, Reichel himself reported in June 1847
that 'a few thousand' Viking-Age coins had been
found near St Petersburg, of which 'nearly half had
been pennies of /Ethelrad II and Cnut, and he had
acquired some 1,200 coins for himself.7 One year
later, after receiving from Hildebrand a copy of the
1846 edition of Anglosachsiska mynt, he wrote that
his own collection included 'no fewer than some 50'
moneyers of /Ethelraed II and Cnut which were not to
be found in the catalogue. 'This shows how enormous
the minting was during that period, as I don't have
more than 4 or 5 hundred of these coins', he added.8
The coins which were acquired by the Hermitage
Museum from the Borovskaya find either directly or
via Reichel have long ago lost their provenances.9
The 120 coins which ended up in the British Museum
are, on the other hand, still lying on their original
tickets. Perhaps their patina and colour could be
compared with similar unprovenanced coins in the
Hermitage, now that the Leningrad coins are to be
published in the Sylloge series.
The other hoard which must be considered was
found in 1847 at Zvenigorod in the neighbourhood of
Moscow. According to Koehne, there were c. 1,000
coins, most of them Anglo-Saxon and German. He
gives details, however, only of the German coins, the
terminus post quern of which seems to have been 1034.
The 'best' pieces were acquired by Count A. S.
Stroganov
(1813-1864),
another
well-known
numismatist whose collection later was to be incor10
porated with the Hermitage. According to Koehne's
obituary of him, he owned over 1,000 medieval English
coins, among them 'une quarantaine de la Heptarchie
et quelques centaines de deniers d'Aethelred II, de
Knut, de Harthacnut, deterres en Russie'. 11
A summary of the coins in London can be presented as follows: i^Ethelrasd II, Crux type, 15
(Canterbury 2, Ilchester, London 5, Lydford.
Maldon, Norwich, Rochester, Southwark, Totnes,
Winchester);
Long Cross type, 35 (Bath, Chester 2, Dorchester,
Exeter 4, Gloucester, Lincoln 5, London 14, Stamford 2, Winchester 2, York 3);

Helmet type, 12 (Exeter, Ipswich, Huntingdon,
London 6, Wallingford, Winchester, York);
Last Small Cross type, 29 (Colchester, Lewes,
Lincoln 5, London 12, Lydford, Stamford 5, Thetford, Winchester 3);

7
Letter from Reichel to Hildebrand, 16/28 June 1847
(Archives of the Swedish Royal Academy of Letters History
and Antiquities, Stockholm); published in T. Talvio. 'Jakob
Reichels brev till B. E. Hildebrand', Numismatiska Meddelanden 34 (Stockholm, 1983), 217-24.
8
Reichel to Hildebrand, 16/18 June 1848 (see note 7).
9
Bauer, 'Die Russichen Funde', p. 79.
10
Memoires III, p. 368-9; Bauer. 'Die Russischen Funde',
p. 179-80; Potin, 'Topografiya', p. 173. The Stroganov
Collection came to the Hermitage in the 1920s (I. G.

Spasskii, 'Numizmatika v Ermitazhe', Numizmutika i Epigrafika VIII, 1970, pp. 206-9).
11
Revue de la Numismatique Beige, 4e serie. 111 (1865),
274.
12
Three of the imitations have now been attributed to
Sigtuna, see B. Maimer, The Sigtuna Coinage c. 995-1005
(Commentationes de Nummis Saeculorum IX-XI, Nova
Series 4), Stockholm and London, 1989, p. 120.
13
Bauer, 'Die russischen Funde', pp. 8-9, 78.
14
See note 3.

Imitations, 10. 12

Cnut, Ouatrefoil type, 9 (Lincoln, London 4, Winchester 2, York 2);
Pointed Helmet type, 6 (London 5, Winchester);
Short Cross type, 2 (Chester, York);
Imitations, 2.

To sum up. Although we do not even know
whether all the coins come from the same find, the
most likely single source for the 'Russian find' in the
British Museum nevertheless seems to be the
Borovskaya (Oranienbaum) hoard of 1846. The
letters quoted above show that Jakob Reichel
acquired several hundred coins of /Ethelrasd and Cnut
from the find and identified them with the help of
Hildebrand's Anglosachsiska mynt. There must have
been many duplicates, and it would have been natural
for him or Koehne to put them on the market; both of
them had excellent connections with foreign collectors and dealers. We may also note that although
several very large hoards are known from Russia, the
large ones usually belong to the end of the eleventh
century and consist mainly of German coins; the
Borovskaya hoard is the only one on record to have
contained (probably) over a thousand Anglo-Saxon
pennies.
It is also possible that the coins come from the
little-known Zvenigorod hoard of 1847, or from a
wholly unknown find, not mentioned by Koehne. He
has been blamed for withholding information in order
to protect the rich collectors with whom he had close
relations;13 but he was also a scholar who collected
material for a monograph on the finds,14 and
undoubtedly the work benefited from those relations.
There must have been many finds which escaped his
notice, but it would probably have been too much of a
coincidence if a Russian hoard had been sold by a
foreign firm without his knowledge at the same time
when he was involved with the sorting out of the large
finds discussed above.
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A N O T H E R R O U N D S H O R T CROSS H A L F P E N N Y
N. MAYHEW and A. SMITH
IN the autumn of 1990 Mr. Smith found a round Short
Cross halfpenny of Henry III (class VII, 0.56g), while
prospecting with a metal detector on the Westbury
Farm Road works, Milton Keynes. By agreement
with the Milton Keynes Development Corporation,
the coin was reported to the Buckinghamshire County
Sites and Monuments Record (ref. MK644/31), and
subsequently acquired by the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford. The coin is the second of its type to be
published, the other having been reported by Peter
Seaby1 and acquired by the British Museum. Both
coins are of the London mint, but the BM piece is by
the moneyer Terri, while the Ashmolean coin is by
Elis, reading: ^eLlSONLVNDe without stops (pi. 25).
As with the Terri halfpenny the crescent mintmark
is clear enough, but the possible star or pellet above
the crescent remains unclear. A newly discovered
farthing, also by Terri, now in the BM (0.289g)
definitely has crescent and pellet. The Oxford coin
has four piercings around the edge, suggesting that it
may have been sewn to a garment for decoration, and
its weight is correspondingly lower. The obverse dies
of the two halfpennies differ.
The documentary evidence relevant to this issue is
quite plentiful. Elias the goldsmith of Worcester was
first presented as moneyer by the mayor, sheriffs and
citizens of London in 1216, and he is listed with Ilger
the Goldsmith, Radulf de Frowic and Abel as sworn
moneyers just after All Saints the same year.2 Some
kind of problem seems to have arisen between them,
for in 1221 Ilger, Radulf and Abel refused to accept
Elias as one of their number.3 The outcome of the
dispute is unknown, though some accommodation
must have been reached; Elias was still listed as a
moneyer in 1222, and by then Abel had been replaced
by Terri the Changer.4 It was in this same year, 1222,
that a concerted effort was made to introduce round
halfpennies and farthings and to end the circulation of
cut halves and quarters. The writ to all sheriffs was
issued on 21 February 1222 (n.s.) announcing that the
King's council had resolved that fifteen days after
Easter round halfpennies and farthings would be

current throughout England, and that from that day
no other halfpence or farthings would be permitted.-"'
Eight dies for halfpence and farthings were issued to
the moneyers at the beginning of Lent, and a further
eight dies for pence, eight dies for halfpence, and
eight dies for farthings were issued to the moneyers
on Maundy Thursday.6
The administration required for the introduction of
round halfpence was all in place, but the survival of so
few halfpence and farthings suggests that relatively
few round fractions were actually produced.
Although the discovery of more may be anticipated,
they will always be extremely rare compared with the
pence. All the new fractions were to be struck at
London, although in this year three times more silver
was struck at Canterbury.7 Moreover, unless there
was a specific requirement to strike a certain proportion of total output in fractions - and no such
requirement is known - the moneyers themselves may
be presumed to have favoured the production of
pence. Moneyers were remunerated at afixed rate per
pound struck, and the extra work in making 480
halfpence or 960 farthings instead of 240 pence8 must
have been a strong disincentive to the production of
fractions. Indeed later in the middle ages the
requirement to strike a fixed proportion of fractions
was rarely honoured, even when the fractions attracted a higher rate of mintage.
The documents give no clue as to why round
fractions may have been thought desirable. Although
this may well have been a period of increasing monetization, and although there must often have been a
need for halfpence and farthings at a time when for
many a penny was about a full day's wage, these needs
had customarily been met by the simple expedient of
cutting pence as required. The call for round fractions
probably came not so much from an increasing need
for small change, but from concern by government
about the quality of the circulating medium. Legitimate cutting of pence to produce fractions, perhaps in
increasing numbers, must have encouraged illegitimate cutting and clipping for profit.

6
LTR 6 H III m.3d (pp. 34-5).
SCMB (Sept 1989), pp. 199-200.
7
C.E. Blunt and J.D. Brand, 'Mint Output of Henry III',
LTR 2 H III, m.3 (PRO transcript. Round Room 7/47 p.
BNJ 39 (1970), 61-66, esp. table 2.
177) and m.5 (p. 193).
8
3
Actually there were probably 242d. struck to the pound
LTR 6 H III m.3(2)d, (p. 66).
4
weight at this date.
LTR 6 H III m.3d (p. 34-5), m.4d (p. 43).
5
Rot. Litt. Claus. I (1833) p. 576.
1
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T H E S H E L L Y , S O L I H U L L ' H O A R D ' , 1989-90
W. A. SEABY
O N a number of occasions during 1 9 8 9 - 9 0 Mr M. G .
Williams of Monkstown, Shirley, using a metal
detector, has unearthed silver pennies of the period of
John and early in the reign of Henry III on open
ground near Shelly Coppice. Altogether fourteen
whole pieces and two fragments of afifteenth have
been recovered within an area of a few square yards,
Eleven are Short Cross from the mints of London,
Canterbury, Northampton, Ipswich, Norwich and
Lincoln and four are pennies of King John struck in
Dublin by the moneyer, Roberd. The size of this
hoard may be compared with that from Loxbeare,
Devon1 (somewhat earlier) and that from Hickleton,
Yorkshire2 (about the same date).
The first recorded reference to Shelly is in a deed of
the later twelfth century when William de Beaumont,
third earl of Warwick ( 1 1 5 3 - 8 4 ) granted the manor of
Monkspath, adjoining Shelley to the south and west,

to Roger de Ulehale of Tanworth together with other
land in the district. There were perhaps a dozen
families living in this hamlet in the early thirteenth
century and the fields were farmed communally in
strips. A trackway ran from Shelly Lane eastwards to
Bentley Heath and Knowle in medieval times, and it
was close to this path where the coins were discovered.3
It can therefore be presumed that here was lost or
hidden a'purse'dating probably not later than about
1230, the contents of which have become somewhat
spread by the plough. The most interesting thing about
this little hoard is the high proportion of Dublin coins.
Could it have belonged to an Irish traveller?
The Birmingham Coroner was informed but, owing to
the nature of the discoveries over a period of eighteen
months or more, decided, since a full record had been
made, not to proceed with a treasure trove inquest. The
coins remain in the possession of the finder.

A full list is as follows:Type
England

Mint

Moneyer

Weight

Die Axis

1.

4b4

Canterbury

Meinir

1.41g

315°

2.

5a

Ipswich

Alisandre

1.035g

195°

3.

5a

Norwich

Iohan

1.33g

185°

4.
5.
6.
7.

5b
5b
5c
6bl

Lincoln
Northampton
London
London

Rauf
Adam
Rauf
Ilger

1.38g
1.325g
1.36g
1.38g

135°
135°
100°
60°

8.

6bl

London

Ilger

1.36g

60°

9.

6b2

London

Ilger

1.24g

195°

10.
11.

6c2
7b

Canterbury
Canterbury

Samuel
Roger R

1.305g
1.39g

80°
210°

Dublin
Dublin
Dublin
Dublin

Roberd
Roberd
Roberd
Roberd

1.35g
1.285g
1.10g
(2 frags)
1.07g

0°
0°
180°
90°

Remarks

One curl either side of
crude head
Damaged edge, cross
pommee X
Cross pommee X,
reversed S
Cross pattee X, normal S
Cross pattee X, normal S
St. Andrew's cross X
Rounded ends cross X,
tall letters
Rounded ends cross X,
rounded face?
Rounded ends cross X,
pointed face
Ornamental letters
Squat bust, no stops on
reverse

Ireland

12.
13.
14.
15.

c. 1204-11
c. 1204-11
c. 1204-11
c. 1204-11

Acknowledgements.
I am grateful to Mr Philip Wise for
taking the photographs and to Mr Brian Walkeden for the
prints of the coins at 1/1 scale.
1

Coin Hoards VII (1985) no. 550, pp. 350-1 and 379-81.
J.D.A Thompson Inventory of British Coin Hoards
A.D. 600-1500 (1956) p. 69, no. 189, and /VCSer.6, 6 (1946)
152.
2

3

Seaby 4228
Seaby 4228
Seaby 4228
Seaby 4228

J. Woodall and M. Varley, Looking back at Solihull
(1987) pp. 50-1.
4
Classification is by J. J. North, English Hammered
Coinage I (1980) pp. 178-80, 184-5. (See also BNJ 58
(1988), 32-3). Seaby's Standard Catalogue of British Coins:
Coins of England and the United Kingdom (20th Edition,
1984) pp. 79-81; Peter Seaby. Coins and Tokens of Ireland
(1970) p. 25.
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T H R E E SEVENTEENTH CENTURY NOTES
MICHAEL SHARP
1. More Tower shillings of Charles I discovered

previously unrecorded shillings have come to
my attention: A D4 obverse muled with a halfcrown
reverse, m.m. portcullis (pi.26, 1) an E L / 2 mm. crown
(over bell obv.) an FL/1 with large mark of value,
m.m. anchor to left (over tun rev - pi.26, 2) and an F 5
obverse muled with a reverse of Briot's hammered
issue, m.m. triangle (perhaps over anchor rev. -

FOUR

pi.26, 3).

The FL/1 coin, which Mr David Holt kindly drew to
my attention, is a particularly interesting discovery
since the type has hitherto been known only with
m.m. tun and small mark of value. Since the obverse
mintmark is clearly not punched over tun and the
mark of value not punched over the smaller one, it
has to be concluded that this type was re-issued with
the anchor mark and large mark of value after the
issue of type F2, m.m. tun and (very rarely) m.m.
anchor (over tun obv.), ceased. Although the portrait
is slightly double struck, giving an appearance suggestive of type F3, the presence of the double arched
crown establishes its identification.
The discovery of the Briot mule, exciting though it
was, came as no surprise in view of the occurrence of
mules with Briot's obverse and Tower reverses with
small or large cross ends.
2. An Interesting Parliamentarian Issue of 1642/3

IT has generally been considered that there was
continuity of type production after Parliament's seizure of the Tower Mint on 10 August 1642.1 There
are, however, very rare shillings, halfcrowns and
crowns with mintmark triangle in circle which are
different from the norm and which I consider to form
a distinct, and possibly experimental, currency issue.
The shillings are those of Group F bust 7. Production of Group F shillings was otherwise discontinued
during the use of the triangle mark when the prolific
issue of Group G commenced. The striking of Group
G coins continued during the use of mint marks star
and triangle in circle. No Group F coin is known with
the star mark and the issue of the F7 shillings with
their recut F3 portraits must be regarded as an
unusual one.
There was also a change of halfcrown type which
occurred during the use of the star mark. Type 3a2,
known with mintmarks tun, anchor, triangle and star,
was replaced by type 4, known only with mintmarks
star and triangle in circle (it has been noted as
occurring with mintmark P in brackets but the only

1
2

Sir John Craig, The Mint (Cambridge, 1953) p. 150.
Glendining's 23.4.91 (lots 170 and 171).

piece I have seen has m.m. P in circle and is an
obvious contemporary forgery!). Parliament discontinued type 4 and reverted to type 3a 2 but adopted new
obverses (Osborne's 60's and 80's) and reverses
(Osborne's 97 and 99). These coins occur with m.m.'s
(P), (R), eye and sun. However, as with the shillings,
an odd issue appears with m.m. triangle in circle. This
issue was recorded by Osborne who acquired two
examples which are die duplicates.2 Their obverse is
from a type 3a2 m.m. triangle die overstruck with the
triangle in circle mark and their reverse (Osborne 95)
is that of type 4. It is perhaps strange that these
pieces, technically mules, occur with m.m. triangle in
circle as opposed to the earlier star mark during the
use of which the type change occurred.
In the light of the foregoing it seems both necessary
and appropriate to consider the status of the, so
called, pattern crown with m.m. triangle in circle. It
has presumably been regarded as a pattern because of
the use of a Briot equestrian portrait with a mintmark
not associated with any of his coinages, its rarity and
the non-existence of an ordinary Tower type with that
mintmark. Cooper considered that the obverse mark
was probably punched over anchor and that the coin
possibly belonged to Briot's hammered coinage.3 The
x2 illustration of the obverse mark on the British
Museum's specimen clearly shows the ring, stem and
bar of an anchor immediately to the left of the triangle
in circle. The obverse die does not seem fine enough
for it to be regarded as suitable for use in connection
with Briot's second milled coinage and I therefore
consider it to have been intended for his hammered
issue. Lozenge stops (one of Briot's 'hallmarks', as
Cooper mentioned) are evident but with commas
above; an unusual combination, but it is the portrait
which is of particular interest since it is taken from
that of a Scottish sixty shillings and not, as one might
expect, from that of an English crown. The king is
shown wearing the Scottish crown instead of the more
rounded English one, his sword extends to the edge of
the coin (as it does on the Scottish piece but does not
on the English) and his features are those found on
the Scottish coin (pi. 26, 4).
In view of the absence of a crown from both Briot's
second milled and hammered coinages, there is
nothing else with which the obverse of the triangle in
circle crown may be compared but this absence does
perhaps enable the conclusion that no reverse die was
made by Briot to match his anchor or mark obverse.
Assuming this, it seems possible to further conclude
that Briot realised his mistake in using the Scottish

3

F.R. Cooper, 'Silver crowns of the Tower Mint of
Charles I' BNJ 37 (1968), 116.
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portrait and put the die to one side. He may also have
noticed that the portrait punches were not properly
aligned since the backward leaving body of the king
seems slightly detached from his hips. I therefore
think it likely that this die was picked up after
Parliament's seizure of the mint and matched with an
ordinary Tower reverse die with the star mark, both
dies being overpunched with the triangle in circle
mark before use.
The wear sustained by the three known examples
coupled with the knowledge that crowns of the triangle in circle mark were tried at the pyx on 29 May
1643 must establish these as currency pieces since no
other type bearing that mark is known. Furthermore
there are otherwise no known patterns produced by
parliament and its only known (to me) trials are in the
form of shilling bust and shield punches struck on
roughly cut lozenge shaped flans. The crown is therefore argued to form part of a rather strange and very
limited issue made when the mint was under parliament's control.

3. A Badge of Colonel Hammond and a counter of
Charles I
THE badge of Colonel Hammond, Governor of the
Isle of Wight (pi.26, 5) is made from a bust of Charles
I cut from a medal (c.f. MI 373/ 267-270) and affixed
to an engraved convex plate, pierced to enable it to be
stitched to a garment. It is dated 18 September 1647,
the day on which Hammond was elected and sworn as
a burgess of Newport. On 1st October he was
appointed (by parliament) Vice-Admiral of the
county of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight. The
following month he took charge of his royal 'guest',
Charles I, who had escaped from Hampton Court on
II November.
The counter of Charles I and Henrietta Maria
(pi.26, 6) is in the style adopted by Simon de Passe but
of coarser workmanship. It is dated 27 January 1649,
the date on which sentence of death was passed on the
king who is shown wearing the tall hat he wore during
the proceedings at Westminster Hall.

T H E T E Y N H A M , KENT, H O A R D O F COINS A N D
BANKNOTES
B. J. COOK and VIRGINIA H. HEWITT
THIS small hoard represents a rare example of coins
and banknotes apparently forming part of the same
hoard. The material was found on 19 August 1989 in a
sixteenth-century farmhouse in Deerton Street, Teynham, Kent, hidden beneath a false cupboard. The
finder was the owner, Mr John Trevor, who was
engaged in renovating the interior of the property.
Twenty-three coins were found wrapped up in an old
handkerchief, with the seven banknotes close by. A
further coin was discovered two weeks later lodged on
a beam a little distance away.
The twenty-four coins and the notes were brought
to the British Museum for examination. Reports were
provided on the basis of which an inquest was held on
18 October. Not being of precious metal, the
banknotes could not be considered as potential
treasure trove but as apparently part of the deposit,
they had to be taken into account. Their presence
contributed to the value of the material when deposited, and thus was relevant to the question of whether
the hoard was deliberately concealed. The inquest
jury decided that the twenty-three coins found in the
handkerchief constituted treasure trove. These have
since been acquired by the Kent County Museum
Service. The coin found apart from the others was not
declared treasure trove and was returned to the
1
This is the coin found apart from the others, not
contained within the handkerchief, which was declared not
to be treasure trove.

finder, as were the banknotes. The case well illustrates some of the limitations of the treasure trove
laws, with a single find split up and museums not
having the option to acquire the banknotes.
The contents of the find are as follows:
Coins
George II
guinea
George III
guinea

intermediate head

1745

second head
third head

1763
1768
1772
1774
1775
1776

fourth head

fifth head, spade
shield

fourth head
fifth head, spade
shield

1 8.31

1 8.30
1 8.36
1 8.33
1 8.29
1 8.34
3 8.29, 8.28,
8.36
1777 2 8.31, 8.30
1782 1 8.30
1784 1 8.38
1787 3 8.37, 8.38,
8.35
1788 1 8.36
1
1792 1 Wt not
recorded
1786 1 4.17
1787 3 4.19, 4.16,
4.19
1789 2 4.20, 4.19
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Banknotes
Bank of England
Faversham Bank

Commercial Bank
(Faversham)

£20
£5
£5
£5
£10

1790
November 1798
February 1800
March 1800
October 1800

£5
£5

October 1800
December 1800

Hoards of gold coins from the late eighteenth
century have been fairly common: Brown and Dolley
list eight with deposit dates between 1793 and 1804.2
Despite recent banking scandals, in our modern world
of high finance and high crime rates it still requires
considerable suspension of disbelief to equate security
with a store of gold and silver hidden at home. In Silas
Marner George Eliot gives an amusing account of why
the eponymous miser did not anticipate being robbed
of the gleaming gold beneath his floor:
. . . hoarding was common in country districts in those days;
there were old labourers in the parish of Raveloe who were
known to have their savings by them, probably inside their
flock-beds; but their rustic neighbours, though not all of
them as honest as their ancestors in the days of King Alfred,
had not imaginations bold enough to lay a plan of burglary.
How could they have spent the money in their own village
without betraying themselves? They would be obliged to
'run away' - a course as dark and dubious as a balloon
journey.3

Even allowing for the novelist's art, the simplicity of
outlook described here has to be remembered along
with economic and political circumstances as an
important factor in determining the chaotic but
remarkable changes in British currency in the early
nineteenth century.
While hoards were seen by those who amassed
them as personal insurance policies for the future,
their cumulative and immediate effect was to exacerbate other problems with the country's money
supply. War-time hoarding removed coins from the
circulating currency at a time when the Bank of
England's gold reserves were being steadily eroded by
demands for cash from other banks, unfavourable
exchange rates, and repeated government requests
for advances to cover military expenditure. This last
was the cause of some acrimony between the
government and the Bank: the Committee of Treasury minutes for 10 October 1795 record an exchange
between the Bank's Governor and Pitt in which the
Prime Minister, put on the spot, had to admit that he
had no idea what gold reserves the country had. 4
The decisive action which produced lasting change
in British currency came in response to the potentially

2
I.D. Brown and M. Dolley,
Britain and Ireland 1500-1967, pp.
3
Bantam Classic Edition, 1981,
first published in 1861, Silas Marner

Coin Hoards of Great
38-9.
p. 17. Although it was
is set in the earlier years

calamitous combination of falling gold reserves and
rising public panic. Local banks' calls for cash and the
instinct of individuals to hoard were fuelled by fears
of invasion, which rose to fever pitch with news of a
French landing in Wales on 25 February 1797. Two
days later, on Monday the 27th, the Bank of England
issued a public statement. It began with comforting
assurances of the Bank's prosperity, but went on to
warn that because of 'ill-founded or exaggerated
Alarms . . . there may be Reason to apprehend a
Want of a sufficient Supply of Cash to answer the
Exigencies of the Publick Service'. Then came the
crunch: by Order of the Privy Council the Bank would
cease 'issuing any Cash in Payment until the Sense of
Parliament can be taken on that Subject'.
The suspension of cash payments lasted for twentyone years, during which time the Bank of England
issued one and two pound notes to compensate for the
lack of coin. Although the new low denomination
notes were to some extent a logical progression from
the introduction of a £5 note in 1793, when the
outbreak of war caused panic runs on banks, their
inconvertibility was a major change of status for paper
money, demanding a great measure of faith on the
part of the public. The notes of country banks were
legally still redeemable in coin, but in fact the lack of
coin and the Bank of England's example were an
encouragement to local note-issuing banks, whose
numbers more than doubled from some two to three
hundred in the late 1790s to at least eight hundred by
the early 1810s. The incentives were, however,
double-edged: in such uncertain times the inherent
worth of gold coins seemed to offer security, yet the
public was obliged to come to terms with inconvertible notes which had been acceptable in the past
largely because they were exchangeable for gold.
Furthermore, until 1826 there was little legislative
control over banking, and no guarantee of a private
bank's stability. Often banks were made vulnerable
by their partners' other business interests and many
came to grief during succeeding commercial crises in
the first half of the nineteenth century. Popular
reaction to banks was understandably mixed, and this
may explain the apparent irony of the Teynham
hoarder hiding his wealth at home, rather than depositing it with either of the local banks of which he held
notes. Indeed, it may well have been safer there than
in James and Francis Tappenden's Faversham Bank,
which went out of business in 1814-15 with the failure
of their ironworks in South Wales.
The Teynham find would seem to represent a
person's accumulated savings, and the combination of
coins and notes may give clues to the way these
different forms of currency were used in that area.
The total value of all coins and notes found was £77

of the nineteenth century.
4
Pitt's actual words, a delight of political circumlocution,
are quoted in Sir John Clapham, The Bank of England, A
History, 1944, Vol. 1, p. 267.
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Is. The absence of low value coins or banknotes of
denominations smaller than five pounds, when at least
one of the two banks is known to have issued one
pound notes, suggests that the hoard represents
material of intrinsic value or high denomination put
aside for safekeeping. No local bank is known for
Teynham, so Faversham would have been one of the
nearest towns providing local notes. It is likely that
the Faversham banks did not issue notes for sums
above £10, and the presence of a Bank of England
note for the relatively large sum of £20 again suggests
a collection of money hidden away for security. The
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coins were perhaps put aside in the early 1790s,
though it is difficult to be sure given the uncertain
status of the 1792 guinea. This may originally have
been part of the hoard before coming adrift, a later
addition to the hidden store, or even a completely
separate accidental loss. The banknotes were presumably deposited in the hiding place in late 1800 or
1801. For the unknown hoarder this secret cache was
part of a personal drama; with its unusual combination of coins and notes it has survived for us as vivid
evidence of a country at war and a currency in
transition.

M E M B E R S H I P M E D A L O F T H E BRITISH N U M I S M A T I C
SOCIETY
G.P. DYER
The idea that the Society might institute a membership medal took root during the summer of 1989. It
had its origin as part of a broad package of measures
to promote the Society, not only by expanding the
benefits offered to existing members but also in the
hope of attracting new recruits. At the same time the
Society was not unmindful of a wider responsibility,
as a national society, to encourage British medallic art
by direct and practical contact with those artists who
specialise in this difficult field.
For the Society to act in this responsible and
imaginative way, however, required more money
than could be made available from normal income.
Accordingly,
certain
senior
members
were
approached for donations to meet the cost of obtaining designs for a membership medal, and thanks to
their ready generosity the necessary sum was soon
firmly in prospect. Additional assistance in kind was
promised by the Royal Mint which, as a mark of its
continuing support for the Society, generously offered
to prepare master tools and dies free of charge.
With the financial arrangements thus looking
increasingly secure, a committee was set up to decide
how best to proceed. This committee consisted of the
President, who took the chair, Mark Jones, Tim
Webb Ware, Graham Dyer, and the sculptor Raphael
Maklouf, who very kindly consented to place his
professional knowledge and expertise at the disposal
of the Society. Meeting for the first time on 22
February 1990, the committee decided that its objective of obtaining an appropriate, appealing design and
one which would bear comparison with other contemporary medals would be most likely achieved by
organising a competition. Sufficient funds were
available to offer artists a fee for taking part in such a
competition, with a rather more substantial payment
for the winning design.
For the size of the medal it was decided to match
the 1.75 inches of the Society's Sanford Saltus medal,

and there was no dispute that since the coins which
members study are normally struck, the medal should
also be struck rather than cast. As regards design, it
was agreed that while the artists should be left as
much freedom as possible they should be informed
that there was a preference for allegorical designs
representing either the Society or the 2000-year span
of coinage in Britain. To help them further in what
the committee feared would not be an easy task it was
suggested that they might draw inspiration from the
figure of Britannia on the Society's seal but with the
warning to avoid too close a resemblance to the
Britannia of the Sanford Saltus medal. Also to be
avoided were portraits of members past or present, as
well as designs which related to a specific coin or to a
specific period rather than to the Society and its
interests as a whole.
The harmony of the committee's discussions was
not disturbed by the choice of the six artists to whom
it made sense to restrict the competition. Mary Milner
Dickens, Annabel Eley, John Lobban, Jane
McAdam, Ian Rank-Broadley and Avril Vaughan all
had some particular or general claim for consideration
and between them provided a promising blend of the
young and the experienced, the conventional and the
modern. Had funds permitted, other talented artists
could have been added to the list but the committee
felt confident that the six artists whom it had selected
would provide a range of designs which, by their
inevitable variations in style, treatment and subject
matter, would offer a challenging choice.
All six accepted the invitation to take part in the
competition and by the closing date of 27 April a total
of twenty-two drawings had been received (pi.
27-29). These were photographed at the Royal Mint
and, identified only by letter and number, prints at
medal size were circulated to members of the committee in advance of its second meeting on 22 May. At
this meeting, held with the kind permission of the
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Deputy Master at the London office of the Royal Mint,
the respective merits of each design were canvassed.
Two from a group of six submitted by John Lobban, his
seated Britannia and his impudent magpie stealing
from an open drawer of coins, quickly emerged as front
runners. But other designs were not without support
and it was some time before Annabel Eley's Warburg
Institute and Avril Vaughan's spinning coin finally
yielded to the charmingly apposite Lobban designs.
In asking John Lobban to model these two designs,
the committee suggested certain minor modifications.
It was a little concerned, for instance, that Britannia's
trident seemed to be without any visible means of
support and it recommended a slight adjustment so
that the trident rested on top the letter E. It also
suggested that an Alfred the Great monogram penny

and a 1672 halfpenny should be substituted for two of
the coins in the drawer so as to give a more representative, if perhaps less realistic, range of types. In
addition, for technical reasons, John Lobban was
asked to distance certain features, such as Britannia's
helmet, from the edge to prevent loss of detail when
the medals were trimmed after striking. To these
suggestions the artist raised no objection and his plaster
models were available by the beginning of August.
Photographs of these models having been circulated and approved by the committee, the Royal Mint
put in hand the reduction of the designs and the
preparation of a pair of dies. Sample medals (pi. 29)
were struck in November in the presence of the
President and unveiled by him at the Anniversary
Meeting at the end of that month.

Note: Membership medals may be ordered from the Secretary at a cost of £29.50 for a specimen in bronze,
and £65 in silver for those whose membership extends over a period of twenty-five years or more. All medals
are personalised on the edge with the name of the member and the year of election to the Society.
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COIN REGISTER 1990
IN recent times we have all been made increasingly aware of the significance of single coin
finds, partly because such finds are relevant to the solution of important historical
questions such as the regional pattern of coin circulation, and partly because so many new
finds have, in practice, turned out to be either examples of very rare issues or completely
new varieties. It is obviously desirable that single finds should be recorded promptly,
accurately and in an organised manner, especially at a time when the use of metal detectors
has radically increased the quantity of material coming to light, and in the past BNJ has
carried contibutions relating specifically to the Anglo-Saxon and Norman periods. These
articles have rightly aroused great interest and have stimulated other authors to come
forward with additional material not only in the Anglo-Saxon and Norman series but in
earlier and later periods also.
In order to deal with this larger body of information in as coherent a way as possible it
has been decided that BNJ will carry a single listing, or Coin Register, to which anyone
having single finds to report from Britain or Ireland may contribute. Any Celtic,
Anglo-Saxon, Norman or Plantagenet coin will be eligible down to and including the
Tealby type of Henry II, but entries for Roman coins and for later medieval and modern
coins will be restricted to those coins which are of particular numismatic merit. The
essential criterion for inclusion will be that the coin is new, by virtue of either being newly
found or (if previously discovered) being hitherto unpublished. Single finds from excavation sites may be included, if it seems likely that there would otherwise be considerable
delay in publication.
It is intended that the listing of Celtic coins in the Coin Register shall be done in
association with the Celtic Coin Index at the Institute of Archaeology, Oxford. Celtic
material should therefore be channelled in the first instance to Derek Harrison at the
Institute of Archaeology, 36 Beaumont Street, Oxford OX1 2PG. Other material should
be sent to: E.M. Besly, National Museum of Wales, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF1 3NP.
Potential contributors should contact either of the editors of BNJ with any queries about
how to submit and set out material.
B.J.C. and E.M.B.

Contributors
A.K.G.
B.J.C.
C.C.H.
C.E.K.
C.H.D.
D.J.H.
D.M.M.
D.R.R.
E.M.B.
G.C.L.
J.N.
M.A.S.B.

Tony Gregory
Barrie Cook
Colin Haselgrove
Cathy King
C.H. Dalwood
Derek Harrison
Michael Metcalf
David Rudling
Edward Besly
G.C. Lamb
John Newman
Mark Blackburn

M.J.B.
M.J.C.
M.M.A.
P.J.S.
R.W.B.
W.A.S.

Michael Bonser
Michael Cuddeford
Marion Archibald
Peter Seaby
Richard Bartlett
Wilfred Seaby

Abbreviations
BM
CCI
M/d
SMR

British Museum
Celtic Coin Index
Metal detector
Sites and Monuments Record
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Geographical Index
Alciston, E. Sussex, 4, 156

Aldermaston, Berks., 132
Alderton, Suffolk, 191
Andover, near, Hants., 194, 201
Apuldram, W. Sussex, 45, 46, 47
Ashfield, Suffolk, 179
Ashton, near, Essex, 168
Ashton Keynes, Wilts., 37
Atherstone-on-Stour, Warwicks., 222
Atherstone, near, Warwicks., 181
Aylesbury, Bucks., 212
Banham, Norfolk, 118
Barford, Norfolk, 31
Barham, Kent, 42, 43
Beddingham, E. Sussex, 10
Beechamwell, Norfolk, 98, 103, 113
Bentley, Suffolk, 174
Beverley, near, Humberside, 219
Biddenham, Beds., 52, 149
Bidford on Avon, Warwicks., 172, 176, 188, 196
Billericay, near, Essex, 171, 180
Billingford, Norfolk, 84, 117
Binham, Norfolk, 85, 114
Bournemouth (Emsbury Park), Dorset, 13
Braughing, Herts., 51, 61
Brough, Humberside, 123
Bucknowle, Dorset, 138
Burston, Norfolk, 158
Butcombe, Avon, 207
Buxton with Lammas, Norfolk, 24
Bylaugh, Norfolk, 99
Carbrook, Norfolk, 25
Cavendish, Suffolk, 161
Cavendish, near, Suffolk, 28, 33, 34, 57, 66, 70, 73,
159
Cheriton, Hants., 129
Chichester, near, W. Sussex, 3, 5, 8, 152, 154
Chillenden, Kent, 38
Clacton, near, Essex, 167, 169
Cliffe, Kent, 163
Coddenham, Suffolk, 126, 164, 175, 192
Colchester, near, Essex, 147
Compton (Robin Wood), W. Sussex, 14, 15, 127, 134
Compton, near, W. Sussex, 16
Compton Beauchamp, Oxon, 49
Covehithe, Suffolk, 95
Cowbridge, near, South Glamorgan, 213
(Danebury), Hants., 133
East Anglia, 166
East Dean, W. Sussex, 11
East Meon, Kent, 204, 220, 221
Elmstead Market, near, Essex, 7
Epping Green, Herts., 39
Essex, 1, 2, 17
Essex/Suffolk, 140
Eynsham Abbey, Oxon., 189, 190, 193
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Fincham, Norfolk, 30, 109, 124
Godstone, near, Kent, 224
Grantham area, Lines., 125
Great Dunmow, near, Essex, 55, 56, 58, 67, 68, 69,
173
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 54, 80, 81, 83, 88, 89,
96, 97, 100, 101, 105-8, 110, 116, 151
Great Wolford, Warwicks., 206
Guildford, near, Surrey, 130
Hambledon, Hants., 218
Harlow, Essex, 64
Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex, 76, 135, 157
Haverhill, near, Suffolk, 71, 78, 160
Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, 48
Hindringham, Norfolk, 22
Holme upon Spalding Moor, Humberside, 122
Honingham, Norfolk, 102, 111
Hopton, Norfolk, 60
Hoxne, Norfolk, 231
Ickleton, Cambs., 216
Ingoldisthorpe, Norfolk, 20, 21, 26, 36
Ipswich, Suffolk, 203, 226
Kenninghall, Norfolk, 112
Kingsclere, near, Hants., 131
Lambeth (North), London, 209
Leighton Buzzard, Beds., 6
Little Milton, Oxon., 41, 62, 63
Louth, near. Lines., 229, 230, 232
Mildenhall, Suffolk, 35, 90, 93, 108
Mile Oak, E. Sussex, 50
Nettleswellbury, Essex, 65
North Creake, Norfolk, 9, 74, 86, 87, 104, 115
North Uist, Outer Hebrides, 233
Norton Subcourse, Norfolk, 29
Norwich, near, Norfolk, 29
Oxborough, Norfolk, 91
Richborough, near, Kent, 40, 79
Ringstead, Norfolk, 227
Romney, Kent, 205
St Albans, Herts., 148
St Albans, near, Herts., 136
Saleway Green, Heref. & Worcs., 225
Sarre, Kent, 165
Sevenoaks, area, Kent, 72
Sheering, Essex, 146
Shelton, Notts., 120
Shenley Church End, Bucks., 211
Shotley, Suffolk, 228
Skeyton, Norfolk, 32
Snettisham, Norfolk, 12, 25, 92, 139
South Downs, W. Sussex, 223
South Ferriby, Humberside, 19, 121
South Weston, Oxon., 182
Staines, near, Surrey, 195
Stanford in the Vale, Oxon., 77
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Sudbury, near, Suffolk, 142, 144
Sussex, 128, 137
Sutton Courtenay, near, Oxon., 178
Swalcliffe, Oxon., 53
Swindon area, Wilts., 187
Tadley, Hants., 170
Tarring Neville, E. Sussex, 155
Thrupp, Oxon., 208
Thurrock, Essex, 150
Tichbourne, Hants., 153
Tilbury, Essex, 145
Twyford, Worcs., 177
Uncertain findspot, 186, 214, 215
Weston-on-Avon, Warwicks., 217
West Wycombe, Bucks., 59
Wighton, Norfolk, 82
Winchester, Hants., 184
Wingham (Chillenden) area, Kent, 38, 44, 163
Winterbourne Bassett, Wilts., 183, 210
Woodham Mortimer, Essex, 75
Worcester, 185, 197-200, 202
Wymeswold, Leics., 18
Wymondham, Norfolk, 23

Celtic Coins
1. Ambiani, bronze unit, corroded, cf. Scheers 80b,
LT 8494 (CCI 90/827).
Obv. horse 1.
Rev. horse 1., above, bucranium.
Weight: 1.93g.
Essex, 1988.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
2. Ambiani, bronze unit, worn, cf. Scheers 80e, LT
8442 (CCI 90/833).
Obv. indistinct.
Rev. horse 1., pellet below tail; above, vestiges of
rider.
Weight: not available.
Essex.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
3. Ambiani, bronze unit (CCI 90/829). Some similarities with Scheers 87, LT 8519.
Obv. two boars, back-to-back; to left (also to right?),
line of three pellet-in-ring motifs, two sinuous lines
leadng from centre one. (This motif could be interpreted as a bucranium).
Rev. horse r., rings and pellet-in-ring motifs in field;
below, zigzag; pellet rim.
Weight: 2.00g.
Chichester, near, West Sussex. M/d find at same site
as nos 8, 152 and 154.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
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4. Armorican, silver unit (CCI 90/55). Stylistically
similar to LT 6676 (Coriosolites), but there head and
horse/boar face 1.
Obv. head r., corded hair, band across brow; pelletin-ring in front of brow.
Rev. horse (triple-tailed?) with human head r.; above,
human head(?); below, boar r.
Weight: 1.35g.
Alciston, East Sussex.
D.R.R.
5. Armorican, silver unit (CCI 90/837). Similar to
previous coin, though more abstract in style.
Obv. head r., wild hair, band across brow.
Rev. triple-tailed horse r., ring in front of chest;
above, human head; below, boar r.
Weight: 1.27g.
'3 miles from Chichester', West Sussex, 1989.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
6. Carnutes, bronze unit, cf. LT 6108 (CCI 90/834).
Obv. head r.; pellet border.
Rev. two birds, wings extended, heads turned r.;
between them, flower; to left of larger bird's neck,
5-pointed star; pellet border. (LT's example does not
show smaller bird, but cf. LT 6358.)
Weight: 2.16g.
'Leighton Buzzard, Beds.', 1990.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
7. Lingones, silver unit, Scheers, Monnaies Gauloises de Seine-Maritime, 1978, no. 226 (CCI 90/846).
Obv. head 1., mostly off flan; pellet border.
Rev. horse 1.; above and below, KA[LETE]DO[U] in
Greek characters.
Weight: 1.30g.
'Elmstead Market area, Essex.'
C.E.K./D.J.H.
8. 'Veliocasses', bronze unit, corroded, Scheers 163,
LT 7276 (CCI 90/830).
Obv. running man r.
Rev. horse r. with human head; above and below,
large pellets.
Weight: 2.61g.
Chichester, near, West Sussex. M/d find at same site
as nos 3, 152 and 154.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
9. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class E, Mack 27, VA 52-1
(CCI 90/41).
Weight: 6.22g.
North Creake, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
10. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class E, Mack 27, VA 54-1
(CCI 90/787).
Weight: 6.02g.
Ranscombe Farm, Beddingham, nr. Lewes, East
Sussex, Mar. 1989. M/d find.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

11. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class E, cf. Mack 27a, VA
56-1 (CCI 90/788).
Weight: 6.05g.
East Dean, West Sussex, 1990, on a site said to have
also produced a denarius of Severus Alexander and
mediaeval coins.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
12. British, stater, class A, Mack 28, VA 200-1
(CCI 90/789).
Weight: 6.35g.
Snettisham, Norfolk.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
13. British, stater, class A, Mack 29, VA 202-1
(CCI 90/792).
Weight: 6.04g.
Emsbury Park, Bournemouth, Dorset, 1988.
The British Museum comments that the specific
gravity of this coin suggests a gold content of 30^35%,
i.e. less than that of British A, but greater than that of
the earliest Durotrigian staters.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
14. British, stater, class D, Mack 33, VA 1215-1
(CCI 90/813).
Weight: 5.14g.
Robin Wood, Compton, West Sussex, 1989. Same
location as nos 15 and 127.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
15. British, stater, class D, Mack 33, VA 1215-1
(CCI 90/814).
Weight: 5.32g.
Robin Wood, Compton, West Sussex, 1989. Same
location as nos 14 and 127.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
16. British, stater, class D, Mack 33. VA 1215-1
(CCI 90/793).
Weight: 5.21g.
Compton, near, West Sussex, 1989.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
17. British, stater, similar class G, Mack 46a var.,
VA 1455-7 (CCI 90/794).
Obv. (worn) head r., leaves of wreath upwards.
Rev. (defaced or overstruck) horse r.; above, pellets
in field; elliptical decoration below tail; below, pellet
with four short rays and two curved arms; rough
zigzags in exergue.
Weight: 6.21g.
Essex.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
18. British, stater, class H. Mack 50, VA 800-1
(CCI 90/795).
Weight: 5.26g (chipped).
Wymeswold, Leics. 1989.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
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19. British, stater, class H, Mack 51, VA 800-5
(CCI 90/796).
Weight: 6.00g.
South Ferriby, Humberside.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
20. Uncertain, stater (CCI 90/1). Some resemblances to Gallo-Belgic C and British H types, but
substantially different from both. Same reverse die as
following coin.
Obv. laureate head r., leaves of wreath downwards.
Rev. disjointed horse r., tail curving upwards; above,
three large pellets and ornament consisting of small
pellet surrounded by ring of small pellets; in front of
horse, ring with three wavy lines attached; below,
large pellet, exergue with zigzag and pellets.
Weight: 6.36g.
Ingoldisthorpe, Norfolk.
A.K.G.
21. Uncertain, stater (CCI 90/2). Same type and
same reverse die as preceding coin. Additionally,
reverse reveals pellet-in-ellipse ornament in front of
horse's head.
Weight: 6.43g.
Same site as preceding coin.
A.K.G.
22. British, stater, class JB, Mack 49a, VA 610-2
(CCI 90/686).
Weight: 5.85g.
Hindringham, Norfolk, 1989-90.
A.K.G.
23. British, stater, class JB, Mack 49b, VA 610-3
(CCI 90/6).
Weight: 5.08g.
Wymondham, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
24. British, stater, class JB, Mack 49b, VA 610-3
(CCI 90/7).
Weight: 5.29g.
Buxton with Lammas, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
25. British, stater, class JB, Mack 49b, VA 610-3
var. (CCI 90/9).
Obv. as Mack/VA type, except that leaves of wreath
point upwards, not downwards.
Rev. as type.
Weight: 5.65g.
Carbrooke, Norfolk, winter 1988-9.
A.K.G.
26. British, stater, similar class JB, Mack 49b var.,
VA 610-3 var. (CCI 90/790).
Obv. as Mack/VA type.
Rev. as type except that, below wolf, three small
pellets appear above large pellet, not below it.
Weight: 5.84g.
Snettisham, Norfolk.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

27. Uncertain, quarter-stater, perhaps related to
British J staters (CCI 90/692).
Obv. boar 1.
Rev. wolf r., elliptical ornament in front; above,
crescent and pellet; below crescent and curved exergual line.
Weight: 1.59g.
Ingoldisthorpe, Norfolk, 1989. Norfolk Archaeological Unit excavation.
A.K.G.
28. British, quarter-stater, class LX2, Mack 270,
VA 1623-1 (CCI 90/851).
Weight: 1.34g.
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
29. British, quarter-stater, class LX4, Mack 76, VA
234-1 (CCI 90/10).
Weight: 1.05g.
Norton Subcourse, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
30. British, silver unit, class LX10, Mack 438, VA
80-1 (CCI 90/32).
Weight: 1.48g.
Fincham, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
31. British, silver unit, class LX10, Mack 438, VA
80-1 (CCI 90/693).
Weight: 1.10g.
Barford, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
32. British, silver unit, class LX10, Mack 438, VA
80-1 (CCI 90/694).
Weight: not available.
Skevton, Norfolk, Mar. 1990.
A.K.G.
33. British, silver unit, class LX17, Mack 272a, VA
164-1 (CCI 90/853).
Weight: 0.89g.
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
34. British, silver unit, class LX17, Mack 272a, VA
164-1 (CCI 90/854).
Weight: 0.84g (chipped).
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
35. British, silver unit, class LZ10, Mack 446d, VA
1662-1 var. (CCI 90/809).
Weight: 0.29g.
Mildenhall, Suffolk, Aug. 1989.
The reverse differs from VA 1662-1 in that, in
place of two concentric rings above and below the
horse, there is a wheel with spokes, above, and a
flower with 3 (more?) petals, below.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
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36. British, stater, class NA, Mack 403b, VA 620-7
(CCI 90/11).
Weight: 5.39g.
Ingoldisthorpe, Norfolk, 1989. Snettisham by-pass
project (site 1555 ING 18, SF 21).
A.K.G.

45. 'Atrebates', stater of Commius, VA 352-1 (CCI
90/799).
Weight: not available.
Apuldram, near Chichester, West Sussex. Found in
ploughed field 'within 35 feet' of following two coins.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

37. British, quarter-stater, class QC, Mack 65, VA
220-1 (CCI 90/740).
Weight: 1.25g.
Ashton Keynes, Wilts. M/d find during excavation.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

46. 'Atrebates', stater of Tincommius, Mack 94, VA
363-1 (CCI 90/797).

38. British potin, type H2, Mack 15, VA 129-1 (CCI
90/673).
Weight: 1.95g.
Wingham (Chillenden) area, Kent.
C.C.H.
39. British potin, class I, cf. Mack 17, VA 129-1
(CCI 90/683).
Weight: 2.35g.
Epping Green, Herts. M/d find.
R.W.B.

Rev. TINC or TIN (C may be horse's ear) [D]V.

Weight: not available.
Same site as preceding coin.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
47. 'Atrebates', stater of Tincommius, Mack 94, VA
363-1 (CCI 90/798).
Rev. TIN.
Weight: not available.
Same site as preceding two coins.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
48. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Tincommius, Mack
106a, VA 382-1 (CCI 89/95).
Obv.

40. British potin, cf. type Dl(?) (CCI 90/676).
Obv. head 1.
Rev. crude bull r.
Weight: 2.64g.
North of Ebbsfleet House, near Richborough, Kent,
1990.
C.C.H.
41. Early British potin, cf. VA 1402-1 (CCI 90/101).
Obv. head 1.
Rev. bull r.
Weight: 3.01g.
Little Milton, Oxon.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
42. Early British potin, cf. VA 1410-1 (CCI 90/671).
Obv. head 1. with smooth helmet.
Rev. butting bull r.
Weight: 2.96g.
Barham, Kent, 1990.
C.C.H.
43. Early British potin, cf. VA 1404-1, 1406-1 (CCI
90/670).
Obv. head 1. with helmet/ribbed hair, two-pronged
peak.
Rev. butting bull r., MA above.
Weight: 3.08g.
Barham, Kent, 1990.
C.C.H.
44. Early British potin, cf. VA 1406-1 (CCI 90/672).
Obv. head 1., with helmet/ribbed hair shown as
parallel lines; central boss on head.
Rev. butting bull r.; above, MA; exergual line.
Weight: 3.18g.
Wingham area, Kent.
C.C.H.

TINC.

Weight: not available.
Haywards Heath, West Sussex.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
49. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Eppillus, Mack 108,
VA 415-1 (CCI 90/139).
Obv.

REX CALLE.

Rev. EPP.
Weight: 1.26g.
Compton Beauchamp, Oxon.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
50. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Verica, Mack 115 var.,
VA 470-5 var. (CCI 90/56).
Obv. COM.F. in retro.

Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 1.28g.
Mile Oak, near Brighton, East Sussex. Excavated find
from Brighton by-pass project.
D.R.R.
51. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Tasciovanus,
Mack 182, VA 1715-1 (CCI 90/681).
Obv. inscription illegible.
Weight: 1.05g.
Braughing, Herts. M/d find.
R.W.B.
52. 'Catuvellauni', stater of Tasciovanus, Mack 184
var., VA 1780-1 var. (CCI 90/800).
Obv.

TASCI RICOIN ( n o t TASCIO RICON).

Weight: 5.65g.
Deep Spinney Farm, Biddenham, Beds., July 1990.
M/d find.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
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53. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Tasciovanus,
Mack 192 var., VA 1882-1 (CCI 90/104).
Obv.

DIAS.

61. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
246, Va 2095-1 (CCI 90/680).
Obv.

Rev. VER.
Weight: 1.63g.
Swalcliffe, Oxon.

[CVNOBEJLINVS REX.

Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 1.50g: (chipped and corroded).
Braughing, Herts. M/d find.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

54. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobeline, Mack
218, VA 2047-1 (CCI 90/29).
Obv. cv N[oj.
Rev. CAM.
Weight: 1.32g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1988-89.
A.K.G.

R.W.B.
62. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
248, VA 2097-1 (CCI 90/102).
Obv. CVNO [BELIN].
Rev. TASCIO.

Weight: 2.43g.
Little Milton, Oxon.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

55. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, worn
and corroded, cf. Mack 223, VA 1963-1 (CCI
90/861).
Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 0.98g.
Great Dunmow, near, Essex.
M.J.C.
56. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, very
corroded, cf. Mack 223, VA 1963-1 (CCI 90/874).
Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 0.98g.
Great Dunmow, near, Essex.
M.J.C.

63. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
248, VA 2097-1 (CCI 90/137).
Obv. CVNO BELIN.
Rev. TASCIO.

Weight: 2.30g.
Little Milton, near, Oxon.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

64. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
249, VA 2099-1 (CCI 90/873).
Obv. inscription illegible.

57. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack Rev. TASCI.
Weight: 2.39g.
225, Va 2081-1 (CCI 90/862).
'Harlow Temple, Essex, 1975.'
Obv. inscription illegible.
M.J.C.
Rev. CVN.
Weight: 2.12g.
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
65. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
M.J.C. 250, VA 2101-1 (CCI 90/722).
Obv.

CVNO.

58. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, very
corroded, cf. Mack 231, VA 1979-1 (CCI 90/863).
Obv./rev. inscriptions illegible.
Weight: 2.09g.
Great Dunmow, near, Essex.
M.J.C.

Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: not available.
Netteswellbury, Essex, 1986. Excavated find.
Acquired by Harlow Museum (HMB 12323).
R.W.B.

59. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobeline, Mack
237, VA 2057-1 (CCI 90/103).

66. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline. Mack
250, VA 2101-1 (CCI 90/864).

Obv. CVNO.
Rev. TASCIO.

Obv. CVNO.
Rev. CAMV.

Weight: 1.14g.
West Wycombe, Bucks., Sept. 1989.

Weight: 1.94g.
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

60. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
244, VA 2093-1 (CCI 90/687).
Obv. CVNOB.
Rev. TASCIIO VANTIS.

Weight: 1.79g.
Hopton, Norfolk, Jan. 1990.
A.K.G.

M.J.C.
67. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
250, VA 2101-1 (CCI 90/875).
Obv./rev. inscriptions illegible.
Weight: 2.98g.
Great Dunmow, near, Essex.
M.J.C.
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68. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
251, VA 2103-1 (CCI 90/865).
Obv.

CVNO BELIN.

Rev. CAM.
Weight: 1.95g.
Great Dunmow, near, Essex.
Van Arsdell, p. 424, refers to 'pellet under horse'
on the reverse. This appears to be the rider's foot.
M.J.C.
69. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, Mack
251, VA 2103-1 (CCI 90/871).
Obv.

CVNO [BELIN].

Rev. CAM.
Weight: 2.24g.
Great Dunmow, near, Essex.
M.J.C.
70. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, cf.
Mack 251, VA 2103-1 (CCI 90/877).
Obv. inscription illegible.
Rev. CAM.
Weight: 3.84g.
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
Unusually large (17mm. diameter) and heavy for
type.
M.J.C.
71. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline, very
worn, cf. Mack 251, VA 2103-1 (CCI 90/872).
Obv. inscription illegible.
Rev. CAM.
Weight: 1.88g.
Haverhill, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
72. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobeline, Mack
254, VA 2067-1 (CCI 90/801).
Obv. CVN.
Rev. cv N.
Weight: 0.95g.
Sevenoaks area, Kent.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
73. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobeline,
worn, Mack 260, VA 2109-1 (CCI 90/867).
Obv.

75. 'Trinovantes', stater of Dubnovellaunus, Mack
275, VA 1650-1 (CCI 90/802).
Weight: 5.39g.
Newhall Farm, Woodham Mortimer, Essex, Aug.
1989.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
76. 'Trinovantes', silver unit of Dubnovellaunus,
VA 1663-1 (CCI 90/682).
Weight: 1.20g.
Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex. M/d find.
R.W.B.
77. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Eppillus, Mack 305,
VA 417-1 (CCI 90/140).
Rev. EPP COM F.
Weight: 1.27g.
Stanford in the Vale, Oxon.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
78. 'Atrebates', bronze unit of Eppillus, very worn,
Mack 312, VA 453-1 (CCI 90/860).
Obv./rev. inscriptions illegible.
Weight: 1.79g.
Haverhill, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
79. 'Atrebates', bronze unit of Eppillus, Mack 312
var., VA 453-1 var. (CCI 90/677).
Obv. bearded head 1.
Rev. two-horse chariot r., driver holding tore above;
below, EP.C.I (possibly in error for E.P.C.F.).
Weight: 2.36g.
North of Ebbsfleet House, near Richborough, Kent,
1990.
C.C.H.
80. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 407, VA 655-1 (CCI
90/13).
Weight: 1.02g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1988-9.
A.K.G.
81. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 408, VA 657-1 (CCI
90/695).
Weight: 1.08g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.

CVNO.

Rev. CA M.
Weight: 1.90g.
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
74. 'Trinovantes', plated stater of Addedomaros,
Mack 266, VA 1605-3 (CCI 90/30).
Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 1.91g.
North Creake, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.

82. 'Iceni', silver unit, severely corroded, cf. Mack
409, VA 659-1 (CCI 90/12).
Weight: 0.69g.
Wighton, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
83. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 409, VA 659-1 (CCI
90/696).
Weight: l.OOg.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
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84. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 413d, VA 792-1 (CCI
90/15).
Weight: 1.64g.
Billingford, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
85. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 413, VA 790-1 (CCI
90/16).
Weight: 0.99g.
Binham, Norfolk, 1989(7).
A.K.G.
86. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 413, VA 790-1 (CCI
90/698).
Weight: 1.21g.
North Creake, Norfolk, 1990. Found corroded to nos
87 and 104.
A.K.G.

92. Uncertain, silver unit, new tvpe, possibly 'Iceni'
(CCI 90/20).
Obv. design unclear; may possibly be interpreted as
head 1. ('Early Face Horse' type), pellet-in-ring linked
to forehead by curved line; pellet and wheel in front;
curved line below.
Rev. horse r., mane formed by lines ending with
pellets; above, pellets, fan-shaped ornament, and
pellet-in-ring with five points.
Weight: 1.40g.
Snettisham, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
93. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 415, VA 675-1 (CCI
90/42).
Weight: not available.
Mildenhall, Suffolk. M/d find.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

87. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 413, VA 790-1 (CCI
90/699).
Weight: 1.02g.
North Creake, Norfolk, 1990. Founded corroded to
nos 86 and 104.
A.K.G.

94. 'Iceni', silver unit. Mack 415, VA 675-1 (CCI
90/700).
Weight: 1.07g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.

88. 'Iceni', silver unit, new type similar Mack 413d,
VA 794-1 (CCI 90/697).
Obv. head r. with moustache and flowing hair; below,
triangle of pellets.
Rev. horse r.; above, diamond containing pellet.
Weight: O.Slg.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.

95. 'Iceni', silver unit. Mack 419, VA 710-1 (CCI
90/21).

89. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 413e, VA 665-7 (CCI
90/14).
Weight: 1.52g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1988-9.
A.K.G.
90. 'Iceni', silver unit, some details similar Mack
413, VA 790-1 (CCI 90/41).
Obv. head r.
Rev. horse r.; above, large wheel-like ornament;
below, pellet.
Weight: not available.
Mildenhall, Suffolk. M/d find.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
91. 'Iceni', silver unit, new type, obverse similar
'Early Face-Horse' types (CCI 90/691).
Obv. head r., branched corded line from mouth; in
front, large pellet in ring; below, curved line.
Rev. horse 1., elliptical ear; above, indeterminate
ornament, ring and pellets; below, three ears of corn
or feathers.
Weight: not available.
Oxborough, Norfolk.
A specimen of the same type was found at
Crownthorpe, Norfolk, some years ago.
A.K.G.

Rev.

[A]NTED.

Weight: not available.
Covehithe Beach, Suffolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
96. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 419, VA 710-1 (CCI
90/702).
Rev.

ANTE[D],

Weight: 0.96g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
97. 'Iceni', silver unit, cf. Mack 419, VA 710-1 (CCI
90/703).
Rev.

[ANJTE|DJ.

Weight: 0.86g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
98. 'Iceni', silver unit, Mack 419 var., VA 710-1
var. (CCI 90/22).
Rev.

inscription a p p e a r s t o b e AN, n o t ANTED.

Weight: 0.97g.
Beechamwell, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
99. 'Iceni', silver unit, cf. Mack 419-20, VA 710-711
(CCI 90/689).
Rev.

[AN]T[?E]D.

Weight: 1.04g.
Bylaugh, Norfolk, 1989-90.
A.K.G.
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100. 'Iceni', silver unit, cf. Mack 419-21, VA
710-715 (CCI 90/705).
Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 0.93g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
101. 'Iceni', silver unit. Mack 420, VA 711-1 (CCI
90/19).
Rev.

ANTD.

Weight: 1.07g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1988-9.
A.K.G.
102. Tceni', silver unit, Mack 420, VA 711-1 (CCI
90/23).
Rev.

ANTD.

Weight: not available.
Honingham, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
103. Tceni', silver unit, Mack 420, VA 711-1 (CCI
90/688).
Rev.

ANTD.

Weight: 0.96g.
Beachamwell, Norfolk, 1989-90.
A.K.G.
104. Tceni', silver unit, Mack 420, VA 711-1 (CCI
90/704).
Rev.

ANTD.

Weight: 1.05g.
North Creake, Norfolk, 1990. Found corroded to nos
86 and 87.
A.K.G.
105. Tceni', silver unit. Mack 424, VA 730-1 (CCI
90/707).
Rev.

108. Tceni', silver unit, similar ECEN types, cf. Mack
424, VA 730-1 et al. (CCI 90/40).
Obv. two opposed crescents with two pellets between;
wreath across field.
Rev. horse r.; above, flower formed of seven(?)
pellets; below, only one pellet visible.
Weight: not available.
Mildenhall, Suffolk. M/d find.
C.E.K./D.J.H.

ECEN.

Weight: 1.06g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
106. Tceni', silver unit, similar Mack 424, VA 730-1
(CCI 90/709).
Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 0.89g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
107. Tceni', silver unit, similar ECEN types, cf. Mack
424, VA 730-1 et al. (CCI 90/723).
Obv. two opposed crescents with two pellets between;
wreath across field.
Rev. horse r.; above, flower formed of seven pellets,
and two further pellets; below, two pellets, no inscription visible.
Weight: 0.89g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.

109. Tceni', silver unit, similar ECEN types, cf. VA
754-1 (CCI 90/24).
Obv. as previous coin.
Rev. horse r., pellet below tail; above, seven-pellet
flower; below, three pellets in line.
Weight: 1.15g.
Fincham, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
110. Tceni', silver unit, as previous coin (CCI
90/706).
Weight: 0.87g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
111. 'Iceni', silver unit, as previous two coins,
except that, on reverse, two pellets visible below
horse's tail (CCI 90/25).
Weight: not available.
Honingham, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
112. Tceni', silver unit, possibly as previous three
coins (CCI 90/26).
Weight: 0.97g.
Kenninghall, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
113. Tceni', silver unit, Mack 427, VA 762-1 (CCI
90/690).
Rev. ECE.
Weight: 1.12g.
Beachamwell, Norfolk, 1989-90.
A.K.G.
114. Tceni', silver unit, cf. Mack 428, VA 766-1
(CCI 90/18).
Rev. inscription illegible.
Weight: 0.86g.
Binham, Norfolk, Feb. 1989.
A.K.G.
115. Tceni', silver unit, Mack 432, VA 775-1 (CCI
90/27).
Rev.

AESV.

Weight: not available.
North Creake, Norfolk, 1988.
A.K.G.
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116. 'Iceni', silver unit, cf. Mack 433, VA 770-1
(CCI 90/710).
Rev.

SAE[NU].

Weight: 1.09g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
117. 'Iceni', silver unit, type uncertain (CCI 90/17).
Obv. two opposed crescents with two pellets between;
wreath across field.
Rev. horse r.
Weight: 0.96g.
Billingford, Norfolk, 1989.
A.K.G.
118. 'Iceni', silver unit, cf. 'Bury type B' (CCI
90/33).
Weight: not available
Banham, Norfolk, Nov. 1989.
A.K.G.
119. 'Iceni', silver unit, 'Bury type C' (CCI 90/850).
Weight: 1.45g.
'About 5 miles SW of Norwich', Norfolk, 1990. M/d
find in ploughed field.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
120. 'Corieltauvi', stater, class N, Mack 449a, VA
809-1 (CCI 90/806).
Weight: 5.26g.
Shelton Lodge Farm, near Shelton, Newark, Notts.
M/d find.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
121. 'Corieltauvi', plated stater. Mack 456b, VA
920-3 (CCI 90/810).
Rev.

ESVP ( o r IISVP?) [A]sv.

Weight: 4.50g.
South Ferriby, Humberside. M/d find on ploughland
beside Humber.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
122. 'Corieltauvi', stater, cf. Mack 460, VA 930-1
(CCI 90/807).
Rev. inscription above horse unclear; CORF.
Weight: 4.89g.
Holme upon Spalding Moor, Humberside.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
123. 'Corieltauvi', stater, VA 905-1 (CCI 90/808).
Weight: 5.33g.
Brough, Humberside, 1988.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
124. 'Corieltauvi', silver unit, cf. Mack 460b, VA
934-1 (CCI 90/31).
Rev. VEP [CO],
Weight: 1.56g.
Fincham, Norfolk, 1988.
. . .
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125. 'Corieltauvi', silver unit, variant of 'Hostidius'
type, cf. Mack 405a/b, VA 855 (CCI 90/838).
Obv. bar r.; below, ring ornament and large rosette.
Rev. horse 1., flowing mane and tail; ring containing
two pellets below tail; above, double rosette; below,
ring containing three pellets.
Weight: 1.29g.
Grantham area, Lines.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
126. British, quarter-stater, similar class QC, cf.
Mack 65, VA 220-1 et al. (CCI 90/847).
Obv. laureate head r.
Rev. triple-tailed horse r., elliptical ornament in front
of chest, pellet below tail; above, one large and three
small pellets; below, pellet-in-ring; pellet border.
Weight: 1.29g.
Coddenham, Suffolk, 1990.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
127. British, quarter-stater, similar class LX4, cf.
Mack 76, VA 234-1 (CCI 90/812).
Obv. laureate head r.
Rev. horse r., elliptical ear; collar and strap round
belly; small pellets in front of horse's chest and
pellet-in-ring below tail; above, large spoked wheel
with axle, and small pellet; below, spoked wheel and
small pellet.
Weight: 0.93g.
Robin Wood, Compton, West Sussex, 1989. Same
location as nos 14 and 15.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
128. Quarter-stater, worn, perhaps similar 'Danebury' types, cf. VA 284-1 (CCI 90/842).
Obv. head 1.
Rev. triple-tailed horse 1., eye formed by pellet-inring; above, large pellet-in-ring; below, uncertain
ornament.
Weight: 0.77g.
Sussex. 1990.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
129. Quarter-stater, cf. 'Danebury' types (CCI
90/845).
Obv. complete pattern not visible, but design appears
to be made up of four(?) motifs, each consisting of an
S and a reversed-S with pellet-in-ring between, and
two small pellets on either side.
Rev. horse 1., line of pellets along tail, pellet in front
of chest and below tail; below, large flower, pellet-inring at centre.
Weight: 1.21g.
Cheriton, Hants.
A better specimen of this type exists in the Finney
collection (FL 427). See D.J. Symons, 'Further Celtic
Coins from the Finney Collection', in NCirc 98, Oct.
1990, 268, no. 9.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
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130. Silver unit, possibly of 'Cantii' (CCI 90/138).
Obv. wreathed head 1., two pellet-in-ring motifs
behind ear; in front of nose, SA.
Rev. hippogryph 1., head turned back, pellet below
head, collar and strap round belly, S-curved tail;
above tail, pellet-in-ring; below, SA (S reversed, A in
form of digamma).
Weight: 1.5g approx.
Guildford, near, Surrey. M/d find.
At least two other examples of this type are known,
one from Beddington Roman villa (acquired by
Museum of London), the other an excavated find
from Orpington area. Style and distribution suggest a
Kentish origin.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
131. Silver unit (CCI 90/817).
Obv. two facing beasts of uncertain species (seahorses?); on either side, pellet-in-ring surrounded by
small pellets.
Rev. horse r., rings in field; above, flower with curved
petals.
Weight: 0.93g.
Kingsclere, near, Hants., 1988. M/d find.
Coin of similar design found in Waltham St. Lawrence hoard (1977). Its obverse shows upper parts of
two sinuous beasts with horse-like heads, but reverse
shows horse 1. Opposing animals feature on several
Ambiani types.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
132. Silver unit (CCI 90/820).
Obv. head 1.; hair formed of triple strands of beaded
lines; line of pellets across neck.
Rev. triple-tailed horse r., tail formed of beaded lines;
large pellet-in-ring in front of horse's chest; above and
below, 'cog-wheel.'
Weight: 1.15g.
Aldermaston, Berks., 1990.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
133. Silver unit or fraction (CCI 90/818).
Obv. design unclear; possibly horse r. with large
flower above, pellet-in-ring below.
Rev. horse r., rings and pellet-in-ring ornaments in
field.
Weight: 0.69g.
'15 miles from Danebury', Hants.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
134. Silver minim (CCI 90/821).
Obv. design unclear; appears to consist of three or
more leaf-shaped motifs pointing towards centre.
Rev. triple-tailed horse r., pellet below tail; below,
large pellet.
Weight: 0.37g.
Robin Wood, Compton, West Sussex, 1989.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
135. Silver minim (CCI 90/685).
Obv. wheel-like pattern consisting of central pellet-in-

ring and radial lines (possibly forming leaf shapes - cf.
obv. of preceding coin).
Rev. horse r.; above and in front, pellet-in-ring
below, ring.
Weight: 0.2g.
Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex. M/d find.
R.W.B.
136. Quarter-stater, possibly of 'Catuvellauni/
Trinovantes' (CCI 90/811).
Obv. zigzag wreath pattern with two pellet-in-ring
motifs at angles.
Rev. horse r. with elliptical ear, eye formed by
pellet-in-ring
Weight: not available.
'St. Albans, near, Herts.', 1990.
Other specimens of this type have been found at
Sandy, Beds., at Puckeridge, Herts., and in Essex.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
137. Quarter-stater (CCI 90/841). Obverse similar
to Tasciovanus types, cf. Mack 152, VA 1690-1, et
al., whereas star on reverse appears on some Kentish
types e.g. Mack 285, VA 163-1.
Obv. crossed wreaths with opposed crescents in
centre.
Rev. horse r.; below, five-pointed star.
Weight: 0.69g.
Sussex, 1990.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
138. Uncertain, gold quarter-stater(?) (CCI 90/835).
Obv. deeply convex; plain apart from slightly flattened rim.
Rev. cross.
Weight: 1.59g.
Bucknowle, Corfe Castle, Dorset. Found during
excavation by Avon Valley Archaeological Society.
Similar specimen from Ringwood hoard (1979) now
in British Museum (1980-6-34/44).
C.E.K./D.J.H.
139. Uncertain, bronze core of plated stater (CCI
90/791). Too corroded for identification.
Weight: 1.76g.
Snettisham, Norfolk, Sept. 1989.
A.K.G.
140. Silver unit, perhaps similar 'East Midlands'
types, cf. Mack 441, VA 1555-1 (CCI 90/815).
Obv. head 1., pellet-in-ring for eye, hair possibly
coiled.
Rev. triple-tailed horse 1., pellet-in-ring in front and
behind; above, rings, reversed S and elongated motif
(thunderbolt?); below, rings and feather-like
ornament.
Weight: 1.14g.
Essex/Suffolk borders, 1989.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
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141. Silver fraction (half-unit?) (CCI 90/856).
Obv. tribrach of zoomorphic heads (horses?) r.,
corded necks and beaded manes; spear-like lines
projecting from mouths; pellet-in-ring ornaments in
field.
Rev. horse I., pellet-in-ring below tail; above, pelletin-ring and pellets; below, pellet-in-ring.
Weight: 0.53g.
'Sudbury, near, Suffolk'.
Obv. somewhat similar to Mack 272a/VA 164-1.
Several specimens of this type are known, including
the two following coins, and one found in Harlow
Temple excavations, 1987. Another is in the Finney
Collection (FL 175). See D.J. Symons, 'Celtic Coinage of Britain: Some Amendments and Additions' in
NCirc 98, Mar. 1990, 48, no. 51.
M.J.C.
142. Silver fraction (half-unit?) (CCI 90/857). Same
type as preceding coin.
Obv. as preceding.
Rev. as preceding, except for additional pellet-in-ring
motifs above and in front of horse.
Weight: 0.48g.
'Sudbury, near, Suffolk'.
M.J.C.
143. Silver fraction (half-unit?) (CCI 90/855). Same
type as preceding two coins.
Weight: 0.37g (chipped).
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
144. Silver fraction (CCI 90/859). Two sides are
similar but not identical.
Obv. horse r., head turned back, three pellets below
head; above, branch-like pattern of lines; below and
in front, pellet-in-ring.
Rev. horse r., head turned back, three pellets below
head, one on body; above rump, pellet-in-ring and
two pellets; below, pellet-in-ring.
Weight: 0.54g.
'Sudbury, near, Suffolk'.
M.J.C.
145. Silver fraction, possibly of 'Trinovantes' (CCI
90/785). Obv. closely resembles design of previous
coin; for rev. cf. VA 1663-1 (which shows horse 1.).
Obv. horse r., head turned back, two pellets below
head; two pellet-in-ring ornaments in field.
Rev. horse r., two pellets below tail; above, three
lines converging to horse's back, central line corded
and ending in pellet-in-ring, outer two plain, one
ending in ellipse; beside tail, pellet-in-ring; below,
downward curving line ending in cluster of pellets.
Weight: 0.55g.
Tilbury, Essex.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
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146. Silver fraction (CCI 90/721). Design similar to
bronze unit of Addedomaros, Mack 273, VA 1646-1.
Obv. head 1., elliptical eye, hair formed of three
crescents and corded lines; pellet-in-ring in front of
brow.
Rev. horse 1; above, two pellets; below, branch or
feather.
Weight: not available.
Sheering, Essex.
Now in Harlow Museum (HMB 12300). Another
example found Amersham, Bucks. Cf. also bronze
unit, no. 156.
R.W.B.
147. Silver fraction (CCI 90/858).
Obv. two opposed crouching beasts (hares?), head
formed by pellet-in-ring motifs; two rings below
heads; two interlaced pellet-in-ring motifs behind 1.
beast; pellet-in-ring behind r. beast; beaded exergual
line, pellet-in-ring below.
Rev. double-tailed horse r., ring in front of face;
above, two pellet-in-ring motifs and V; below, short
corded (exergual?) line and two rings.
Weight: 0.54g.
'Colchester, near, Essex'.
Obverse has Gaulish parallels. Horse's feet similar
to those on 'Kentish' type with two heads vis-a-vis
published by L. Sellwood and D.M. Metcalf in BNJ
56 (1986), 181.
M.J.C.
148. Silver fraction, chipped, possibly of 'Trinovantes' (CCI 90/826).
Obv. uncertain inscription on tablet within triple
rings, centre ring beaded, outer ones plain; inscription capable of various interpretations e.g. CAM. VA[ ]
or VE[ ].
Rev. beast (lion or sphinx?) crouching 1.
Weight: not available.
Windridge Farm, St. Albans, Herts.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
149. Silver unit (CCI 90/816).
Obv. horse's head r., mane formed of pellets; to left,
S-motif and two J-shaped figures consisting of beaded
lines ending in pellet-in-ring motifs.
Rev. horse r., two pellets in front of mouth; above,
ring enclosing three pellets, and small ring; below,
dog, head turned back.
Weight: 0.91g. (chipped).
Biddenham, Beds., 1989.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
150. Uncertain, silver unit (CCI 90/849).
Obv. AGR surrounded by wreath.
Rev. horse r., rake-like feature along belly; below and
in front, sinuous line; AGR below exergual line; pellet
border.

Weight: 1.10g.
Thurrock, Essex.
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Of questionable authenticity. Design resembles VA
193-1 (bronze unit of 'Cantii' inscribed AM/DVNO).
C.E.K./D.J.H.

Alciston, East Sussex.
Cf. also silver fraction, no. 146.

151. Uncertain silver unit (CCI
corroded for identification.
Weight: 0.74g.
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 1990.

157. Bronze unit, possibly of Tasciovanus (CCI
90/684). For rev. cf. Mack 182, VA 1715-1.
Obv. VANVS(?) in front of head 1.; pellet rim.
Rev. Goat 1., ring in front of head; above, pellet-inring surrounded by ten pellets.
Weight: 1.60g.
Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex.
R.W.B.

90/711).

Too

A.K.G.
152. Bronze unit (CCI 90/828). 'South Thames'
type.
Obv. head r., two ring on temple, two concentric
rings and two smaller rings at back of head.
Rev. stylised cock standing r.; above, circular ornament; in front, ring with snake-like lines attached
above and below.
Weight: 1.54g.
Chichester, near, West Sussex. M/d find at same site
as nos 3, 8, and 154.
A. Burnett (forthcoming) has identified some 14
specimens of or related to this type.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
153. Bronze unit (CCI 90/848). Same type as preceding coin.
Obv./rev. as preceding, but revealing additional circular ornament behind cock.
Weight: 2.42g.
Gander Down, Tichborne, Hants. Acquired by BM
(1990-8-23-1).
C.E.K./D.J.H.
154. Bronze unit, worn (CCI 90/831).
Obv. indistinct, but possibly similar to two preceding
coins.
Rev. undecipherable design made up of pellet-in-ring
motifs, crescents, curved and straight lines, possibly
representing horned or crested beast 1.
Weight: 2.10g.
Chichester, near, West Sussex. M/d find at same site
as nos 3, 8 and 152.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
155. Bronze unit, worn (CCI 90/58). Similar to
silver unit of Addedomaros, Mack 440, VA 1611-1.
Obv. crossed wreaths, two crescents back to back at
intersection.
Rev. horse r., head possibly turned back; indistinct
motif below front legs.
Weight: 0.7g.
Tarring Neville, East Sussex.
D.R.R.
156. Bronze unit (CCI 90/59). Similar to bronze unit
of Addedomaros, Mack 273, VA 1646-1.
Obv. head 1., hair formed by 3 or 4 crescents and
corded lines.
Rev. horse 1., indistinct ornament in front of chest;
below, two concentric rings.
Weight: 0.79g.

D.R.R.

158. Bronze unit (CCI 90/708). For rev. cf. Mack
440, VA 1611-1.
Obv. head r., rings and pellets in front of face.
Rev. Beast (horse?) 1., pellet-in-ring as eye, tail in
shape of S; rings above, below and behind.
Weight: 1.50g.
Burston, Norfolk, 1990.
A.K.G.
159. Bronze unit (CCI 90/870).
Obv. head r, hair swept back, framed by helmet-like
beading; cross in front of brow.
Rev. animal (lion?) r., pellet-in-ring in front of chest,
pellet behind tail; above, pellet and pellet-in-ring;
pellet border.
Weight: 1.22g.
Cavendish, near, Suffolk.
Some similarity with Sequani potin types (BN
5620-30).
M.J.C.
160. Bronze unit (CCI 90/868).
Obv. four-spoked wheel in centre, flanked by two
opposed boars (?); uncertain features in field.
Rev. horse r.; above, two pellet-in-ring motifs.
Weight: 1.18g.
Haverhill, Suffolk.
A specimen of this type has been found in excavations at Hacheston, Suffolk (NC (1978), 176).
Others include one "probably found in Essex' shown
to British Museum in 1982, and one from 'Tilbury',
Essex (BNJ 58 (1988), 146, no. 88).
M.J.C.
161. Bronze unit (CCI 90/869).
Obv. serpent r., head turned back, pellet-in-ring
motifs on chest and under head; on left, pellet-in-ring;
below, uncertain details.
Rev. horse r. with rider; below, line curving down
from horse's body (rider's leg?).
Weight: 1.44g.
Cavendish, Suffolk.
Clearer example found in Essex, 'near Thames', in
1987/7.
M.J.C.
162. Bronze unit (CCI 90/675).
Obv. uncertain (centaur or Celtic animal?).
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Rev. beautifully executed butting bull 1.; slightly
curved exergual line.
Weight: 1.68g.
Wingham area, Kent.
Various features of the design suggest that the coin
is Celtic (though not necessarily British), with the
bronze coinage of Massalia or Gallo-Roman issues of
Augustus the probable inspiration for the butting
bull.
C.C.H.
163. Bronze unit, very worn (CCI 89/8).
Obv. undecipherable.
Rev. horse 1.
Weight: 0.90g.
Manor Farm, Cliffe, Kent.
C.E.K./D.J.H.
Visigothic
164. Pseudo-Imperial tremissis in the name of Justinian, 527-65, Narbonne or Barcelona.
Obv. CINVTI. - . NIANVII, initial c-like letter very small
and retrograde; diademed profile bust to right,
square-shaped drapery with cross on breast.

Merovingian
165. Pseudo-Imperial tremissis in the name of Justinian, 527-c. 580. Cf. MEC 1:352 (Anastasius),
1:356-9; Belfort 5307 and 5867.
Obv. IVSTINIANVSC. (S reversed). Tall bust in careful
style, with wreath-ties boldly drawn in the boucle
perdue shape.
Rev. DNIVICTVRIAVCVSTI, coN(outwards) in exergue,
(s reversed).
Die-axis 180°. 1.63g (25.2gr) with loop.
Excavated in grave 17 at Sarre, Thanet, in 1990.
Information courtesv of Mr D.R.J. Perkins.
D.M.M.
166. Solidus, Chlotar II (613-29), Marseilles.
Weight: 4.08g (62.9gr) with loop.
East Anglia, March 1991.
Information courtesy of Mr M. Hay.
D.M.M.
Sceattas

167. Sceat. 'Tic', Series A, BMC 2a (North 40),
Kent, c. 675-90.
Obv. diademed bust to right, TIC before face, A
Rev. ITVIIE - 1TAVNI / CONOC, A a n i n v e r t e d V a n d
behind.
final C retrograde; devolved figure of Victory walking Rev. devolved standard with TT II (inclined) around
to right, holding annulet for wreath, palm in front.
annulet, crest above.
Weight: 1.42g (21.9gr). Die-axis: c. 135°.
Weight: 1.17g (lS.lgr). Die-axis: 270°.
Coddenham, near Ipswich, Suffolk, autumn 1991 Near Clacton, Essex (same site as no. 169); shown
(same field as nos 175 and 192). Found by Mr D.
BM, 20 March 1991. Found by Mr K. Mealing.
Cummings and Mr P. Morrell. The site is near to, but
M.M.A.
distinct from, the field where Anglo-Saxon gold shillings and sceattas have been found. (Gold offered
168. Sceat, Series A var ('Vernus').
Sotheby, 4.x. 1990, lots 281-92; lot 291, a cut quarter
Weight: 1.30g (20.0gr).
of a Merovingian tremissis of Cabilonnum was later
Near Ashdon, Essex.
presented to the British Museum by the finders and
The coin, which is evidently related to the 'Vernus'
the landowner. Lord Samaurez. See also J. Sadler in
group, has an obverse legend which seems to read A I
The Ipswich Numismatic Society Notes, vol. XI,
p O I R (the P reversed and the R upside-down).
Special Publication No. 2a, 1990.) The precise
D.M.M.
findspot is confidentially noted in the Suffolk
Archaeological unit's SMR.
169. Sceat, Series B II. BMC 27a (North 125),
This coin is very similar in style to MEC 1, no. 195, London(?), c. 700-10.
but is from different dies. Visigothic coins (both
Obv. diademed bust to right, in front, a cross; the
mounted and unmounted) have been found in some bust is crossed by the inner circle at neck. Same die as
numbers in south eastern England; although
BMC 124.
commoner in Kent than north of the Thames and in
Rev. bird to left on cross; a pellet to left, three pellets
East Anglia, a looped Visigothic tremissis in the name to right; all within serpent inner circle.
of Justin (518-27) was found in the Bloodmore Hill
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr). Die-axis: 90°.
barrow at Pakefield, Suffolk, in 1761 (Rigold no. 42 in
Near Clacton, Essex (same site as no. 167); shown
R. Bruce-Mitford, The Sutton Hoo Ship Burial Vol. I
BM, 20 March 1991. Found by Mr K. Mealing.
(London, 1975), p. 667. An example of the slightly
M.M.A.
later Pseudo-Imperial Merovingian tremissis imitating
one of Justin II (570-80) of the first Provencal type
170. Sceat, Continental Frankish(?) imitation of
was found at the other Coddenham site (lot 290). The
English Series C runic, c. 690-710.
Coddenham coins have not been mounted, emphaObv. bust of unusual style in high relief, with pellets
sizing that these sixth century continental gold coins
outlining head instead of the usual radiate crown; epa
brought to England by trade, particularly that in
in runes also of heavy style.
slaves, served a real monetary function.
Rev. devolved standard with sides extended to form a
M.M. A./J.N.
crest on each corner, TT II (horizontal) around a pellet
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in the centre, a triangular crest with three pellets on
each side.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Tadley, Hants. Found by Mr R. and Mr T. Russell,
May 1991.
The style of the obverse of this coin is reminiscent
of Frankish Series F, but it does not belong to this or
to one of the regular Continental Runic series, being
directly based on the Kentish Series C. Its high weight
and apparently good silver suggest a fairly early date.
M.M.A.
171. Sceat, Series C, Rib, BMC 2b runic (North
161), Kent, c. 700-10.
Obv. diademed bust to right, apa in runes before face,
A behind.
Rev. devolved s t a n d a r d , TT n (inclined) around
annulet, a cross at each side, and on corner, of
square.

Weight: 1.06g (16.6gr), chipped. Die-axis: c. 270°.
Near Billericay, Essex (same site as no. 180); shown
BM, 5 July 1991. Found by Mr J. Fay.
M.M.A.
172. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, aepa.
Weight: 1.18g (18.2gr). From the same obv. but
another rev. as a coin in Ashm. Museum, ex Aston
Rowant, 1.18g.
Bidford-on-Avon, April 1991. Found close to the site
from which the Offa and Coenwulf pennies came
(Coin Register 1988, nos 140, 142, 149, 156), also
sceattas of Series E and L (below, nos 176, 188).
D.M.M./W.A.S.
173. Sceat, Continental Runic, Series D, BMC 2c
(North 168), Lower Rhineland, c. 710-15.
Obv. radiate bust of devolved style to right, pellet
within annulet on cheek; wide bust occupies almost
entire flan so no runic letters visible.
Rev. cross with a pellet in each angle; pseudo letters
around.
Weight: 1.14g (17.6gr). Die-axis: 0° (as illustrated).
Near Great Dunmow, Essex, 1991. Found by Mr
Davidge.
M.M.A.
174. Sceat, Porcupine, Series E, Metcalf G, Rhineland or Frisia, c. 700-15.
Obv. porcupine of abnormal style with solid leafshaped body.
Rev. devolved standard type of Group G of normal
style.
Weight: 1.12g (17.3gr).
Bentley, Suffolk, 1991 (precise findspot in Suffolk
Archaeology Unit SMR).
Porcupine coins of Metcalf group G sometimes
show the usual insect-like body in a rather heavier
style, but the form on this coin has not been noted
before.
M.M.A.

175. Sceat, Series E, BMC 53 (North 150), Lower
Rhineland or Frisia, c. 710-20.
Obv. porcupine to right.
Rev. stepped cross composed of pairs of bent lines
around a pellet in annulet, a pellet in each angle,
within pelleted circle.
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr), chipped. Die-axis: 0° (as
illustrated).
Coddenham, near Ipswich, Suffolk, autumn 1991
(also nos 164 and 192); the site is near to, but distinct
from, that where Anglo-Saxon gold shillings and
sceattas have been found. Found by Mr D. Cummings
and Mr P. Morrell. Precise findspot confidentially
noted in Suffolk Archaeological Unit's SMR.
The coins of this group listed by Blackburn and
Bonser in BNJ 1985, p. 70, no. 62, are similar, but the
dies of the present coin are not apparently represented (some examples known only from engravings).
M.M. A./J.N.
176. Sceat, Series E, variety G3. Cf. Blackburn and
Bonser 26 (very similar dies), BNJ 57 (1987), 102-3.
Weight: not recorded.
Bidford-on-Avon, May 1990, from the same site as
the sceattas of Series D and L found in 1991 (nos 172
and 188).
Information courtesy of the finder.
D.M.M./W.A.S.
177. Sceat, Series E, Secondary phase.
Weight: 0.84g (12.9gr).
Twyford, near Evesham, Worcs. (SP 047457).
Each new find adds to the seemingly endless variety of
secondary porcupines. The four parallel lines in the
margins of the reverse may be diagnostic.
" D.M.M./W.A.S.
178. Sceat, Series E, Secondary phase.
Weight: l.OOg (15.5gr).
Near Sutton Courtenay, Oxon., Spring 1991.
The regular pattern of the reverse, with a group of
three pellets added between the I, I is common enough
in the Kloster Barthe hoard. This coin appears to be
somewhat earlier in style: the square of the standard is
marked out with only 5 bold pellets on each side.
Information courtesy of the finder, Mr Bowers.
D.M.M.
179. Sceat, Continental Frankish, Series F, BMC
24a (North 61), c. 710-15.
Obv. 'helmeted' head to right, pseudo legend.
Rev. cross on steps, with a large annulet beside the
end of each upper limb.
Weight: 1.06g (16.3gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Ashfield, Suffolk, September 1991. Found by Mr A.
Grayston.
Same dies as NCirc July-August 1989, no. 3986.
M.M.A.
180. Sceat, Continental Frankish, Series F, BMC
24a (North 61), c. 710-15.
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Obv. 'helmeted' head to right, pseudo legend.
Rev. cross on steps, a small annulet at the end of each
upper limb.
Weight: 1.17g (18.1gr). Die-axis: c. 270°.
Near Billericay, Essex (same site as no. 171); shown
BM 5 July 1991. Found by Mr J. Fay.
M.M.A.
181. Sceat, Series G, BMC 3a.
Weight: 0.89g (13.8gr), obverse flaked away.
South of Atherstone, Warks., 1991.
In the margins of the reverse there are crosses
flanked by pellets. The coin is now in the Ashmolean
Museum.
Information courtesy of the finder.
D.M.M./W. A.S.
182. Sceat, BMC type 3b/ll ('Saroaldo').
Weight: 1.19g (18.3gr).
South Weston, Oxon.
From the same dies as SCBI Norweb 56. The coin is
now in the Ashmolean. See BNJ 1986, pp. 86-7.
D.M.M.
183. Sceat, Series H. BMC 39.
Weight: 1.06g (16.4gr).
Winterbourne Bassett, Wilts., October 1990 (same
site as no. 210).
The coin, which is of a type issued at Hamwic and
strongly localized there, is almost certainly imitative.
The celtic cross is drawn with a dotted line instead of a
wire line, and the rosettes of pellets are replaced by
(wire) annulets. The obverse is weathered but seems
to be a fair copy of Type 39.
Information courtesy of the finder, Mr Giles.
D.M.M.
184. Sceat, Series J. BMC 37, c. 710-20.
Weight: not recorded.
Winchester, from excavations at 31 The Square, in
1988.
Winchester Museums Service Newsletter, 8, October
1990, 2-3. From the published drawing, the coin
appears to be of poor artistic quality, and is doubtless
imitative. (Not illustrated.)
D.M.M.
185. Sceat, Series J, BMC 37, c. 710-20.
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr), with corrosion.
Worcester, from the Deansway site excavations
(HWCM 3899) in 1989.
This specimen may be a contemporary imitation.
The reasons for questioning its official character are:
1, the double pelletted border visible on the upper
half of the obverse; 2, the curvature of the left-hand
diadem, and the angle of the right-hand diadem,
which is not (as usual) a mirror image; 3, the angle
made by the two pellets indicating the mouth; 4, the
orientation of the birds in relation to the central cross.
The polygonal flan and poor die-alignment also speak
against the coin.
D.M.M.

186. Sceat, Series J, BMC 37 (North 135), Mercian,
c. 715-25.
Obv. profile heads to right and left, either side of a
cross.
Rev. whorl of four birds.
Weight: 0.98g (15.1gr). Die-axis: 0° (as illustrated).
Findspot not established; shown BM 20 March
1991.
M.M.A.
187. Sceat, Series, J, BMC 72.
Weight: 1.17g (18.0gr). Die-axis: 340°.
Swindon, Wilts., area.
Type 72 copies the obverse of Type 37 which, like
Type 84, belongs arguably to York. The few available
provenances for Type 72 and the negative evidence of
its absence from the north midlands and Yorkshire
suggest that it may originate elsewhere (possibly in
the Low Countries?). The style of the new specimen is
characteristic for the type. A very closely similar coin
in the Brussels cabinet has its reverse off-centre in
exactly the same way.
Information courtesy of Mr Garry Charman and Mr
David Symons.
D.M.M.
188. Sceat, Series L, cf. BMC 20.
Weight: 0.76g (11.7gr).
Bidford-on-Avon, April 1991.
This coin is unequivocally in the so-called
'Hwiccian' style, now recognized as belonging to
London. Cf. NC 1976, pi. 12 for the drapery of the
bust, the modelling of the standing figure, the shape
and alignment of the long cross, the back of the
helmet, etc. The type, however, {obv., chalice with
cross above, rev. hawk) is as Hill, NC 1953, Type 20
var./18 'mule', which is not otherwise recorded in
'Hwiccian' style.
Information courtesy of the finder.
D.M.M./W. A.S.
189. Sceat, Series L, cf. BMC 20.
Weight: 0.90g (13.9gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Eynsham Abbey excavations, 1991.
This coin is identical with the Bidford-on-Avon
find, immediately above, but from different dies. The
style is somewhat attentuated.
Information courtesy of the excavator.
D.M.M.
190. Sceat, Series O, BMC 38.
Weight: 1.22g (18.8gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Eynsham Abbey excavations, 1990.
The closest parallel is SCBI Mack 352.
Information courtesy of the excavator.
D.M.M.
191. Sceat, Series Q, BMC 44 (North 136), East
Anglia, c. 720-40.
Obv. bird with raised wings to right, apparently
attacking a stylized double-headed snake.
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Rev. beast advancing to left.
Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr).
Alderton, Suffolk, 1991 (precise findspot in Suffolk
Archaeological Unit SMR).
Same dies as SCBI Norweb, 67 (no provenance).
M.M.A./J.N.
192. Sceat, Series R, BMC 2b Runic, East Anglia,
c. 730-50.
Obv. diademed bust to right, epa in runes before face.
Rev. devolved standard, T and trefoil of pellets
alternately around annulet in centre, crest on one
side, a cross on the other three sides.
Weight: 0.95g (14.6gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Coddenham, near Ipswich, Suffolk, autumn 1991
(also nos 164 and 192); the site is near to, but distinct
from, that where Anglo-Saxon gold shillings and
sceattas have been found. Found by Mr D. Cummings
and Mr P. Morrell. Precise findspot confidentially
noted in Suffolk Archaeological Unit SMR.
M.M.A./J.N.
193. Sceat, Series X, BMC 31.
Weight: 0.90g (13.9gr). Die-axis: 225°.
Eynsham Abbey excavations, 1990.
This specimen is a scarce variant with pellets at the
outer ends of the hair, a distinctive beard, and a small
panel in the outer border at 12 o'clock. The dragon is
laterally reversed. There is another English find from
Leicestershire, but it is not clear whether the variety is
insular.
Information courtesy of the excavator.
D.M.M.
Later Anglo-Saxon Coins
194. Cynethrith, wife of Offa of Mercia, moneyer
Eoba. Cf. Blunt 124 (North 340).
Obv.

+CYNESRY.S' RE'GINA, • -R- • o v e r M in c e n t r e .

Rev. +E O / B A within lobes of quatrefoil, sprigs in
angles.
Weight: l . l g (15.6gr). Die-axis not recorded.
Near Andover, Hampshire, 1991 (find spot
recorded).
Both dies differ from Blunt pi. VII, 24; the A on
the obverse double-barred and with a lozenge-shaped
O on the reverse.
P.J.S
195. Coenwulf of Mercia, Substantive Tribrach type
(arms of triple lines), BLS 7 (North 342), Canterbury,
moneyer Duda.
Obv. +COENWLF R'EX (a pellet also above the N).
Rev. DV D A (a pellet below DA and A; a pellet inside
second D).
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr). Die-axis: c. 45°.
North bank of the Thames near Staines, excavations
1991. Published here in advance of the excavation
report by kind permission of the director Mr V.
Marchant and Mrs E. Canter. From the same site as
Coin Register 1988 (BNJ 58), nos 105, 123, 143, 146

and 153. This coin is not from the same dies as SCBI
Cambridge 397, SCBI Oxford 15 and Coin Register
1988, 110. BLS list three other similar coins whose
dies have not been checked. The high number of dies
for this moneyer alone known in this variety underlines the high output of Canterbury at this time. The
site has now yielded six isolated finds of eighthcentury coins, but no later Anglo-Saxon issues, thus
conforming to the pattern noted elsewhere of an early
floruit followed by a decline after the start of the
Viking incursions. It is, however, exceptional so far in
the high proportion of broad pennies to sceattas, four
to two, unlike other sites where sceattas generally
predominate.
M.M.A.
196. Eadwald, Circumscription Type. East Anglian
moneyer Eadnoth, c. 796-8.
Obv. +EVA'.'DVAYAI'DRE, in centre X with three small
pellets in each angle.
Rev. E A D N O D (the N reversed) in quatrefoil divided
into quarters by pelleted cross.
Weight: 1.28g (19.6gr), crumpled but complete. Dieaxis: 0°.
Bidford-on-Avon, Warwicks, east of town, April
1991. M/d find by Mr R. Laight.
This penny was found in the same general area as
sceatas and pennies of Offa and Coenwulf (c.
700-810) already recorded (above, nos 172, 176 and
188 and refs.). Mr Derek Chick now reports some 14
finds of Eadwald (to May 1991) of which this is only
the second of the Circumscription type, the other
from East Anglia (Christie's, 10 Oct. 1989, lot 457).
Comparison of illustrations shows that these two
share the same obverse die, but the reverses differ
slightly.
W.A.S.
197. Alfred, halfpenny, c. 890-9.
Weight: not recorded. The coin, which is slightly
buckled, may be compared with BMC 434—40.
Worcester, Deansway excavations. (Not illustrated).
C.H.D./D.M.M.
198. Eadred, penny, two-line reverse.
Weight: 0.63g (9.7gr), pierced.
Worcester, Deansway excavations.
The obverse legend apparently includes the letters
D (piercing) ED, which may be extended to +EDRED
REX. The reverse has a moneyer's name in two lines,
illegible. (Not illustrated).
C.H.D./D.M.M.
199. Eadgar, penny, BMC Type iii, Exeter mint.
Blunt, Stewart and Lyon, Type CC, pi. 21, 251—2.
Weight: not recorded.
Worcester, Deansway excavations.
Two small fragments, which quite certainly fit
t o g e t h e r , r e a d E. A. DGRREX a n d -OEXACIFIT. T h e

omission of the second A in EADGAR is unusual and
CIFIT is presumably a mis-spelling of CiviT. The style
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is good, and one would be reluctant to dismiss the
coin as contemporary counterfeit. (Not illustrated).
C.H.D./D.M.M.

moneyer Leofwine at the mint reading DOVERX
(Lockett 3735, now in the BM).
M.M.A.

200. /Ethelred II, Second Hand Type,
ampton, cut halfpenny.

206. /Ethelred II, Long Cross Type (North 774),
London, moneyer Wulfwine, c. 997-1003.

Obv.

South-

Obv. +/EDELR/ED REX ANGLO (NG ligatured); pellet

]/EDREX N[.

Rev. ]M - O H A M.
Weight: 0.38g (5.9gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Worcester, Deansway excavations.

behind neck.
Rev.

D.M.M.
201. /Ethelred II, Crux Type (Hild C; North 770),
London, moneyer Eadwold, c. 991-7.

+PVLFPINE M'O LVND (NE l i g a t u r e d ) .

Weight: 1.24g (19.2gr). Die-axis: 20°.
Great Wolford, Warwicks, 1990. M/d find by Mr S. A.
Gibbs.
W.A.S.

Obv. +/EDELR/ED REX ANGLOX.
Rev. +EADPOLD M-O LVN.

207. .Ethelred II, Last Small Cross Type, BMC I
(North 777), Winchester, moneyer Ordbeorht.

Weight: 1.46g (22.5gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Near Andover, Hampshire, August 1991.

Obv. /EDELR/ED RE+ ANGLO.
Rev. +ORDBR1HT ON PINCSR.

P.J.S.
202. .Ethelred II, Crux Type, Worcester, moneyer
Goda, c. 991-7.
Obv. +/EDELR/ED RE [XAN] GLO X.
Rev. + GOD [AM-] O PIHRA.

Weight: 3.09g (47.7gr), in lead.
Worcester, Deansway excavations.
This lead striking of a coin of the local mint is in
sharp, fresh condition, although with a section broken
away. The moneyer Goda is recorded at Worcester in
the Crux type in a Swedish find, and is known in the
succeeding types.
C.H.D./D.M.M.
203. /Ethelred II, Crux Type; BMC Ilia (North
770), Lincoln, moneyer Stiegnbit.
Ipswich, Suffolk (no further details), September 1991.
Found by Mr R. Burnett.
This coin was crumpled and chipped, so it was not
possible to be sure of die identities. It is unsuitable for
illustration, but the identification is certain.
M.M.A.

Weight: 1.43g (22.1gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Butcombe (Kingcott Farm), near Bristol.; shown at
BM, 30 October 1990.
Same dies as SCBI20 Mack, 1058. The coin was the
subject of an inquest held at Radstock, Avon, on 19
February 1991 where it was found not be treasure
trove.
M.M. A.
208. Edward the Confessor. Trefoil-Quadrilateral
Type (North 817), London, moneyer Edric.
Obv.

+EDPE .RDREX.

Obv. +EDRICC ON LVND. , with a pellet within the V.
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Thrupp, Oxon. Half a mile south of the village on the
bank of the Thames, at a medieval ferry crossing site,
thought to be near the site of a DMV.
SCBI Copenhagen 1064 also reads EDRICC. BMC
874 has a similar obverse legend, and a pellet within
the V on the reverse.
Information courtesy of Mr P. Hulbert.
D.M.M.
Post Conquest coins

204. /Ethelred II, cut-halfpenny, Crux Type, BMC
Ilia (North 770), Winchester, moneyer Berhtnoth.
Obv. [ ]D REX[ ].
Rev.

[ ]HTNAD[

].

Weight: 0.60g (9.2gr), chipped. Die-axis: 0°.
East Meon, 1990 (same site as nos 220 and 221);
shown BM, 5 April 1991.
M.M. A.
205. /Ethelred II, Small Crux, BMC III (North 771,
var.) Dover, moneyer Cenric c. 995-7.
Obv. +/EDELRED REX ANGLO (bust as North Fig. 3).
Rev.

+CENRIC M-O DOVEX.

Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Romney, Kent; found by Mr Longman and shown
BM 15 November 1991.
The contraction mark X at the end of the reverse
legend also appears on a coin of this sub-type by the

209. William II, Profile Sword Type, BMC i (North
851), Chichester, moneyer Edwine.
Obv. [ + PIJLLELM REX.
Rev. +EDPINE ON. C. I[CE|ST.

Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Thames foreshore, North Lambeth, London, 1991.
Found by Mr N. Miles.
M.M. A.
210. Henry I, Profile/Cross Fleury Type, BMC ii
(North 858), London, moneyer Ordgar.
Obv. HENRI REX.
Rev. +ORDGAR ON LVNDN.

Weight: 1.27g (19.6gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Winterbourne Bassett, Wilts, March 1991. From the
same site as a sceat of Series H (above, no. 182).
Found by Mr W. Giles.
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The mint-signature ends ND ligate, N. Ordgar is
recorded at London in Type i.
D.M.M.
211. Henry I, Pointing Bust and Stars Type, BMCvi
(North 862), Canterbury, moneyer Winedi.
Obv.
Rev.

+hENRI REX.
+PINEDAI ON (CJANT.

Weight: 1.12g (17.3gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Shenley Church End, Milton Keynes, Bucks., 1987;
shown BM 8 April 1991. Found by Mr G. Heritage.
M.M.A.
212. Henry I, Double Inscription Type, BMC xi
(North 867), London, moneyer Alfwine?
Obv.

Rev.

+PVLFPINE. ON. LVN:

Weight: 1.17g (18.0gr). Die-axis: 45°. Bent, and
straightened after finding.
Ickleton, Cambs. (metal detector rally). Information
courtesy of Mr M. Brabben.
D.M.M.
217. Stephen, Watford Type, BMC i (North 873),
Warwick(?), moneyer possibly Everard.
Obv.

[ ]IEFNE[

].

Rev. [ ]E[ ]RD[ ]N| ].
Weight: 1.15g (17.6gr), fragmentary.
Weston-on-Avon, Warwicks, 1990. M/d find by Mr
P.R. Hyde.
W.A.S.

[ ]hENR RE[ ].

Rev. +[ ] - LF - [ ] - NE / + ON LVND (first N doublebarred).
Weight: 1.27g (19.6gr), with nick.
Aylesbury, Bucks., garden find from Churchill
Avenue (SP 81171294). Information courtesy of the
finder.
G.C.L./D.M.M.

218. Stephen, Awbridge Type, BMC vii (North
881), uncertain mint, moneyer Godwine.
Obv. +ST[ ].

213. Henry I, Full Face/Cross Fleury Type, BMC x
(North 866), London?, moneyer Alfric.

219. Stephen, cut halfpenny, Awbridge Type, BMC
vii (North 881), uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [ ]T[ ].
Rev. [
]N:[ ].
Weight: 0.80g (11.4gr).
Near Beverley, Humberside, 1991.
P.J.S.

Obv.
Rev.

+[
]SREX:.
+ALFRI [
].

Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Near Cowbridge, Vale of Glamorgan (Penllyn?), m/d
find, March 1991.
Alfric is known at London in BMC x (BM ex
Lincoln hoard, different dies).
E.M.B.
214. Henry I, Smaller Profile/Cross and Annulets
Type, BMC xii (North, 868), Norwich, moneyer
Stanhard.
Obv.
Rev.

[ + hENRICVS R:].
+S[TAN]hARD: ON. NO:.

Rev.

+GODPIN[

].

Weight: 1.40g (21.6gr). Die-axis 0°.
Hambledon, 1990; shown BM, 5 April 1991.
M.M.A.

220. Henry II, Tealby Type, Series A, Winchester,
moneyer Hosbert.
Rev. +HO[ ]ON: WIN.
Weight: 1.33g (20.5gr). Die-axis: 90°.
East Meon, Kent, 1990 (same site as nos 204 and
221); shown BM, 5 April 1991.
M.M.A.

Weight: 1.37g (21.2gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Findspot not known; shown BM 5 February 1991 by a
resident of Essex.
Same dies as BNJ 1989, CR 100.
M.M.A.

221. Henry II, Tealby Type, Series C(?), illegible.
Weight: 1.14g (17.6gr).
East Meon, Kent, 1990 (same site as nos 204 and
220); shown BM, 5 April 1991.
M.M.A.

215. Henry I, Star in lozenge Fleury Type, BMC xiii
(North 869), Chester, moneyer Ulf.

222. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby Type (North
952-61), mint uncertain, moneyer Willem, class
uncertain.
Obv. | ].

Obv.
Rev.

+hENRICVSR.
+VLF: ON: CESTREPOR.

Weight: 1.21g (18.6gr), chipped. Die-axis 160°.
A recent find of unknown provenance, now in
National Museum of Wales.
A new moneyer for Chester and an unpublished
mint-signature.
E.M.B.
216. Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury Type,
BMC xv (North 871), London, moneyer Wulfwine.
Cf. BMC 270.
Obv. unclear.

Rev.

[ ] ILELM[

].

Weight: 0.48g (7-3gr).
Atherstone-on-Stour, Warwicks, April 1991. M/d find
by Mr S.A. Gibbs.
W.A.S.
223. Normandy, Dumas Group C, later 11th
century.
Obv. devolved temple type.
Rev. cross with a pellet in each angle; inscription
illegible but normally NORMAN DVX.
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Weight: 0.61g (9.4gr).
South Downs, West Sussex; shown BM 11 June 1991.
Found by Mr M.R. Squires. A similar Norman coin
was found at Alfriston, also in Sussex, in 1980
(Dumas, p. 116, 40bis), and twenty two were found
together at Southampton in 1967 (Dumas, p. 114, 36).
M.M.A.
224. Maille of Aire, Artois, late twelfth century,
Poey d'Avant 6833.
Weight: uncertain.
Near Godstone, Kent. Found by Mr A.P. Hobley in
1989.
B.J.C.
225. William I of Scotland, cut halfpenny,
Edinburgh, moneyer Hue Walter, after c. 1205.
Obv. [ ]LE[ ].
Rev. +[ ]W[ ].
Weight: 0.49g (7.4gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Saleway Green, Hereford and Worcester, July 1990.
Metal detector find by Mr B. Wright.
W.A.S.
226. Flanders, petit denier of Lille, c. 1220-50.
Ghyssens no. 328.
Weight: 0.36g.
Ipswich, Suffolk, 1991. Found with other later Medieval coins on a building site on the outskirts of Ipswich
(location recorded on the Suffolk SMR, site no. 240).
M.A.S.B. and J.N.
227. Brabant, petit denier of Brussels, c. 1235-75.
De Witte 98.
Weight: 0.49g.
Found in 1991 in the parish of Ringstead, Norfolk,
4 km east of Hunstanton (site recorded in the County
SMR). We are grateful to Andrew Rogerson of the
Norfolk County museums Service for referring this
find to us.
M.A.S.B. and M.J.B.
228. Rhodes, Order of St. John, anonymous copper
coin, c. 1319-60. Schlumberger pi. 12, 1-5; Metcalf,
Coinage of the Crusades and the Latin East (1983),
nos 846-51.
Weight: 0.44g, corroded and edge chipped.
Shotley, Suffolk, 1991. Site recorded on the county
SMR.
The poor condition of the coin makes it the more
probable that it was a medieval, rather than a secondary, modern, loss.
M.A.S.B. and J.N.
229.

Teutonic

Order,

Wynrich

von

Kniprode

(1351-82), Vierchen of the mint of Marienburg in
Poland. E. Neumann, Die Mtinzen des Deutschen
Ordens in Preussen, West Preussen sowie die Geprage
des Deutschen Ordens in Mergentheim 1235-1801
(Cologne 1987), no. 5.
Obv.
Rev.

+MAGISTER GENERALIS.
+DOMINORVM PRVSS1E.

Weight: 0.55g, broken and repaired.
Near Louth, Lines., c. 1989. This and two other late
medieval continental coins (nos 230 and 232 below)
were found at the site referred to as 'Louth site A' in
our 'Single Finds of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins 2' (BNJ 55). They were shown to us by Mr Chris
Marshall.
M.A.S.B. and M.J.B.
230. Holland, John of Bavaria (1418-25), silver
tuin, struck 1421-2. Van der Chijs, Holland, pi.12.11.
Obv.

[ + I]Oh:DVX:BAV[A:FIL]I hAnOnIE:hOL(AnD:ZZ]
hOLD'

(punctuation double annulets), lion right,
exergue.
Rev.

in

[ + P]AX:DnI:SIT[:nOBISCV]M:Z:HAnEAT:S[EM]

(punctuation double annulets), cross with two shields
and two helmets in angles.
Weight: 2.31g, fragment. Die-axis: 200°.
Near Louth, Lines., c. 1989. Found with nos 229 and
232.
M.A.S.B. and M.J.B.
231. Quattrino of Pisa, fifteenth century, type as
CNI 91-122.
Obv. F E D E R I C IMPATOR.
Rev. PISANI. COMVIIIS.

Weight: 0.54g. Die-axis: 200°.
Hoxne, Norfolk. Found by Mr E.C. Bishop in 1990.
B.J.C.
232. Flanders, Philip the Handsome (1482-1506),
silver patard, Bruges, 1499-1503. Van Gelder and
Hoc, no. 120-5a.
Obv.

+PhS DEI GRA ARChID AVS[T DVX BG CO ]F

(punctuation trefoils), crowned shield.
Rev. [SIT] nO - MEn D - nl BEn - E[DICT] (punctuation
trefoils), ornate cross with lys in centre.
Weight: 2.23g, fragment, folded and pierced in centre
as if to show it was not legal tender.
Near Louth, Lines., c. 1989. Found with nos 229 and
230.
M.A.S.B. and M.J.B.
233. Imitation of eightpenny groat of James VI of
Scotland, type as Seaby II, 5513.
Weight: 1.55g.
Valley Island, North Uist, Outer Hebrides. Found by
Mr Fergus Leveson early in 1991.
B.J.C.
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REVIEWS
Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles 35. Scottish Coins
in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford and the Hunterian
Museum, Glasgow. By J.D. BATESON and N.J.
MAYHEW. London, published for the British
Academy by the Oxford University Press and Spink &
Son Ltd, 1987.
SCBI 35 is the first volume in the series devoted to
Scottish coins and covers the two best public collections outside the National Museum, Edinburgh, and
the British Museum. More than 1800 coins are illustrated, a substantially greater number than in Burns's
Coinage of Scotland.
Dr Bateson of the Hunterian cabinet has been
responsible for the record of the 670 coins in his care,
and Mr Mayhew of the Ashmolean for the 1168 coins
at Oxford. Neither can be described as a systematic
collection by modern standards, but the sensible
decision to amalgamate the two into a single series for
publication has produced a reasonably comprehensive, if somewhat uneven, coverage of most of the
coinage. 417 of the Glasgow coins go back to the
collection of William Hunter himself, and are an
interesting illustration of what was available in the
second half of the eighteenth century. The Oxford
collection, on the other hand, is largely a twentieth
century compilation, incorporating a splendid select
series of 327 coins, half of them in gold, presented by
Alderman Horace Hird of Bradford in 1953.
Hunter also had, from today's perspective, a relatively high proportion of gold, and the combined
series in this metal is accordingly of exceptional
richness. Thus, to mention only a few of the most
outstanding items, the Sylloge includes two of the four
known nobles of David II, a tressure half-crown of
Robert III, a half-crown of James II, a left-facing
rider of James III, a crown and half-crown of James
IV, two one-third ducats and the unique late crown of
James V with a small crown above the shield as on
Mary's abbey crowns, a 1558 ryal of Mary, three lion
nobles of James VI, and a first coinage crown and
Falconer double-crown of Charles I. The silver is
relatively less dazzling, but still contains a considerable number of exceptionally rare pieces: for
example, a splendid penny of Malcolm IV, five of
Alexander II, the unique short-cross Alexander
sterling of Glasgow (on which this reviewer has
contributed a detailed discussion in an appendix),
three farthings each of Alexander III and Robert I, a
Dundee halfpenny of Robert II, two Dumbarton
groats of Robert III, a group II Linlithgow fleur-de-lis
groat of James I, a (billon) Stirling penny of James II,
a crown groat of James IV, the unique thirty-shilling
piece dated 1581 (surely an error date rather than an
issue of the year before the coinage began), and the
six-shilling piece of 1609.

There are useful runs of several of the commoner
series, some of which have already proved their value
for research - the Alexander III single cross sterlings
(many from the Renfrew hoard) for Mr North and
myself, for a paper published elsewhere in this Journal, the James I groats for Mrs Murray's current
work, and the James V groats and bawbees of James
V and Mary for papers in preparation by Dr Robert
Stevenson. The 82 specimens of Alexander Ill's long
voided cross sterlings, many from the Brussels hoard
of 1908, provide a valuable supplement to the rather
limited representation of this series available to Burns
at a time when they were rare, and a convenient basis
for setting out the classification worked out by A.H.
Baldwin from the Brussels material. Note, however,
that two of the coins listed under type VII (148 and
153) are really of type VIII, and one (147) is of a
post-Brussels type.
The coins are described by reference to Burns,
Lockett and various other modern sources. A number
(but far from all) of the die-identities within the
collections, and with other published coins, are noted
in the lists. A useful introduction includes an account
of the coinage reign by reign, and references to the
basis of classification currently in use, especially
where this differs from or modifies that of Burns. The
combination of this text with such a rich series of
illustrated coins will make the Ashmolean and
Hunterian Sylloge an essential work of reference, and
one which, since Burns is now scarce and expensive,
will no doubt be used by many as the most
conveniently available repertoire of material for the
Scottish series.
IAN STEWART
An

Introduction

to Commemorative

CHRISTOPHER EIMER. B . A .

Medals.

Seaby Ltd,

By

London,

1989. 147pp., frontispiece, 36 pi., 24 ills, in text.
THE author's name will be familiar to most collectors
of commemorative medals, both British and foreign,
not only as a reputable dealer in such objects, but as a
knowledgeable one as well. His enthusiasm for his
subject is such that having been a professional for
many years he is the only dealer to have for a time
maintained a gallery entirely devoted to medals.
Sadly, the gallery is no longer extant, but Christopher
Eimer's enthusiasm is undiminished and it shines
through the text of his latest work on the subject.
His previous book 1 was well received and has
proved of value to collector and dealer alike. The
present work will certainly be read by people in both
of those categories but, more specifically, it aims at
the novice collector of medals or one who has not yet
succumbed to the delights of the medal.
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Within its slim compass there are chapters on the
development of the medal in Europe and Britain, the
subject matter of medals and a brief discussion on
collecting medals today. This latter notes the various
public institutions in Britain which have notable medallic collections and the learned societies, particularly
the British Art Medal Society, which specifically
encourage the study of the medal. An unusual feature
of the book, one which will be welcomed by the
aspirant collector, are the few pages which list the
suggested values of those medals that are illustrated.
Offhand I can think of no other beginners' book on
numismatics which has this feature and yet 'What is it
worth?' or 'How much will it cost me?' are questions
which would spring early to the mind of someone
dipping into untried waters. Whether or not these
values are accurate is, perhaps, not within the
reviewer's brief and the author makes a point of
stating that they are 'an approximate and comparative
guide as to what a collector might expect to pay'.
However, a study of them by the reviewer leads one
to think that overall they are not unreasonable given
the difficulty of finding the items in the stated
extremely fine condition.
Perhaps the most remarkable thing about the book
is the uniform excellence of the plates. Not only are
they well laid out, but they are a pleasure to look at,
which is a considerable achievement for both photographer and printer alike. The reviewer searched in
vain for an acknowledgement to the photographer.
Did the author wish to keep the name of this genius
hidden from us in case we steal his services, or is the
author too shy to acknowledge the fact that he,
himself, took them?
There are very few areas in this book which warrant
genuine adverse criticism and it would be churlish in
the extreme to try to find factual errors, but for the
record, I have a feeling that B.A. Seaby Ltd. did not
'produce' the Edward VIII bakelite abdication medal
as the author states on p. 9. Seaby certainly offered
these objects for sale but probably after having
acquired a quantity from the manufacturers. Perhaps
the author could check his source for this statement?
A further amplification of the circumstances of the
R.S.A. medals bursary mentioned by the author on
p. 55 might also be appropriate to ensure that due
credit for this innovation is laid at the correct door.
The idea of a prize for new medallic work was
originally that of Peter Seaby, who, with the help of
Seaby's company publicity agent Harry Dickens, concieved it as a purely private venture with an eminent
person as chairman of the Award Committee. Subsequently, for various reasons, the private nature of the
scheme was abandoned and the proposal that the
award be part of the R.S.A. bursary scheme put to
that body who eventually adopted it.
Such points as those came to mind whilst the
reviewer had the pleasure of re-reading the book,
for it is a book that one can re-read and dip into at
leisure. It is interesting, well written, well produced
and modestly priced and it should be required
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reading for any aspiring collector of the historical
medal.
LAURENCE BROWN
1
British Commemorative Medals and their Values, B.A.
Seaby Ltd. (London, 1987).

Tokens of Those Trying Times: A Social History of
Britain's 19th Century Silver Tokens. By JAMES
O'DONALD MAYS. N e w F o r e s t L e a v e s , 1991. I S B N

0-907-956-04-1.
THIS book is in three parts. A short introductory
chapter sets the nineteenth century silver token series
in its general historical context. A detailed look at the
tokens follows in the main body of the book, organised on a regional basis and interspersed with illustrations of tokens, makers, issuers and contemporary
scenes. This sets the tokens in their local historical
contexts and supplies details of issuers, makers,
motifs on the tokens and other information. The third
part is the appendices which comprise a complete
reprint of Richard Dalton's 1922 catalogue of the
nineteenth century silver token series with addenda of
previously unrecorded tokens, transcriptions of contemporary documents relating to the series and an
account of Francis Cockayne, a notable collector of
the series. The book is written in a lively, journalistic
style, with text broken up into manageable chunks
using illustrations and sub-headings ('Alford's
Woman Token Issuer', 'Henry Morgan Again?', 'A
royal personage little respected'). The splendid
overall quality of the book and the range of illustrations may attract the general historical reader though
inevitably it has added to the price.
Few numismatists take on the challenge of setting
tokens in their historical context, and it is always
encouraging to read a work that is more than a simple
catalogue. The role of token catalogues, as well as
being works of reference for private and public collections, should be as a basis for examining fundamental
questions about a series: who issued the tokens and
why?; what is the social and economic context of their
issue?; does their geographical distribution tell us
anything?; what can they tell us about contemporary
trade or token production and marketing? In Tokens
of Those Trying Times some aspects such as the
distribution and production of the tokens are not
examined, though the author rightly draws attention
to the connection between the Birmingham stamped
metal industry and token manufacture. One can also
quarrel with some of the general historical comments:
to claim that the tokens had a pacifying influence on a
militant populace is a shade extravagant for instance.
James Mays is not an academic historian however,
sensibly citing secondary historical works rather than
attempting his own analysis of, for example, contemporary social unrest. His purpose in preparing the
book is quite clear - to place the silver token series in
its contemporary context and to make the tokens
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'come alive' - and on the whole he has succeeded.
The reprint and update of Dalton alone would secure
the book a place in the libraries of token specialists,
but the main body of text and the appendices contain
much useful and interesting information culled from
widely scattered (and handsomely acknowledged)
sources, and there is a full bibliography and index.
Y.C. STANTON-COURTNEY
Hop Tokens of Kent and Sussex and their issuers. By
ALAN C. HENDERSON. Spink & Son Ltd, L o n d o n ,

1990. ISBN 0-907-605-30-3.
WORK on hop tokens has previously been dispersed,
much of it appearing in publications difficult to obtain
outside Kent and Sussex. Alan Henderson has done a
great service in concentrating information into one
volume as well as placing on record and illustrating
many pieces for the first time. This is essentially a
work for specialists in the series, dealers and curators,
though regional historians of Kent and Sussex may
also find it interesting. The catalogue is based on a
collation of lists compiled by Rev. R.W.H. Acworth
and E.H. Clark together with records of recent
collectors. This is prefaced by sections on the use of
hop tokens, metals used, makers, designs and shapes
and values. Appendices include a list of issuers by
village and family trees of issuers. Selections of fruit
and vegetable pickers tokens and Herefordshire and
Worcestershire hop tokens are also illustrated.
Many hop tokens were cast in lead or lead alloys by
local smiths and handymen. Tokens used for other
purposes were often made in the same way. This
means that problems of identification and attribution,
especially if only the initials of the issuer appear, can
be considerable and are often insurmountable. A
good instance of this is pieces which turned out to be
Exeter-made pub checks but which were (quite
understandably) thought to be hop tokens by both
V.J. Newbery and R.N.P. Hawkins. Henderson's
preface honestly states that it was impossible to check

identifications of the tokens in his catalogue culled
from past records. In this connection it is worth
stressing to collectors and dealers the importance of
recording findspot data, sometimes the only means of
establishing the likelihood of suggested identifications
and attributions and invaluable when examining distributional evidence.
As Henderson notes, the earliest attributable dated
hop token is that of John Toke of Godington with a
date of 1767. However he appears also to accept
uncritically Bridge's suggestion, made in Archaeologia Cantiana in 1953, that medieval merchant's
tokens were possibly used as hop tokens. In fact the
tokens he has used to illustrate this statement with the
caption 'hop tokens similar to medieval merchant's
tokens' are of the type now usually dated to the later
seventeenth or early eighteenth centuries on the
evidence of the Evesham hoard published by Marion
Archibald in Coin Hoards 5 (1979). There is still no
evidence to connect these pieces with hop-picking and
their general distribution argues against any specific
association.
In an appendix on restoration and preservation of
hop tokens Henderson rightly observes that 'PVC is
harmful' but omits the fundamental information that
it is acid vapour that attacks lead or lead-based alloys.
This may come from wood or paper in storage
materials or from PVA and PVC plastics. Adhesives
used in wooden trays and cabinets, and chemicals in
felt can also corrode lead objects (see Hannah Lane
'The conservation and storage of lead coins' in Recent
Advances in the Conservation and Analysis of Artefacts, edited by James Black 1987). Thus storage in
metal or stable plastic materials (eg. perspex) is
recommended.
However, despite these minor reservations, this
work can be recommended as a well illustrated and
comprehensive catalogue. It will make available to a
wider audience much previously inaccessible
research.
Y.C. STANTON-COURTNEY
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JOHN DAVID BRAND PhD MA FCA (1931-90). President 1980-1983.
JOHN Brand died suddenly at his home on 10 October 1990 at the age of fifty-nine. Born in

Rochester, where he lived all his life, he there attended Sir Joseph Williamson's
Mathematical School and subsequently trained as an accountant. He qualified as a
Chartered Accountant in 1953. He never married and is survived by his mother and a
married sister.
Beginning as a schoolboy collector he began to develop a more serious interest in
numismatics during the 1950s. He soon found in the Short Cross coinage of Henry II,
Richard I, John and Henry III what was, for him, the right combination of a varied and not
too costly series that could be collected in quantity and which, despite the basic
classification established by Lawrence, still presented problems of attribution and chronology that provided the intellectual challenge that he sought.
It was at this period, that altogether with a number of other serious collectors, he used to
find his way to the Adelphi premises of A.H. Baldwin and Sons on Saturday mornings
where, in a very relaxed and non-commercial atmosphere, there were opportunities to
look at coins, talk and be subtly led along the steps of conversion from coin collector to
numismatic student under the kindly guidance of Albert Baldwin, Elmore Jones, Philip
Whitting and, from time to time, Christopher Blunt. After lunch some might then walk up
to the British Museum where Michael Dolley would further stimulate interest and
encourage collaboration in numismatic scholarship.
It was a measure of John's capacities that he quickly realised that the study of the Short
Cross series could not be restricted to his own, or, indeed, to any single collection and that
a full recording of all the accessible material would be needed. He, therefore, set out to
visit all major public collections of Short Cross coins in the United Kingdom, Ireland,
France, Belgium and Holland and prepared systematic lists of these which, characteristically, he made available, free of charge, to appropriate institutions and to other students
of the series. He was, too, soon publishing a number of hoards, often in collaboration with
others such as Michael Dolley, Elmore Jones and Anthony Thompson and this, in its turn,
brought him into contact with French numismatists such as Jacques Yvon, Frangoise
Dumas and Jean Duplessy who, at the time, were looking at a number of French hoards
with English Short Cross content. This was the start of an association that was to be very
fruitful at a later stage.
An interest in the early history of his native county, Kent, had caused John to form a
collection of Anglo-Saxon coins and particularly those of Kent mints and his study of these
led him to a consideration of some of the wider aspects of Anglo-Saxon numismatics. His
numismatic work brought him into contact with historical studies and in due course he felt
well enough informed to be able to participate in the discussion of a number of issues in
which numismatic evidence was a major factor to be considered in reaching historical
conclusions. This brought him into disagreement with Michael Dolley whose discovery and
progressive elucidation, in the course of a number of papers, of the theory of a regular
periodic renovatio of the coinage from the reform of Edgar to the end of the reign of Henry
I, was argued by John to be insufficiently founded in firm evidence as to the date of its
introduction and unlikely to be so regular in its periods of execution as Dolley proposed.'
Dolley, characteristically passionate in support of what he felt to be an important
1

See bibliography 1967c, 1967d, 1978a and elsewhere.
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personal discovery and drawing on the enormous prestige that his immensely creative work
on Anglo-Saxon coins at the British Museum, in Scandinavia and for the SCBI had given
him, was undoubtedly resentful of criticism from someone he saw as an amateur much less
qualified than himself and was unable to resist defending his position in terms that were
emotional and dramatic as well as scholarly. John, never one to compromise or to mince
words, defended his position no less vigorously and ultimately was to prepare a detailed
statement of his case. A version of this was read as part of his 1982 Presidential Address to
the Society but in the light of the near coincidence of this with Dolley's death in March
1983 it was felt to be inappropriate to publish something so combative and critical of him in
the next volume of BNJ. John, therefore, decided to publish his conclusions privately in
the form of a monograph. 2 While, in retrospect, one may regret that the Society was not
willing to commit itself to publication, and one can see that there was a certain
intransigence on John's part, nevertheless, in the circumstances at the time both views
were understandable. At least the course taken by John placed his case on record so that
scholars can now make their own dispassionate judgements.
Dolley's attack had stung John who felt he had the judgement and ability to argue the
case on equal terms and this almost certainly played some part in his decision in 1977 to
embark on a full time MA course in History at Kent University (his accounting
qualification being accepted as a first degree). John had been suffering from ill health
which was making it difficult to continue with his full time job and no doubt this was a
factor in his decision, too. However this may be, there was no doubt that full time
historical studies were very much to John's liking. There was, of course, a price to be paid;
for no longer having a regular income from employment he had progressively to sell his
coins to meet his living costs but these were, in fact, able to sustain him for a considerable
length of time.
John's MA thesis The English Coinage 1180-1247: Money, Mints and Exchanges was
accepted in 1982 and soon after academics at the LSE and QMC who had read his MA
thesis offered to supervise a PhD (to be awarded under the aegis of London University).
The thesis for this, The Exchequer in the Later Twelfth Century, was accepted in January
1990.
John was a member of the British Numismatic Society, a fellow of the Royal Numismatic
Society and a member of the Societe Frangaise de Numismatique. After many years service
on the council of the British Numismatic Society he became its Director in 1976 and was
President from 1980 to 1983. He continued as Librarian from 1983 to 1987. For many years
he acted as an auditor for the Royal Numismatic Society.
It was during the period 1975-80 that John was able to render signal service to the British
Numismatic Society during a most critical period of its existence. It had suddenly become
apparent that the Society had slipped into serious financial difficulties as a result of steeply
rising printing costs which could not nearly be met out of the then current subscription
rates. These had been held down in the hope of increasing the membership. The writer of
this obituary, who was then the newly elected President, with the support of Council, drew
heavily on the energetic management abilities and accounting skills that John made freely
available. By a process that involved some difficult decisions, of appealing for donations,
containing costs, and adjusting subscriptions, it proved possible to draw back from the
brink of disaster and place the Society on the sound financial footing that it possesses
today. It had been a near thing and there is no doubt in the writer's mind that, as much as
the result can be attributed to any individual's efforts, the Society's survival of the inflation
years of the 1970s was the result of John's work.
It was thus fitting that in due time John should become President and it was in character
2

See bibliography 1984a.
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that in that capacity he demonstrated the very 'hands on' attitude he had already shown to
all aspects of the Society's affairs. For two years at this time he acted as Production Editor
for BNJ and his concern to improve the organisation and management of the library lead to
him becoming Librarian for four years immediately after relinquishing the Presidency.
Although Presidents, along with other officers, are elected annually it has become usual for
Presidents to continue in office for five years and this is undoubtedly desirable so as to
provide a measure of continuity. John, however, although pressed to let his name go
forward did not wish to be re-elected after the third year. This was in part due to other
pressures connected with his studies. It was also perhaps influenced by the reluctance of
the Society to publish his critical assessment of Dolley's periodic change theories so soon
after Dolley's death.
Mention has already been made of the contacts that John had developed with French
numismatists as a result of collaboration on hoards of French provenance with a Short
Cross content. This was to lead to friendships and to joint activities in a number of other
contexts. He played a large part in organising a joint weekend in London with the Societe
Frangaise de Numismatique, the BNS and the RNS in 1976 and again, when the SFN
organised its annual journees in Rouen in 1978 as another joint meeting, he undertook the
co-ordinating work. At a later stage he played the prime part in organising the Symposium
on Carausius and Allectus in London in 1984 and was personally instrumental in ensuring
the participation of a number of leading French scholars.
Also in the French context, John had developed an interest in the Anglo-Gallic coinage
series and when Edward Elias started work on his book on this subject 3 he very generously
put his material at his disposal. He also made himself available for discussions on the issues
that arose as Elias's work progressed and assisted in the preparation of the final draft.
While John's numismatic interests were primarily focussed on the middle ages his tastes
were catholic and from time to time we find evidence of interest in seventeenth, eighteenth
and ninteenth century tokens, in Kentish hop tokens and in reckoning counters. Latterly,
his historical studies led to publications of a purely historical, non-numismatic character.
Whatever he had to say, his work was well thought out, rigorously scholarly and entirely
readable.
Substantial though they may be, however, it is not by remembering his formal
achievements that John's friends will recall their warmest memories of him. Above all we
remember his generosity, not just material generosity, though that was great, but
intellectual generosity, too. He would go to great lengths to assist others. Many will
remember his participation as a lecturer in the BANS Lecture Courses twenty or thirty
years ago. Many will remember fruitful meetings he arranged and many will have
memories of their own of the assistance they received from him with their own projects and
in bringing their ideas to a publishable form. We have lost a good friend for whom nothing
was too much trouble if he felt that it would advance numismatic scholarship.
PETER WOODHEAD
-1 The Anglo Gallic Coins, London/Paris 1984.

In the course of sorting out John's papers a considerable number of files containing extracts from archives
relative to coinage, exchanges, and the exchequer
were found. Some of these have been translated into
modern English, others are direct transcripts made by
professionals. These represent a considerable investment of time and money on John's part and could be a
mine of information to future students. Through the
kindness of John's mother, these, together with a

number of other files of record material, have been
given to the British Numismatic Society and, since
they are in the form of a large number of loose
papers and thus unsuitable for placing on open access
in our library, they have been very kindly accepted
on long-term loan by the British Museum, Department of Coins and Medals, where they may be
consulted upon application to our Librarian. A list is
as follows:
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File 01
File 02
File
File
File
File
File
File

03
04
05
06
07
08

File 09

Extracts from various rolls all relating to
Short Cross coinage, exchanges etc.
'The Assize of Bread'. Draft paper and
associated supporting documents.
Pipe Rolls (extracts). Mint accounts 1279A second file, as last.
Pipe Rolls (extracts). Henry III.
Pipe Rolls (extracts). Before Henry III.
Pipe Rolls (extracts). Long Cross.
Liberate Rolls (extracts). Payments by
wardens.
Patent Rolls (extracts). Long Cross.

File 10
File 11
File 12
File 13
File 14

File 15

Extracts from various rolls. Long Cross.
Extracts from various medieval chronicles.
Long Cross.
18th.-c Tokens and 'evasions'. Three ring
binders of rubbings.
Brighton. Typescript. "Brighton Tokens"
of the eighteenth century. 6pp.
Mint output of Henry III. Paper with C.E.
Blunt. Published but complete file
retained. Contains papers by H.B.E. Fox
and M. Dolley.
File of miscellaneous papers.
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The President, Dr C.E. Challis, was in the chair at all
meetings, which were held at the Warburg Institute.
23 JANUARY 1990. Mr A. Rubino was elected to
Ordinary Membership. Father G. Rice read a paper
entitled 'King James's gun money: context, presses,
and mints'.
27 FEBRUARY 1990.The President announced
that the Council Prize had been awarded to Mr E.M.
Besly, whom he then presented with the Prize. Messrs
T.G. Anstiss, D.J. Cobb, C.N. Danehower, L.R.
Stack and D. Symons were elected to Ordinary
Membership and the A.O. Kuhn Library and Gallery,
Catonsville, Maryland and the South Manchester
Numismatic Society to Institutional Membership. Mr
A.J. Wager read a paper entitled 'Henry Laugher,
diesinker and the Birmingham Workhouse tokens'.
27 MARCH 1990.The President announced the
death of Miss H. Frizzell. Mrs Y. Johnstone, Dr I.N.
Jones and Messrs R. Blunt, J. Cross, G. Dunlop, S.
Goudge, I. Jenkins, A.V. Jones, P. Treleaven and
M.G. Whitty were elected to Ordinary Membership.
Mr P.E.F. Stott read a paper entitled 'Medieval
leaden tokens from London excavations'.
24 APRIL 1990.Mr A.Williams and Mr J.L.
Wooller were elected to Ordinary Membership. Mr
M.J. Bonser read a paper entitled 'Some aspects of
single finds of Anglo-Saxon coins'.
22 MAY 1990. Mr J.N. Simpson was elected to
Ordinary Membership and the Ormskirk and West
Lancashire Numismatic Society to Institutional
Membership. M.M. Dhenin read a paper entitled 'An
Offa sceat from France and its implications'.
26 JUNE 1990.The President announced the death
of Mr R. Osborne. Mr P. Attwood and Mr D. Rainey
were elected to Ordinary Membership, Mr J.O. Lubbock to Junior Membership and the ABC - CLIO
Library, Santa Barbara, California to Institutional
Membership. Mr G. Egan read a paper entitled

'Numismatics and leaden seals for cloths, 14th to 18th
centuries'.
25 SEPTEMBER 1990. Messrs A.J. Halliday, R.
Johnson, K. Shea and H. Williams were elected to
Ordinary Membership. Miss M.M. Archibald read a
paper entitled 'The Wicklewood, Norfolk, hoard of
coins of Stephen and Henry II'.
23 OCTOBER 1990.The President announced the
death of Mr J.D. Brand, a former President of the
Society. Mr P. Crabtree was elected to Ordinary
Membership and Mr R. Johnston to Junior Membership. The second Linecar Lecture, entitled
'Numismatics and the medieval historian: a comment
on recent numismatic contributions to the history of
England, c. 871-1154', was delivered by Professor
H.R. Loyn.
27 NOVEMBER 1990. At the Anniversary Meeting Messrs A. Costilhes, L.R. Lantz, C.M.W. Riley
and P. Smith were elected to Ordinary Membership.
The following Officers and Council were elected for
1991:
President: C.E. Challis
Vice Presidents: G.V. Doubleday, C.S.S. Lyon,
B.H.I.H. Stewart and P. Woodhead
Director: D. Bateson.
Treasurer: T.G. Webb Ware
Librarian: T.J. Robertson
Secretary: G.P. Dyer
Council: P. Attwood, C.P. Barclay, E.M. Besly, B.J.
Cook, R.J. Eaglen, D. Fearon, G.P. Gittoes, P.D.
Mitchell, H.E. Pagan, W. Slayter, G.G. Sommerville and R.H. Thompson.
Council's proposal that the subscriptions for 1991
should remain unchanged at £18 for Ordinary Members and £7.50 for Junior Members was approved.
The President, Dr C.E. Challis, then delivered his
Presidential Address.

AUDITOR'S REPORT
T O T H E M E M B E R S O F T H E BRITISH N U M I S M A T I C S O C I E T Y
I have audited the Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Account by reference to the books and records
of the Society and supporting information and explanations.
In my opinion these financial statements are in accordance with those records and correctly show the state of
the Society's Fund as at 31st October 1989 and of the Surplus of Income over Expenditure for the year ended
on that date.
R.A. MERSON, FCA
Honorary Auditor
Balance Sheet as at 31 October 1989
1988

1989
£
GENERAL PURPOSES FUND
Balance at 1st November 1988

17,607
1,690

£
19,297
607

Add: Excess of Income over Expenditure for the year
£19,297

£19,904
Surplus carried forward
Represented by.
ASSETS
Library and Furniture at cost less amounts written off
Stock of Books
Sundry Debtors
Investments at cost
Chartered Trust pic deposit
Cash at Bankers and in Hand
Bank - Deposit Accounts
41,084
Current Account
1,945

160
63
744

6,000
38,080

1,108

160
50
836
5,000

43,029
46,155

50,075
336
167
5,725
73
1,027
19,530

Less: LIABILITIES
J. Sanford Saltus Medal Fund
Schneider Research Fund
Linecar Fund (Note 1)
Subscriptions received in advance
Sundry Creditors and Outstanding Charges
Creditors and Provision for Journals

510
167
6,424
329
672
22,069

26,858

30,171

£19,297

£19,904

1 .Linecar Fund
Balance at 1st November 1988
Deposit Account Interest
Balance at 31st October 1989

£
5,725
699
£6,424

Income and Expenditure Account
for the year ended 31 October 1989
£

1988
£

8,452
3,489
286
120
70

1989
INCOME
Subscriptions and Entrance
Fees received for 1989
and earlier years
Interest received
Donations
Sale of Publications:
Backnumbers
Carausius & Allectus

£

£

8,532
4,374
292
250
53

12,417

303

13,501
150
388
300
200
474

Less: EXPENDITURE
Sanford Saltus Medal
Printing, Postage and Stationery
Library - Purchases
Binding
Expenses

90
17
250

Storage of Publications
Carausius & Allectus
Sundries

174
442
70
321
200

14
324

1,869
10,800
2,000
(58)

591

1,545
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Provision towards cost
Less: City of Aberdeen grant
Less: Overprovision for prior Journals

11,600
251
11,349

10,727
£1,690

12,894
EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE

£ 607

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
C. E. CHALLIS
ON this occasion last year I announced a recruitment drive for new members, underpinned by what we hoped
would be attractive incentives. One of these, a contents listing to our Journal from the beginning to the present
time, has now been edited by our Director, and will be available for distribution to new members from the
beginning of 1991. It is a substantial document of some seventy pages and I am quite sure that it will prove to be
both valuable and popular. Existing members of the Society may purchase the listing at what we hope will be a
nominal price.
The new membership medal, which was our second incentive, has progressed equally well. The financial
support for which I was looking this time last year did indeed come readily to hand, thanks to the generosity of
a number of individuals whom I approached, a handsome grant from the U.K. Numismatic Trust, and the
splendid gesture of the Royal Mint which offered to absorb the whole cost of die preparation by designating our
medal a training exercise. To my great satisfaction Raphael Maklouf, chairman of the Tower Mint and designer
of the present obverse of Her Majesty on our coins, and Mark Jones, the new Keeper of Coins and Medals in
the British Museum, very kindly agreed to join with Graham Dyer, Tim Webb Ware and myself to form a small
committee to arrange and judge a competition for the design of the new medal. We asked six artists to submit
designs and were rewarded by a response which enabled us to make a choice amongst several quality options.
Precisely what these options were you will be able to see for yourselves when we publish in our next Journal, by
way of record of what the competition involved, all the designs together with notes on the artists. In the event,
we favoured, for both the obverse and the reverse, designs by John Lobban, an artist very much in form and
with whose work many of you will be familiar through the reverse designs he did for the £2 coins issued last year
to commemorate the tercentenary of the Bill of Rights and the Claim of Right. Subsequently, so well did our
designer cooperate both with the Committee, which asked for a few small alterations to the designs as
submitted, and with the Royal Mint, which actually produced the medal, that we were able to keep to a tightly
set timetable which has resulted in the medal being finished in time for this evening's meeting. I hope that you
will agree when you see it, as you will in a moment when I put on some slides, that we now have a medal of
great distinction, entirely apposite and of great charm. I wish to thank most warmly everyone who has been
involved in its production. Graham Dyer, who advised me with such professional skill and serviced our
committee with such ease, deserves particular mention.
Our third initiative, allowing new members to purchase the five immediately preceding volumes of our
Journal at the reduced rate of £10 per volume, could be implemented from the very start of this year and I am
delighted to say that, in the event, it did prove popular and was undoubtedly one of the reasons why our
admissions were higher this year than at any time since the late 1960s. There were thirty-six in all, bringing our
total membership, allowing for three deaths and five resignations to 555; of these 427 were ordinary, 6 junior,
and 122 institutional. Deducting the ten amovals I have just announced, we are left with a larger and healthier
Society than any of us here tonight can remember.
The three members we have lost through death were, in their different ways, equally special: John Brand,
Helen Frizzell, and Roy Osborne. John Brand who died on 10 October, 1990, aged fifty-nine, had been a
member of our Society for thirty years. When John and I first met in the early 1970s, he had already retired for
reasons of health from his chosen profession, accountancy. Subsequently, what accountancy lost, we gained, as
he threw himself with vigour and determination into our activities, serving first as Director (1975-80), then as
President (1981-3), production editor of the Journal (1981-2), and, finally, Librarian (1984-7). His terms of
office coincided for the most part with difficult times and it is with no exaggeration that I say that, but for his
endeavours, we would not have survived as well as we did, and been able to go on to become the bigger and
better Society that we are today. Best known for his expertise on the Short Cross series, John retained his
scholarly interests long after his coins were sold, studying first for an MA degree and then for a doctorate,
which he was awarded only a matter of months before his death. John set an example to us all not simply
through his work or the loyalty and devotion to the Society to which I have already alluded. He had another,
very real, strength - that of caring, especially for the young - and I know that I am far from being alone in being
able to recount how a friendly and sincere word from John encouraged a prospective student to take
numismatics seriously and give tangible expression to this by joining our Society.
Though never a publisher of numismatic work, Helen Frizzell who died on 20 March, 1990, was as well
known as any in our circle; partly through her employment at A.H. Baldwin and Sons Ltd., partly through her
work on publicity for the British Art Medal Society, and partly through her membership of this and the Royal
Numismatic Society. In writing to her mother to express my own sympathy and that of the Society, I
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encapsulated my own feelings in the following words: 'of all the many women it has been my pleasure to have
had contact with in my professional or numismatic life, none has been more outgoing, more genuine, or more
positive than she. Being a northerner myself means, perhaps, that I was particularly well placed to appreciate
her cheerful, forthright manner, but her wide circle of friends can leave no doubt of how generally popular and
appreciated she was. I shall miss her very much.' These words are as true now as they were then, and may
stand. Save only with the addition that, with characteristic generosity, Helen remembered the friends she left
behind by generous bequests, of which one in the sum of £5,000 was to our Society.
Roy Osborne died suddenly, aged seventy-seven, on 4 May this year while visiting hospital for a routine
check. At the time he was living at Gorleston on Sea, Norfolk, not so very far from Clare where for many years
he had worked as a pharmacist and built up a collection in which two specialities stood out: coinage of local
mints at Ipswich and Sudbury and the coinage of Charles I. It was to this last that he devoted most of his time
and it was in connection with his article on this subject that I first made his acquaintance. It was a very
complicated manuscript, compiled over many years, but, as editor of our Journal I was determined if at all
possible to see it in print. The day was windy and very wet when he kindly agreed to meet me at my flat in
London and, as his waterproofs hung dripping in the kitchen, we settled down elsewhere to an absorbing
discussion. After several hours, in which there was give and take on both sides, we came up with a mutually
agreeable solution: the article would be slimmed down leaving its essential core of pictorial analysis intact and
would go into the next Journal, printed with the help of a generous donation from him.
At midday our deliberations had been punctuated by a modest meal, during the course of which we touched
on the unlikely subject of margarine. You may question if this was so and why, even if it were, I should make
mention of it now. The answer is simple. On his maternal side, he told me, one of his ancestors had been
instrumental in the development of margarine, a substance which his relative believed to be of such importance
to the improvement of the diet of the poor working man that he freely made his knowledge available rather
than restricting it through patent for his own pecuniary gain. Roy Osborne was deeply impressed by this act,
and was in turn to display precisely the same instincts in using his own substance to further causes in which he
himself believed. We were the principal of those causes and under the terms of his will are to receive from the
sale of his coins, no less than £50,000. This handsome gift - the largest by far in our whole history - we receive
with deep appreciation. We must ensure that we use it wisely so that the Society enjoys, as Roy himself would
have wished, the best possible advantage from it.
In our programme of lectures this year were included not only our old friend Marion Archibald, threading
her familiar academic way in the scrupulous analysis of hoard material - this time the Wicklewood, Norfolk,
hoard of coins of Stephen and Henry II - but also a band and a most welcome band at that, of new faces. Mr
Bonser shared with us his thoughts on single finds, a subject he has done so much to foster and elucidate, and
M. Dhenin teased us with the numismatic conundrum of an Offa sceat from France. Four others - the Rev.
Rice, Mr Wager, Mr Stott and Mr Egan - trod a slightly unfamiliar path in their exposition of King James's gun
money, Birmingham workhouse tokens, medieval London tokens and leaden cloth seals. Initially, I know,
some members feared not a little for their numismatic safety at the prospect of being exposed in the course of
one year to so much base metal, but the excellent audiences we enjoyed on these occasions were vindication
enough of our Director's decision to ring the changes and show that we are indeed a broad church. Our final
speaker was, fittingly, the greatest in stature, Professor Henry Loyn, our second Linecar lecturer. Of all my
distinguished colleagues in the field of early medieval history, none is better qualified than he to bridge the gap
between history and numismatics and he delighted his audience with a finely crafted lecture, delivered with
memorable style and eloquence.
Coupled with our thanks to Robert Thompson for the programme we have just enjoyed must also go our
thanks to him as a retiring officer. Robert's other commitments, commendably numismatic, I hasten to add, in
the form of publishing the Norweb collection of tokens, mean that he has found himself uncomfortably
stretched in recent months and has felt it only right to step down as Director. He leaves behind two
programmes of lectures: the first for our normal monthly meetings and the second for a one-day conference to
be held in Oxford on 15 June 1991, on the coinage of the reign of Stephen. This, the latest in our series of
meetings outside London, will bring together distinguished historians and numismatists and I very much hope
that many of you will be able to join us.
Robert Thompson is succeeded by Dr Donal Bateson who, by reason of being an Ulsterman yet for some
years now earning his living as Keeper of the Hunter Cabinet in Glasgow, gives us two flavours of the Celtic
fringe in one. A third comes from the National Museum of Wales in the form of Mr Besly, to whom, as you will
remember, it was my pleasure to present earlier in the year Council's prize for the encouragement of research
by younger scholars. Mr Besly replaces Dr Cook as production editor of our Journal; Dr Cook replaces Mr
Dyer as literary editor. In extending our thanks to Mr Dyer for his efforts during his brief spell of office, we
should also recognise, as I know he himself would, the particular debt we have to Dr Cook for providing an
efficient and steadying element of continuity in our editorial team.
Efficiency and continuity are the characteristics also of our Treasurer, Tim Webb Ware, who once again has
handled our monies with masterly precision. I am sure that it is as much a comfort to you as it is to me to know
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that our financial affairs are in such good hands. Of the two remaining officers who retire this year the first I
should mention is Mr Bland, our Librarian. During the past twelve months he has continued to apply himself to
the question of cataloguing our library on computer, and, although not all the books have yet been entered up,
the new system is in essence in place and we are all greatly indebted to him for this and for his other work, done
quietly and with great efficiency, as Librarian.
Finally, it is my pleasure to say a few words about Wilfrid Slayter, our retiring Secretary. Since his
appointment in 1962 he has seen off more Presidents, served with more officers, and, indeed, been an officer
himself for longer by some margin than any other member of our Society.
During that time Wilfrid has acted with unswerving loyalty, painstaking attention to detail and gentle good
humour. Today, as I have already reminded you, we have more members than ever before. Of course, Wilfrid
would not claim either to have been our sole recruiting officer or to have magical powers over the ballot box.
Nevertheless, it is the case, at least so far as I am aware, that during his term of office all the votes have fallen at
ballot time into the 'yes' compartment, thus ensuring that all our nominations have finished up under Wilfrid's
watchful eye as full subscription-paying members. What more can one ask of a Secretary?
Wilfrid has served us with more devotion than we deserve, for longer than we had any right to expect, and
with a selflessness that is a model to us all. Today we say thank you, and we do so not just in words but also
through two gifts.
The first is a subscription from his many friends throughout the Society; it was gladly made and it is with great
pleasure that I shall in a moment present it to him on their behalf. The good wishes which accompanied these
contributions and the expressions of thanks for his good offices over many years - especially from our overseas
members - are eloquent testimony of how widely and warmly he has been apreciated. The second gift is also
from his friends within the Society, but from a rather special group. As I said at the outset, he has a unique
place in our history by virtue of serving longer in any office than anyone else, and I thought it right that this
should be commemorated in a special way. Accordingly, I have commissioned his own portrait medal which
comes to him from the present officers of the Society and all those who have served with him since 1962 in one
capacity or another and are still with us today. As officers we salute our most special officer.
The portrait was done for us by Mr Bob Elderton, who I am very pleased to say is with us this evening, and
the Royal Mint did the casting. They have combined to give us a handsome piece of which there is one unique
example in silver - this one, which is Wilfrid's. There are also eight in bronze: three for Wilfrid to dispose of as
he wishes; one for the artist; one for the British Museum; one for the Royal Mint; one for Baldwin's collection
of medals relating to numismatists, kept for historical rather than commercial purposes; and, finally, one for
the American Numismatic Society, in token of the excellent Anglo-American numismatic relations we have
enjoyed over many years, and which Wilfrid has done so much to foster. This is not just a special medal it is also
a very limited one.
It is my pleasure now to present these gifts to Wilfrid on behalf of the officers and all his many friends and
admirers within the Society. He leaves us with our very best wishes for a long and happy retirement - none has
been more deserving (pi. 37, 1).
Customarily at this point your President reads out a list of hoards found in Great Britain and Ireland in the
past year but this evening, when our presentation has had pride of place, time presses. With your permission,
therefore, I shall break with precedent and omit the recital, promising the while to include a full list in the
printed version of my text.
[The list which follows was very kindly supplied by Dr Bateson, Mr Besly and Dr Cook.
SCOTLAND

none
WALES

Llanafan, Dyfed. March 1990. 30 sovereigns and 3 halves, Victoria-George V (1913)
ENGLAND

Celtic
Winterbourne Monkton, Dorset (additional). November 1989. 46 Durotrigian silver coins, 1st century BC.
Fring, Norfolk. March 1990. 152 Icenian silver coins, early 1st century AD.
Roman
Barway, Cambs. 1987-9. 12 AR denarii to Antoninus Pius.
Membury, Wilts, (additional). Throughout 1989. 3 AR denarii, c. 43 AD.
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Great Melton, Norfolk (additional). May 1989. 5 AR denarii to Marcus Aurelius.
Waddington, Lanes. October 1989. 30 AR denarii, to Hadrian.
Sutton, Suffolk (additional). April 1990. 3 AR denarii, c. 43 AD.
Medieval and Modern
Springthorpe, Lines. Aug-Sept. 1990. c. 46 AR, pennies and fragments of Edward the Confessor, Helmet type,
c. 1055.
Torksey, Lines. Spring 1990. 10 AR, William II BMC type III, c. 1073.
Wingham, Kent. Throughout 1990. 531 AR pennies, Edward I, mid 1290s.
Sutton-on-Sea, Lines. September 1990. 21 AR, halfgroat and pennies, 1380s.
Reigate, Surrey. September 1990. 135 AU, c. 6,700 AR, Edward I-Henry VI, c. 1460.
Barrow Gurney, Avon. June 1990. 59 AR, c. 1605.]

year, the second part of my address ended with both a conclusion and a promise: the
conclusion, based on close scrutiny of manuscripts written contemporaneously with the
experiments of Eloy Mestrell in mill-struck coinage, was that that coinage was indeed
produced, notwithstanding some recently expressed doubts, by a press; and the promise
was that I would report back to you as soon as may be on experiments which I had set in
train to ascertain, first, what electron microscopy could tell us about the structure of
Mestrell's coins and, second, what a series of trial strikings in a screw press, using blanks
differing in thickness and in hardness and without the restraining effect of a collar, could
tell us about observed characteristics of Mestrell's coins, such as fish-tailing. I am happy to
say that these experiments are now complete and it is my pleasant duty readily to
acknowledge my debt to David Sellwood for his helpful advice in general; to my colleague
in the University of Leeds, Dr Christopher Hammond of the School of Materials, Dr Peter
Hatherley, Manager Materials Development at the Royal Mint, Neil Philips and Gillian
Prosser of the same institution who between them conducted the microscopy work; and to
Mr Haydn Walters and his colleagues in the Royal Mint who undertook the trial strikings.
It is to the results of these two sets of investigations that I now wish to turn.
My remarks on the question of striking begin with a report on experiments made under
contract to the Royal Mint in 1974 by the Tribology Centre at the University College of
Swansea, entitled 'An Investigation into Coining under Controlled Conditions'. The
report, kindly brought to my attention by my old friend Vincent Newman, formerly
Chemist and Assayer at the Royal Mint, covered 'the coining of three materials,
cupro-nickel, nickel and stainless iron of various gauges, using dies of a simplified design
with different forms, viz. flat and hemispherical. Other important variables investigated
were the use of different collar sizes with the two die forms, and the effect of blank
lubrication'. In its choice both of metals and the use of collars the investigation introduced
variables from the Mestrell situation, in which silver is coined without a collar, and
obviously it is important, therefore, not to assume that everything that was observed in
1974 has relevance for an understanding of what happened 400 years previously. This said,
the report is highly instructive, especially for what it has to say on coining load. 'The
coining load required to produce full relief', it says, 'depends on the coined material'. 'The
thinner the blank used the greater is the coining load required to give full relief.' And 'the
required coining load decreases when the amount of die form is increased".
Put another way, metal moves more easily between dies with form, i.e. dies which are
curved. As the dies close, the domes meet the blank before the rest of the die surface and
metal displacement occurs progressively. Since this characteristic of easier metal
displacement is found again as the thickness of the blank increases, the consequence is that
dies with form, stamping a blank of reasonable thickness, need to be operated with much
less tonnage or force than dies which are flat, operating on thin blanks.
With these observations in mind, let us turn to our striking trials at the Royal Mint, in
LAST
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which dies for the current 2p were used. Given that these dies had form we could have
predicted that the designs would be better struck up at the same force on the thickest
blanks. Here we have three silver blanks of 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm, struck in a small screw
press. None is fully struck, but the 3 mm blank is the best. The precise weight of the blows
delivered in this screw press we had no ready means of knowing, so in order to do a proper
growth experiment in which we could see at what precise tonnage a particular degree of
coining was effected we made use of a modern press controlled to strike one coin at a time,
with or without the use of a collar.
We discarded the collar and did two runs, striking at five tons and then at approximately
five ton intervals, using, first, annealed or softened blanks and, second, unannealed or
hard blanks. First, the annealed blanks. Since we used the same dies with form as in the
screw press it was not surprising that the central design began to be struck up at fairly low
tonnages and at 30-40 tons we observed fish-tailing on some letters; i.e. metal
displacement was outwards from the centre into the letter shapes but, there being no collar
to stop this movement at the edge of the coin, there was no back extrusion of metal finally
to make the letters completely (pi. 37, 2). In the 50-60 ton range fish-tailing became less
distinct and dropped to only a hint from 70 tons to 90 tons, our upper limit (pi. 37, 3). At
these higher tonnages we may suppose that it was sheer compression that caused the letters
to be fully made. The overall flow of metal outwards became so marked from 55 tons
onwards that the flan buckled and spread to as much as 22 per cent above its original size.
At no point in the whole growth experiment was the coin design ever fully made.
In the second run, using hard blanks, there were strong similarities. The central design
came up fairly quickly and at 30 tons fish-tailing began to appear (pi. 37, 4). At 55 tons
buckling of the blank once again began and the flans at the end of the run were once again
approximately 22 per cent above their original size. Once again, at no point was the whole
coin design made (pi. 37, 5).
Against these similarities must also be set distinct differences. First, at 60 tons the blanks
began to split and it was concluded that this was the maximum loading which could be
given without damaging the dies. Second, far from the fish-tails disappearing as the loading
was increased above 50 tons they remained well formed. Clearly, the metal was too hard to
allow further compression to occur as on the annealed blanks to enable the letters to fill
completely.
The significance of these simple experiments for our discussion of Mestrell are several.
To begin with, because neither trial produced coins as Mestrell had been able to do, almost
invariably well-struck up and neatly finished at the edges, it seems clear that whatever the
precise shape of his dies they were not formed. Secondly, we can offer an explanation of
why there are Mestrell shillings of three sizes - large (32 mm or more) intermediate
(30.5-31 mm), and small (30 mm or less). All these shillings are undated but must in all
probability have been struck contemporaneously with Elizabeth I's hammered shillings
made during the great recoinage of 1560/61. It will be recalled that the range of silver
recoinage denominations ordered in November/December 1560 - shilling, groat, half-groat
and penny - was replaced a year later by a new range consisting of the sixpence,
threepence, three-halfpence, and three-farthings. The evidence of the experiments would
lead one to suppose that Mestrell started with the large thin blank and finished up by trial
and error, taking in the intermediate blank size on the way, with the more satisfactory
small blank which was thicker and more easily struck. Logically, too, we may suppose that
it was precisely because this small blank proved to be so satisfactory that experimentation
stopped and Mestrell struck most of his shillings at that size. This is precisely what the
numismatic evidence suggests and I wish to acknowledge here how pleasurable and
beneficial it has been to discuss this particular aspect of the problem with Mr Christopher
Comber. The large shillings, some of which incidentally display edge splitting, come first
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and are scarce. The intermediate come next and are more plentiful. The small come last
and are plentiful. Significantly, the small blank shilling is only known from one set of dies.
These conclusions about the satisfactory nature of Mestrell's small flan may at first sight
appear to be jeopardised by the small flan shilling in the Welsh National Collection, to
which I referred last year. That, you will recall, had fish-tails and can hardly be said to be
technically satisfactory. A quick glance back at my second growth experiment suggests a
ready explanation. In that experiment, you will recall, fish-tails appeared but never went
away despite increased coinage load - the blank was unannealed and simply too hard to
allow complete filling of the letters. It may very well be that it was the hardness of this
small Mestrell blank which caused the fish-tailing. If this was so, since fish-tailing on
Mestrell's coins is rare, we may conclude that his mistakes in annealing were exceptional.
Finally, the experiments at Swansea and in the Mint have relevance for our Mestrell
discussion in the following way. If thin blanks are more difficult to strike and require a
greater coining load it follows that wear and tear on dies must be considerable. In practice,
therefore, we should expect Mestrell's dies to have lasted for relatively short periods of
time and that when they gave out they were shattered beyond use rather than damaged in
some small area which could be remedied by repair. Once again, the numismatic evidence
which shows considerable die variety and, so far as I am aware, no sign of die repair, bears
out these expectations.
Let us turn now to look at the experiments involving electron microscopy. Eight coins
were selected, six being of Elizabeth I and two of Charles II. The first and third were
Mestrell sixpences of Elizabeth bearing mm.star and the date 1562. These were die
duplicates, having been struck from the same dies, with the dies in identical alignment.
Coins 2 and 4 were also sixpences this time hammer struck bearing, respectively, mm.
ermine and the date 1573, and, mm. Greek cross and the date 1578. Coins 5 and 6 were
threepences, one of mm.sword, 1582, was in the hammered series, and the other,
mm.crown, 1684, was of the milled series of Charles II. Finally, there were two
half-groats, coin 7 being hammered, mm.bell (1582-3), and coin 8 milled, mm.crown
(c. 1662).
This selection, which was made possible partly by my own purchases but also by the
generosity of A.H. Baldwin & Sons and my own University's Coin and Medal Collection,
permitted comparison, first, of hammered and milled coins of the same denominational
size, and, second, of milled coins of Elizabeth with those of the Restoration period.
Each coin was cut in quarters to provide three surfaces for examination: a face, a vertical
section and a horizontal section (pi. 37, 6).
As you may know, copper and silver are two metals which show complete liquid
solubility but limited solid solubility, which means that when they are mixed in the
proportions normally used for English coinage, 92.5 per cent silver and 7.5 per cent
copper, about one per cent of the copper becomes entirely absorbed, rather like salt is
dissolved in water, and the rest appears as particles embedded in the silver. These
particles, themselves not entirely pure for they contain about two per cent silver, were
what I wished to examine on the three surfaces of the coins just described. Since I was
interested in directional flow, it was important that we polished, rather than etched, the
three surfaces as finely as we could. All three were mounted in a bakelite mount and then
ground with silicon carbide paper. Subsequently, polishing was achieved on a vibromet - a
felt pad impregnated with one micron alumina slurry and gently vibrated for several hours.
Washed in methanol and dried without in any way being touched, the sections, now
roughly half the thickness of the original coin, were ready for examination. This was done
through a Reichert inverted light microscope at a magnification of x50. The bright field
illumination meant that the particles appeared as black specks or short lines.
Coin 7 is a fairly typical hammered piece with, as was so often the case, a distinctly
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ragged edge in places. Here the particles swirl about in no particular direction and this is
very much what we would have expected. The coin was hammered and as the blows of the
hammer fell randomly, so the particles moved accordingly. The same was true of coin 2
(pi. 37, 7) and coin 5. At first sight, there seemed to be some directionality of the particles
in coin 4, running at roughly ninety degrees to the outer edge. However, since this
directionality did not alter as the section was turned round, we concluded that the particles
were moving in a radial direction and were, therefore, not indicative of a rolling action.
Examination of another part of the face, where there is a completely random pattern,
made the point conclusively.
Coin 6 presents an entirely different appearance. The particles are elongated and run in
clear directional lines. This sheet had been through Blondeau's rolling mill (pi. 37, 8).
In coin 8 directionality is less clear than in the previous coin but the particles which are
fairly elongated, as one would expect in rolled strip, do flow fairly consistently. Why the
particles in the coin of 1662 do not look exactly like those in the coin of 1684 can only be
conjectured but one possibility must be that in the twenty years which intervened between
the two strikings rolling technique was significantly improved, (pi. 37, 9).
With these observations in mind concerning the different arrangement of particles in the
hammered coins of Elizabeth and the milled coins of Charles II, let us now turn to the two
coins of Mestrell which we examined in the experiment. Here we see further elongation
and further directionality though much less clearly than before (pi. 37, 10-11).
If it is correct to suppose that the explanation of this may be attributed to the inability of
the one-horse mill of Mestrell to roll at the same even pressure as a three-horse mill of the
1680s one must also allow for the effect of Mestrell doing his rolling three, four or five
times between the cutting of the first blanks and the cutting of the second. Even if we
suppose that Mestrell made every effort to put his blanks through the rollers always in the
same line this must have been very difficult to achieve in practice, and with every deviation
that occurred the directional flow of the copper particles must have become increasingly
obscured.
To investigate what was happening at the edge of the coins where it appeared that there
was some deformation we looked at the cross sections of the samples. On the two Mestrell
coins nothing very clear emerged but on coins 8 (pi. 38, 12) and 6 the vertical sections
showed clear signs of turning down.
How was this turning down achieved? Was it the result of edge rolling, or was it simply
the result of the punching out process? On a modern 2p blank, turning down is very clear
(pi. 38, 13).
To throw further light on the subject we looked at the sample again; this time etching up
the grain structure with chromium trioxide-sulphuric acid. Whereas previously we had only
observed copper particles in a silver matrix, now we were looking at the grain structure
established during the final annealing in the production process. Essentially, the grains are
polygonal with a Widmanstatter precipitation of copper (formed during cooling because of
the reduced solubility of copper in silver as the temperature diminishes).
A cross section through the edge of coin 1 revealed an equi-axed, i.e. undisturbed,
grain-structure which continued to the extremity of the edge and so we have no evidence
here of edge working. Also note that there appears to be a flow of copper particles into the
top right corner; the result of an earlier deformation process - presumably blanking (pi. 38,14).
A second cross section of coin 1, this time through the struck face, illustrates the local
distortion of the grains at the surface and shows the sort of structure we should expect to
see if there had been any edge rimming. The distortion here, of course, has been caused by
the downward pressure of the die (pi. 38, 15). A section through the edge of coin 3
revealed some evidence of edge deformation on what is in general a poor edge profile. This
could be due to damage in circulation but is more probably the result of the manufacturing
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process. Sections through the edges of coins 6 and 8 revealed a silver enriched layer on the
outer face, an equi-axed structure and a flow of copper particles which indicated the
blanking action (pi. 38, 16-17).
To conclude. In the first place we have an apparent conflict of evidence in respect of the
machine-made coins of Charles II. When we look at the directionality of the copper
particles we see a distinct change at the edges of the coins, suggesting that these edges have
been treated in some way. When, however, we look at the grain structure there is no sign
of edge deformation. Thus, one must conclude that the degree of deformation in the grains
was too small to measure; or that the coins were not edged, i.e. the copper particle
evidence means nothing; or that the coins were edged, i.e. the grain structure evidence
means nothing because the coins had been re-annealed subsequent to edging. This
problem is, presumably, capable of solution by a further experiment using both the etching
and the polishing techniques on a coin which we know definitely to have been edge-rolled.
Second, as far as Mestrell is concerned, there are three, related, points which need
emphasis: blank thickness, die life, and metal preparation.
Blank thickness Thicker blanks, we have seen, enable the design on a coin to be brought
up more easily, using a smaller coining load. Mestrell seems to have understood this
principle and followed it in the manufacture of shillings but, if so, why we may reasonably
ask did he not apply it to his principal denomination, the sixpence? One conjecture is that
the range of silver denominations at that time made it difficult, if not impossible. If we are
correct in assuming that the shilling was struck in 1560/61, the nearest denomination to it
was the groat and, even when the 6d was introduced in 1561, the smallest flan shilling was
still appreciably larger and could not be confused with a smaller denomination. This clear
differentiation did not exist between the sixpence and the groat and, had he significantly
reduced his sixpence blank size, confusion would have followed. There were those still
alive in Mestrell's day who could recall that in 1549 the 8oz shillings had had to be
discontinued specifically because their small size had rendered them likely to be confused
with groats.
Die Life Thin blanks, requiring heavier coining loads to bring up the coin design, reduce
die life; and so too does the use of flat, or unformed dies. Since Mestrell's blanks were thin
and his dies unformed he worked in conditions which were far from ideal and which
eventuated in heavy die loss. How far he was able to minimise this by forging his dies to a
higher standard than was customary for hammered coins we have no available means of
knowing.
Metal preparation What we can say is that he was well seized of the importance of
preparing his metal properly prior to striking and went to some lengths to achieve this. On
this our experiments and documents agree.
On this hammered coin, coin 2, the edges have been eaten away by the etchant,
indicating that some corrosion/oxidation has occurred (pi. 38, 18). This, in turn, is a sign
that a great deal of hammering had taken place. Another section of the same coin shows
clearly the poor quality of the struck face, which is cracked (pi. 38, 19).
Our analysis showed that Mestrell's coins were of much better quality than this; his
metal was much less damaged and contained fewer impurities. He rolled his blanks several
times and annealed them as many as five times to give his dies the best possible chance of
success. He may even have filed off minor edge imperfections, which could account for the
edge deformation which we saw on coin 3. However this may be, his labours were not in
vain for, as we all know, he produced perhaps the most handsome coins of the entire
Elizabethan Age.
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Nynehead, Somerset (16th cent.), 83-4
Revesby, Lines. (17th cent.), 89-90
Scarborough, Yorks. (16th cent.), 85
•Sneldwich'(?) (16th cent.), 85
Teynham, Kent (19th cent.), 139-41
Tresco, Scilly (16th cent.), 85
Willesden, London (16th cent.), 85
Worksop, Yorks. (16th cent.), 83
Wraxall, Dorset (17th cent.), 96-8
List of coin hoards discovered in 1989-90. 177-8
Gallo-Belgic coins, 21, 146
George II, coin of, 139
George III, coins of, 139
GILBOY. F.F., Misadventures of a mint - Boulton. Watt &
Co. and the 'mint for the Brazils', 113-20
GREGORY. A.K., Contributions to the Coin Register, 149-56
Hammond, Colonel, badge of, 139
HARRISON. D.J., Contributions to the Coin Register, 145-57
HASELGROVE, C.C., Contributions to the Coin Register,
148, 150
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Henderson, Alan C., his Hop Tokens of Kent and Sussex
and their Issuers reviewed, 166
Henrietta Maria, queen, counter of, 139
Henry I, coins of, 161-2
Henry II, coins of, 162
Henry III, halfpenny of, 136
Henry VIII, coins of, 80-6
HEWITT, VIRGINIA H . and B . J . COOK, T h e T e y n h a m , K e n t ,

hoard of coins and banknotes, 139-41
Iceni, coins of, 1-12, 150-3
James I, coins of, 87-97
James VI, king of Scots, coins of, 88, 95; counterfeit, 163
John, Irish coins of, 137
John of Bavaria, Holland, coin of, 163
Kennedy, Patrick, numismatist, 100-12
KING. C.E., Contributions to the Coin Register, 145-57
LAMB. G.C., Contribution to the Coin Register, 162
Lille, Flanders, coin of, 163
Lobban, John, medallist, 141-2
LOYN. HENRY. Numismatics and the medieval historian: a
comment on recent numismatic contributions to the
history of England c. 899-1154, 29-36
MANVILLE. H.E., Square Pegges and Round Robins: some
mid-eighteenth century numismatic disputes, 99-112
MAYHEW. N. and A. SMITH. Another round Short Cross
halfpenny. 136
— and J.D. Bateson, their Sylloge of Coins of the British
Isles 35. Scottish Coins in the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford and the Hunterian Museum Glasgow reviewed,
164
Mays, James O'Donald, his Tokens of Those Trying Times.
A Social History of Britain's 19th Century Silver Tokens
reviewed. 165-6
Members of the Society, 183-8
Merovingian coins, 157
Mestrell, Eloy, moneyer, 178-82
METCALF. D.M., Contributions to the Coin Register, 157-62
Monetagium, tax, 33-4
NEWMAN, J., Contributions to the Coin Register, 160, 163
Normandy, denier of, 162-3
North, George, numismatist, 102-12
NORTH. J . J . . and B . H . I . H . STEWART, Classification of the

Philip the Handsome, Flanders, coin of, 163
Pisa, city, coin of, 163
PRESTON-MORLEY. PETER, Series Summary Index, Vols.
51-60 (1981-1990), 191-209
Proceedings of the Society, 172
Rhodes, Order of St John, coin of, 163
Richard I. 'coin' of, 107-9
Royal Geographical Society, Peary medal, 121-9
RUDLING, D.R., Contributions to the Coin Register, 146,
148, 156
Sceattas, 157-60
Scott, Kathleen, 121-9
SEABY. P.J., Contributions to the Coin Register, 160-2
SEABY. W.A., The Shelly, Solihull 'Hoard'", 1989-90, 137
— Contributions to the Coin Register, 158-60, 162-3
SHARP. MICHAEL, Three seventeenth century notes, 138-9
Short Cross coins, 136-7
Slater, Wilfrid, medal of, 177
SMITH. A. and N. MAYHEW, Another round Short Cross
halfpenny, 136
STANTON-COURTNEY. Y.C.. Review of Mays's Tokens of
Those Trying Times. A Social History of Britain's 19th
Century Silver Tokens, 165-6
— Review of Henderson's Hop Tokens of Kent and Sussex
and their Issuers, 166
Stephen, coinage of, 34-6; coins of, 162
STEWART. B . H . I . H . and J.J. NORTH, Classification of the

single-cross sterlings of Alexander III, 37-64
— review of Bateson and Mayhew's Sylloge of Coins of the
British Isles 35. Scottish Coins in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford and the Hunterian Museum Glasgow,
164
Stukeley, William, numismatist, 100-12
SYMONS. DAVID, An unpublished hoard of the Great
Debasement, 80-6
— Notes on three Romano-British hoards, 131-4
TALVIO, TUUKKA, The 'Russian find' of Anglo-Saxon coins
in the British Museum, 134-5
Tasciovanus, coins of, 148-9
Teutonic Order, 163
THOMPSON. R.H., Bibliography of John David Brand. 170-1
Tincommius, coins of, 22-3, 148
Verica, coins of, 23-5, 28, 148
Visigoths, coin of, 157

single-cross sterlings of Alexander III, 37-64
'Oriuna', 104-107
Peary, Robert E., medal of, 121-9
Pegge, Samuel, numismatist, 102-12
Philip IV, king of Spain, coins of, 96

William II, coin of, 161
William I, king of Scotland, coin of, 163
WILLIAMS. H.P.G., A small Carausian hoard from the
Wheeler excavations at Verulamium, 130-1
WOODHEAD. PETER, Obituary of John David Brand, 167-70
Wynrich von Knyprode, Teutonic Order, coin of, 163

SERIES SUMMARY INDEX
VOLS. 51-60 (1981-1990)
PETER PRESTON-MORLEY
Abbreviations: c. century; exh. exhibited; rev. review of, reviewed.
Omissions: Accounts, elections within the Society, and other regular features; subject entries for most reviews. Deaths, readers
and their subjects, reviews, are entered under their individual headings, as also are finds. Finds spots in the British Isles are
identified by county.
Only the first page of an article or reference is given.
Aberdeen (Grampian) finds 1983-4 (13th-14th c.); 54, 304;
58, 40
Aberdour (Tayside) finds 1978/1981 (13th c.); 58, 69
Ablaineourt (Somme, France) find 1957 (French, 9th c.); 56,
197
Addedomarus, coins of; 59, 225; 60, 150
— forgery of coin of; 58, 144
Aelfwald, of Northumbria, coins of; 55. 48
Aesu, coin of; 60, 152
Aethelbald, of Mercia, coins of; 55. 4, 33
Aethelheard, abp. of Canterbury, coins of; 55, 74; 57. 134;
58, 152
Aethelred, of Mercia, coin of; 56, 85
Aethelred I, of Northumbria, coins of; 51, 37; 55, 48
Aethelred II, coins of; 51, 52; 54, 53, 67; 55, 17, 56, 79; 56,
29, 79; 57, 104, 106, 138; 58, 13. 155; 59, 230; 60, 135,
161
— metrology; 56, 37
Aethelred II, of Northumbria, coins of; 52, 87; 54, 67; 55,
72; 56, 81
Aethelstan I, of East Anglia, coins of; 52, 34, 41; 56, 78; 57.
130
AetheKveard, of East Anglia, coins of; 52, 41
Aethelwold, atheling, coins attributed to; 55, 192
Aethelwulf, of Northumbria, coin of; 56, 192
Aethelwulf, of Wessex, coins of; 54, 51
Albert and Isabella, k. and q., Spanish Netherlands, coins
of; 60, 95
Alcester (Warwicksh.) finds 1975+ (Celtic); 58, 138; 59, 221
— find 1984 (8th c.); 58, 138
— finds 1989-90 (12th c.); 59, 221
Alchred, of Northumbria, coins of; 55, 48
Alciston (Sussex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1988 (8th c.); 58, 138
Aldbourne (Wiltsh.) find (Celtic); 59. 221
— find 1983 (11th c.); 55, 56
Aldermaston (Berksh.) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
Alderton (Suffolk) find 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
Aldfrith, of Northumbria, coins of; 55, 47
Aldworth (Berksh.) find 1989 (Celtic); 59. 221
— finds 1984/1987 (Roman); 54, 304; 58, 179
— find, by 1988 (8th c.); 58, 138
— find 1989 (12th c.); 59, 221
Alexander II, of Scotland, coin of; 59, 232
Alexander III, of Scotland, classification of sterlings of; 60.
37
— coins of; 58, 58, 70; 59, 84
Alford (Lincolnsh.) finds c. 1980-6 (8th/10th-l 1th c.); 55,
56; 56, 185

Alfred, coins of; 53, 2, 12; 54, 51; 55, 17; 56, 17; 57, 137; 59,
28; 60, 160
Allectus, coins of; 54. 21, 41
ALLEN, M., The provision and use of short cross class V
dies; 59, 46
— Some anomalous coins of short cross class V, read; 52,
272
— Some thoughts on short cross class Ia, read; 53, 197
Allington (Kent) find 1988 (12th c.); 58, 138
Alpheton (Suffolk) find 1987 (Celtic); 57, 122
ALSOP, J.D., The mint dispute, 1539-32; 51, 197
Alvechurch (Hereford and Worcester) find 1988 (Celtic); 58,
138
— find 1988 (Flemish, 13th c.); 58, 138
Alwaldus, of Northumbria, coins of; 55, 192
Ambiani, coins of; 60, 145
Amble (Northumberland) find 1988 (13th-14th c.); 58, 179
Amersham (Buckinghamsh.) find (Celtic); 59, 221
Andover (Hampsh.) finds 1991 (8th/10th c.); 60, 143
ANDREWS, P. (ed.), The coins and pottery from Hamwic,
rev.; 5 8 , 166
Anglo-Mexican Mining Association; 56, 132
— Mint Association; 56, 124
Anglo-Saxon, coins found in Poland; 58, 11
— gold coins; 60. 109
— mint output; 51, 52
Anlaf Guthfrithsson, Viking k. of York, coin of; 56, 192
Anted, coins of; 59, 226; 60, 8
Antoninus Pius, coins of; 55. 17
Appleby (Lincolnsh.) find (9th c.); 51, 34
Apuldram (Sussex) find (Celtic); 60. 143
Arcadius, coins of; 60, 134
ARCHIBALD, MARION M., Sanford Saltus medal awarded to;
51, 215
— The Barsham hoard of Aethelred II, read; 57, 167
— The coinage of Beonna in the light of the Middle Harling
hoard; 55, 10
— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138; 59, 221;
60, 143
— The dating of Stephen type I, read; 53, 197
— A new mint for long cross class VI, read; 52. 272
— Offa of Mercia and some recent finds, read; 54, 298
— SCBI34: British Museum Anglo-Saxon coins V. Athelstan
to the reform of Edgar 924-c. 973, rev.; 56, 192
— A ship-type of Athelstan I of East Anglia; 52, 34
— A 10th century hoard from Whippendall Woods, Watford, read; 51, 215
— The Wicklewood, Norfolk, hoard of coins of Stephen and
Henry II, read; 60. 172
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Armoricans, coins of; 60, 146
Arnold V, count of Loos, coins of; 58, 163; 59, 233
Artois, coin of; 60, 163
Ascot (Berksh.) find (Celtic); 59, 221
Ashbourne (Derbysh.) find 1987 (13th-14th c.); 57, 172
Ashdon [Steventon End] (Essex) find 1984 (9th c.); 54, 304;
59, 13
Ashdon (Essex) find 1984 (16th-17th c.); 54, 222, 304
Ashfield (Suffolk) find 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
Ashton (Essex) find (7th c.); 60, 143
Ashton Keynes (Wiltsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Assheton, J.R., resigned; 54, 301
Assignats, current in Britain; 51. 200
Athelstan, of Wessex, coins of; 53, 10; 54, 66; 55, 67; 56, 69,
186; 5 8 , 13; 5 9 , 229
— Grately decree of; 56, 104
Atherstone (Warwicksh.) find 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
Atherstone-on-Stour (Warwicksh.) find 1991 (12th c.); 60.
143
Atrebates, coins of; 57, 125; 58, 144; 59, 223; 60, 148
ATTWOOD, P., Kathleen Scott: the sculptor as medallist; 60.
121
— The new medal: the revival of the cast medal in
nineteenth-century England, read; 56, 204
— Rev., Victorian souvenir medals', 56, 198
— 'The Slade girls'; 56, 148
AUDOUY. M., contribution to Coin Register; 59, 221
Aveley (Essex) find 1985 (10th/12th c.); 56, 185
Axbridge (Somerset) find, by 1918 (11th c.); 57, 122
Aylesbury (Buckinghamsh.) find 1985 (8th c.); 56, 10
— finds 1973+ (12th c.); 57, 122; 60, 143
Aylesford (Kent) find 1967 (8th c.); 55, 56

BACHE, B.W., Analysis of soil samples from the [Ashdon]
hoard site; 59, 36
Badbury Rings (Dorset) find, by 1983 (Celtic); 58, 138
Bagshot (Surrey) find 1987 (20th c.); 58, 179
Baiocasses, the; 58, 1, 140
BAKER, R., Some impressions of the Defence medal,
1939-45, read; 52, 272
Baldock (Hertfordsh.) finds 1977-8 (8th/12th c.); 55. 56
Baldred, of Kent, coins of: 54, 67
Balgonie (Tayside) find c. 1822 (14th c.); 57, 119
Ballingal, Niel Cameron, death; 55, 208
— legacy from estate; 56, 208
Banham (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
Bank of England, silver tokens; 56, 124
Banknotes; 51, 200; 60, 139
BARCLAY, C.P., The origins of the 'Godless' florin, read; 59,
250
— Rev., The Yorkshire numismatist 1; 58, 165
Barford (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
Barham (Kent) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
Barkby Thorpe (Leicestersh.) find 1987 (9th c.); 58, 179
Barker, May H., medallist; 56, 150
Barking (Essex) find 1986 (Celtic); 57, 122
Barmby Moor (Humberside) finds 1982-5 (8th c.); 56, 80
BARNARD, F.P., The casting-counter and the counting board,
a chapter in the history of numismatics and early arithmetic, rev.; 52, 256
Barrington (Cambridgesh.) find 1987/8 (Celtic); 59, 221
Barrow Gurney (Avon) find 1990 (16th-17th c.); 60. 87, 178
Barsham (Suffolk) find 1986 (lOth-llth c.); 56, 209
BARTLETT, R.W., contributions to Coin Register; 60, 143
Barton (Cambridgesh.) find 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Barton [Burwell Farm] (Humberside) find 1983 (Roman);
54. 304

Barway (Cambridgesh.) finds 1987-9 (Roman); 59, 256; 60,
177
BATESON, J.D., SCBI 35: Scottish coins in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford and the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow,
rev.; 60, 164
Bath (Avon) find 1979 (Roman); 54, 29
Baum, David, death; 58, 177
Bawbees, of James V and Mary; 59, 120
Bawsey (Norfolk) find 1986 (12th c.); 56, 81
Bawtry (S. Yorksh.) finds 1984/1986 (11th c.); 56, 81; 58,138
Bayes, Gilbert, medallist; 55, 178
Beachy Head (Sussex) find, by 1988 (10th c.); 58, 138
BECKER, C.J. (ed.). Studies in northern coinages of the
eleventh century, rev.; 53, 187
Beddingham (Sussex) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
Bedford (Bedfordsh.) find 1986 (9th c.); 57, 122
Bedfordshire, find, by 1984 (12th c.); 54, 290
Beechamwell (Norfolk) finds 1989-90 (Celtic); 60. 143
Bek, bp. of Durham, coins of; 54, 74, 81
Bekesbourne (Kent) find 1981 (11th c.); 55, 57
BELL, A.S. (ed.), The Scottish antiquarian
tradition.
Essays to mark the bicentenary of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland and its museum, 1780-1980, rev.;
52, 260
Belles & Harrold, Birmingham; 57, 65
Bembridge (I. of Wight) find 1985 (Roman); 55, 210
BENDIXEN, KIRSTEN, Sceattas and other coin finds, in Ribe
Excavations, vol. I, rev.; 52, 252
Bentley (Suffolk) find 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
Beonna, of East Anglia, coins of; 55, 10
Beornwulf, of Mercia, coins of; 55, 75; 57, 136; 58. 154
Bere Regis (Dorset) find 1985-6 (8th c.); 57, 122
— find 1982 (French, 8th c.); 56, 32
— finds 1986 (9th-10th c.); 56, 82; 57, 122
— find 1987 (12th c.); 57, 122
— find (French, 14th c.); 59, 221
Bergerac, coin of; 59, 212
Berghaus, Dr. P., election to honorary membership; 56.
204, 207
Berhtwald, abp. of Canterbury, coin of; 58. 124
Berhtwulf, of Mercia, coins of; 55, 64; 57, 136
Berkeley (Gloucestersh.) find 1981 (11th c.); 55. 57
Berri, D.G., medallist; 59. 219
BERRY, G., The relationship between the sterling and
non-sterling jetons of Edward I and II, read; 51, 215
— Rev., The casting-counter and the counting board, a
chapter in the history of numismatics and early arithmetic; 52, 256
Seventeenth century tradesmens tokens of Lincolnshire
-the issuers; 54, 296
— Sutler to His Majesty's Guard of Foot; 52, 158
Berry, Maude, medallist; 56, 154
BESLY, E.M., contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58.
138; 59, 221; 60, 143
— council prize awarded to; 60, 172, 176
— Rev., The art and craft of coinmaking: a history of minting
technology; 59, 234
SCBI 33: The John G. Brooker collection. Coins of
Charles I (1625-1649); 54, 295
— A Tower mint die of Charles I; 58. 135
— The York mint of Charles I; 54, 210; read, 298
BESTER, C.F., contributions from; 54, 242
Beverley (Humberside) find 1991 (12th c.); 60, 143
Bewdley (Hereford and Worcester) find 1986-7 (Celtic); 57.
122; 58, 138
Bicester (Oxfordsh.) find (Celtic); 59, 221
— find (Roman); 52, 7
Biddenham (Bedfordsh.) finds 1989-90 (Celtic); 60. 143
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BIDDLE, M., Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period from Repton,
Derbyshire: II; 56, 16
Bidford-on-Avon (Warwicksh.) find 1989 (Celtic); 59, 221
— finds 1986/8/1990-1 (8th-9th c.); 57, 122; 58, 138; 60, 143
BIGGS, N., Coin weights in England - up to 1588; 60, 65
Billericay (Essex) find, by 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
Billingford (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
Binbrook (Lincolnsh.) find 1985 (8th c.); 55, 57
Bingham (Nottinghamsh.), tokens of; 51, 138
Binham (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1988 (8th c.); 58, 138
Birch, Sarah, medallist; 56, 154
Birchington (Kent) find 1986 (Celtic); 58, 138
Birmingham, symposium on Matthew Boulton; 53, 202
Bishopsteignton (Devonsh.) find 1984 (11th c.); 56, 82
Bismuth, in later Anglo-Saxon coins; 56, 47
BISPHAM, J., The base silver shillings of Edward VI; 55, 134;
read; 53, 197
— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138
— Durham House shillings, 1549, read; 56, 204
— Recent metal detector finds from Essex and Lincolnshire;
56, 183
BLACKBURN, M.A.S., The Anglo-Norman coins in the
Fitzwilliam Museum; 57, 108
— Anglo-Saxon coins, rev.; 55, 198
— The Ashdon (Essex) hoard and the currency of the
southern Danelaw in the late ninth century; 59, 13
— Medieval European coinage, with a catalogue of the coins
in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, \ol. 1. The early
middle ages (5th-10th centuries), rev.; 56, 191
— A penny of Coenwulf and a small hoard of Cnut from
Bottisham, Cambridgeshire; 53, 176
— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138; 59, 221;
60, 143
— The 'porcupine' sceattas of Metcalfs variety G; 57, 99
— The quatrefoil type of Cnut, read; 54, 298
— Rev., Corpus nummorum saeculorum IX-Xl qui in suecia
reperti sunt 3.4, Skane: Maglarp-Ystad\ 58, 167
Der miinzfund von Kose aus dem zwieten viertel des 12
jahrhunderts; 56, 197
Post-Roman coins from York excavations 1971-81; 56,
191
— Sceattas and other finds from a middle Anglian site, read;
56, 204
— Single finds of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins - 1; 54, 63;
2; 55, 55
3; 56, 64
— Some Irish sea imitations of the quatrefoil type of Cnut,
read; 53, 197
— The Welbourn (Lines.) hoard 1980-82 of Aethelred II
coins; 55, 79
— (ed.), Anglo-Saxon monetary history, essays in memory
of Michael Dolley, rev.: 56. 193
Viking-age coinage in the northern lands, rev.; 51, 208
Blackthorn (Oxfordsh.) find 1989 (10th c.); 58, 138
BLAND, R., A hoard of Carausius and Allectus from Burton
Latimer; 54, 41
— Rev., Coinage in Roman Britain; 57, 153
Blandford Forum (Dorset) find 1986 (German, 11th c.); 56,
82
Blanks, from the Middle Harling hoard?; 55, 16
Blencogo (Cumbria) find 1983-4 (14th-15th c.); 54, 304
Bletchley (Buckinghamsh.) find 1987 (Roman); 57. 172
BLUNT, C.E., The cabinet of the Marquess of Ailesbury and
the penny of Hywel Dda; 52. 117
— Coinage in tenth-century England from Edward the Elder
to Edgar's reform, rev.; 59, 237

— Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period from Repton,
Derbyshire: II; 56, 16
— The composition of the Cuerdale hoard; 53, 1
— death; 57, 167, 170
— dedication of volume to; 53, frontispiece
— John Ruskin as a numismatist, read; 53, 197
— Northumbrian coins in the name of Alwaldus; 55, 192
— obituary of; 57, 157
— Obituary of A.J.H. Gunstone; 53, 194
of S.E. Rigold; 51, 211
— portrait medal for the 80th birthday of; 53, frontispiece,
189
— publications and papers of, 1972-1983; 53, 191
supplement; 57, 160
— SCBI34: British Museum Anglo-Saxon coins V. Athelstan
to the reform of Edgar 924-c. 973, rev.-, 56, 192
— Two Anglo-Saxon notes, read; 56, 204
Blyth (Nottinghamsh.) finds 1984 (llth/12th c.); 55, 58
— tokens of; 51, 138
Bodvoc, coins of; 58, 146
Boehm, Edgar; 54, 274
Bognor Regis (Sussex) find 1986 (12th c.); 57, 145
Bolton Percy (N. Yorksh.) find 1967 (8th-9th c.); 51, 32
BONE, ANNE, T h e 1986 S e l s e y treasure trove; 56, 178

BONSER, M.J., contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58,
138; 59, 221; 60, 143
— The 'porcupine' sceattas of Metcalf's variety G; 57, 99
— Sceattas and other finds from a middle Anglian site,
[read]; 56, 204
— Single finds of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins - I; 54, 63
2; 55, 55
3; 56, 64
— Some aspects of single finds of Anglo-Saxon coins, read;
60, 172
— Tokens found in Haddenham, Cambridgeshire, and a
seventeenth-century issuer; 54, 242
BOON, G.C., Cardiganshire silver and the Aberystwyth mint
in peace and war, rev.; 52, 254
— Coins of the anarchy 1135-54, rev.; 58, 169
— The hoard of Maud from Coed-y-Wenallt, Cardiff, read;
51, 215
— The purity of some English hammered coins, read; 54,
298
— Rev., SCBI 31/38: The Norweb collection, tokens of the
British Isles, 1575-1750. Part I, England: Bedfordshire
to Devon; Part 11, Dorset, Durham, Essex and Gloucestershire; 58, 171
— The Vikings in Wales, read; 52, 272
— Welsh hoards 1979-1981, rev.-, 56, 194
BOOTH, J., The coinage of Berhtwulf of Mercia, 840-852,
read; 59, 250
BORDEN, D.G., The milled coinage of Elizabeth I; 53, 108
Borley (Essex) find 1989 (8th-9th c.); 59, 221
Bosham (Sussex) find 1984 (8th c.); 56, 12
Boston (Lincolnsh.) find 1984 (13th-14th c.); 56, 209
Bottisham (Cambridgesh.) finds 1982-3 (9th/llth c.); 53,
176
Boudinot, Elias, Philadelphia mint official; 57, 56
Boulton, Matthew, 56, 124; 58, 102
— symposium in Birmingham; 53, 202
Boulton, Matthew Robinson; 56, 127
Boulton, Watt and Co.; 56. 124; 57, 54; 60, 113
Bournemouth (Dorset) find, by 1988 (12th c.); 58. 138
— [Emsbury Park] (Dorset) find 1988 (Celtic); 60. 143
Bowley Park (Staffordsh.) find 1986 (16th c.); 56, 209
Boxgrove (Sussex) finds, by 1949/by 1983 (11th c.); 57, 122
Boxley (Kent) find 1988 (8th c.); 58; 138
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Boxley Hill (Kent) find 1979 (12th c.); 54, 291
Brabant, coin of; 60, 163
Brackley (Northamptonsh.) find (Celtic); 59, 221
— find 1986+ (12th c.); 57, 172
Bradbury, Eric, medallist; 55, 173
Braddan [Kilkenny] (I. of Man) find 1982 (13th-14th c.); 54,
304
Bradford (W. Yorksh.) find 1982 (17th c.); 54. 222
Brafield (Northamptonsh.) find, by 1981 (7th c.); 57, 122
Bramford (Suffolk), find, by 1978 (12th c.); 58, 138
Brampton (Cambridgesh.) find 1983 (11th c.); 55, 58
BRAND,• J . D . , b i b l i o g r a p h y of; 60, 170

— death; 60, 172, 175
— dedication of volume to; 60, frontispiece
— The evidence of Domesday Book and after for money
weight and fineness, read; 51, 221.
— The new format [of the Journal]; 51, 4
— obituary of; 60, 167
— papers deposited at the British Museum; 60, 170
— Periodic change of type in the late Anglo-Saxon and the
Norman periods. Part 1, read: 52, 281; Part 2, read, 53,
202
— Presidential address, 1981; 51, 217
1982; 52, 276
1983; 53, 200
— Rev., Les tresors monetaires medievaux el modernes
decouverts en France. Tome I 751-1223; 56, 195
— Some short cross questions reconsidered, read; 56, 204
part II, read; 58, 174
— valedictory address for C.E. Blunt; 53, 197
Brandon (Suffolk) find 1982 (12th c.); 55, 58
Braughing (Hertlordsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Brazil, early 19th c. coinage of; 60. 113
Breckenbrough (N. Yorksh.) find 1985 (16th-17th c.); 55.
210
Bredgar (Kent) find 1989 (8th c.); 59, 221
Brigg (Humberside) find 1985 (8th c.); 55, 59
Brinsley (Nottinghamsh.) token of; 51, 138
Briot, Nicholas, master general of the French mint; 56. 108
Bristol (Avon) find 1982 (12th c.); 57, 122
— closure of Tudor mint at; 51, 107
British Museum. Dept. of Coins and Medals, changes; 54,
302
Broad Bay (Outer Hebrides) find 1989 (17th c.); 59, 255
Brocklesby (Lincolnsh.) find 1987 (7th c.); 58, 138
Brodsworth (Yorksh.) find 1985 (12th c.); 55, 59
Bromeswell (Suffolk) find 1987 (11th c.); 57, 122
— find 1986 (12th—13th c.); 57, 122; 58, 138
BROOKE, C.N.L. (ed.), Studies in numismatic method presented to Philip Grierson, rev.; 52, 258
Brooke, G.C; 54. 304
Brough (Humberside) find 1988 (Celtic) 60, 143
Brough (Nottinghamsh.) find 1986 (Roman); 56, 209
BROWN, I.D., The milled coinage of Elizabeth I; 53, 108
— Notes on the gold coinage of Elizabeth I; 59. 91
— Portrait punches used on the hammered coinage of
Queen Elizabeth I; 58, 90
BROWN, L.. A catalogue of British historical medals,
1760-1960. Volume I: the accession of George III to the
deadt of William IV, rev. ; 51, 205
— Rev., /In introduction to commemorative medals; 60, 164
Brunei, Christopher, death; 59, 250, 253
Bryn Maelgwyn (Gwynedd) find (10th c.); 56, 35, 194
Bucknowle (Dorset) find (Celtic); 60. 143
Burd, Alice G, medallist; 56. 154
Burgess Hill (Sussex) find c. 1980-7 (12th e.i; 57, 122
Burgh Castle (Norfolk) find 1988 (12th c.); 58, 138
Burgred, coins of; 56, 16

BURNETT, A.M., Ancient British coins in the light of some
new hoards, read; 59, 250
— A Carausian hoard from Croydon, Surrey, and a note on
Carausius's continental possessions; 54, 10
— Celtic coinage in Britain: new hoards and recent analyses;
57, 1

— Celtic coinage in Britain II; 58, 1
— Celtic coinage in Britain III: the Waltham St. Lawrence
treasure trove; 60, 13
— The coinage of Allectus: chronology and interpretation;
54, 21
— The 1986 Selsey treasure trove; 56, 178
— Rev., Celtic coinage of Britain; 59, 235
Burns, Edward, numismatist; 57, 47, 89
Burrow Hill (Suffolk) find, before 1985 (8th c.); 55, 11
Burston (Norfolk) find 1990 (Celtic): 60, 143
Burton Latimer (Northamptonsh.) find 1954 (Roman); 54,
25, 41
Bury (Cambridgesh.) finds before 1984/1986 (Celtic); 54, 64;
56, 209; 5 7 . 1, 122
— finds, before 1984 (12th-14th c.); 54, 63
Bury St. Edmunds (Suffolk) find 1956 (17th c.); 54, 123
— possible mint of Beonna; 55, 30
Butcombe (Avon) find, by 1990 (11th c.); 60, 143
Buxton prize, suggestions; 54, 303
Buxton with Lammas (Norfolk) find 1988 (Celtic); 60. 143
Bylaugh (Norfolk) find 19S9-90 (Celtic); 60, 143

CADMAN, G.E., contribution to Coin Register; 59. 221
Cae Castell (Gwent) find (13th c.); 56, 194
Caistor-on-the-WoIds (Humberside) find, before 1984 (11th
c.); 5 4 . 64
— find 1986 (12th c.); 56, 82
CALDWELL, D.H., The fourteenth-century Aberdour
treasure trove (1978 and 1981); 58, 669
— Innerwick hoard, 1979; 52, 132
Cambridge (Cambridgesh.) find, by 1986 (Celtic); 59, 221
— find, by 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
— find 1984 (10th c.); 54, 64
Cambridgeshire, find, before 1985 (8th c.); 55, 59
— 17th c. tokens of; 54, 242
CANNON, P., contribution to Coin Register; 59, 221
Canvey Island (Essex) find 1987/8 (8th-9th c.); 58, 138
Canterbury (Kent) find 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
— find 1987 (I2th—13th c.); 57, 172
Cantii, coins of; 58, 145; 59, 225; 60, 154
Cara, coins of; 60, 14
Caratacus, coins of; 56, 178; 59, 223
Carausius, coins of; 54, 1, 10, 41
— hoards of: 52. 7; 54, 10; 60, 130
— mints of; 54, 4, 11, 26
Carbrook (Norfolk) find 1988-9 (Celtic); 60, 143
Card counters; 57, 82
Carew Castle (Dvfed) find 1987 (12th c.); 57. 122
Carlisle (Cumbria) find 1988 (10th c.); 59, 221
Carnutes, coin of; 60, 146
Carolingian coins; 52, 34, 104; 56. 64; 59, 22, 228
Casella. Ella, medallist; 56, 150
Casella, Nelia, medallist; 56, 155
CASEY, .)., Archaeology and numismatics, read; 54. 298
— A Carausian hoard from Croydon. Surrey, and a note on
Carausius's continental possessions; 54, 10
Castlecomer Colliery, tokens of; 53, 183
Castor (Northamptonsh.) find 1759 (11th c.): 54, 289
Catuvellauni, coins of; 57, 125; 58. 144; 59, 223; 60, 148
Caunton (Nottinghamsh.) find 1988 (16th-17th c.): 58. 179;
60, 91
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Cavendish (Suffolk) finds (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1987 (7th c.); 57, 122
Cawood (Yorksh.) find 1980 (11th c.); 55, 59
C. Claudius Pulcher, coin of; 58, 147
Cemmaes Bay (Gwynedd) find 1987-8 (16th c.); 58, 178
Ceolnoth, abp. of Canterbury, coins of; 56, 79; 57, 135; 58,
152
Ceolwulf II, of Mercia, coins of; 53, 3; 56, 18
CHADBURN, AMANDA, A hoard of iron age silver coins from
Fring, Norfolk, and some observations on the Icenian
coin series; 60, 1
Chaddesley Corbett (Hereford and Worcester) find 1983
(8th c.); 5 5 , 59
Chalfont St. Peter (Buckinghamsh.) find 1989 (Roman); 59,
256
Chalgrove (Oxfordsh.) find 1989 (Roman); 59, 256
CHALLIS, C.E., The arms of the Royal Mint, rev.; 56, 199
— Currency and the economy in Tudor and early Stuart
England, rev.; 59, 241
— The introduction of coinage machinery into the Royal
Mint by Eloy Mestrell, part 1, read; 59, 256;
part 2, read; 60, 178
— Llantrisant and the making of the new Royal Mint, read;
57, 167
— Mint officials and moneyers of the Stuart period; 59, 157
— Presidential address, 1989; 59, 253
1990; 6 0 , 175
— Rev., Cardiganshire silver and the Aberystwyth mint in
peace and war; 52, 254
— The Royal Mint and the civil war, read', 52, 272
— Royal Mint trial plates, read; 51, 215
— The silver trial plate of 1279, read; 52, 272
— Small change in seventeenth-century England, read; 52,
272
Charlbury (Oxfordsh.) find c. 1985 (10th c.); 57, 141
Charlemagne, k. of the Franks and emperor, coin of; 55, 32
Charles I, coin die of; 58, 135
— coins of; 52, 244, 245; 54, 164, 210, 293; 55, 145; 57, 145;
58, 100, 163; 5 9 , 214; 6 0 , 90, 138
— counter of; 60, 139
— European coins as currency in the reign of; 60, 91
Charles II, coins of; 55, 158; 60, 98
Charles d'Alencon, abp. of Lyons, coin of; 57, 145
Charles the Bald, k. of the W. Franks, coins of; 53, 5; 54, 70;
56, 192; 5 9 , 35, 228
Charlwood (Surrey) find (Celtic); 57, 122
Checkendon (Oxfordsh.) find (11th c.); 58, 138
Chelmsford (Essex) finds 1986-7 (Celtic); 57, 122
— finds 1984-5/1990 (8th/12th c.); 55, 60; 59, 221
Cheriton (Hampsh.) finds 1983/1985-9+ (Celtic); 54, 304;
56, 209; 57, 172; 58, 179; 59, 255; 60, 143
— find, by 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Chester mint, coins of; 52, 244; 54, 293
Chesters Green (Warwicksh.) find 1985 (12th c.); 58. 138
Chestfield (Kent) find 1987 (7th c.); 57, 122
Chichester (Sussex) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
Chigwell (Essex) find 1963 (Carolingian, 10th c.); 59. 221
Chillenden (Kent) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Chipping Warden (Northamptonsh.) find 1984 (8th c.); 56, 9
Chudleigh (Devonsh.) find 1986 (17th c.); 56, 209
Church Hanborough (Oxfordsh.) find c. 1983 (10th c.); 57,
122
Churchyards, coins found in; 56, 31
Chute (Wiltsh.) find 1986 (Celtic); 56, 209; 57, 1
Cirencester (Gloucestersh.) find c. 1985 (8th c.); 58, 138
— find, before 1986 (9th c.); 56, 83
Clacton (Essex) find, by 1991 (7th-8th c.); 60, 143
Clandon, East or West (Surrey) find 1985 (Celtic); 57. 122

Clapham (Bedfordsh.) find 1987 (Celtic); 57, 122; 58, 6, 179
Clarke, Charles; 60, 103
Claudius II, coin of; 54, 12
— imitation of; 55, 17
Claxby (Lincolnsh.) find 1983 (13th c.); 54, 304
Claxby-by-Alford (Lincolnsh.) find, c. 1977 (8th/llth c.); 54,
65
Cleethorpes (Humberside) find, before 1983 (10th c.); 56, 83
Cleeve Prior (Hereford and Worcester) finds 1988-90
(Celtic); 58, 138; 59, 221
Cliffe (Kent) finds (Celtic); 59, 221; 60, 143
— finds, by 1984/1987 (8th c.); 57, 122; 58, 138
Clipston (Nottinghamsh.) find (Celtic); 58, 138
Clothall (Hertfordsh.) find 1986/8 (12th c.); 58, 138
CLOUGH, T.H. MCK., The 1987 Ryhall treasure trove; 58, 96
Cnut, coins of; 51, 52; 53, 176; 54, 64; 55, 68; 56, 35, 84; 57,
139; 58, 17; 60, 135
— metrology; 56, 36
Cnut, Viking k. of York, coin of; 55, 68
Cobham (Kent) finds, by 1982/1988 (7th-8th c.); 57, 122; 58,
138
Cobham (Surrey) find 1989 (Celtic/Roman); 59, 255
Cochran-Patrick, R.W., numismatist; 57, 89
Coddenham (Suffolk) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1991 (Visigothic, 6th-8th c.); 60. 143
Coed-v-Wenallt (S. Glamorgan) find (12th c.); 56, 195; 60,
30
Coenwulf, of Mercia, coins of; 52, 29, 34; 53. 176; 54, 66; 55,
67; 56, 78; 57, 135; 59, 229; 60, 160
Coin die, Anglo-Saxon; 56, 192
Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138; 59, 221; 60, 143
Coin weights, see Weights
Coining machine, of Nicholas Briot; 56, 112
Colchester (Essex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1985 (8th c.); 56, 83
— find, by 1941 (10th c.); 57, 122
— [Olivers Orchard] (Essex) finds 1983 (Roman); 54, 304
Coldwell, Henry, die-engraver; 55, 140
COLEMAN, FRAN, rev., The moneyer and the mint in the reign
of Edward the Confessor, 1042-1066; 55, 196
Coleshill (Warwicksh.) find 1983 (10th c.); 58, 138
Collingbourne Ducis (Wiltsh.) find 1984 (9th c.); 55, 60
Collingham, North (Nottinghamsh.), tokens of; 51, 138
Colney (Norfolk) find 1983 (9th c.); 54, 65
Cologne, pfennige, imitations of; 56, 82
Combe, Taylor; 55, 213
COMBER, C.H., Notes on the gold coinage of Elizabeth I; 59.
91
— The pattern shillings of Elizabeth bearing initial mark
key, read; 56, 204
— Portrait punches used on the hammered coinage of
Queen Elizabeth I; 58, 90
Commius, coin of; 60, 146
Company of Copper Miners, London; 57, 56
Compositions of 17th c. base metal coins and tokens; 55, 144
Compton (Sussex) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
Compton Beauchamp (Oxfordsh.) find (Celtic); 60. 143
— find 1988 (8th c.); 58, 138
Compton Verney (Warwicksh.) find 1988 (Celtic); 58. 138
Conference of moneyers, 1208; 59. 39. 55
Coningsby (Lincolnsh.) find 1988 (11th c.): 58. 138
Constans, coins of; 55, 17; 60, 133
Constantine I, coins of; 58, 123; 60, 132
Constantine II, coins of; 60, 133
Constantius I, coins of; 60, 133
Constantius II, coins of; 51, 5; 60, 133
Contents listing of BNJ published; 60, 175
COOK, B.J., An addition to the coinage of Bergerac; 59. 212
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— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138; 59, 221;
60, 143
— Four seventeenth century treasure troves; 60, 87
— The 1987 Ryhall treasure trove; 58, 96
— Rev. , The Bristol mint; 57, 155
Etudes d'histoire monetaire Xlle-XlXe
siecles; 55,
200
Later medieval mints: organisation, administration and
techniques', 58, 170
— The Teynham. Kent, hoard of coins and banknotes; 60,
139
COOPER, D.R., The art and craft of coinmaking: a history of
minting technology, rev.; 59, 234
Corfe Common (Dorset) find 1980 (Celtic); 57, 1
Corieltauvi [Coritani], coins of; 57, 126; 58, 146; 59, 227; 60,
153
Cornist (Clwyd) find 1986 (17th c.); 57, 122
Coronation medalets, 19th c.; 57, 82
Cossall (Nottinghamsh.) tokens of; 51, 138
Cotton, Robert, antiquary; 57, 174
Covehithe (Suffolk) find 1988 (Celtic); 60, 143
Cowbridge (S. Glamorgan) find 1991 (12th c.); 60, 143
— find 1988 (17th c.); 58, 138
COWELL, M.R., Analysis of coins of Beonna and related
issues; 55, 42
— Celtic coinage in Britain: new hoards and recent analyses;
57, 1
— Celtic coinage in Britain II; 58, 1
— Estimation of the original number of dies used for the
Beonna coinage; 55, 40
Cranham (Essex) find 1987 (Merovingian, 7th-8th c.); 57,
122
Crewkerne (Somerset) find, by 1963 (10th c.); 57, 130
CRIBB, J.E. (ed.), Money. From cowrie shells to credit cards,
rev.; 56, 200
— Origins of the Hong Kong coinage, 1841-1866, read', 58,
174
Cromwell, Oliver, medals of; 51, 112; 52, 151
Croughton (Northamptonsh.) find 1982 (10th c.); 54, 66
Croydon (Surrey) find 1893 (Roman); 54, 10
CUDDEFORD, M.J., contributions to Coin Register; 59, 221;
60, 143
Cuerdale (Lancash.) find 1840 (10th c.); 53, 1, 10; 54. 51; 55,
192
Cuff, J.D; 54, 51
CUNLIFFE, B. (ed.), Coinage and society in Britain and Gaul:
some current problems, rev.; 51. 204
Cunobelin, coins of; 56, 181; 57, 125; 58, 144; 59, 224; 60,
14, 148
CUSSON, J., The medal department at the Royal Mint, with
special reference to the South Atlantic medal, read; 59,
250
Cuthred, of Kent, altered die of; 54, 66
— coins of; 56, 78, 185; 57, 134
Cylinder press; 54, 213
Cynethryth, q. of Mercia, coins of; 56, 191; 59, 229; 60, 160

DAINES, C.D., A hoard of St Neot's 'lace-making' tokens
from Eynesbury; 55, 164
DALWOOD, C.H., contributions to Coin Register; 60, 143
Danebury Camp (Hampsh.) find, by 1984+ (Celtic/Roman);
58, 138; 60, 143
Danish Numismatic Society, medal of; 56, 208
Darenth (Kent) find 1989 (11th c.); 59, 221
Dartford (Kent) find 1986 (8th c.); 57, 122
— find, by 1979 (9th c.); 57, 122
Datching (Sussex) find 1984 (8th c.); 59, 221

David I, of Scotland, coins of; 53, 178
David II, of Scotland, coins of; 52, 132; 58, 70
Davidson, Dr. James, death; 55, 208
DAVIES, J.A., The barbarous radiates from Richborough;
52, 17
DAWSON, A., A continental find including Tealby pennies;
57, 113
Dawson, Revd. H.R.; 54, 51
DAY, J. (ed.), Etudes d'histoire monetaire Xlle-XlXe
siecles, rev.; 55, 200
Dean, Forest of, find, by 1987 (16th c.); 60, 80
DELME-RADCLIFFE, M., Innerwick hoard, 1979; 52, 132
— photographs of collection of Edward IV coins; 55, 210
— An unpublished half groat of Edward IV, read; 51. 215
Denmark, short cross pennies in; 53, 23
Derby (Derbysh.) find 1982 (8th c.); 56, 83
Dersingham (Norfolk) find 1984 (16th-17th c.); 54, 304
DETSICAS, A. (ed.), Collectanea historica. Essays in memory
of Stuart Rigold, rev.; 51. 209
D'Ewes, Sir Simonds, antiquary; 57, 176
DHENIN, M., The coins of Quentovic from the Cuerdale
hoard in the museum of Boulogne-sur-mer; 52, 104
— An Offa sceat from France and its implications, read; 60,
172
Die estimation; 59, 1, 60
Dies, of Beonna; 55, 40
— Edward IV, gold; 55, 95
— Henry VI (restored), gold; 55, 95
Dietrich III Damarau, bp. of Dorpat, coin of; 59, 233
Diocletian, coin of; 60, 133
Disert (co. Westmeath, Eire) find 1988 (10th c.); 58, 138
Dobunni, coins of; 57, 126; 58, 145; 59, 225
Dolley, M., death; 53, 197, 200
— dedication of volume to; 52, 3
— election to honorary membership; 51. 215
— obituary of; 52, 265~
Doman, C.L.J., medallist; 55, 173
Domesday Book, references to; 55, 84
Doncaster (S. Yorksh.) find 1988 (Celtic) 58, 138
— find 1988 (10th c.); 58, 138
— find c. 1985 (11th c.); 57, 122
— find 1988 (12th c.); 58, 138
Donhead St. Mary (Wiltsh.) find 1985 (Celtic); 57, 1
Donkin, Alice, medallist; 56, 152
Dordon (Warwicksh.) find 1986 (Celtic); 58, 138
Dorking (Surrey) find, by 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Dorrien & Magens, shillings, 1798; 52, 198
Dorset, north, find, c. 1985 (Roman); 55, 210
DOTY, R.G., Early United States copper coinage: the
English connection; 57, 54
— In the footsteps of the founders: Boulton Watt and
company 1809-1850, read; 59, 250
— 'A mint for Mexico': Boulton, Watt and the Guanajuato
mint; 56, 124
Downside (Somerset) find 1987 (Roman); 59, 256
Doxey, W.H., medallist; 55, 173
Dreux, French feudal coin of; 58, 158
Drigg (Cumbria) find 1988 (11th c.); 58, 138
Dublin, mint; 55, 140
— Winetavern Street, find 1971; 53, 35
Dubnovellaunus, coins of; 57, 126; 58, 145; 59, 225; 60. 150
Dudley Castle (Staffordsh.) find 1988 (12th c.); 58, 138
Dulac, Edmund, medallist; 55, 176
Dull (Tayside) find 1989 (10th c.); 59, 255
Dunbar, medals of battle of; 51. 112
DUNGER, G.T., contributions to Coin Register; 59, 221
Dunnington (N. Yorksh.) find 1988 (8th c.); 58, 138
Dunstable Downs (Bedfordsh.) find (12th c.); 57, 122
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DUPLESSY, J., Les tresors monetaires medievaux et modernes
dgcouverts en France. Tome I 751-1223, rev. -, 56, 195
Durham House mint; 55, 134
Durham mint, coins of; 54, 74, 81
Durotriges, coins of; 57, 9; 58, 145
DYER, G.P., The arms of the Royal Mint, rev.-, 56, 199
— Cartwheel coppers, 1797, read-, 51. 215
— Continuity and change in the eighteenth-century Royal
Mint, read-, 58, 174
— The Dorrien & Magens shilling of 1798; 52, 198; [read]-,
5 1 . 215
— Edgar Boehm and the Jubilee coinage; 54, 274; [read]-,
55, 205
— The General Service medal, 1918-1962, read-, 59, 250
— Membership medal of the British Numismatic Society;
60, 141
— Numbered strikings of Victorian bronze coins, 1860-68;
52, 234; read, 272
— Richard Sainthill and the new bronze coinage; 54, 263
— Royal Mint trial plates, [read]-, 51. 215
— Variant half-sovereigns of 1870, 1871 and 1872, read-, 53,
197
— The Vigo coinage of queen Anne, [read]; 53, 197
— (ed.), Royal sovereign 1489-1989, rev.; 59, 242
DYKES, D.W., The Vikings in Wales, [read]; 52, 272
Eadbald, of Kent, coins of; 56, 191
Eadberht, of Northumbria, coins of; 52, 90; 55, 31; 56, 80;
57, 134; 59, 228
Eadbert Praen, of Kent, coins of; 55, 73
Eadmund, of East Anglia, coins of; 52, 41
Eadred, coins of; 52, 117; 55, 69; 57, 130; 58, 154; 59, 229;
60, 160
Eadwald, of E. Anglia, coins of; 55, 67; 57, 130; 60, 160
Eadwig, coin of; 58, 155; 59, 229
EAGLEN, R.J., The long cross coinage of Bury St. Edmunds,
read; 59, 250
Eanred, of Northumbria, coins of; 51. 36; 52, 87; 56, 81
Easenhall (Warwicksh.) find 1984 (13th c.); 59, 221
East Anglia, find 1991 (Merovingian, 7th c.); 60. 143
— find, by 1982 (Sth c.); 58. 138
Eastbourne (Sussex) find 1987 (9th c.); 57, 122
East Dean (Sussex) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
— find, by 1984 (Sth c.); 57, 122
East Garston (Berksh.) find (Sth c.); 58, 138
East Harling (Norfolk) finds 1982 (10th/12th c.); 54. 66; 55.
60
East Meon (Kent) find 1990 (10th/12th c.); 60, 143
East Saxon kings, possible coinage of; 56, 5
Ecen, coins of; 60, 8, 152
Ecgberht, of Wessex, coins of; 55, 60; 59, 229
Edgar, coins of; 52, 117; 54, 52, 64; 55, 17, 64; 56, 79, 185;
57, 138; 5 8 , 13, 155; 60, 160
— metrology; 56, 36
— reform of coinage; 57, 24; 60, 32
Edgwarebury find (Celtic); 58. 138
Edinburgh castle, minting in 1572; 57, 47; 59. 213
Edmund, coins of; 52, 117; 54, 67; 55, 17, 69; 56, 79; 58, 154
Edward I, coins of; 52. 242; 54, 74, 81; 55, 18, 73; 56, 192;
58, 40, 70, 156; 59, 77, 240
Edward II, coins of; 54, 81; 55, 18; 58, 40. 70, 156
Edward III, coins of; 52, 132; 53, 79; 55, 18, 73; 58. 70, 163
Edward IV, coins of; 52. 132; 53, 79, 180; 55. 73, 95; 57, 145;
58, 84, 163; 60, 82
— forgery of; 55, 18
— gold coinage of; 55. 95
Edward V, coins of; 53. 180
Edward VI. coins of; 55, 134; 58. 99, 156; 60, 80, 89

Edward the Confessor, coins of; 51. 52; 52, 123; 54, 54, 68,
289; 55, 18, 56, 85; 56, 23; 5 7 , 140; 58, 157; 59, 230; 60.
161
— metrology; 56, 41
Edward the Elder, coins of; 53, 3, 7; 54, 51. 66; 55, 67; 56,
191; 57, 138
Edward the Martyr, coins of; 55, 70; 56, 82; 58, 13, 155
— metrology; 56, 41
Edwardian sterlings, imitations of; 54, 292
Edwardstone (Suffolk) find 1985 (7th-8th c.); 57, 122
Edward Extension medal; 60, 121
EGAN, G., Numismatics and leaden seals for cloths, 14th to
18th centuries, read; 60, 172
Egan, Dr. Harold, death; 54, 301
Egbert, abp. of York, coins of; 52, 90; 55, 48; 56, 80
EIMER, C., Aspects of British medals and their makers, c.
1900-1950, read; 55, 205
— An introduction to commemorative medals, rev.; 60, 164
— Sir John Craig and medal making at the Royal Mint,
1938-1949, read; 59, 250
— Sir Robert Johnson, the Mint and medal making in
inter-war Britain; 55, 169
Eisu, coins of; 59, 226
Elias, Edward Remy Duncan, death; 58, 174, 177
Elizabeth I, coins of; 53. 108; 55, 18; 58, 99; 60, 87
— gold coinage of; 59. 91
— portrait punches of; 58, 90
Elmore-Jones, F., publications of; 52, 261
Elmstead Market (Essex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Ely (Cambridgesh.) finds 1983-4 (llth-12th c.); 56, 84
Epaticcus, coins of; 56, 178; 58, 144; 59, 223; 60, 14
Eppillus, coins of; 56, 178; 58, 145; 60, 14, 148
Epping Green (Hertfordsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Eric II Magnusson, k. of Norway, coin of; 59, 232
Eric Bloodaxe, Viking k. of York, coin of; 56, 96
Erik VII, k. of Denmark, coin of; 58, 163
Essex, find 1988 (Celtic); 60, 143
— find, by 1989 (15th c.); 58. 138
Essex, north, site finds (9th-12th c.); 57, 122
Essex/Suffolk borders, find 1989 (Celtic); 60. 143
Esup Asu, coin of; 60, 153
Eudes, coin of; 59, 36
Eugenius, coins of; 51. 5
Eustace III, count of Boulogne, coins of; 53, 14
Evenett, Giles, die-engraver; 55, 134
Eynesbury (Cambridgesh.) find 1983 (17th c.); 55. 164
Eynesford (Kent) find 1989 (12th c.); 59, 221
Eynsham Abbey (Oxfordsh.) find 1990-1 (8th c.); 60, 143

Palmer (Sussex) find 1985 (12th c.); 57, 122
Farnborough (Kent) find 1987 (Merovingian, 7th c.); 57, 122
— find 1983 (12th c.); 56, 84
Farndon (Nottinghamsh.) find 1988 (14th c.); 58. 179
Farningham (Kent) find 1986 (7th-8th c.); 57, 122
Fatimids, dinar; 56, 92
Faustina I, coin of; 60. 14
Fawley (Hampsh.) find (Celtic); 57, 122
FEARON, D., Victorian souvenir medals, rev.; 56, 198
Fechain (Nord, France) find 1967 (French. 9th c.); 56. 197
Felthorpe (Norfolk) find 1988 (12th c.); 58, 138; 59, 221
Ferdinand and Isabella, k. and q. of Spain, coins of; 58, 163;
60, 88
FERRETT, J.M. (ed.). The Yorkshire numismatist I. rev.; 58,
165
Fieldhouse (Lothian) find 1987 (17th c.); 57. 172
Fincham (Norfolk) find 1988 (Celtic); 60. 143
Fishbourne (I. of Wight) find 1987-8 (Roman); 59, 256
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Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, Anglo-Norman coins in;
57, 108
Five Ashes (Sussex) find 1944 (16th c.); 60, 84
Flanders, coins of; 58, 163; 60, 163
Flavius Victor, coins of; 51. 5
Foleshill (W. Midlands) find 1792-3 (Roman); 60, 131
Folkes, Martin; 55, 213
Folkestone (Kent) find 1985 (8th c.); 55, 61
Ford (Wiltsh.) find 1987-8 (8th c.); 58, 138
Fordington (Dorset) find 1982 (9th c.); 57, 122
Forgeries, of Charles I; 54, 232
— Edward IV; 55, 18
Fothergill, Dr. Anthony, medal; 54, 248
Fotheringay (Northamptonsh.) find 1988 (Roman); 59, 256
Frederick Barbarossa, emp., coin of; 58, 163
FREEMAN, W.A.D., Edward the Confessor's mints and
moneyers, read; 53, 197
— The moneyer and the mint in the reign of Edward the
Confessor, 1042-1066, rev.-, 55, 196
French, William C., death; 56, 207
Friesland, East, short cross pennies in; 53, 23
Fring (Norfolk) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 1, 177
Frizzell, Helen, death; 60, 172, 175
— legacy from estate; 60, 176
— tribute to; 59, 247
Fulbourn (Cambridgesh.) find 1987/8 (11th c.); 58, 138
Fulk IV or V, count of Anjou, coin of; 57, 145
Fulking (Sussex) find 1988 (10th c.); 58, 138
— find 1988 (12th c.); 58, 138
Fuszard, A.P., death; 55, 208
GALLAGHER, C., The circulation of foreign coins in Ireland,
1605-1750, read-, 57. 167
Gallienus, coin of; 54, 12
Gallo-Belgic, coins; 57, 1, 124; 58, 1, 140; 59, 222; 60, 21,
146
Galster, G., death; 53, 197, 200
GASPAR, P.P., Continuity and change in the eighteenthcentury Royal Mint, [read]-, 58, 174
— The Dorrien and Magens shilling of 1798; 52, 198; read-,
51. 215
— Richard Sainthill and the new bronze coinage; 54, 263
— The Vigo coinage of queen Anne, read; 53, 197
Gatehouse of Fleet (Dumfries and Galloway) find 1983-4
(13th—14th c.); 54, 304
Gay, Lydia, medallist; 56, 156
Geld de moneta; 55, 84; 60, 33
George I, coins of; 55, 161; 59, 214
George II, coins of; 55, 161; 59, 214; 60, 139
George III, coins of; 52, 198; 55, 157; 59, 214; 60, 139
Germany, short cross pennies in; 53, 19
Gilbert, Alfred, sculptor and medallist; 56, 151
Gilbert, H.L., death; 54, 301
Gilbert, Walter, medallist; 55, 176
GILBOY, F.F., Misadventures of a mint - Boulton, Watt &
Co. and the 'mint for the Brazils'; 60, 113
Gill, Eric, medallist; 55, 175
Gillick, Ernest, medallist; 55, 173
Gipping Valley (Suffolk) find 1987 (7th-8th c./French 14th
c.); 57, 122
GITTOES, G.P., Short cross sterlings from the Rotenfels
hoard; 53, 19
Gleichen, Feodora Georgina Maud, medallist; 56, 151
Gleichen, Helena, sculptor; 56, 157
Glenochar (Strathclyde) find 1988-9 (16th c.); 59, 255
Godmanchester (Cambridgesh.) find 1982 (10th c.); 55, 62
Godsal, Mary P., medallist; 56, 159
Godstone (Kent) find 1989 (French, 12th c.); 60, 143

Gold, traces in later Anglo-Saxon coins; 56, 43
Goscombe John, W., medallist; 55, 176
GRAHAM-CAMPBELL, J., The re-provenancing of a Vikingage hoard to the Thames, near Deptford (S.E.
London); 56. 186
Grantham, Anglo-Saxon mint of; 57, 104
— (Lincolnsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1990 (11th c.); 59, 221
Gratian, coins of; 51. 5
Graves, coins found in; 56, 25
Great Bircham (Norfolk) finds, 1973-7, 1983, 1985 (8th/
10th/12th c.); 56, 85
Great Dunmow (Essex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
— find 1989 (Flemish, 13th c.); 59. 221
Great Melton (Norfolk) finds 1984/1986/1988-9 (Roman);
5 4 . 304; 56, 209; 5 9 , 255; 6 0 . 178
Great Ryburgh (Norfolk) find, by 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Great Walsingham (Norfolk) finds 1988-90 (Celtic); 60. 143
Great Wilbraham (Cambridgesh.) find c. 1980 (8th c.); 55.
62
Great Wolford (Warwicksh.) find 1990 (10th c.); 60, 143
Great Yarmouth (Norfolk) find 1860 (16th c.); 60, 84
GREEN, BARBARA, contribution to Coin Register; 58, 138
GREENALL, P., Dividing seventeenth century tokens
between London and Middlesex; adjusting Williamson's boundaries, read; 59, 250
GREENHALG'H, D.I., The Fox class seven pence of Edward I;
59, 77
GREENWOOD, J.W., The closure of the Tudor mint at
Bristol; 51. 107
GREGORY, A.K., contributions to Coin Register; 60, 143
Greywell Moor (Hampsh.) find, by 1987 (11th c.); 57, 122
GRIERSON, P., Computational fractions of the grain: mites,
droits, periods and blanks; 52, 181
— A dandyprat reference of 1511; 51. 197
— Domesday Book, the geld de moneta and monetagium-. a
forgotten minting reform; 55, 84
— An early reference to sterlings (Guibert of Nogent 1115);
58, 129
— Medieval European coinage, with a catalogue of the coins
in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. \ol. 1. The early
middle ages (5th-10th centuries), rev.; 56, 191
— Studies in numismatic method presented to, rev., 52, 258
GRIFFITHS, D., Replacing Williamson, read; 59, 250
Grimsby (Humberside) finds 1984, 1986 (8th/10th/12th c.);
54, 66; 56, 88

— find 1985 (1st c. AD); 55, 210
GRIMSHAW. M.E., Pre-Victorian silver school medals
awarded to girls in Great Britain, rev.; 57, 156
— Silver medals, badges and trophies from schools in the
British Isles, rev. ; 55, 201
— Silver medals, badges and trophies from schools in the
British Isles, 1550-1850, rev.; 51, 207
GRINSELL, L.V., The Bristol mint, rev. ; 57, 155
Grinton (N. Yorksh.) find 1987 (Roman); 57, 172
Guanajuato mint, Mexico; 56, 124
Guibert of Nogent; 58, 129
Guildford (Surrey) find 1986+ (Celtic); 57, 122; 60, 143
— find 1983 (16th—17th c.); 54, 304
GUNSTONE, A.J.H. (ed.), Seventeenth century tradesmens
tokens of Lincolnshire - the issuers, rev.; 54, 296
— death; 54, 298, 301
— obituary of; 53, 194
— Rev., Devon tavern tokens; 53, 188
A numismatic history of the Birmingham mint; 51, 209
Gussage St. Michael (Dorset) find 1986 (llth-12th c.); 57,
122
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Guthfrith. of York, coin of; 59, 28
Guthrum, Viking k. of Danelaw, coins of; 59, 28

Haddenham (Cambridgesh.) finds, 1768/1960/1970/1979-80
(17th c.); 5 4 , 242
— tokens of; 54, 242
Haigh, Revd. D.; 54, 52
Haines, G.C., death; 51, 215
Halfdan, Viking k. of York, coins of; 53, 3
Halle, Elinor Jessie Marie, medallist; 56, 150
Halliday, Thomas, jeton-maker; 57, 77
Halnaker (Sussex) find, by 1988 (11th c.); 57, 122
Hambledon (Hampsh.) find 1985 (8th c.); 57, 122
— find 1990 (12th c.); 60, 143
Hammond, Col., badge; 60, 139
Hampshire find, by 1988 (11th c.); 58, 138
Hampton-in-Arden (Warwicksh.) find 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Hampton Wafer (Hereford and Worcester) find 1968 (11th
c.); 59, 221
Hamwic (Hampsh.) find 1946+ (8th c.); 58, 166
Hanbury (Hereford and Worcester) find 1989 (Celtic/13th
c.); 59, 221
Hanford (Dorset) find 1986 (Merovingian, 7th c.); 57, 122
Hangleton (Sussex) find, by 1987 (10th c.); 57. 122
Hargate (Norfolk) find, by 1985 (Celtic); 58, 138
Harlow (Essex) finds 1975/1986 (Celtic); 57, 122; 60. 143
Harold I, coins of; 51, 52; 54. 71; 55, 57; 56, 23, 84; 57. 139;
58, 157
— metrology; 56, 58
Harold II, coins of; 51, 52; 54, 289; 57, 140; 58. 158
— metrology; 56, 62
Harpsden Wood (Oxfordsh.) find 1981 (Celtic); 58, 4
HARRISON, D.J., contributions to Coin Register; 59,221; 60,
143

Harthacnut, coins of; 51, 52; 55, 60; 57, 140; 58, 157
HASELGROVE, C.C., contributions to Coin Register; 60, 143
— Iron age coinage in south-east England: the archaeological
context, rev. \ 58, 165
— Rev., Coinage in the Celtic world-, 57, 153
Hastings (Sussex) find 1989 (Roman); 59, 255
Hatch Warren (Hampsh.) find 1988 (13th c.); 59, 221
Hatfield Broad Oak (Essex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Haverhill (Suffolk) finds (Celtic); 59, 221; 60. 143
Hawkins, Edward; 53, 1; 54, 53, 210, 266
HAWKINS, R.N.P., death; 57, 167, 170
— Design registration markings, read; 52. 272
— A dictionary of makers of British metallic tickets, checks,
medalets, tallies and counters 1788-1910, rev.-, 59, 243
— Numismatic nomenclature used by Birmingham makers
for the discs they produced; 52, 229
— obituary of; 57, 161
— publications of; 57, 163
— Rev., Silver medals, badges and trophies from schools in
the British Isles, 1550-1850; 51, 207
— Supplement III to catalogue of the advertisement imitations of 'spade' guineas and their halves (BNJ 32
(1963), 34 (1965) and 37 (1968)); 53. 160
Haywards Heath (Sussex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Hemel Hempstead (Hertfordsh.) find (Celtic); 58, 138
Hempnall (Norfolk) find, by 1989 (10th c.); 59, 221
HENDERSON, A.C., Hop tokens of Kent and Sussex and their
issuers, rev.; 60, 166
Hengestbury Head (Dorset) finds 1977-80 (Celtic); 58, 138
Henry I, coins of; 54, 68,290; 55, 18, 58; 56, 82, 185, 188; 57,
111, 142; 58, 159; 59, 231; 60, 161
Henry II, coins of; 53, 24; 54, 71; 55, 58; 56, 80; 57, 113, 145;
58, 162; 60. 162

Henry III, coins of; 51, 91; 53, 25; 55, 18; 58, 25, 156; 59,
232; 60, 136, 137
Henry V, coins of; 52, 132; 53, 79
Henry VI, coins.of; 52, 132; 53, 79; 55, 18, 95; 58, 84
Henry VII, coins of; 60, 82
Henry VIII, coins of; 56. 189; 57, 34; 58, 156; 60, 80
Henry, earl of Northumberland, coin of; 57, 145
Henry of Lancaster, lord of Bergerac, coin of; 59, 212
HESLIP, R., rev., SCBI 32: Ulster Museum, Belfast. Part II,
Hiberno-Norse coins; 54, 295
Heston (Middlesex) find, by 1981 (Merovingian. 7th c.); 59,
221
Heveningham (Norfolk) find, by 1982 (8th c.); 57. 122
HEWITT, VIRGINIA H., The Teynham, Kent, hoard of coins
and banknotes; 60, 139
Hexham (Northumberland) find 1832 (8th-9th c.); 51, 33
Higham (Kent) find 1990 (8th c.): 59, 221
Highdole Hill (Sussex) find 1984 (8th c.); 56. 9
HILL, D. (ed.), Sceattas in England and on the continent. The
seventh Oxford symposium on coinage and monetary
history, rev.; 54, 294
Hindringham (Norfolk) find 1989-90 (Celtic); 60, 143
Hockwold (Norfolk) find 1987 (8th c.); 58, 138
— find 1981 (9th c.); 57, 122
Holinshed, Ralph, illustration from his Chronicle; 56. 118
Holland, prov., coin of; 60, 163
Holme upon Spalding Moor (Humberside) find (Celtic); 60,
143
HOLMES, N.M. MCQ., A fifteenth-century coin hoard from
Leith; 53, 78
— A Henry VI/Edward IV mule penny from the Leith
hoard; 58, 84
Honingham (Norfolk) find 1988 (Celtic); 60, 143
Honorius, coins of; 51, 5
Hopton (Norfolk) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
HORSEFIELD, J.K., Copper v. tin coins in seventeenthcentury England; 52, 161
Hose (Leicestersh.) find 1985 (11th c.); 55, 63
Howard Linecar memorial lectures; 58, 110, 174; 60. 29, 172
Howe (Norfolk) find 1986-7 (Roman); 57, 172
Howes, A., medallist; 55, 173
Hoxne (Suffolk) find, before 1985 (9th c.); 55, 63
— find 1986 (16th c.); 56, 209
— find 1990 (Italian, 15th c.): 60, 143
Hugh II, count of St. Pol, coins of; 53, 14
Hujer, Ludwig, medallist; 55, 179
Huncote (Leicestersh.) find 1984 (9th c.); 54, 67
Huntingdon (Cambridgesh.) find 1974 (10th c.); 54, 67
Huntingdonshire, 17th c. tokens of; 55, 164
Huntington (Cheshire) find 1986 (13th-15th c.); 56, 209
Hurry, Edward, mint agent; 56, 137
Hurstbourne Tarrant (Hampsh.) find, by 1986 (Celtic); 58,
138
HUVELIN, Mile., The Constantinian folles of the London
mint with marks star and PLN, read; 51, 215
Hywel Dda, coin of; 52, 117; 56, 193
Iceni, coins of; 58, 146; 59, 227; 60, 1, 150
Ickleton (Cambridgesh.) find (12th c.); 60, 143
Imitations of Cologne pfennige; 56, 82
— Edward VI shillings; 60, 85
— Georgian halfpence; 59, 214
— Irish halfpenny of Edward I; 59, 232
— James VI eighteenpenny groat; 60. 163
— long cross penny; 58, 163
— short cross pennies; 53, 24; 54, 292
— 'spade' guineas and halves; 53, 160; 57, 85
Immingham (Humberside) find c. 1985 (12th c.); 56, 89
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Inchaffrey Abbey (Tayside) find 1989 (14th c.); 59, 255
Ingoldisthorpe (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 59, 255; 60, 143
Ingram, Thomas Wells, jeton-maker; 57, 78
Innerwick (Lothian) find 1979 (14th-15th c.); 52, 132
International Numismatic Congress, London, 1986; 55, 209;
5 6 . 208
Ipswich (Suffolk) find, 1980+ (8th c.); 55, 11
— find 1991 (10th c.); 60, 143
— find 1991 (Flemish, 13th c.); 60, 143
— possible mint of Beonna; 55, 30
Ireland, halfgroats of Henry VIII; 57. 34
— uncertain site, find (11th c.); 57, 106
Irish tokens, 17th c.; 55, 157
Ironshill (Hampsh.) find 1987 (Celtic); 57, 1, 172
Irthlingborough (Northamptonsh.) find 1985-6 (lOth-llth
c.); 55, 64
Isleham (Cambridgesh.) find c. 1987 (Danish, 15th c.); 58.
138
Isle of Wight, find, by 1989 (8th c.); 59, 221
James I, coins of; 55, 147; 58, 99; 60, 88
James II, coins of; 55, 158
— touch-pieces; 55, 195
lames I, of Scotland, coins of; 52, 132; 53, 79; 58, 130
James II, of Scotland, coins of; 52, 132; 53, 79; 58, 130
— mints of; 58, 132
James III of Scotland, coins of; 52, 132; 53, 78
— die analysis of groats of; 52, 144
James V, of Scotland, bawbees of; 59, 120
James VI, of Scotland, coin of; 60, 88, 163
Japan, cash coins; 55, 162
JESSOP, H.R., A Chester mint mark corrected; 52, 244
— death; 54, 301
Jetons; 54, 242; 55, 18, 147; 57, 77
John, coins of; 51, 91; 53, 25; 55, 18; 58, 163; 59, 39; 60. 137
John Baliol, of Scotland, coins of; 58, 58; 59, 84
Johnson, Sir Robert; 55, 169
Jones, F. Elmore, death; 52. 272, 276
JONES, M.P., The Fothergillian medal of the Royal Humane
society; 54, 248
— The medals of William Wyon, read; 54, 298
— Rev., Pre-Victorian silver school medals awarded to girls
in Great Britain; 57, 156
Silver medals, badges and trophies from schools in the
British Isles; 55, 201
JONSSON, K., Grantham - a new Anglo-Saxon mint in
Lincolnshire; 57, 104
— The new era: the reformation of the late Anglo-Saxon
coinage, rev.\ 57, 24
— Rev., Anglo-Saxon monetary history, essays in memory of
Michael Dolley, 56, 193
Jordan's (Buckinghamsh.) find 1975 (11th c.); 58, 138
Jubilee coinage, of Victoria; 54, 274
Julian, coins of; 51, 5
Justin II, emperor, coins of; 53, 176
Kaplan. S., death of; 53, 200
Keelby (Lincolnsh.) find 1986-7 (llth-12th c.); 56, 89; 57,
122
KELLY, D.B., contribution to Coin Register; 58, 138
Kenilworth (Warwicksh.) find 1989 (Roman); 59, 256
Kennedy, Dr. Patrick; 60, 100s
Kenninghall (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
KENNY, M., A small hoard of pennies of Aethelred II
(978-1016) from Ireland; 57, 106
— Viking age coin hoards in Ireland: some recent developments, read; 55, 205

KENT, J.P.C., Coinage and currency in London under the
later Tudors and Stuarts, read; 59, 250
— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138
— An issue of farthings of Richard II; 57, 118
— A new George noble of Henry VIII, read; 51, 215
— Recent hoards from Celtic Britain, read; 55, 205
— Rev., The Royal Mint: an illustrated history, 56, 198
Royal Sovereign 1489-1989; 59, 242
Kent, uncertain site find (12th c.); 57, 172
Kenyon, Joseph; 54, 53
KENYON, R.F., The bronze coins of Claudius found at
Colchester, read; 56, 204
Kettle, Birmingham jeton-makers; 57, 78
Kettlestone (Norfolk) find 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
KEYNES, S., Anglo-Saxon coins, rev.; 55, 198
Kidderminster (Hereford and Worcester) finds 1986/7
(Celtic); 58, 138
KING, CATHY E., contributions to Coin Register; 59, 221;
60, 143
— Late Roman hoards in Britain, read; 52, 272
— Late Roman silver hoards in Britain and the problem of
clipped siliquae; 51, 5, pl.i
— A small hoard of Carausius found near Bicester,
Oxfordshire; 52, 7
— The unmarked coins of Carausius; 54, 1
Kingsclere (Hampsh.) finds 1986/1988 (Celtic); 57, 172; 60,
143
Kings Lynn (Norfolk) find 1985 (8th c.); 55. 71
— find 1983 (12th c.); 56, 90
Kingston Deverill (Wiltsh.) find, before 1986 (8th c.); 56, 12
Kirby Cane (Norfolk) find 1988 (11th c.); 58. 138
Kirkby-in-Ashfield (Nottinghamsh.) find 1986 (Roman); 56,
209
Kirmington (Humberside) find, by 1987 (9th c.); 57, 122
Kitchener, Madge, medallist; 55, 173
KJ0LBYE-BIDDLE, BIRTHE, Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period
from Repton, Derbyshire: II; 56, 16
KLUGE, B., SCBI 36: State Museum Berlin coin cabinet.
Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman and Hiberno-Norse coins,
rev.; 57, 154
Knighton (Oxfordsh.) find c. 1986 (Merovingian, 7th c.); 58,
138
— find (8th c.); 58, 138
Knotting and Souldrop (Bedfordsh.) find 1990 (11th c.); 59,
221
Kufic, imitation dirhem; 55, 17
Lace-making tokens; 55, 164
LAGERQVIST, L.O. (ed.). Corpus nummorum
saeculorum
IX-XI qui in suecia reperti sunt 3.4, Skane: MaglarpYstad, rev.; 58, 167
Lakenheath (Suffolk) find, before 1984 (8th c.); 55. 64; 57,
122
— find, by 1983 (10th c.); 57, 122
LAMB, G.C., contribution to Coin Register; 60, 143
Lamphey (Dyfed) find 1987 (Portuguese, 16th c.); 58, 138
Laneham (Nottinghamsh.) token of; 51, 138
Langford Jones, J., medallist; 55, 173
Langholm (Cumbria) find 1988 (13th c.); 58, 138
Lanteri, Edouard, sculptor; 56, 151
Lapworth (Warwicksh.) find 1987 (Celtic); 58, 138,
Lawrence Weston (Avon) find 1986 (Roman); 56, 209
Lead, in later Anglo-Saxon coins; 56, 49
— tokens; 53, 29; 54, 86, 242
Leadburn (Lothian) find 1989 (13th-14th c.); 59, 255
Leamington Spa (Warwicksh.) find 1990 (Celtic); 59, 221
LECLERCQ, P., The coins of Quentovic from the Cuerdale
hoard in the museum of Boulogne-sur-mer; 52, 104
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Legros, Alphonse, Slade professor; 56, 148
Leicester (Leicestersh.) find (Celtic); 59, 221
Leighton, Sir Frederick; 54, 276
Leighton Buzzard (Bedfordsh.) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1986 (8th c.); 56, 90
LEIMUS, I., Der munzfund von Kose aus dem zweiten viertel
des 12 jahrhunderts, rev.; 56, 197
Leith (Lothian) find 1980 (15th c.); 53, 78; 58, 84
LESSEN, M., The Cromwell Dunbar medals by Simon; 51,
112
— The Cromwell funeral medal by Simon; 52, 151
— The groats of Edward V; 53, 180
Levens, Anthony, die-engraver; 55, 140
Lewes (Sussex) finds 1978/1983-4 (10th-12th c.); 54, 68; 56,
90
— find, by 1874 (11th c.); 57, 122
Lewknor (Oxfordsh.) finds 1985-8 (Sth c.); 56, 8; 58, 138
Library, sale of books from; 59, 254
LIDDELL, D.G., obituary of Herbert Schneider; 59. 245
Lincoln (Lincolnsh.) find 1986 (11th c.); 57, 122
Lincolnshire find 1987 (12th c.); 57, 122
Lincolnshire north east, find, before 1984 (9th c.); 54, 68
Lindisfarne (Northumberland) find 1977 (8th c.); 57, 122
Lindsay, Sir John, letters addressed to; 54, 51
LINECAR, H.W.A., death; 55, 208
— legacy from estate; 56, 208; 57, 171
— obituary of; 55, 202
— Of ghosts and counterfeits, read; 52, 272
Lingones, coin of; 60, 146
Lippe, short cross coins of; 53, 24
Little Horwood (Buckinghamsh.) find 1985 (11th c.); 56, 90
Little Kimble (Buckinghamsh.) find 1990 (9th c.); 59, 221
Little Milton (Oxfordsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Littleton, North and Middle (Hereford and Worcester) finds
1986/8-9 (Celtic); 58, 138; 59. 221
Little Waltham (Essex) find 1986 (Celtic); 57. 122
Little Wymondley (Hertfordsh.) find 1973 (15th-16th c.);
60, 85
Llanafan (Dyfed) find 1990 (19th-20th c.); 60, 177
Llanbedrgoch (Gwynedd) find 1989 (8th c.); 59, 221
London, Billingsgate, find, c. 1987 (Merovingian, 7th c.);
59, 221
find, by 1986 (9th c.); 57, 122
finds, by 1987 (llth-14th/17th c.); 57, 122; 58, 138
— finds from various sites, by 1987 (7th c.); 57, 122
(8th c.); 56, 1
— Hammersmith, find, by 1980 (11th c.); 57, 122
— Lambeth, find 1990 (Sth c.); 59. 221
find 1991 (11th c.); 60. 143
— Rotherhithe, find 1987 (Sth c.); 57, 122
— Spital Square, find 1985 (12th c.); 57, 122
— Thames Exchange site, finds, 1989-90 (1 lth-12th c.); 58,
138; 59, 221
— Thames spoil, find 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
London Wall find 1845 (13th c.); 53, 29
Lonsdale, G.B., mint official; 56, 130
Loudwater (Buckinghamsh.) find, by 1980 (9th c.); 57, 122
Louis the Pious, emp. and k. of Franks, coin of; 56, 92
— imitations of solidi of; 56, 182
Louth (Lincolnsh.) find (Merovingian, 7th c.); 57. 122
— finds, 1984-7 (8th/9th/10th/llth/12th c.); 55, 65; 56, 90;
57, 122
— find 1989 (Polish 14th c./Flemish 15th c.); 60, 143
Low Burnham (Humberside) find 1984 (12th c.); 54, 69
LOYN, H.R., The Howard Linecar lecture 1990. Numismatics and the medieval historian: a comment on recent
numismatic contributions to the history of England c.
899-1154; 60, 29; read, 172

Lubbock, Reginald, death; 52, 277; 53, 200
LYON, C.S.S., Alternative estimates of the numbers of dies
employed at Lincoln; 51, 88
— Anglo-Saxon gold solidus, exh; 57, 167
— Coinage in tenth-century England from Edward the Elder
to Edgar's reform, rev.; 59, 237
— Die estimation: some experiments with simulated
examples of a coinage; 59, 1
— Numismatic evidence and its limitations, read; 52, 272
— obituary of M. Dolley; 52, 265
— The quatrefoil type of Cnut, [read]; 54, 298
— Regional differentiation in Anglo-Saxon coinage, read;
58, 174
— Statistical truth or science fiction, read; 51, 215
MADDICOTT, J.R., contributions to Coin Register; 57. 122
Maen Cowyn [Builth Wells] (Powys) find 1984 (16th-17th
c.); 54, 304
Magdalene St. Norwich (Norfolk) find 1987 (11th c.); 57,
122
Magnentius, coins of; 60, 133
Magnus Maximus, coins of; 51, 5
Maidstone (Kent) find 1986 (9th c.); 57, 122
MALMER, BRITA, Hikuin

11, rev.;

55, 198

— (ed.). Corpus nummorum saeculorum IX-XI qui in
suecia reperti sunt 3.4, Skane: Maglarp-Ystad, rev.; 58.
167
Malta, coin of; 58, 156
Malton (N. Yorksh.) find 1986 (8th-9th c.); 56, 91
Mancetter (Warwicksh.) find 1980 (Celtic); 59, 221
Mansfield (Nottinghamsh.) tokens of; 51, 138
Mansfield Woodhouse (Nottinghamsh.) token of; 51, 139
Manuel I, of Portugal, coin of; 58, 163
MANVILLE, H.E., Castlecomer tokens: supplementary
notes; 53, 183
— Lessons from mis-strikes of the early milled period, read;
53. 197
— The reattribution of a Scottish tradesman's countermark;
59, 216
— Square Pegges and round robins: some mid-eighteenth
century numismatic disputes; 60, 99; read; 58, 174
Margate (Kent) find 1986 (8th c.); 57, 122
MARGESON, SUE. contributions to Coin Register; 58, 138;
59, 221
MARGOLIS, R., Matthew Boulton's French ventures of 1791
and 1792; tokens for the Monneron Freres of Paris and
Isle de France; 58, 102
Marham (Norfolk) finds 1987-8 (11th c.); 57, 122; 58, 138;
59, 221
Mark Antony, coins of; 60, 14
Market tallies; 57, 86
Market Weighton (Humberside) find, '1980s' (12th c.); 58,
138
Marlborough (Wiltsh.) find (11th c.); 58, 138
Martin, Ella K., medallist; 56, 160
Martin, Revd. J.W., letters of; 54, 51
Martlesham (Suffolk) find 1987 (10th c.); 57, 122
Mary, coins of; 60, 87
Mary q. of Scots, coinage of; 57. 47; 59, 120, 213
Matilda, coin of; 57, 112
Mawgan Porth (Cornwall) find 1949 (10th c.); 55, 66
Maximian, coins of; 52, 7; 60. 133
MAYHEW, N.J., The Aberdeen, St. Nicholas Street, hoards
of 1983 and 1984; 58, 40
— Another round short cross halfpenny; 60. 136
— The contemporary valuation of the fleur-de-lis groats of
James I and II; 58, 130
— A continental find including Tealby pennies; 57, 113
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— Medieval mint equipment and technique, read; 54, 298
— Money supply in thirteenth-century England, read; 55,
205
— Rev., SCBI 39: The J.J. North collection. Edwardian
English silver coins 1279-1351, with some supplementary examples; 59, 240
Welsh hoards 1979-1981; 56, 194
— SCBI 35: Scottish coins in the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford and the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, rev. ; 60,
164
— Short cross sterlings from the Rotenfels hoard; 53. 19
— A sterling imitation by Gaucher of Chatillon; 54, 292
— Sterling imitations of Edwardian type, rev.; 55, 199
— (ed.), Later medieval mints: organisation, administration
and techniques, rev. ; 58. 170
Maynooth (co. Kildare, Eire) find 1982 (13th c.); 59, 221
MAYS, J. O'D.. The splendid shilling, rev.; 52, 255
— Tokens of those trying times: a social history of Britain's
19th century silver tokens, rev.; 60, 165
MAYS, MELINDA R., The Iceni, a survey of recent developments, read; 57, 167
— Rev., Iron age coinage in south-east England: the archaeological context; 58, 165
McLeich, Robert, master of the Guanajuato mint; 56. 132
Medal of the British N.S.; 59, 255; 60, 141, 175
Melbourn (Cambridgesh.) find 1984 (9th c.); 54, 69
Melton Mowbray (Leicestersh.) find 1984 (8th c.); 54, 69
— finds 1985-6 (11th c.); 56, 91; 57, 122
Members, list of; 51, 224; 60. 1S3
Membury (Wiltsh.) find 1988-9 (Roman); 59, 255; 60, 177
MERNICK, P., A hoard of forged Scottish coins from
London, read; 53, 197
— Some uncertain seventeenth-century tokens, read; 52,
272
Merovingian coins; 56, 70, 183; 57, 126; 58, 147; 59, 227; 60,
157
Merrow (Surrey) find 1985 (12th c.); 57, 122
MERSON, R.A., Williamson and Guildford, read; 59, 250
Mestrelle, Eloy; 53, 108; 59, 92, 256; 60. 178
METCALF, D.M., Sanford Saltus medal awarded to; 53, 197;
54, 298
— A Celtic silver coin of previously unpublished type from
St. Nicholas at Wade, Thanet: the prototype for AngloSaxon sceattas BMC type 37?; 56, 181
— Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period from Repton,
Derbyshire: II; 56, 16
— Continuity and change in English monetary history, c.
973-1086, Part 2; 51, 52
— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138; 60, 143
— Interpreting the alloy of the later Anglo-Saxon coinage;
56, 35
— A plate of Anglo-Saxon coins found at Reculver, Kent in
the eighteenth century; 58, 127
— Porcupines, read; 54, 298
— Portrait coins of Athelstan from the Forum Hoard:
co-operation between die cutting centres in southern
England, read; 57, 167
— Rev., English hammered coinage. Vol. 1. Early AngloSaxon to Henry III, c. 600-1272. 2nd edition; 53, 187
Medieval European coinage, with a catalogue of the
coins in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, vol. 1.
The early middle ages (5th-10th centuries); 56, 191
Sceattas and other coin finds, in Ribe Excavations, vol.
I; 52, 252
Studies in northern coinages of the eleventh century; 53,
187
— A sceat of series K minted by Archbishop Berhtwald of
Canterbury (693-731); 58, 124

— Some finds of thrymsas and sceattas in England; 56, 1
— Were ealdormen exercising independent control over the
coinage in mid tenth century England?; 57, 24
— (ed.), Coinage in ninth-century Northumbria, rev.; 58,
166
Sceattas in England and on the continent. The seventh
Oxford symposium on coinage and monetary history,
rev.; 54, 294
Viking-age coinage in the northern lands, rev.; 51. 208
Metcalfe, Percy, medallist; 55, 172
Methwold (Norfolk) find 1985 (8th-9th c.); 55, 66
Methwold Hithe (Norfolk) find, by 1985 (11th c.); 57, 122
Mexico, coinage of; 56, 124
Middle Harling (Norfolk) finds 1980+ (8th-9th c.); 55, 10;
57, 122
Middridge (Durham) find 1974 (14th c.); 59. 84
MLKOLAJCZYK, A., Anglo-Saxon coins in early medieval
Poland, read; 58, 174
— Anglo-Saxon coins in eleventh-century Poland; 58, 11
Mildenhall (Suffolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
— find, by 1979 (8th c.); 58. 138
Mile Oak (Sussex) find (Celtic); 60. 143
Milnthorpe (Cumbria) find 1986 (12th c.); 56, 91
Milton, John; 53, 133
Milton Keynes (Buckinghamsh.) find 1988 (Roman); 58,
179; 59, 256
— find 1990 (13th c.); 60. 136
Minster (Kent) find 1987 (Merovingian. 7th c.); 58, 138
Mint output, Anglo-Saxon, 10th—11th c.; 51, 52
— groats of Edward IV and V; 53. 181
MITCHELL, P.D., obituary of F. Pridmore; 51, 213
— Pridmore, the man, and his coins, read; 54, 298
— Rev., The Britannia gold bullion coin; 58, 171
The splendid shilling; 52, 255
— A tribute to Helen Frizzell; 59, 247
MITCHINER, M.B., The chemical compositions of English
seventeenth-century base metal coins and tokens; 55,
144
— The chemical compositions of English nineteenth-century
copper-base English jetons; 57, 77
— English tokens, c. 1200 to 1425; 53, 29; read, 54. 298
— English tokens, c. 1425 to 1672; 54, 86
Model pennies of Joseph Moore; 57, 83
Monetagium; 55, 84; 60, 33
Moneyers, of Edward the Confessor; 55, 196
— William I; 55, 90
Monkton up Wimbourne (Dorset) find 1986 (11th c.); 57,
122
Monneron Freres; 58, 102
Montacute (Somerset) find 1981 (12th c.); 58, 138
Moor Monkton (Yorksh.) find 1984 (12th c.); 54, 304
MOREHART, MARY J., Female centaur or sphinx? On
naming sceat types: the case of BMC type 47; 55, 1
Moreton (Cheshire) find 1987 (10th c.); 59, 221
Morfield, John, token issuer; 54, 244
MORTIMER, C., The chemical compositions of English
seventeenth-century base metal coins and tokens; 55,
144
— The chemical compositions of English nineteenth-century
copper-base English jetons; 57, 77
Morton (Derbysh.) finds 1986-7 (Roman); 56, 209; 57, 172
Mossop, Henry, death; 58, 177
MOUNTAIN, H., Variant half-sovereigns of 1870, 1871 and
1872, [read]; 53, 197
Miinster, short cross coins of; 53, 24
Murcot (Hereford and Worcester) find 1989 (Celtic); 59, 221
MURRAY, J.C., The Aberdeen coin hoard pots; 58, 48
Murray, J.K.R., death; 56, 204, 207
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— obituary of; 56, 201
— published works of; 56, 202
MURRAY, JOAN E.L., Sanford Saltus medal awarded to; 56,

Northumbria, styca coinage of; 51, 32; 52, 84, 253
Norton and Lenchwick (Hereford and Worcester) find
(Celtic); 59, 221
204; 57, 167
Norton-sub-Corse (Norfolk) finds 1985/1989 (Celtic); 59,
— The coinage of the Marians in Edinburgh castle in 1572;
221; 60, 143
57, 47
— finds 1983-4/1986/1989 (Roman); 55, 210; 56, 209; 59, 255
addendum to; 59, 213
— find 1988-9 (12th c.); 59, 256
— Innerwick hoard, 1979; 52, 132
Norweb, Mrs. Emery May, death; 54, 298, 301
— Rev., The Scottish antiquarian tradition. Essays to mark Norweb, R.H., death; 53, 197, 199
the bicentenary of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Norwich (Norfolk) finds, before 1982/1987 (8th c.); 55, 67;
57, 122
and its museum, 1780-1980; 52, 260
— St. Andrews mint under David I; 53, 178
— find 1986 (10th c.); 56, 92
Mushet, Robert, mint official; 56, 127
— finds 1985/1987 (11th c.); 57, 122
Nottingham (Nottinghamsh.) tokens of; 51, 140
Nottinghamshire, 17th c. tokens of; 51, 134
NASH, DAPHNE, Coinage in the Celtic world, rev.; 57, 153
Nynehead (Somerset) find, by 1922 (16th c.); 60, 83
Neal, Ralph, check-maker; 57, 86
Nelson, P., his collection at Liverpool; 52, 247
Obituaries, C.E. Blunt; 57, 157
Nerabolls (I. of Islay) find 1984 (16th c.); 54, 304
— J.D. Brand; 60, 167
Netherlands, short cross pennies in; 53, 22
— M. Dolley; 52, 265
Nettleswellbury (Essex) find 1986 (Celtic); 60, 143
Newark (Nottinghamsh.) find, c. 1987 (8th c.); 58. 138
— Helen Frizzell; 59, 247
— A.J.H. Gunstone; 53, 194
— find 1990 (10th c.); 59, 221
— R.N.P. Hawkins; 57, 161
— tokens of; 51, 139
— H.W.A. Linecar; 55, 202
Newbery, Vincent J., death; 55, 208
NEWMAN. E.G.V., Some recent counterfeit sovereigns, — F. Pridmore; 51, 213
— S.E. Rigold; 51, 211
read; 51, 215
— H. Schneider; 59, 245
Newman, Florence, medallist; 56, 160
NEWMAN, J., contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, — T. Stainton; 55, 203
Odo, k. of the Franks, coin of; 59, 22
138; 60, 143
Newport Pagnell (Buckinghamsh.) find 1985 (19th c.); 55. ODDY, W.A., Assaying in medieval times, read; 52, 272
— Celtic coinage in Britain: new hoards and recent analyses;
210
57, 1
Newsletter, proposition for; 57, 171
Offa. of Mercia, coins of; 54, 69; 55, 32, 59; 56, 69, 185; 57,
Newtimber Hill (Sussex) find (Celtic); 57, 122
134; 58, 152; 59, 229
Newton Mills (Avon) find 1983 (Roman); 54, 304
— dinar of; 56, 191
Nichols, John; 55, 215
Olaf Kyrre, k. of Norway, coins of; 57, 141; 59, 231
Nicholson, William, historian; 57. 177
Old Alfriston (Sussex) find, by 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Noranside (Tayside) find 1962 (16th c.); 59, 120
Norfolk find, by 1986 (7th c.); 57, 122
OHerton (Nottinghamsh.) find 1988 (Roman); 58, 179
Norfolk, south, find 1985 (8th c.); 56, 11
Oman, Sir Charles; 54, 308
Normandy, coin of; 60, 162
Ongar (Essex) find 1988 (8th c.); 58, 138
North. Revd. George; 60, 102
Oriuna, a mythical queen; 60, 104
NORTH, J.J., Classification of the single-cross sterlings of Orwell (Cambridgesh.) find 1990 (Celtic/7th c.); 59, 221
Osbaldwick (N. Yorksh.) find 1983 (11th c.); 55, 68
Alexander III; 60, 37
Osberht, of York, coins of; 51, 40; 52, 89
— English hammered coinage. Vol. 1. Earlv Anglo-Saxon to
OSBORNE, B . R . , d e a t h ; 60, 172, 176
Henry III, c.600-1272. Second edition. rev.;53, 187
— Irregular dies of the Durham mint, c. 1300; 54, 74; read; — legacy from estate; 60, 176
— The Tower coins of Charles I; 54, 164
55. 205
— A re-examination of classes 7 and 8 of the short cross Osbournby (Lincolnsh.) find, late 1970s (8th c.); 57, 122
Otterbourne (Hampsh.) find 1989 (Roman); 59, 256
coinage; 58. 25
Otto III, emp. and k. of Germany, coin of; 56, 94
— SCBI 33: The John C. Brooker collection. Coins of
Oxborough (Norfolk) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Charles 1 (1625-1649), rev.; 54, 295
— find 1987 (8th—9th c.); 57. 122
— SCBI 39: The J.J. North collection. Edwardian English
silver coins 1279-1351, with some supplementary Oxford (Oxfordsh.) coin of Henry I; 54. 290
— find, by 1951 (Roman); 60, 133
examples, rev.; 59, 240
— find, by 1988 (11th c.); 57, 122
— An unpublished farthing of Edward I; 52, 242
— probable mint for Edward the Elder; 53, 12
Northampton (Northamptonsh.) find 1985 (10th c.); 55. 67
Ozengell (Kent) find (French, 7th c.); 58, 138
— find 1987 (France, llth-12th c.); 57, 122
— find (12th c.); 58. 138
Padstow (Cornwall) find 1984 (10th c.); 55, 68
North Benfleet (Essex) find 1985 (Celtic); 57, 122
North Creake (Norfolk) finds 1988-90 (Celtic); 58, 138; 60, PAGAN, H.E., Sanford Saltus medal awarded to; 59, 250
— The career of Thomas Simon, read; 58. 179
143
— The Castor hoard of mid-eleventh-century pence; 54, 289
North Ferriby (Humberside) find 1985 (Celtic); 57, 122
— The coinage of the East Anglian kingdom from 825 to
— find 1985 (10th c.); 55, 192
870; 52, 41; read; 51, 215
NORTHOVER. J.P., Analysis of three coin forgeries from the
— Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period from Repton,
Ashdon hoard; 59. 37
Derbyshire: II; 56, 16
— Interpreting the alloy of the later Anglo-Saxon coinage;
— The first century of the history of the study of [numisma56, 35
tics] in Britain, read; 57. 173
North Uist (Outer Hebrides) find 1991 (16th c.); 60. 143
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— Medieval mint equipment and technique, read; 54, 298
— Money supply in thirteenth-century England, read; 55,
205
— Rev., SCBI 39: The J.J. North collection. Edwardian
English silver coins 1279-1351, with some supplementary examples', 59, 240
Welsh hoards 1979-1981; 56, 194
— SCBI 35: Scottish coins in the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford and the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, rev.; 60,
164
— Short cross sterlings from the Rotenfels hoard; 53, 19
— A sterling imitation by Gaucher of Chatillon; 54, 292
— Sterling imitations of Edwardian type, rev. ; 55, 199
— (ed.), Later medieval mints: organisation, administration
and techniques, rev. ; 58, 170
Maynooth (co. Kildare, Eire) find 1982 (13th c.); 59, 221
MAYS, J. O'D., The splendid shilling, rev.; 52, 255
— Tokens of those trying times: a social history of Britain's
19th century silver tokens, rev. : 60, 165
MAYS, MELINDA R., The Iceni, a survey of recent developments, read; 57, 167
— Rev., Iron age coinage in south-east England: the archaeological context; 58, 165
McLeich, Robert, master of the Guanajuato mint; 56, 132
Medal of the British N.S.; 59, 255; 60, 141, 175
Melbourn (Cambridgesh.) find 1984 (9th c.); 54, 69
Melton Mowbray (Leicestersh.) find 1984 (8th c.); 54, 69
— finds 1985-6 (11th c.); 56, 91; 57. 122
Members, list of; 51. 224; 60. 183
Membury (Wiltsh.) find 1988-9 (Roman); 59, 255; 60, 177
MERNICK, P., A hoard of forged Scottish coins from
London, read; 53, 197
— Some uncertain seventeenth-century tokens, read; 52,
272
Merovingian coins; 56, 70, 183; 57, 126; 58, 147; 59, 227; 60,
157
Merrow (Surrey) find 1985 (12th c.); 57, 122
MERSON, R.A., Williamson and Guildford, read; 59, 250
Mestrelle, Eloy; 53, 108; 59, 92, 256; 60, 178
METCALF, D.M., Sanford Saltus medal awarded to; 53, 197;
54, 298
— A Celtic silver coin of previously unpublished type from
St. Nicholas at Wade, Thanet: the prototype for AngloSaxon sceattas BMC type 37?; 56, 181
— Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period from Repton,
Derbyshire: II; 56, 16
— Continuity and change in English monetary history, c.
973-1086, Part 2; 51, 52
— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138; 60, 143
— Interpreting the alloy of the later Anglo-Saxon coinage;
56, 35
— A plate of Anglo-Saxon coins found at Reculver, Kent in
the eighteenth century; 58, 127
— Porcupines, read; 54, 298
— Portrait coins of Athelstan from the Forum Hoard:
co-operation between die cutting centres in southern
England, read; 57, 167
— Rev., English hammered coinage, Vol. 1. Early AngloSaxon to Henry III, c. 600-1272. 2nd edition;53, 187
Medieval European coinage, with a catalogue of the
coins in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, vol. 1.
The early middle ages (5th~10th centuries); 56, 191
Sceattas and other coin finds, in Ribe Excavations, vol.
I; 5 2 , 252
Studies in northern coinages of the eleventh century; 53,
187
— A sceat of series K minted by Archbishop Berhtwald of
Canterbury (693-731); 58. 124

— Some finds of thrymsas and sceattas in England; 56, 1
— Were ealdorinen exercising independent control over the
coinage in mid tenth century England?; 57, 24
— (ed.), Coinage in ninth-century Northumbria, rev.; 58,
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Sceattas in England and on the continent. The seventh
Oxford symposium on coinage and monetary history,
rev.; 54, 294
Viking-age coinage in the northern lands, rev.; 51, 208
Metcalfe, Percy, medallist; 55. 172
Methwold (Norfolk) find 1985 (8th-9th c.); 55, 66
Methwold Hithe (Norfolk) find, by 1985 (11th c.); 57. 122
Mexico, coinage ol; 56, 124
Middle Harling (Norfolk) finds 1980+ (8th-9th c.); 55, 10;
57, 122
Middridge (Durham) find 1974 (14th c.); 59, 84
MIKOLAJCZYK, A., Anglo-Saxon coins in early medieval
Poland, read; 58, 174
— Anglo-Saxon coins in eleventh-century Poland; 58, 11
Mildenhall (Suffolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
— find, by 1979 (8th c.); 58, 138
Mile Oak (Sussex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Milnthorpe (Cumbria) find 1986 (12th c.); 56, 91
Milton, John; 53. 133
Milton Keynes (Buckinghamsh.) find 1988 (Roman); 58,
179; 59, 256
— find 1990 (13th c.); 60, 136
Minster (Kent) find 1987 (Merovingian, 7th c.); 58, 138
Mint output, Anglo-Saxon, 10th—11th c.; 51. 52
— groats of Edward IV and V; 53, 181
MITCHELL, P.D., obituary of F. Pridmore; 51, 213
— Pridmore, the man. and his coins, read; 54. 298
— Rev., The Britannia gold bullion coin; 58, 171
The splendid shilling; 52, 255
— A tribute to Helen Frizzell; 59, 247
MITCHINER, M.B., The chemical compositions of English
seventeenth-century base metal coins and tokens; 55,
144
— The chemical compositions of English nineteenth-century
copper-base English jetons; 57, 77
— English tokens, c. 1200 to 1425; 53, 29; read, 54, 298
— English tokens, c. 1425 to 1672; 54, 86
Model pennies of Joseph Moore; 57, 83
Monetagium; 55, 84; 60, 33
Moneyers, of Edward the Confessor; 55, 196
— William I; 55, 90
Monkton up Wimbourne (Dorset) find 1986 (11th c.); 57,
122
Monneron Freres; 58, 102
Montacute (Somerset) find 1981 (12th c.); 58, 138
Moor Monkton (Yorksh.) find 1984 (12th c.); 54, 304
MOREHART, MARY J., Female centaur or sphinx? On
naming sceat types: the case of BMC type 47; 55, 1
Moreton (Cheshire) find 1987 (10th c.); 59, 221
Morfield, John, token issuer; 54, 244
MORTIMER, C., The chemical compositions of English
seventeenth-century base metal coins and tokens; 55,
144
— The chemical compositions of English nineteenth-century
copper-base English jetons; 57, 77
Morton (Derbysh.) finds 1986-7 (Roman); 56, 209; 57, 172
Mossop, Henry, death; 58, 177
MOUNTAIN, H., Variant half-sovereigns of 1870, 1871 and
1872, [read]; 53, 197
Miinster, short cross coins of; 53, 24
Murcot (Hereford and Worcester) find 1989 (Celtic); 59, 221
MURRAY, J.C., The Aberdeen coin hoard pots; 58, 48
Murray, J.K.R., death; 56, 204, 207
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— obituary of; 56, 201
— published works of; 56, 202
MURRAY, JOAN E.L., Sanford Saltus medal awarded to; 56,
204; 5 7 , 167
— The coinage of the Marians in Edinburgh castle in 1572;
57, 47
addendum to; 59, 213
—Innerwick hoard, 1979; 52, 132
— Rev., The Scottish antiquarian tradition. Essays to mark
the bicentenary of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
and its museum, 1780-1980; 52, 260
— St. Andrews mint under David I; 53, 178
Mushet, Robert, mint official; 56, 127
NASH, DAPHNE, Coinage in the Celtic world, rev.; 57, 153
Neal, Ralph, check-maker; 57, 86
Nelson, P., his collection at Liverpool; 52, 247
Nerabolls (I. of Islay) find 1984 (16th c.); 54, 304
Netherlands, short cross pennies in; 53, 22
Nettleswellbury (Essex) find 1986 (Celtic); 60, 143
Newark (Nottinghamsh.) find, c. 1987 (8th c.); 58, 138
— find 1990 (10th c.); 59, 221
— tokens of; 51, 139
Newbery, Vincent J., death; 55, 208
NEWMAN, E.G.V., Some recent counterfeit sovereigns,
read; 51, 215
Newman, Florence, medallist; 56, 160
NEWMAN, J., contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58,
138; 60, 143
Newport Pagnell (Buckinghamsh.) find 1985 (19th c.); 55,
210
Newsletter, proposition for; 57, 171
Newtimber Hill (Sussex) find (Celtic); 57, 122
Newton Mills (Avon) find 1983 (Roman); 54, 304
Nichols, John; 55, 215
Nicholson, William, historian; 57, 177
Noranside (Tayside) find 1962 (16th c.); 59, 120
Norfolk find, by 1986 (7th c.); 57, 122
Norfolk, south, find 1985 (Sth c.); 56, 11
Normandy, coin of; 60, 162
North, Revd. George; 60, 102
NORTH, J.J., Classification of the single-cross sterlings of
Alexander III; 60, 37
— English hammered coinage. Vol. 1. Early Anglo-Saxon to
Henry III, c.600-1272. Second edition, rev.;53, 187
— Irregular dies of the Durham mint, c. 1300; 54, 74; read;
55, 205
— A re-examination of classes 7 and 8 of the short cross
coinage; 58, 25
— SCBI 33: The John C. Brooker collection. Coins of
Charles I (1625-1649), rev.; 54. 295
— SCBI 39: The J.J. North collection. Edwardian English
silver coins 1279-1351. with some supplementary
examples, rev.; 59. 240
— An unpublished farthing of Edward 1; 52. 242
Northampton (Northamptonsh.) find 1985 (10th c.); 55, 67
— find 1987 (France, llth-12th c.); 57, 122
— find (12th c.); 58, 138
North Benfleet (Essex) find 1985 (Celtic); 57, 122
North Creake (Norfolk) finds 1988-90 (Celtic); 58, 138; 60,
143
North Ferriby (Humberside) find 1985 (Celtic); 57. 122
— find 1985 (10th c.); 55, 192
NORTHOVER, J.P., Analysis of three coin forgeries from the
Ashdon hoard; 59, 37
— Interpreting the alloy of the later Anglo-Saxon coinage;
56, 35
North Uist (Outer Hebrides) find 1991 (16th c.); 60, 143

Northumbria, styca coinage of; 51, 32; 52, 84, 253
Norton and Lenchwick (Hereford and Worcester) find
(Celtic); 59, 221
Norton-sub-Corse (Norfolk) finds 1985/1989 (Celtic); 59,
221; 60, 143
— finds 1983-4/1986/1989 (Roman); 55, 210; 56, 209; 59, 255
— find 1988-9 (12th c.); 59, 256
Norweb, Mrs. Emery May, death; 54, 298, 301
Norweb, R.H., death; 53, 197, 199
Norwich (Norfolk) finds, before 1982/1987 (Sth c.); 55, 67;
57, 122
— find 1986 (10th c.); 56, 92
— finds 1985/1987 (11th c.); 57, 122
Nottingham (Nottinghamsh.) tokens of; 51, 140
Nottinghamshire, 17th c. tokens of; 51, 134
Nynehead (Somerset) find, by 1922 (16th c.); 60, 83
Obituaries, C.E. Blunt; 57, 157
— J.D. Brand; 60, 167
— M. Dolley; 52, 265
— Helen Frizzell; 59, 247
— A.J.H. Gunstone; 53, 194
— R.N.P. Hawkins; 57, 161
— H.W.A. Linecar; 55, 202
— F. Pridmore; 51, 213
— S.E. Rigold; 51, 211
— H. Schneider; 59, 245
— T. Stainton; 55, 203
Odo, k. of the Franks, coin of; 59, 22
ODDY, W.A., Assaying in medieval times, read; 52, 272
— Celtic coinage in Britain: new hoards and recent analyses;
57, 1

Offa, of Mercia, coins of; 54, 69; 55, 32, 59; 56, 69, 185; 57,
134; 58. 152; 59, 229
— dinar of; 56, 191
Olaf Kyrre, k. of Norway, coins of; 57, 141; 59, 231
Old Alfriston (Sussex) find, by 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Ollerton (Nottinghamsh.) find 1988 (Roman); 58, 179
Oman. Sir Charles; 54, 308
Ongar (Essex) find 1988 (8th c.); 58, 138
Oriuna, a mythical queen; 60, 104
Orwell (Cambridgesh.) find 1990 (Celtic/7th c.); 59, 221
Osbaldwick (N. Yorksh.) find 1983 (11th c.); 55, 68
Osberht, of York, coins of; 51, 40; 52, 89
OSBORNE, B . R . , d e a t h ; 60, 172, 176

— legacy from estate; 60, 176
— The Tower coins of Charles I; 54, 164
Osbournby (Lincolnsh.) find, late 1970s (8th c.); 57, 122
Otterbourne (Hampsh.) find 1989 (Roman); 59, 256
Otto III, emp. and k. of Germany, coin of; 56, 94
Oxborough (Norfolk) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1987 (8th—9th c.); 57, 122
Oxford (Oxfordsh.) coin of Henry I; 54. 290
— find, by 1951 (Roman); 60, 133
— find, by 1988 (11th c.); 57, 122
— probable mint for Edward the Elder; 53, 12
Ozengell (Kent) find (French, 7th c.); 58, 138
Padstow (Cornwall) find 1984 (10th c.); 55, 68
PAGAN, H.E., Sanford Saltus medal awarded to; 59, 250
— The career of Thomas Simon, read; 58, 179
— The Castor hoard of mid-eleventh-century pence; 54, 289
— The coinage of the East Anglian kingdom from 825 to
870; 52, 41; read; 51, 215
— Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period from Repton,
Derbyshire: II; 56. 16
— The first century of the history of the study of [numismatics] in Britain, read; 57, 173
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— Dr. George Brooke, read; 54, 304
— obituary of Thomas Stainton; 55, 203
— Presidential address, 1984; 54, 301
1985; 55, 208
1986; 56, 207
1987; 57, 170
1988; 58, 177
— A review of the state of the English coinage at the time of
the Norman conquest, read; 56, 209
— Rev. Catalogue of the early Northumbrian coins in the
museum of antiquities, Newcastle upon Tyne; 52, 253
Coinage in tenth-century England from Edward the
Elder to Edgar's reform; 59, 237
Collectanea historica. Essays in memory of Stuart
Rigold; 51, 209
Hikuin 11; 55. 198
SCBI 28: cumulative index of volumes 1-20; 53, 187
SCBI 34: British Museum Anglo-Saxon coins V. Athelstan to the reform of Edgar 924-c. 973; 56, 192
SCBI 36: State Museum Berlin coin cabinet. AngloSaxon, Anglo-Norman and Hiberno-Norse coins; 57,
154
Sceattas in England and on the continent. The seventh
Oxford symposium on coinage and monetary history,
54, 294
Studies in numismatic method presented to Philip
Grierson; 52, 258
•
Viking-age coinage in the northern lands; 51, 208
— Rogers Ruding, read; 55, 211
— The Tower mint 1660-1750; history, administration and
moneyers, read; 53, 197
PAGE, R.I., The legends on the [Beonna] coins; 55, 37
Paget, T.H., medallist; 55, 175
Paisley [Dykebar Hospital] (Strathclyde) find 1987 (13th14th c.); 57, 172
Parsons, Owen F.", death; 56, 207
Parys Mine Co.; 57, 56
Peary, Robert E., explorer; 60, 124
Pecking, in the Ashdon hoard; 59, 23
Peel Castle (I. of Man) finds, 1984-6 (lOth-llth c.); 58, 138
PEGG, H . , d e a t h ; 55, 2 0 8

— A revised survey of the seventeenth-century tokens of
Nottinghamshire; 51, 134
Pegge, Rev. Samuel, the elder; 60, 102
Pepin the Short, k. of the Franks, coins of; 56, 22, 92
Pershore (Hereford and Worcester) find 1983 (16th-17th c.);
54, 304
Peterborough Abbey, benefit of moneyers at Stamford; 55,
88
Peterborough (Cambridgesh.) find 1987 (11th c.); 58, 138
Pevensey, coin of Stephen; 54, 291
Pewter tokens; 53, 29; 54, 86, 242
Philadelphia mint, USA; 57, 54
Philip and Mary, coins of; 58, 99; 60, 87
Philip IV, k. of Spain, coin of; 57, 145; 60, 96
Philip VI, k. of France, coin of; 59, 233
PHILPOTT, R., contribution to Coin Register; 59, 221
Photographic records of coins; 54, 303
Pinches, Messrs., die-engravers; 55, 170
Pingo, Lewis; 54, 249
PIRIE, ELIZABETH I.E., Catalogue of the early Northumbrian
coins in the museum of antiquities, Newcastle upon
Tyne, rev.; 52, 253
— contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58, 138
— Early Northumbrian coins at auction, 1981; 51, 32, pis.
ii-v
— Post-Roman coins from York excavations 1971-81, rev.;
56, 191

— Rev., Anglo-Saxon coins; 55, 198
The coins and pottery from Hamwic; 58, 166
— The Ripon hoard, 1695; contemporary and current interest; 52, 84
— Some new work on stycas, read; 52, 272
Pisa, coin of; 60, 163
Pisanello, sculptor and medallist; 56, 150
Pistrucci, Benedetto; 54, 248, 281
Pitt (Hampsh.) find, by 1987 (12th c.); 57. 122
Pitt, Robert, die-engraver; 55, 134
Playford (Suffolk) find 1987 (10th c.); 57. 122; 58. 13
Plegmund. abp. of Canterbury, coins of; 53, 2, 9; 54, 53
PLOUVIEZ, JUDITH, contributions to Coin Register; 57. 122
Plumpton (Sussex) find 1989 (10th c.); 59, 256
Pocklington (Humberside) find 1988 (12th c.); 58. 138
Poland, Anglo-Saxon coins found in; 58, 11
— coin of; 60, 163
POLLARD, A.M., The chemical compositions of English
seventeenth-century base metal coins and tokens; 55,
144
— The chemical compositions of English nineteenth-century
copper-base English jetons; 57, 77
POLLARD, J.G. (ed.), Studies in numismatic method presented to Philip Grierson, rev. ; 52, 258
Pontypridd (Mid Glamorgan) find 1988 (16th-17th c.); 58,
178
PORTEOUS, J., Heraldry and coin design, read; 55, 205
— Rev., The arms of the Royal Mint; 56, 199
Port Talbot (W. Glamorgan) find, by 1988 (Spanish, 15th
c.); 58, 138
Postwick (Norfolk) finds 1986/1988 (Roman); 56, 209; 59,
256
Poullain, Henry, account of trial of Nicholas Briot; 56, 108
Poynter, Edward J.; 54, 281; 56, 148
Preston, E. Carter, medallist; 55, 172
PRESTON-MORLEY, P.J., A revised survey of the
seventeenth-century tokens of Nottinghamshire; 51, 134
— Rev., Staffordshire
tavern checks. A county listing and a
Wolverhampton catalogue; 54, 297
— SCBI 33: The John G. Brooker collection. Coins of
Charles I (1625-1649), rev. ; 54, 295
— Series summary index, vols. 51-60 (1981-1990); 60. 191
— Sir Samuel Morland and his medals, read; 51. 215
— Williamson's contributor, [John S. Udal], read; 59, 250
Pridmore, F., obituary of; 51, 213
Public house checks; 52, 215, 257
Pulborough (Sussex) find 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
Pulham St. Mary (Dorset) find 1983 (14th-15th c.); 54, 304
Punching machine of Nicholas Briot; 56, 111
Quentovic, mint of; 53, 5
— possible source of sceatta imitations; 56, 21
Ramage, David, moneyer; 59, 187, 199
Rammelsberg, silver mines; 56, 47
RAMPLING, D.J., The coinage of the Marians in Edinburgh
castle in 1572 - an addendum; 59, 213
Raunds (Northamptonsh.) find 1984 (Norwegian, 11th c.);
59, 221
Reading (Berksh.) find, by 1903 (11th c.); 57. 122
Reason, Florence, medallist; 56, 161
Reculver (Kent) find (8th c.) 58, 126
— find, '18th c.' (10th—11th c.); 58, 138
Redditch (Hereford and Worcester) find 1986 (German,
12th c.); 58, 138
Redwulf, of Northumbria, coins of; 51, 39; 56, 81
REECE, R., Coinage in Roman Britain, rev.; 51, 153
— Roman Britain: coins and currency, read; 58, 174
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Reffley (Norfolk) find 1985 (17th c.); 55, 210
Reigate (Surrey) find 1990 (13th-15th c.); 60, 178
Repton (Derbysh.) finds 1985-6 (8th-llth c.); 55, 210; 56,
17
Retford (Nottinghamsh.) find 1987 (Celtic); 57, 122
— East, tokens of; 51, 142
Revesby (Lincolnsh.) find 1989 (16th-17th c.); 59, 256; 60,
89
Rhodes, coin of; 60, 163
RHODES, M., A hoard of defaced forged halfpence of the
reign of George III; 59, 214
RICE, J.G., contributions to Coin Register; 58, 138
— King James's gun money; context, presses and mints,
read; 60, 172
Richard I, 'coin' of; 60, 107
Richard II, coins of; 53, 24; 57, 118
Richard III, coins of; 55, 95
Richborough (Kent), barbarous radiates from; 52, 17
— find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
Rickerby (Cumbria) find 1986 (13th-14th c.); 57, 172
Rigghead (Dumfries and Galloway) find 1963 (16th c.); 59,
120
Rigold, S.E., Collectanea historica. Essays in memory of,
rev. ,51, 209
— obituary of; 51, 211
Riley, Edward, mint smith at Guanajuato; 56, 132
Rings, from St. Wystan's church, Repton; 56, 18
— the Thames near Deptford; 56, 186
Ringstead (Norfolk) find 1991 (Flemish, 13th c.); 60, 143
Ringwood (Hampsh.) find 1979 (Celtic); 58, 1
Robert II, of Scotland, coins of; 52, 132; 58, 70
Robert III, of Scotland, coins of; 52, 132; 53, 79; 57, 119
Robert the Bruce, of Scotland, coins of; 58, 58
Roberts Trophy medal; 56, 166
ROBINSON, P H . , The 'Eadpeard' variety of the hammer
cross type of Edward the Confessor; 52, 123
— Rev., Coinage and society in Britain and Caul: some
current problems, 51, 204
— The Shrewsbury hoard (1936) of pennies of Edward the
Elder; 53, 7
Rochester (Kent) find 1990 (Merovingian, 7th c.); 59, 221
— find 1980 (8th c.); 57, 122
— find c. 1972 (10th c.): 58, 138
Rockbourne (Hampsh.) find 1988 (Roman); 59, 256
Rocker press; 54, 213
Roettier, James and Norbert, die-engravers; 55, 195
ROGERSON, A.J., Middle Harling: context and excavation;
55, 36
Roman silver hoards in Britain; 51, 5
Romney (Kent) find, by 1991 (10th c.); 60, 143
Rondocanachi, Hypatia, medallist; 56, 151
Rope, Ellen Mary, medallist; 56, 162
Rotenfels (Germany) find 1936 (13th c.); 53, 19
Rouen, mint of Carausius; 54, 11
Roxton (Bedfordsh.) find 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
— find 1984 (11th c.); 55, 68
— find 1986 (12th c.); 56, 92
Royal Academy, proposed medal, 1793; 52, 187
Royal Agricultural Society, medal; 56. 157
Royal Astronomical Society, Hannah Jackson medal; 56,
155
Royal Geographical Society, Peary medal; 60, 121
— Stanley medal; 56, 151
Royal Humane Society, medal; 54, 248
Royal Mint, visit of the society to; 59. 254
Royal Numismatic Society, medal for its 150th anniversary;
56, frontispiece
Roydon (Norfolk) find c. 1980 (10th c.); 57, 122

Royston (Hertfordsh.) finds, c. 1979-86 (Roman/8th-12th
C.); 56, 6 6

Ruding, Revd. Rogers; 55, 211
RUDLING, D.R., contributions to Coin Register; 58, 138; 60,
143
Runes, in coin legends; 55, 37
'Russian' find (10th-llth c.); 60, 134
Ruthwell (Dumfries and Galloway) find 1985 (13th-14th c.);
55, 210
Rye (Suffolk) find, by 1904 (11th c.); 57, 122
Ryhall (Leicestersh.) find 1987 (16th-17th c.); 57, 172; 58,
96
Sabina, coin of; 60, 14
Saenu, coins of; 60, 12, 153
Saffron Walden (Essex) find 1987 (8th c.); 58, 138
St. Albans (Hertfordsh.) finds, 1990+ (Celtic); 60, 143
— finds, by 1971/c. 1980/before 1985 (8th c.); 57. 122
St. Andrews, mint of; 53, 178
St. Austell (Cornwall) find, by 1909 (10th c.); 57, 122
St. David's head (Dyfed) find 1985 (10th c.); 55, 69
St. Edmund, memorial coinage; 54. 52; 55, 17; 56, 69, 191;
57, 136
St. Ives (Cambridgesh.) find 1984 (French, 12th c.); 55, 69
St. Leonards (Sussex) find 1986 (Arabic, 11th c.); 56, 92
St. Mary Hill (Mid Glamorgan) find 1987 (Spanish, 17th c.);
57, 122
St. Neots (Cambridgesh.) find 1961 (11th c.); 55, 69
— tokens of; 55, 164
St. Nicholas-at-Wade (Kent) finds c. 1985-6 (8th c.); 56, 8,
181
— find 1986 (11th c.); 57, 122
St. Peter, coinage; 55, 62; 56, 90; 58, 154
St. Thomas hospital, prize medal; 56, 158
Sainthill (Essex) find (Celtic); 57, 122
Sainthill, Richard; 54, 52, 263
Saleway Green (Hereford and Worcester) find 1990 (13th
c.); 60, 143
Samanid dirhem; 55, 17
Sandhills (Dorset) find 1989 (17th c.); 59, 256
Sandwell (W. Midlands) find (12th c.); 59, 221
Sandwich (Kent) find 1967 (11th c.); 58, 138
Sanford Saltus medal, new reverse die for; 54, 298
Sarre (Kent) find 1990 (Merovingian, 6th c.); 60, 143
Scarborough (N. Yorksh.) find 1960 (16th c.); 60, 85
Sceattas; 54, 65, 294; 55, 1. 13, 56; 56, 1, 19, 67, 181, 183,
191; 57, 99, 127; 5 8 . 126, 148; 59, 227; 60, 157
Schneider, Herbert, death; 59, 250, 253
— obituary of; 59, 245
— publications of; 59, 246
SCOTT, J.G., obituary of R.N.P. Hawkins; 57, 161
Scott, Kathleen, sculptor and medallist; 60, 121
Scunthorpe (Humberside) find, before 1982 (12th c.); 55, 69
SEABY, P.J., contributions to Coin Register; 58, 138; 59,
221; 60, 143
— The defaced pennies of Stephen from Sussex mints; 56.
102
— The DVNI coins of king Stephen, read; 55, 205
— A new 'standard' type for the reign of king Stephen; 53,
14
— Rev., Coins of the anarchy 1135-54; 58, 169
— A Stephen 'star' variant of Pevensey; 54, 291
SEABY, W.A., Castlecomer tokens: supplementary notes;
53, 183
— A Coenwulf penny by Wihtred from Bidford-on-Avon,
Warwickshire; 52, 29
— contributions to Coin Register; 58, 138; 59, 221; 60, 143
— The half-harps of Henry VIII's Irish coinage; 57, 34
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— SCBI 32: Ulster Museum, Belfast. Part II, Hiberno-Norse SMART, VERONICA, More light on the Balgonie find - the
Perthshire evidence; 57, 119
coins, rev.; 54, 295
— The Shelly, Solihull 'hoard', 1989-90; 60, 137
— SCBI 28: cumulative index of volumes 1-20, rev.; 53, 187
Seaford (Sussex) find 1987 (10th c.); 57, 122
SMITH, A., Another round short cross halfpenny; 60, 136
SEAMAN, R., An unpublished penny of Henry I; 54. 290
Smith, Dr. Aquila, letter of; 54, 51
Seasalter (Kent) find 1987 (llth-12th c.); 59, 221
SMITH, P.G., contribution to Coin Register; 59, 221
SELLWOOD, D.G., The influence of French minting tech'Sneldwich' find 1848 (16th c.); 60, 85
nology on English coinage, read; 56, 204
Snelsmore Common (Berksh.) find 19S4 (17th-18th c.) 55,
210
— The trial of Nicholas Briot; 56, 108
SELLWOOD, LYN, A Celtic silver coin of previously unpuSnettisham (Norfolk) finds 1987-9 (Celtic); 57, 172; 58, 179;
blished type from St. Nicholas at Wade, Thanet: the
59, 255; 60. 143
prototype for Anglo-Saxon sceattas BMC type 37?; 56,
Society of Biblical Study, medal; 56, 158
181
— of Miniature Rifle Clubs, medals; 56, 165
Selsey (Sussex) find 1986 (Celtic); 56, 178, 209
Soham (Cambridgesh.) find 1985 (16th-17th c.); 56, 209
Semley (Wiltsh.) find (Celtic); 55, 210
Soho mint, Birmingham; 58. 102
Sevenoaks (Kent) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Solihull (W. Midlands) find c. 1981 (Celtic); 58, 138
— find 1987 (10th/12th c.); 57, 122
SOMMERVILLE, G., Overdates, read; 53, 197
Shalbourne (Wiltsh.) find (8th c.); 58. 138
SORENSON, D., A tremissis of Justin II found at Southwold,
Shalford (Surrey) find 1982 (8th c.); 54, 69
. Suffolk; 53, 176
Sharnbrook (Bedfordsh.) find 1986 (8th c.); 56, 94
South Africa, medal; 56, 158
Sharp, John, abp. of York and numismatist; 57, 178
Southampton (Hampsh.) find, by 1983 (9th c.); 57, 122
SHARP, M.B., Charles I, the crowns of Shrewsbury and
South Downs (Sussex) find, by 1991 (French, ,11th c.); 60,
143
Oxford, read; 51, 215
— Further notes on the Tower shillings of Charles I; 59, 214
South Elmsall (W. Yorkshire) find 1987 (12th c.); 57, 122
Southend-on-Sea (Essex) find 1985 (Celtic); 55, 210; 57, 1
— New Charles I shillings of Chester and the Tower; 54, 293
South Ferriby (Humberside) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— Some additional notes on the civil war coinage of
Southgate, Revd. Richard; 55, 213
Chester; 52, 245
South Heighton (Sussex) find, '1980s' (8th c.); 57, 122
— A Steyning coin of Stephen; 52, 241
Southill (Bedfordsh.) find 1987 (8th/10th c.); 57, 122
— Three seventeenth century notes; 60, 138
South Humberside find (Celtic); 58, 138
Sharrow Point (Cornwall) find c. 1980 (Roman); 58, 179
Southminster (Essex) finds 1980-5/1987 (8th c.); 56, 183; 57.
Sheering (Essex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
122
Shelly Coppice (W. Midlands) finds 1989-90 (13th c.); 60,
137
— find 1986 (12th—13th c.); 56, 209
Shelton (Nottinghamsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Southoe (Cambridgesh.) find 1985 (10th c.); 55, 71
Shenley Church End (Buckinghamsh.) find 1987 (12th c.);
Southwell (Nottinghamsh.) token of; 51, 142
60, 143
South Weston (Oxfordsh.) find (Sth c.); 60, 143
South Wheatly (Nottinghamsh.) find 1989 (German, 14th
Shenstone (Staffordsh.) find 1986 (12th c.); 56, 188
c.); 59. 221
Sheppard, Oliver, medallist; 55, 174
Shepperton (Middlesex) find 1973 (8th c.); 58, 138
Southwold (Suffolk) find, before 1984 (6th c.); 53, 176
Sheppey (Kent) find '1970s' (Merovingian, 7th c.); 59, 221
'Spade' guineas, imitations of; 53, 160; 57, 85
SHIEL, N., Letters of numismatic interest addressed to John
Spalding (Lincolnsh.) find 1986 (14th c.); 56, 209; 57, 172
Spanish coins; 57, 145
Lindsay of Cork; 54, 51
Sparsholt (Wiltsh.) find 1988 (11th c.); 58, 138
Shillington (Bedfordsh.) find 1871 (12th c.); 57, 108
Special meetings of the society, at the British Museum; 52,
Shipham (Somerset) find c. 1986 (Roman); 56, 209
272; 53, 197; 54, 301
Shiptonthorpe (Humberside) find 1985 (12th c.); 55, 69
Speed, John, antiquary; 57, 173
Short cross, halfpenny; 60, 136
Spink, David F., death; 55, 208
— imitation; 58, 163
Springthorpe (Lincolnsh.) find 1990 (11th c.); 60, 178
— pennies; 53, 19; 59, 39, 46; 60, 137
SPUFFORD. P., The mints and exchanges in the thirteenth
— sterling finds in Germany; 53, 27
century, read; 57, 167
Shotley (Suffolk) find 1991 (Rhodes, 14th c.); 60, 143
— (ed.), Later medieval mints: organisation, administration
Shrewsbury (Shropsh.) find 1936 (10th c.); 53, 7
and techniques, rev. ; 58, 170
— mint, under Charles I; 54, 211
Spynie Palace (Grampian) find 1986 (15th c.); 59, 255
Shrubland Hall (Suffolk) find 1982 (10th c.); 55, 69
Staines (Surrey) finds 1979-80/1985/1988/1991 (8th c.); 58.
Sigismund, emperor, coin of; 59, 233
138; 60, 143
Sihtric I, of York, coins of; 52, 108; 56, 192
STAINTON, T . , d e a t h ; 5 5 , 2 0 5 , 2 0 8
Sihtric II, of York, coins of; 56, 192
— John Milton, medallist, 1759-1805. 53. 133; read, 197
Silchester (Hampsh.) find 1986 (Roman); 57, 172
— obituary of; 55, 203
Simon, Thomas; 51, 112; 52, 151; 58, 179
— The proposed Royal Academy medal of 1793 ; 52, 187;
Six Hills (Leicestersh.) find 1985 (8th c.); 55, 70
read, 272
Skeyton (Norfolk) find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
— Rev., A catalogue of British historical medals, 1760-1960.
SKINNER, ANNE, English t o k e n s , c. 1200 to 1425; 53, 29
Volume I: The accession of George III to the death of
— English tokens, c. 1425 to 1672; 54, 86
William IV; 51, 205
Slade School of Art, University of London; 56, 148
Stamford Bridge (Humberside) find 1987 (Roman); 58, 138
Slater, John, issuer of countermarked dollar; 59, ( 216
— find, before 1970 (Frankish, 9th c.); 56, 183
SLAYTER, W., portrait medal of; 60, 177
Stanford in the Vale (Oxfordsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— retirement as secretary; 60, 177
— Rev., Money. From cowrie shells to credit cards; 56, 200 Stanford-upon-Soar (Nottinghamsh.) find 1984 (German,
10th c.); 56, 94
Slicing machine of Nicholas Briot; 56, 109
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STANTON[-COURTNEY], YOLANDA C., Devon tavern tokens,
rev.; 53, 188
— Rev., Hop tokens of Kent and Sussex and their issuers; 60,
166
Tokens of those trying times: a social history of
Britain's 19th century silver tokens; 60, 165
Stanton St. Quintin (Wiltsh.) find 1985 (11th c.); 56, 94
STAVERT, MARION L., James II and his mints: an unknown
document; 58, 132
Steele, Florence Harriet, medallist; 56, 151
STEEN JENSEN, J., The noble hoard from Vejby Beach.
Seeland, 1976, read; 56, 204
— Rev., Sterling imitations of Edwardian type; 55, 199
— (ed.), Hikuin 11, rev.; 55, 198
Stephen, coins of; 52, 241; 53, 14, 64; 54, 64, 291; 55, 57; 56,
79, 102; 57, 112, 144; 5 8 , 161; 5 9 , 232; 60, 162
Stephen I, count of Penthievre, coin of; 55, 69
Stevenage (Hertfordsh.) find, by 1987 (8th c.); 57, 122
STEVENS, P.J.E., An Indian rarity of 1841, read; 54. 298
STEVENSON, R.B.K., The bawbee issues of James V and
Mary; 59, 120
— Rev., Coinage in ninth-century Northumbria; 58. 166
Steyning mint, coin of; 52, 241
STEWART, B.H.I.H., The anonymous Anglo-Viking issue
with sword and hammer types and the coinage of Sitric
I; 52, 108
— Bishop Bek and the Durham coins of Edward I and II;
54, 81
— Classification of the single-cross sterlings of Alexander
III; 60, 37
— Coinage in tenth-century England from Edward the Elder
to Edgar's reform, rev.; 59, 237
— Edward Burns; 57, 89
— English coinage in the later years of John and the
minority of Henry III, Part 2; 51, 91
— The fourteenth-century Aberdour treasure trove (1978
and 1981); 58, 69
— The Howard Linecar lecture 1988. English numismatics progress and prospects; 58, 110; read, 174
— King John's recoinage and the conference of moneyers in
1208; 59, 39
— The London adventus of 307; 58, 123
— The Nelson collection at Liverpool and some York
questions; rev. article of SCBI 29: Merseyside County
Museums; 52, 247
— obituary of C.E. Blunt 1904-1987: 57, 157
Lieutenant-Colonel J.K.R. Murray; 56. 201
— An Oxford penny of William I; 53, 178
— Rev., SCBI 35: Scottish coins in the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford and the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow; 60, 164
— St. Andrews mint under David I; 53, 178
— Scottish sterlings from the Middridge hoard; 59, 84
— A solidus from Yorkshire; 56, 182
— The trefoil-marked portcullis groats of Henry VIII; 56.
189
— (ed.). Studies in numismatics presented to Philip Grierson, rev.; 52. 258
Stillman, Effie, medallist; 56, 163
STOCKER, M., Edgar Boehm and the Jubilee coinage; 54,
274; read; 55, 205
Stokeinteignhead (Devonsh.) find 1988 (11th c.); 58. 138
Stoke Mandeville (Buckinghamsh.) find 1986 (11th c.): 56, 94
STONE, A.G., obituary of Howard W.A. Linecar; 55, 202
Stonea (Cambridgesh.) finds 1985 (Celtic/Roman); 55, 210
Stotfold (Hertfordsh.) find 1979 (12th c.); 55, 71
STOTT, P.E.F., contribution to Coin Register; 57, 122
— Medieval leaden tokens from London excavations, read;
60. 172

Stourpaine (Dorset) find, by 1979 (8th c.); 58, 138
Street (Sussex) find 1989 (Continental, 16th c.); 59, 256
Stretton-under-Fosse (Warwicksh.) find 1983 (Celtic); 58,
138
Stride, Harry George, death; 58, 177
Strip roller of Nicholas Briot; 56, 111
Stuart mint officials and moneyers; 59, 157
Stukeley, Dr. William; 60, 100
Suargate (Kent) find (15th c.); 57, 122
Sudbury (Suffolk) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1986 (8th c.); 56, 94
— find 1914 (11th c.); 57, 122
Suffolk, east, find, by 1985 (8th c.); 57, 122
SUGDEN, K.F., contribution to Coin Register; 58, 138
Sullv Moors (S. Glamorgan) find 1989 (11th c.); 59, 221
Sussex, find 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
— mints of Stephen; 56. 104
Sutherland, Dr. C.H.V., death; 56, 204, 207
Sutton (Suffolk) finds 1987-8/1990 (Roman); 58, 179; 59,
255; 60, 178
Sutton (N. Yorksh.) find 1986 (8th c.); 59, 221
Sutton-at-Sea (Lincolnsh.) find 1990 (14th c.); 60, 178
Sutton Courtenay (Oxfordsh.) find 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
Sutton-cum-Lound (Nottinghamsh.) token of; 51, 143
Swainson, Lilian, medallist; 56, 152
Swainson. Mary, medallist; 56, 167
Swalcliffe (Oxfordsh.) find (Celtic); 60, 143
SWEENY, J.O., A numismatic history of the Birmingham
mint, rev., 51, 209
Swindon (Wiltsh.) finds, by 1987+ (8th c.); 57, 122; 60, 143
— find 1986 (11th c.); 56, 95
SYMONS, D.J., contributions to Coin Register; 57, 122; 58,
138; 5 9 , 221
— A new moneyer for Henry I type XI; 56, 188
— Notes on three Romano-British hoards; 60. 131
— An unpublished hoard of the great debasement; 60, 80
Tadley (Hampsh.) find 1991 (8th c.); 60, 143
Takeley (Essex) find 1986 (11th c.); 57, 122; 58, 138
TALVIO, T., The 'Russian find' of Anglo-Saxon coins in the
British Museum; 60, 134
Tarrant Hinton (Dorset) find c. 1987 (8th c.); 58, 138
Tarrant Launceton (Dorset) find c. 1987 (8th c.); 58, 138
Tarring Neville (Sussex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Tasciovanus, coins of; 57, 125; 58, 144; 59, 223; 60, 148
Tatenhall (Staffordsh.) find 1984 (16th c.); 56, 209
Taunton (Somerset) find 1984 (19th-20th c.); 54, 304
Tautenhayn, J.J., medallist; 55, 179
Tealby coinage; 57, 113, 145; 58, 51, 162
Tetricus I, coins of; 54, 12
Tetricus II, coin of; 54, 12
Teynham (Kent) find 1989 (18th c.); 59, 256; 60, 139
Thames, finds on the foreshore; 56, 1; 57, 172
Theodosius I, coins of; 51, 5; 60, 134
Thetford (Norfolk) finds 1980, 1985-6, 1987 (8th c.); 55, 71;
56, 11; 57. 122
— finds 1980-3, 1987-8, 1990 (9th-12th c.); 54, 69; 56, 95;
57, 122; 58, 138; 59, 221
— possible mint of Beonna; 55, 30
Thomas, Cecil, medallist; 55. 178
THOMPSON, R.H., Bibliography of John David Brand; 60,
170
— Central or local production of seventeenth-century
tokens; 59, 198
— French assignats current in Britain: the parliamentary
debates; 51, 200, read, 215
— A hoard of St. Neot's 'lace-making' tokens from Eynesbury; 55. 164
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The keys of Dunkirk, 1658, read; 52, 272
A note on the medallist D.G. Berri; 59, 219
obituary of R.N.P. Hawkins; 57. 161
Publications and papers of Christopher Evelyn Blunt,
1972-1983; 53, 191
supplement; 57, 160
— The purpose and use of public house checks; 52, 215
— Rev., A Dictionary of makers of British metallic tickets,
checks, medalets, tallies and counters 1788-1910', 59, 243
Tavern tokens in Wales; 52, 257
— SCBI 31138: The Norweb collection, tokens of the British
Isles, 1575-1750. Part I, England: Bedfordshire to
Devon; Part II, Dorset, Durham, Essex and Gloucestershire, rev.: 58, 171
— Tokens found in Haddenham, Cambridgeshire, and a
seventeenth-century issuer; 54. 242
— Two tokens of Devonshire industry, read; 53, 197
— The Witham token hoard, read; 57, 167
— Williamson, the man and his books, read; 59, 250
Thoresby, Ralph, numismatist; 52, 84; 57, 178
Thrupp (Oxfordsh.) find (11th c.); 60. 143
Thurrock (Essex) find (Celtic); 60, 143
Thrymsas; 56, 1, 191
Tibenham (Norfolk) find, by 1987 (11th c.); 57, 122
Tichbourne (Hampsh.) find, by 1990 (Celtic); 60, 143
Tilbury (Essex) finds 1987+ (Celtic); 57, 122; 58, 138; 60,
143
Tin, in later Anglo-Saxon coins; 56, 47
Tincommius, coins of; 56, 178; 58, 144; 60, 14, 148
Tintagel Castle (Cornwall) find 1984 (9th c.); 57, 122
Tiptree (Essex) find 1983 (llth-12th c.); 54, 71
Titchmarsh (Northamptonsh.) find 1979 (11th c.); 57, 122
TODD, N.B., Devon tavern tokens, rev.; 53, 188
— Staffordshire
tavern checks. A county listing and a Wolverhampton catalogue, rev.; 54, 297
— Tavern tokens in Wales, rev.; 52, 257
'To Hanover' counters; 57, 82
Tokens, colliery; 53. 183
— English, 13th—15th c.; 53. 29
15th—17th c.; 54, 86
17th c.; 54. 86. 242; 5 5 , 148, 164; 58, 164; 59, 198
18th c.; 53. 150
— of Cambridgeshire, 17th c.; 54, 242
Castlecomer; 53, 183
Huntingdonshire, 17th c.; 55, 164
Nottinghamshire, 17th c.; 51, 134
Royal Regiment of Foot Guards, 17th c.; 52, 158
— 17th c., papers read; 56, 204; 59, 250
Torksey (Lincolnsh.) find 1984 (9th c.); 57. 122
— find 1990 (11th c.); 60, 178
— find 1987 (12th c.); 58, 138
Touch-pieces; 55, 195
Tower mint, officials and moneyers of; 59, 157
— under Charles I; 54, 164
TOWNSEND, T.W., Seventeenth century trademens tokens of
Lincolnshire - the issuers, rev.; 54. 296
Tresco (I. of Scilly) find 1946 (16th c.); 60, 85
Trinovantes, coins of; 57, 126; 59, 225; 60, 150
Tuddenham St. Martin (Suffolk) find, by 1988 (French, 11th
c.); 58, 138
Tutbury (Staffordsh.) find 1990 (12th c.); 59, 221
Tuxford (Nottinghamsh.) tokens of; 51, 142
Twyford (Hereford and Worcester) find (8th c.); 60, 143
Tyssen, Samuel; 55, 213

U.K. Numismatic Trust, founded; 55, 209
United States of America, copper coinage of; 57, 54

Unlocated find, by 1991 (8th c.); 60. 143
— 1991 (12th c.); 60, 143
— by 1892 (15th—16th c.); 60. 82
Upminster (Essex) find 1984 (9th c.); 54, 72
Upper Deal (Kent) find c. 1964 (8th c.); 55. 72
Valentinian I, coins of; 51, 5
Valentinian II, coins of; 51, 5
Valens, coins of; 51, 5
VAN ARSDELL, R.D., Celtic coinage of Britain, rev.; 59, 235
Veliocasses, coin of; 60, 146
Vep Corf, coins of; 60, 153
Verica, coins of; 56, 178; 57, 125; 58. 144; 60, 14, 148
Verulamium [St. Albans, Hertfordsh.] find 1936 (Roman);
60, 130
Victoria, coins of; 52, 234; 54, 263, 274
Victorinus, coins of; 54, 12, 41
Vikings, coinage in England; 59, 17
Visigoths, coins of; 60, 157
Vitellius, coin of; 60, 14
VOLK, T.R. (ed.), Anglo-Saxon coins, rev. ; 55, 198
Studies in numismatic method presented to Philip
Grierson, rev.; 52. 258
Waddington (Lancash.) find 1989 (Roman); 60. 178
WAGER, A.J., Henry Laugher, diesinker. and the Birmingham workhouse tokens, read; 60. 172
— The purpose and use of public house checks; 52. 215;
read. 53, 197
WALKER, D.A., a Henry VI/Edward IV mule penny from
the Leith hoard; 58, 84
Wallace, J., death; 56, 207
Wallingford (Oxfordsh.) find, before 1894 (11th c.); 57, 122
— find 1988 (12th c.); 58, 138
Walmsgate (Lincolnsh.) find 1985 (9th c.); 56, 209
Waltham (Gloucestersh.) find c. 1900 (Roman); 60. 133
Waltham St. Lawrence (Berksh.) find '1977' (Celtic); 60, 13
Wanborough (Surrey) find 1984+ (Celtic); 54, 304; 55, 210
Wappenbury (Warwicksh.) find 1990 (Celtic); 59, 221
— find (8th c.); 58, 138
Ware (Hertfordsh.) find, by 1981 (7th c.); 57, 122
WARHURST, MARGARET, SCBI 29: Mersevside
County
Museums, rev.. 52, 247
Wasperton (Warwicksh.) find 1986 (Celtic); 59, 221
Watt, James; 56, 125
Watt Jr., James; 56, 129
WEBB WARE, T.G., The coinage of Richard III, read: 57,
167

— Dies and designs: the English gold coinage 1465-1485.
Part 1; 55, 95; read, 205^
— A hoard of tin farthings of Charles II, read: 52, 272
Weight, of York coins of Charles I; 54, 218
Weights; 52, 181; 55, 157; 60, 65
Welbourn (Lincolnsh.) find 1980-2 (lltli c.); 55. 79
Welford (Warwicksh.) finds 1987/1990 (Celtic); 58, 138; 59,
221
— find 1988 (10th c.); 58, 138
Wentbridge (S. Yorksh.) finds 1985 (9th, llth-15th c.); 55,
72
Werrington (Northamptonsh.) find (Celtic); 58, 138
West Acre (Norfolk) find 1987 (Merovingian, 7th c.); 57,
122
Westbury (Wiltsh.) find 1974 (9th c.); 57, 122
West Hythe (Kent) find 1955 (8th c.); 55. 73
Westmeath, central (Eire) find 1988 (10th c.); 58. 138
West Mersea (Essex) find 1986 (10th c.); 56, 95
Westmeston (Sussex) find 1985 (Roman); 55, 210
West Midlands [Fosse Way] find (Celtic); 59, 221
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Weston (Hertfordsh.) find 1989 (8th c.); 59, 221
Weston (Kent) finds, 1986-8 (7th-8th c.); 58. 138
Weston-on-Avon (Warwicksh.) find 1990 (12th c.); 60, 143
West Winch (Norfolk) find 1989 (8th c.); 59, 221
West Wycombe (Buckinghamsh.) finds 1989+ (Celtic); 59,
221; 6 0 , 143
— find 1984 (8th c.); 56, 11
Wetheringsett-cum-Brockford (Suffolk) finds 1986-7 (8th9th/l1th c.); 57, 122; 58, 138
Weybourne (Norfolk) find 1986 (German, 15th c.); 59, 221
Wheatley (Oxfordsh.) find 1964 (10th c.); 57, 122
Whenby (N. Yorkshire) find 1988 (17th c.); 58, 179
Whitburn (Lothian) find 1988 (13th-14th c.); 59, 255
Whitchurch (Hampsh.) finds 1987/1989 (Celtic): 57. 172; 58.
6, 179; 5 9 , 255
— find 1989 (Roman); 59, 256
— find 1989 (13th c.); 59, 256
White, John; 54, 289
Whitechurch (Dorset) find 1986 (8th c.); 57, 122
Whitelock, Dorothy, death; 52, 277
Whitnash (Warwicksh.) find 1976 (Celtic); 58. 138
Whitstable (Kent) find (Celtic); 59, 221
Whitting, Philip D., death; 59, 250, 253
Whittingham, R.D.. death; 51. 215
Whitton (Suffolk) find 1982 (8th c.); 55. 74
Wickham Market (Suffolk) find 1983 (Roman): 54, 304
Wicklewood (Norfolk) find 1989 (12th c.); 59, 256
Wighton (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
Wigmund, abp. of York, coins of; 51. 39
Willersby Warren (Hampsh.) find (Celtic); 58. 138
Willersley (Gloucestersh.) find (Celtic); 59, 221
Willesden [Wormwood Scrubs] (London) find 1840 (16th
c.); 6 0 , 85
William I, coins of; 51. 52; 53. 178; 54. 71; 55, 57: 56. 91.
185; 5 7 . 109. 142; 5 8 , 158: 5 9 . 230
— fiscal reform; 55, 84
— lead striking from coining dies of; 58, 156
William II, coins of; 55, 57; 56, 82; 57, 111, 142; 58, 158; 59.
231; 6 0 , 161
William III. coins of; 55. 157; 59. 215
William and Mary, coins of; 55. 158
William the Lion, of Scotland, coin of; 59. 232: 60. 163
WILLIAMS, H.P.G., A small Carausian hoard from the
Wheeler excavations at Verulamium; 60. 130
Williamson, G.C., papers relating to; 59, 250
William the Lion, of Scotland, coins of; 53, 21; 59. 232
Willingham (Lincolnsh.) find 1988 (lOth-llth c.); 58. 138
Wiltshire, find (Celtic); 59. 221
Wimborne (Dorset) find 1990 (12th c.); 59, 221
Winchester (Hampsh.) find 1990 (8th c.): 60. 143
— find 1989 (Norwegian, 13th c.); 59, 221
— probable mint of Edward the Elder; 53, 10
Winetavern Street (Dublin) find 1971 (13th c.); 53, 35
Wingham (Kent) find (Celtic); 60, 143
— find 1990 (13th c.); 60. 178
Winn. Charles, collection of stycas; 51, 34
Winterbourne Bassett (Wiltsh.) find 1990 (8th c.); 60. 143
— find 1991 (12th c.); 60. 143
Winterbourne Monkton (Dorset) find 1986-9 (Celtic); 57. 1.
172; 59, 255; 6 0 , 177
— find c. 1984-5 (8th c.); 58. 138
Winterbourne Whitchurch (Dorset) find 1985 (9th c.); 56.
209

Winteringham (Lincolnsh.) find (8th-9th c.); 51, 34
Wishaw (Strathclyde) find 1988 (Roman); 59. 255
Witney (Oxfordsh.) find 1986 (Celtic); 57. 122
Wixford (Warwicksh.) find 1987 (Celtic); 58, 138
Wolston (Warwicksh.) find 1987 (Celtic); 58. 138
Wolverton (Buckinghamsh.) find 1981 (8th c.); 59. 221
WOOD, C., The fourteenth-century Aberdour treasure trove
(1978 and 1981); 58, 69
— Preliminary thoughts on Fox class IX, read; 52. 272
— The relationship between the sterling and non-sterling
jetons of Edward I and II, read; 51, 215
Woodham Mortimer (Essex) find 1989 (Celtic); 60, 143
WOODHEAD, P., The fourteenth-century Aberdour treasure
trove (1978 and 1981); 58, 69; read; 52, 272
— obituary, John David Brand PhD MA FCA (1931-90);
60. 167
— The publications of F. Elmore Jones; 52, 261
[—] Publications of Herbert Schneider; 59, 246
— Some Edwardian notes, read; 51, 215
Woodmansey (Humberside) find 1986 (8th c.); 58. 138
WOODWARD. D.. rev., Currency and the economy in Tudor
and early Stuart England; 59. 241
WOOLF, N.. The medals of the children of George II and
James III, read; 51, 215
— The sovereign remedy: touch-pieces for the king's evil Supplement; 55, 195
Wootton (Bedfordsh.) find 1987 (Celtic); 57. 122
Wootton (Northamptonsh.) find 1986 (8th c.); 56. 95; 58,
138
Worcester (Hereford and Worcester) find 1989 (8th—9th c.);
60. 143
Worksop (Nottinghamsh.) tokens of; 51, 143
Worksop (S. Yorksh.) find 1907 (16th c.); 60, 83
Wraxall (Dorset) find 1988 (16th-17th c.); 60. 96
Writtle (Essex) find 1985 (12th c.); 56, 95
Wroot (Humberside) find 1987 (Celtic/8th c.); 57, 122
Wulfhere, abp. of York, coins of; 51, 40
Wulfred, abp. of Canterbury, coins of; 54, 69; 57, 134
Wye (Kent) find 1987 (Celtic); 57, 122
Wvmeswold (Leicestersh.) find 1989 (Celtic); 60. 143
— finds 1985/7 (8th/9th c.); 56, 96
— find 1986 (10th c.); 57. 122
Wymondham (Norfolk) find 1989 (Celtic); 60. 143
Wyon. A.G., die-engraver; 55, 171
Wyon, jeton-makers; 57, 79
Wyon, Leonard, die-engraver; 54, 256, 263, 282; 55. 171
Wyon, Jr., Thomas, die-engraver; 54, 248
Wyon, William, die-engraver; 54. 248, 274; 55, 171
Yapton (Sussex) find 1990 (Celtic); 59, 221
Yate (Avon) find 1989 (Roman); 59, 256
York, mint, under Charles I; 54, 210
York, St. Leonard's Place (N. Yorksh.) find (8th-9th c.); 51,
33
Yorkshire Wolds (Humberside) find 1986 (10th/12th c.); 56,
96
Young, Matthew; 54; 53
Youngman. Harold, medallist: 55, 175
Zambaco, Maria Terpsithea, medallist; 56. 168
Zeeland, coin of; 60, 95
Zinc, in later Anglo-Saxon coins: 56, 47
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